LET BATTLE COMMENCE
Commodore and Atari micros previewed
Join hundreds of leading companies – come to Silicon Valley in the heart of London for the very best hardware, software, training and above all – SERVICE.


These are just some of the many hundreds of companies and organisations who have dealt with us over the years.

Why do they come to Silicon Valley? Because whether you’re a first time user or an established computer professional we try harder to provide friendly, helpful advice; a fuller service and better deals.

Whether you want the latest sophisticated multi-user system, accounts software or simple add-ons we can supply you quickly from our large depth of stock.

Shown above are just three of the many computers we can offer. From left to right they are: the Macintosh from Apple, the New AT from IBM and the Apricot from ACT.

What about our service? We have our own workshops, stores and maintenance facilities at our premises, which enable us to provide a comprehensive after-sales service.

We also offer a full range of training programmes for you and your staff.

BUY RENT OR LEASE FROM THE PROFESSIONALS

TEL: 01-833 3391
Everyone can benefit from Effective Micro Training at Digitus

Introduction to Personal Computers
Provides a basic understanding of microcomputer hardware, software and peripherals. Establishes the criteria for selecting and using micros. Explains the rudiments of programming. 1 day. £105.

Introduction to DOS
Provides a concentrated introduction to PC/MS DOS. Also reviews hardware components and popular applications. 1 day. £105.

Lotus 1-2-3
A workshop course with advice on the design of worksheets and on solving practical problems. 1 day. £105.

1-2-3 to Symphony
A practical conversion workshop for existing 1-2-3 users. 1 day. £105.

Symphony Workshop
Consolidates basic skills and teaches advanced features including building systems with the integrated package and command language. 2 days. £210.

Spreadsheeting with SuperCalc
A workshop course with advice on the design of worksheets and on solving practical problems. 1 day. £105.

Spreadsheeting with Multiplan
A practical workshop course on this popular spreadsheet package. 1 day. £105.

Information Management with Cardbox
A workshop course on design, applications and implementation. 1 day. £105.

Working with dBASE II
Teaches the user how to build and enquire from files and generate reports. 1 day. £105.

Programming with dBASE II
Teaches programming using the dBASE procedure language and also file design and indexing. 2 days. £210.

dBASE II Workshop
Builds on existing dBASE skills to teach the more advanced use of the procedure language and the practical application of all these facilities. 2 days. £210.

Wordprocessing with WordStar
A practical workshop course which teaches basic skills. 1 day. £105.

Introduction to Framework
Teaches the basic skills to operate the spreadsheet, graphics, database and wordprocessing. 2 days. £210.

Develops the first principles of BASIC programming so that you can produce programs on a microcomputer. Gives practical hands-on experience of micros. 2 days. £210.

Fundamentals of BASIC
Brushes up and improves BASIC programming technique; introduces sophisticated methods of file design, data organisation, access methods and control. Examines software tools. 2 days. £210.

Communications
Introduces the techniques of communicating between micros, from micros to peripherals and from micros to mainframes. 1 day. £125.

Advanced Lotus 1-2-3
Builds on existing Lotus 1-2-3 skills, presenting information on database, statistical and file functions. 1 day. £105.

Data Management with Delta
Teaches how to design, define and implement systems using this powerful data management package. 1 day. £105.

Unix
An introduction to the facilities of the UNIX multi-user operating system, including the file system, shells and editors, and a review of the problems of system management. 3 days. £375.

UNIX Workshop
Further skills for those with responsibility for a UNIX system. 2 days. £250.

The C Programming Language
A tutorial on the main features of the C language, with extensive practical sessions on a multi-user system. 2 days. £250.

"C" Workshop
More advanced C programming skills. 2 days. £250.

Advanced Unix
Analyse the UNIX system in a multi-user environment. TheUNIX programming language including its features, file organisation, access methods and control. 3 days. £450.

UNIX for Managers
Introduces UNIX to management. 2 days. £250.

UNIX Workstation Introduction
An introduction to UNIX workstations. 1 day. £125.

WordStar Workshop
A workshop to consolidate basic skills and teach advanced commands. 1 day. £105.

MailMerge
Efficient use of WordStar for mailing using MailMerge. 1 day. £105.

Wordprocessing with Multimate
A practical workshop which teaches basic skills. 1 day. £105.

Wordprocessing with DisplayWrite 2
A practical workshop teaching basic skills on this increasingly popular IBM-oriented wordprocessing package. 1 day. £105.

UNIX
An introduction to the facilities of the
UNIX multi-user operating system, including the file system, shells and editors, and a review of the problems of system management. 3 days. £375.

UNIX Workshop
Further skills for those with responsibility for a UNIX system. 2 days. £250.

The C Programming Language
A tutorial on the main features of the C language, with extensive practical sessions on a multi-user system. 2 days. £250.

"C" Workshop
More advanced C programming skills. 2 days. £250.

Managing Office Automation
A two-day seminar to prepare managers to devise and implement a successful office automation strategy. It addresses key issues and presents current examples and shows the opportunity to discuss important aspects related to the needs of your organisation.

Next seminar: Mar 28-29.

In-Company Training
Digitus provides courses tailored to the needs of Individual companies, from seminars for management to detailed training for office and professional staff. Courses can be held on company premises, or at the Digitus Training Centre. Contact the Training Administrator for full details.
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Sneak previews of the up-and-coming machines from Atari and Commodore — a Mac-like micro for under £500, a lap-held and a PC compatible. What more could you ask for?

A strong contender for the title of best business package on a home machine. Peter Bright sees if Entrepreneur can really solve all your business problems.

IBM PC clones are arriving by the dozen but multi-user systems are a rarer breed, with the promise of extra facilities and a cheaper cost per user. Martin Banks fills his office with terminals and sends himself electronic mail messages.

Pocket computers are being unduly neglected. Nick Walker puts two of the best through their paces.

TV manufacturers are catching on to the micro market by offering television sets that can take video signals direct. Gareth Jefferson tunes in.

A database package that comes in four flavours — from a menu-driven system to full applications development. Kathy Lang finds out if it lives up to its name.

Desktop organisers that remove the clutter of diaries, address books and calculators from your desk are the latest trend in integrated packages. Mike Liardet tidies up.

Despite its reputation, Basic can be used for writing efficient business programs. John Locke explains how.

Improving your SEARCHing and SORTing techniques, courtesy of Donald Knuth and Mike Liardet.

Les Hampson continues this Teach Yourself series with a description of functions in the C language.

In cooperation with Channel 4, PCW is proud to present the Trundle, a ZX-81-based buggy which you can build yourself.

The second of this month's projects allows you to download software from the TV. Take your seats for Channel 4's 4 Computer Buffs now.
NTU 50 — Multitasking Communication Device
Together with a computer or terminal it talks with any telex, computer or data bank in the world.
This is a most versatile and cost/effective unit of its kind.
Measuring only 54 x 260 x 250 mm (2 x 10 x 9.8") and supplied with up to 3 ports. The unit is protocolised with: telex, DDD, TWX, RCA, WUTWX, SITA and more.

MB 91 — Short Distance Modem with Lightning Protection
This is an Asynchronous — short distance hauling — limited modem converting RS232 DATA for transmission over a one pair of transmission line.
It adjusts automatically to pulse widths from 50-19,200 BPS.
Its range is 10-10,000 meters (6ft to 6 miles) and measures 20 x 9.2 x 5.9 mm (77/8 x 25/16 x 35/8").

For further details please contact:

ALFA GAT LTD.
P.O.Box 23142 Tel Aviv (61231) ISRAEL. Tlx: 342349
Dealer & OEM enquiries are welcomed.
IBO+ACT
WITH EXTRAS

* Analysis of your requirements
* Highly competitive pricing
* Wide range of compatible software
* Staff training facility
* Rentals service available
* Try before you buy – we refund 95% of your rental if you purchase within first month of rental
* Trade-in on existing systems
* Expert installation service
* Micro data-transfer service

We specialise in networking your IBM PC's and Apricots together using the manufacturers' related products. These include IBM networking and clustering hardware and software and also the Point 7 and Point 32 from ACT.

As well as hardware from the leading manufacturers, you'll get friendly help and advice from 01 Computers, one of Britain's acknowledged experts.

And since we also handle the New Innovative Smart Integrated Business software package, we can really help you turn your personal computer into a powerful business tool.

Send in the coupon and find out how!

01 COMPUTERS LTD.
Southampton House, 192-206 York Road, London SW11 3SA
Telephone for a FREE demonstration Tel: 01-228 2207 Telex 8954575 CTC LDN

Fill in this coupon and send it to us at the address below. It's an important first step to answering all your business computing needs.

Name
Address
Tel No.
Occupation
Southampton House, 192-206 York Road, London SW11 3SA
NEW GAME FOR THE AMSTRAD
TIME BOMB
£7.65 including VAT + P&P

NEW GAME FOR THE SPECTRUM (16K & 48K)
SPECTRABUG
£5.35 including VAT + P&P

PROGRAMMERS

The Black Knight wants you

If you have any type of micro experience, especially in the field of machine code programming

The Black Knight needs you

In return, we will supply the machines, project ideas and substantial royalties

So why not join the Black Knight now!

Send full details to:
BLACK KNIGHT COMPUTERS LTD.
PO Box 132, Chislehurst, Kent, BR7 6LJ
MicroSight I on the BBC model B includes:—

- A CCTV camera with lens and tripod.
- MicroEye vision interface 256 x 300 resolution with 8 bit video plus all cables.
- Fully documented hardware and software.
- MicroSight software package with area perimeter routines as well as disk and printer dumps.
- Hi Res software package with mode 0 display, disk and printer dumps and thresholding.
- Package using mode 2 high quality display.

MicroEye

Vision interface 256 x 300 resolution 256 grey levels with full documentation and software for BBC Sirius, IBM, Apple, RML, CBM etc.

MicroScale

An image processing package with editing area and perimeter calculations, dimensioning, windowing, threshold and contrast setting.

MicroEye

Vision interface 256 x 300 resolution with 8 bit video plus all cables.

MicroSight II

Image analysis for the IBM PC with:—

- Object area measurement (absolute and %)
- Perimeter measurement to user defined scaling
- User definable and standard windows.
- Disk and printer dumps.
- Dimensioning and object counting.
- Fully documented C software.

Also available for Hewlett Packard and Sirius.

For further details contact:

DIGITHURST

The image analysis people

Digithurst Ltd.

Leaden Hill, Orwell, Royston,
Herts. SG8 5QH

Telephone (0223) 208926

ATT

01-729 7033

(T.L) Industrial Unit,
Stanway Street,
London N1 6RY

Telex: 296119 DATALX G

4% EXTRA DISCOUNT WHEN BUYING 2 OR MORE!
Have you put a CLIP in your Winchester?

**CLIP — Compressed Library Interchange Program**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CP/M</th>
<th>CP/M-86</th>
<th>PC DOS</th>
<th>MS DOS</th>
<th>£95.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Backs up a Winchester on to floppies.</td>
<td>• Compresses text or data to less than half size.</td>
<td>• Large files can span multiple discs.</td>
<td>• Selective backup or retrieval, on an inclusive or exclusive basis.</td>
<td><strong>EFFORTLESS BACKUP</strong> You can save commands for later use, or type commands directly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CLIP** has its own menu, with seven prepared commands. Customise the commands if you wish, or edit the menu text with a word processor. Or keep the standard forms. All your housekeeping — save/restore/review — by pressing two keys.

**CLIP** comes standard with Winchester systems supplied by British Telecom, Olympia, SCifer Systems, Research Machines and Philips. And is highly recommended by other major manufacturers.

**Keele Codes Ltd**
University of Keele, Keele, Staffordshire, U.K. Tel: (0782) 629221 Telex: 36113

All prices excl. VAT, post free in U.K.
Most popular disc formats from stock.
“Significantly faster and more powerful than the IBM PC”

You can choose the right micro in just a few seconds.

But don’t take our word for it.

“Its flexibility leaves the IBM PC for dead”

“You wonder why you put up with the IBM for so long”

Tasha Business Systems
191 Kensington High Street, London W8
Phone: 01-937 8529 01-937 3366
Telex: 946240 (cweasy g) MBX No. 19001120

TURN TO PAGE 13
What's good for our dealers is good for you.
When we decided to address the business computer market, we found a dilemma.

Do customers want the accessibility and accountability of a local independent dealer, or do they want the confidence of dealing with a substantial public company?

The answer: Both.

The result: SBC.

SBC is a network of professional independent dealers individually vetted against stringent criteria, with the backing of a £30 million turnover organisation.

Everything we give to our dealers enhances their service to you, from competitive products and prices, to exceptional leasing and maintenance deals.

We have taken some of the best dealers and given them more. So what's good for our dealers is good for you.

For the best of both worlds in business micros, contact your nearest SBC dealer or complete the coupon now!

Ade1phi CentralMipac Oxford Pilot Spectrum SBC Syntax Unique

Business Computers Services

Data Software Business (Humberside) Business Solutions

Computers Systems Ltd.
Centre Ltd
Computers Ltd.

25 Trinity Street, Coventry, West Midlands CV1 1FJ Tel: (0384) 238164

25 Trinity Street, Coventry, West Midlands CV1 1FJ Tel: (0384) 238164

36 Churchill Precinct, Dublin, West Midlands WV 7BL Tel: (0384) 238164

63 King St, Lancaster Tel: (0524) 62033

22 Round Hill Way, London N1P 1AG Tel: (01) 406 2666

22 Round Hill Way, London N1P 1AG Tel: (01) 406 2666

Hunting Gate, Herts, SG4 0TF Tel: (0462) 377171

Hunting Gate, Herts, SG4 0TF Tel: (0462) 377171

56/58 Anlaby Road, Hull, Humberside HU1 2PA Tel: (0462) 343446

56/58 Anlaby Road, Hull, Humberside HU1 2PA Tel: (0462) 343446

17-21 Castle St., Coventry CV1 1FJ Tel: (0552) 24346

17-21 Castle St., Coventry CV1 1FJ Tel: (0552) 24346

Tel: (0203) 553944

Tel: (0752) 23190

Tel: (0262) 24346

Tel: (0384) 238164

Tel: (0462) 377171

Tel: (0222) 390714

Tel: (0203) 553944

Tel: (0752) 23190

Tel: (0222) 390714

Tel: (0203) 553944

Tel: (0752) 23190

HELP

If you're a business micro dealer and would like to know more about SBC, ring Nick Ray or Andrew Doxsey on Hitchin

SBC
SPECTRUM BUSINESS CENTRES
(A division of Spectrum Group PLC)
Hunting Gate, Hitchin, Hertfordshire SG4 0TF
Tel: Hitchin (0462) 377171

FREEPOST SBC, HITCHIN, HERTS, SG4 0YA
Name
Position
Co. Name
Address
Tel
We've reduced the price of our RGB high resolution colour monitor (580 x 470 pixels) to only £199.95 – that means you save £50 on our previous offer – and that includes VAT, leads and carriage.

And just because you're saving on price doesn't mean you're sacrificing quality. Here's what Acorn User had to say about our monitors.

"...Gave steadier pictures than the Microvitec Club, and the colours were rather better.

It seems that all 'normal' and 'medium' resolution monitors, including the Sanyo, are simply inadequate to deal with the Beeb's graphics and text output.

The JVC was excellent, giving clear, legible results.

Was the JVC better than the Microvitec?* Would I buy one? Yes to both questions."

The unit has a 14" screen and is suitable for the BBC Micro, Electron, Sinclair QL, Lynx, Oric, Apple, IBM, Amstrad and RML 480Z and most other leading micros.

And there's a year full guarantee.

If you order your monitor by post, you'll receive it within 48 hours by courier service.

Simply post the coupon below to: Opus Supplies Ltd., 158 Camberwell Road, London SE5 0EE. Or by telephoning 01 701 8668 quoting your credit card number. Or, of course, you can buy at our showroom between 9.00 - 5.30 pm, Monday - Friday.

*Microvitec Club 14" Monitor.
More Great Price Drops!

OLIVETTI PC
M24: dual 320kb disk drive; 128k RAM, keyboard, monitor and MS DOS £1,541
M24: 10Mb integral hard disk, 1 x 270kb disk drive, 128k RAM, keyboard and MS DOS £2,999
PORTABLE COMPUTER
M21: dual 320kb disk drive monitor £1,619

HITACHI PC
HITACHI PC: dual 320kb floppy drives 128k RAM, keyboard, colour monitor, nuccus generator, MS DOS £1,295
HITACHI PC: dual 320kb floppy drives 128k RAM, keyboard, colour monitor, 10Mb hard disk, nuccus generator, MS DOS, purchase ledger, sales ledger, nominal ledger, payroll order processing, microfilm, all for only £2,481

MACINTOSH
Macintosh 128kb RAM £1,549
Macintosh 512kb RAM £call
Macintosh 512kb RAM £call
Imago Writer Printer 10" £395
Imago Writer Printer 15" £call

HEWLETT PACKARD
HP-150: 270kb 316" disk drive 256k RAM; keyboard, High resolution monitor £call
HP-150: 15Mb hard disk, 1 x 720kb disk drive, 256k RAM, keyboard, High resolution monitor £call

APPLE CREDIT CARD
£1,500 INSTANT CREDIT AVAILABLE
Subject to acceptance APR. 29.8%

APPLE II C PACKAGE
Apple II C Monitor Stand II £949

APPLE II Package
Apple IIe disk drive with controller £699

EX-DEMO ALPINE II
Siemens Printer III £99
Apple Business Basic III £49
VisiCalc II £89
Apple Writer III £99
Mail List Manager £59

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
Canon FZ 3800 (160cps) £299
EPSON LX 100 colour printer £174
LG 190 £179
RX 299 Printer £400

DOUGLASS PLOTTER
Coterm 1000 £100

GRAPHIC PLOTTER

MACINTOSH

WORLDSTAR
LOTUS 1-2-3
MULTIPACK
DELTA 2

HEWLETT PACKARD...

IBM SOFTWARE
Wordstar Pack £299
Lotus 1-2-3 £349
Symphony £399
Framework £call
Mindware £call
Sage Accounts £call
Pegasus Accounts £call

MACINTOSH

EPSON FX-8

FREE

SILVER REED
EXP 64k Parallel Serial £795
EXP 128k Parallel Serial £960/995

BROTHER
hr-15 13cps (Diablo) £390
hr-15 36cps (Diablo) £call
Mailwriter Printer 100 cps £1,295

DOUGLASS PLOTTER
Coterm 1000 £100

GRAPHIC PLOTTER

MACINTOSH

MACINTOSH

EPSON FX-8

FREE

EPSON LX20 EXECUTIVE

FREE

LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS
SILVER REED EXP 64k Parallel Serial £795
EXP 128k Parallel Serial £960/995

BROTHER HR-15 13cps (Diablo) £390
HR-15 36cps (Diablo) £call
Mailwriter Printer 100 cps £1,295

COMMODORE

COMMODORE

ORDERS ONLY
Tel: 01-937 3366 ext 12
01-937 8529

Tasha Business Systems
191 Kensington High Street
London W8

Business Systems Business Systems Business Systems
191, Kensington High Street, London W8. Tel: 01-937 3366
The unbelievably believable TOSHIBA 1351 is!

- Letter quality at 100 cps
- Draft quality at 192 cps
- Multi-font capability
- 24 Wire Head

No further need to buy two Printers when for the price of one you have high speed word processing, high resolution graphics and a high speed draft printer.

* SPECIAL FONTS AVAILABLE FOR SCIENTIFIC WORD PROCESSING, CHEMICAL SYMBOLS AND ARABIC LANGUAGE.

I don't believe the TOSHIBA 1351 is that good! Please send print sample.

NAME: ____________________________
COMPANY: _______________________
ADDRESS: ________________________
________________________________
Postcode _________________________
Phone No. _________________________
IBM PC, XT, Portable

– the pioneers in S100 Horizon Computers since 1976 proudly present DIMENSION

The IBM compatible Multi-user system (up to 12 users)
15Mb hard disk and 2 user stations complete with VDU running IBM graphics £5,875*

Each subsequent work station (8088 CPU 128K RAM) is complete with Keyboard, Monitor and Cables £1,395

*including 6 months on-site warranty,

NEW! apricot F1
True 16 bit inc. ACT Sketch, ACT Diary
Tutorial – SuperPlanner, SuperCalc, SuperWriter - Software

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
CANON 80 Col 160cps £299
CANON 156 Col 160cps £399
EPSON FX80/FX100 160cps £980
EPSON LO 1500 Pan/Se £1,495

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
PLOWRITER 1600 60cps £1,600
TEC F10 40cps £1,050
TEC F1500 25cps £395
JUKI 18cps £399
Fujitsu SP320 48cps £980

SHEET FEEDERS
BDT 2 Tray Auto £895
BDT 3 Tray Auto £965
BDT Single £375
Juki Sheet Feeder £239
Juki Tractor Feeder £995
Tractors (Quine RiOH, Tec) £139

PORTABLES
Compaq IBM Compat from £2,195
Chameleon IBM Compatible £1,595
16 bit/8 bit Free Software Worth £1,000

LAP PORTABLES
NEC 8201 16K £299
EPSON HX20 16K £402
TANDY 100 8K £350
EPSON PX8 £798

SOFTWARE 8/16 Bit
Please phone for LCC Catalogue covering:

FORMATS: Superbrain, Televideo Sirius, Sanyo, Televideo T SO DEC, Epson DX10, IBM, XCL, H.P. KEROX, ALTOS, Apricot. NEC. APC. All prices are exclusive of VAT

LONDON COMPUTER CENTRE

COMPUTERS SINCE 1976

43 Grafton Way, London W1P 5LA (Opposite Maples)
Opening Hours: 10-7 Mon-Fri. 10.30-4 Sat.
01-387 4455 (4 lines) Telephone Answering Service After Office Hours
Telex: 8953742

*Networking
*Software
*Add-on boards
*In stock
Telephone for prices.

HARD DISKS
Hard Disks for IBM PC Sirius QX10, NEC
10Mb £1,295
15Mb £1,445
20Mb £1,545
10Mb Tape Streamer IBM PC £895

PLOTTERS
Hewlett-Packard 7454A 6 Pen £1,560
Roland DXY 860 £750
100% HP 7475 compatible £660.00

MODEMS/MONITORS
Buzz Box: Direct Connect Modem £70
EPSON Acoustic Coupler CX/21 £160
Minor Miracle’s W2000 Modem £130
Roland 14” RGB Hi Res for IBM £375

ACCESSORIES
Floppy Disks £70
Daisywheels £160
Ribbons £130
Cables £375
Disk containers £125
Acoustic Hoods

SANYO IBM COMPATIBLE
16 bit
runs most non-graphic software

SANYO

8088 CPU 128K RAM
(expandable to 256K) MSDOS
550 1 Drive 150K £749
1550/160 2 Drives 160K ea £775
555 2 Drives 180K ea £999
555/800 2 Drives 800K ea £1,085.00
LCC upgrade £1,170.00

DEMONSTRATIONS
SALES - SERVICE SUPPORT

“All products are included in offer prices. The use of ‘no’ in offer prices indicates an ‘inclusive of VAT’ price.”

OLIVETTI

M24

Compatible & faster than IBM PC
2 Drive System 128K
10Mb Hard Disk (XT)
*Built-in Graphics & Colour
*Runs Flight Simulator, Lotus 1-2-3 on mono or colour
*7 IBM slots
*8 Mhz 8086 true 16 bit

 consequently the Microsoft Press UK Guarantee and the Olivetti Distributors' Guarantee apply, giving a total guarantee period of 2 years. The customer would receive a new machine or, if this was impossible, a replacement machine, the Distributor's or the Olivetti Building Guarantee Conditions apply.

DEALER enquires invited on all products.
SUPERCHARGES WITHOUT OVERCHARGING.

RUN YOUR APPLE II, II+, Ile 3 1/2 TIMES FASTER FOR £298

Life just isn’t fair. You spend good money to buy an Apple™ computer so you can be more productive, but it seems like you spend half your time waiting for the computer to finish its computing. You wait while it recalculates your VisiCalc™ spreadsheet. You wait while your word processor moves a paragraph. And if you write your own programs you can grow old waiting for compilers and assemblers to finish. At last, there is something you can do to win the waiting game. You can get a SpeeDemon,™ the Apple speed-up card. Just open the cover, plug it into the expansion slot and PRESTO!—your Apple runs up to 3 1/2 times faster! Yes, it works with all Apple software. Yes, it works with all standard Apple peripheral cards. Yes, it works with whatever amount of RAM you have. It only costs £298 + VAT, far less than competing brands. How can this be? Simple. SpeeDemon surgically replaces the slow Apple processor with a high speed 65C02 processor and fast cache memory to execute your software internally at high speed, but still accesses Apple RAM at normal speed. Your Apple will love it. You will love it. Talk to your local Apple dealer or order direct from: Erima (UK) Limited, 3 Heliport Trading Estate, Lombard Road, London SW11 3RF. Tel: 01-228 1551 official orders or credit cards accepted.

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc. VisiCalc is a registered trademark of VisiCorp. SpeeDemon is a registered trademark of M c T
Crestmatt challenges you to find a better deal.

**Commodore 64 £521 + VAT**
- CBM 64 professional pack
- 1541 disk drive
- MPS801 printer
- EasyFile
- EasyScript word processor
- 20 blank disks
- 6 games on disk
- box of paper
- Intro to Basic 1

**QL pack £485 + VAT**
- 12k business pack
- 4 software packages
- Brother M1 printer
- FREE printer cable
- FREE 6 extra cartridges

**Apriloc **f1 £1095 + VAT
- 256k business system
- 2x720k double-sided d/d
- FREE 9" Apricot monitor
- FREE Epson RX80FT printer
- FREE printer cable
- SuperWriter w/processor
- SuperCalc spreadsheet
- SuperPlanner
- GSX graphics utility
- ACT Diary
- ACT Sketch

**ITT: XTRA £2108 + VAT**
- 128k business system
- (operationally compatible with IBM PC/XT)
- 12" amber monitor
- 2x80k double-sided d/d
- FREE Juki 6100 daisywheel

**Crestmatt Limited**
- 67a York Street (Baker St)
- London W1H 1PQ
- 01.402.1254/5
- 01.723.4699
- Mon-Fri 9.30-7; Saturday 10.30-4
- telex 265821 MONREF G
- quote ref: DRG015
- export and mail order
- enquiries welcome

Call for latest prices

**Printers: dot matrix**
- Commodore MPS801
- Shinwa CP801 80cps (p)
- Shinwa CP801 100cps (p2k)
- Shinwa CP801 100cps (p2k)
- Epson RX80FT 100cps
- Epson RX80 100cps
- Epson FX80 100cps
- Epson FX80 100cps
- Ensign 16cps 72c/resp
- Kaga Texan 100cps 27nlq
- Canon PW100 100cps 27nlq
- Canon PW115 100cps wide
- Brother EP84
- Brother HR85 30cps
- SmithCorona D200 13cps
- SmithCorona D200 13cps wide
- SmithCorona FASTEXT 80cps daisywheel
- Juki 6100 200cps
- Juki 8300 40cps
- DaisyStep 2000 16cps
- Brother HR1 13cps
- Brother HR2 25cps
- Brother HR3 35cps
- SmithCorona L1000
- Commodore DPS1101 18cps

**Authorized dealers for Apricot, STC computers, Pegasus, SageSoft, CashLink, Anagram, SAM, MicroPro & CompSoft Software**

Crestmatt packages may be reconfigured to suit individual business needs. We provide demonstration, support and training with on-site maintenance contracts available.

Offers strictly one month prices subject to change; without notice; goods subject to availability

Add VAT at 15% to all prices
West One

Business Systems Ltd
230 Tottenham Court Road, London W1P 9AE. Telephone: 01-636 7142/4102

Looking for a business system? Let us help you.
Call in or phone for friendly, professional advice.

Apricot With
10MB Winchester
Only £1995 + VAT!
Plus
- Free Monitor
- Free Wordprocessor (Superwriter)
- Free Spreadsheet (Supercalc)
- Free Super Planner

Integrated Accounts Package
- Free Invoicing
- Free Stock Control
- Free Sales Ledger
- Free Purchase Ledger
- Free Nominal Ledger
- Free Payroll
- Free Mailing List

Special Introductory Offer

Apricot PC
Dual 315K Drives (630K)
Only £1395 + VAT!
Plus
- Free 9" Monitor
- Free Wordprocessor (Wordstar)
- Free Spreadsheet (Calcstar)
- Free Invoicing
- Free Stock Control
- Free Payroll
- Free Mailing List

Apricot Portable
Only £1495 + VAT

Sanyo MBC With 2x720KB Floppy Disc
Only £995 + VAT!
Plus
- Free Monitor (Philips V7001)
- Free Wordprocessor (Wordstar)
- Free Spreadsheet (Calcstar)
- Free Invoicing
- Free Stock Control
- Free Sales Ledger
- Free Purchase Ledger
- Free Nominal Ledger
- Free Payroll
- Free Mailing List

Sanyo with 10MB Winchester floppy, 128K Ram, Wordstar & Calcstar and Monochrome Monitor £1995 + VAT
Apricot PC: Duo 720K discs and monitor £1595 + VAT
Apricot X15: 5MB Winchester £1995 + VAT
Apricot X110: 10MB Winchester £2195 + VAT

Galaxy Bargains

1 Year Warranty & Maintenance Contracts Available

We also stock a wide range of Printers, Monitors, Disc Drives and Software Packages, plus many other Computer Systems at bargain prices.

Opening Hours Mon-Sat 9AM-6PM
Mail Orders To: West One Galaxy Business Systems Ltd, 230 Tottenham Court Road, London W1.
Cheques payable to: West One Galaxy Business Systems Ltd.
HELP FOR ADVENTURERS

Are you vexed by VALHALLA, hopeless with THE HOBBIT, flummoxed by PHILOSOPHER’S QUEST or stumped by SNOWBALL? The following books could save you many sleepless nights!

Each book provides 100% solutions and complete maps for the 4 adventures covered. The solutions are written in such a way as not to divulge the other secrets of the game.

THE ADVENTURER’S COMPANION
by Mike and Peter Gerrard £3.95
Covers THE HOBBIT, COLOSSAL CAVE ADVENTURE, ADVENTURELAND and PIRATE ADVENTURE.

THE COMMODORE 64 ADVENTURER
by Bob Chappell £3.95
Covers HEROES OF KARN, LORDS OF TIME, VOODOO CASTLE and THE COUNT.

THE SPECTRUM ADVENTURER
by Mike Gerrard £3.95
Covers VALHALLA, SNOWBALL, TWIN KINGDOM VALLEY and URBAN UPSTART.

THE BBC MICRO ADVENTURER
by Bob Chappell £3.95
Covers PHILOSOPHER’S QUEST, CASTLE OF RIDDLES, VOODOO CASTLE and THE COUNT.

All books supplied post free. Many other books and adventures are available for the Commodore 64, Amstrad, BBC Micro and most popular computers. Write in for a catalogue.

For full listing see following page.

STAR GEMINI-10X
120 CPS • BI-DIRECTIONAL LOGIC SEEKING • FRICITION TRACTOR AND ROLL HOLDER • STANDARD • DOWN LOADABLE CHARACTERS • ULTRA HIGH RESOLUTION • 80 COLS
£189.95 + VAT = £218.44
WHAT VALUE!

STAR GEMINI-15X AS ABOVE BUT 132 COLUMN
£315 + VAT = £362.25

STAR DELTA 10
QL COMPATIBLE
NO MORE TO PAY—START PRINTING TODAY
160 CPS • BI-DIRECTIONAL LOGIC SEEKING • PARALLEL AND SERIAL INTERFACE STANDARD • 8K BUFFER • FRICTION TRACTOR AND ROLL HOLDER STANDARD • 80 COLS • MANY MORE FEATURES TOO NUMEROUS TO LIST.
£319.95 + VAT = £367.94

STAR DELTA 15 AS ABOVE BUT 132 COLUMN
£460 + VAT = £529.00

We are situated by the junction of Camden Road, near the railway bridge
Monday–Friday 9–6 Sunday 10–1
Today's successful business needs more than microcomputers.
It needs the Comart system: working together, sharing information, keeping pace with your own rate of company growth and expansion.

The Comart concept is simply breathtaking... the result so proven that Comart is already the chosen system for commerce, industry and government departments throughout Britain.

And now, with the introduction of the Comart Workstation and the new CP2000 Series of Comart computers (utilising the latest Intel 80186 and 80286 Superchips) our system is powerfully fulfilled:

Both new and existing users will be able to derive the full benefits not only of a multi-user system, but of built-in Networking.

Comart's provision of Concurrent CP/M, the industry standard operating system, supports DR NET and graphics and, on the workstation, gives you access to the IBM PC software library.

Comart modularity means that even from modest single-user beginnings, you can continue to build-on power and facilities without fear of the future.

Comart flexibility means you can give each individual user precisely the system capability required (making us uniquely cost effective).

And Comart's deep and vital roots - nationwide - guarantee that while you'll never leave us behind, we'll never leave you in the lurch.

So don't go it alone.

Go for the Comart system.

(Complete and return the coupon and we'll send you full information on all our products - for starters - as well as the name and address of your nearest Comart dealer.)
DATA STAR QUALITY
At down to earth prices.
When it comes to printers, whichever way you look at it, we've got the lowest prices, the widest range and the best back-up service in the country. What you won't get from us, are special gifts, or false promises - just honest value and a fully guaranteed after-sales service.

SPECIAL OFFERS

Brother – M1009 £173.86 + VAT = £199.95
50cps ● bi-directional ● logic seeking ● 96 chars plus international and graphics ● 9 x 9 matrix

Gemini 10X £189.95 + VAT = £218.44
120 cps ● bi-directional ● logic seeking ● friction, tractor and roll holder standard ● down loadable characters ● ultra high resolution ● 80 cols. ● IBM PC version available.

Kaga-Taxan KP 810 £257.00 + VAT = £295.55
Near letter quality ● 160 cps ● bi-directional ● 96 chars plus graphics ● 5 print sizes ● 9 x 9 matrix.

COMPLETE RANGE

DOT MATRIX
Cosmos JP 80 £169.95 + VAT = £195.44
Epson RX80 £198.95 + VAT = £228.79
Epson RX80 F/T £228.95 + VAT = £263.29
Epson FX80 £319.95 + VAT = £367.94
Epson FX100 £498.95 + VAT = £573.79
Star Gemini 10X £189.95 + VAT = £218.44
Star Delta 10 £319.95 + VAT = £367.94
Star Radix 10 £498.95 + VAT = £573.79

THERMAL MATRIX PRINTERS
Brother HR5 Ring for prices
Brother EP44 Ring for prices

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
Brother HR15 Ring for prices
Julii 6100 £325 + VAT = £373.75

Cables ● Paper ● Ribbons ● Sheet and tractor feeders ● Interfaces
If you have any technical queries or want our latest prices please telephone:

Credit card hot line... 01-482 1711
Please add £10 for delivery, we guarantee 48 hour delivery from payment. Personal callers welcome. We're at the junction of Camden Road, near the railway bridge. Anytime 9 00am to 6.00pm Monday to Friday 10 00am to 1.00pm Sunday. Export and dealer enquiries welcome. Post your order with cheque to

Datastar Systems UK
Unicorn House, 182 Royal College Street, London NW1 9NN
Telex 295 931 Unicomp G Telephone 01-482 1711
Micro General the Specialists for Printer Selection

Contact us for our expert advice on all your interfacing problems

It's not just a question of plug in and let's go. There are now over 200 different connector situations. How do you know that your computer will accept the printer of your choice? We at Micro General do not sell boxes off the shelf. As computer engineers we help you to choose and install the right printer for your computer. The advice is free and it could save you some embarrassing mistakes – Buy from us for peace of mind.

APRicot F1

a full blown business micro
For the first time business users get a genuine business machine with some amazing 'high tech' features. See the Apricot's mouse execute previously complex tasks at a single key stroke, and the new infrared device means there's no cable connection to the keyboard, giving desk top planning a new meaning.

- 162K 4MHZ 720 single disk
- MS-DOS
- Rapid Display manipulation and special effects.
- Expansion and Output facilities.
- Colour/Mono Monitor or VHF for your TV
- Extremely light (under 13lbs) – totally portable.
- Price includes SuperWriter, SuperCalc, a SuperPrint or software.
- Full Workshop facilities available to iron out all technical hitches! CALL US FOR PRINT SAMPLES.

IBM 34/36/38 USERS

Call for details on the DATASOUTH TX-5180
High performance equivalent to the IBM 5224
from £2695 + VAT.

SHINWA CPA80 MATRIX PRINTER

Fantastic value – look at these features:
- Priban and Tractor feed as standard
- 100 cps Bi-Directional Logic Seeking
- True Descenders + Smale and Supercaracters
- Polygraphic/Prose Underlining
- High Res. and Block Graphics

Juki

PRINTERS/PRINTER TYPEWRITERS

MODELS FROM £325 + VAT

- 2K BUFFER
- High reliability
- Diablo protocols

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!

Bring your micro to us and match with our range of printers – full workshop facilities available to iron out all technical hitches! CALL US FOR PRINT SAMPLES.

TRADE or PRIVATE CUSTOMERS take advantage of our INTERFACING CONSULTANCY

INTERFACES & CABLES AVAILABLE FOR:

VIC 20
NEW BRAIN
COMMODORE 64
OSBORNE
PET
ORIC
TANDY
SIRIUS
SPECTRUM
DRAGON
SHARP
SINCLAIR QL and more!

MICROLINE LOW COST PRINTERS

In our opinion this range of printers represents the best value. From our service records we can tell that it has proved to be an extremely reliable printer. If you are looking for fast throughput (Account or Data printing) check it out NOW!

- Up to 25°, faster thru-put than nearest rival
- Near letter quality (92/93/841
- Ideal printer for business systems-
- Statements, invoices etc.
- Multiparts – up to 6 copies.

MICROLINE 92

160 cps £415 + VAT

The ideal alternative to EPSON FX100 – Faster thru-put and near letter quality. Recommended for IBM, SHINWA, APRICOT

DECALINE/EPSON PRINTER PRICES

EPSON RX80T 100 cps £120 + VAT
EPSON RX80F/T 100 cps £140 + VAT
EPSON FX80 160 cps £340 + VAT
EPSON FX100 100 cps £390 + VAT
EPSON FX100 160 cps £490 + VAT
EPSON LQ1500 200 cps £995 + VAT

HIGH SPEED HIGH QUALITY LOW PRICE!!

Canon PW-1080A

£319 + VAT

- 160 cps and quiet too!
- High Resolution graphics
- Down loading to user-nominal characters.
- Near letter quality – Gothic and Local fonts optional.
- Epson code compatibility.

DEALER/OEM ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Always call for the best possible price.

Access/Visa

MICRO GENERAL

(2C3)

Unit 25, Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne, Reading, RG8 7JW Tel: 07357 4466

22PCW
I.S.C. Limited

Graphic House, 88 Waveney Road
ST IVES, CAMBS PE17 4FW
TEL: 0480 300533

COMPANY SERVICES INCLUDE:
CUSTOMISED DATABASE SYSTEMS, MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS, INSTALLATION CONTRACTS, NETWORK SYSTEMS, MULTI-USERS SYSTEMS.

FINANCING:
CASH, LEASE-RENTAL, LEASE-PURCHASE, SHORT-TERM RENTAL, HIRE-PURCHASE, PERSONAL LOANS, INSTANT CREDIT (subject to status).

* Provide a currently advertised lower price within 7 days of purchase and difference will be refunded.

We GUARANTEE* the lowest prices!
Discounts Ranging from 5% to 30% on all sales

These are just a few sample prices

**Software**
- LOTUS 1-2-3: £300
- WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL: £375
- DBASE II: £280
- MULTIMATE: £265
- MULTIPLAN: £145
- DBASE III: £325

**Hardware**
- EPSON FX100 PRINTER: £495
- MULTIFUNCTION BOARDS (FROM): £225
- PC & XT 64K RAM (9 CHIPS): £42
- BROTHER HR1 PRINTER: £500

Similar discounts available on IBM PC, XT, DEC, RAINBOW, APPLE, LISA, MACKINTOSH, SIRIUS, APRICOT.

All prices subject to VAT and delivery charges.

Phone 0273 204377

Express Computer Consultants Ltd.
WEST

DISTRIBUTOR FOR
ACORN, MICROVITEC and CUMANA
and also dealers for many other leading manufacturers —
please enquire for comprehensive product list
TRADE enquiries are always welcome

BUDGET
SPECIALS

8271 BBC DISK CONTROLLER
CHIP .................................................. £59.00

STOCK
CLEARANCE

PASCAL-T ...................... £35.00
FORTH ........................ £29.95
LOGO-FORTH ............... £35.00
XCAL .......................... £35.00

SPECIAL
PRICES FOR PERSONAL
CALLERS ON
ELECTRONS etc

HCCS Associates
533 Durham Road, Low Fell
Gateshead, Tyne & Wear
NE9 5EY
Tel: (091) 4870760

RCCS Associates
533 Durham Road, Low Fell
Gateshead, Tyne & Wear
NE9 5EY
Tel: (091) 4870760

Retail sales also at:
HCCS Microcomputers
122 Darwen Street
Blackburn, Lancs
Tel: (0254) 672214

MICRO COMPUTER
CONSULTANTS LTD

OUR PRICES ARE VERY
COMPETITIVE

A Challenge to
Every businessman
MACINTOSH

ALL the APPLE range
at BARGAIN PRICES!
PORTABLE Luxury with the

APPLE IIC

* Built-in disc drive
* 128K RAM
* 40/80 column display
* TV Modulator
* 6 interactive demo discs
* Ultra Hi-Res
* Built-in serial ports for
printers and modem
* Weight only 7.5lbs

Authorised Apple Dealer
Level One Service Centre
Call TODAY for further details

Ascott House, 227 Elliott St
Tyldesley, Manchester
M29 8DG
Tel: 0942-892818

***OVERSEAS ORDERS A SPECIALITY***
Tailored Business Systems

Complete Business Systems Tailored To Your Needs
based on Apricot, Sperry, IBM, Hewlett Packard, Sirius, Canon, Epson & Brother

- System 1 -
  **APRICOT XI**
  Hard Disk + Free Printer +
  Free Integrated Accounts
  Software including Payroll
  Training & Installation
  £2995 + VAT

- System 2 -
  **SPERRY MODEL 40**
  10 MEGABYTE HARD DISK
  Free Printer
  Free Integrated Accounts Package
  £3295 + VAT

- System 3 -
  **APRICOT F1**
  720K Disk  256K Memory
  includes Integrated Accounts Software
  or Printer
  £1495 + VAT

- System 4 -
  **SPERRY MODEL 25**
  COLOUR MONITOR
  360K Twin Drive
  Free Integrated Accounts Package
  £2450 + VAT

- System 5 -
  **APRICOT TWIN DISK**
  + Free Word Processor
  + Free Printer
  £1795 + VAT

- System 6 -
  **IBM XT**
  Hard Disk +
  Full Integrated
  Accounts Package
  including Payroll
  + Free Printer
  £4290 + VAT

- System 7 -
  **APRICOT POINT 7**
  with up to 6 Terminals & Integrity
  Multi User Accounts Package
  From £3995 + VAT

- System 8 -
  **APRICOT POINT 32**
  with up to 32 Terminals including Integrity Multi User
  Accounting Software
  £3995 + VAT

Full Maintenance available    Leasing Facilities arranged

Authorized ACT & SPERRY Dealers

Tailored Business Systems Ltd
2nd Floor, Gate House, The High, Harlow, Essex CM20 1LW

CONTACT US ON... 0279 413 893 (10 lines)
What use is 68000 power if you can’t get at it?

You can with the U-MAN!

Look at these languages and tools available for the programmable 68000 power U-MAN Series 1000 supermicro

UCSD p-system with text editor, filer, many utilities.
- PASCAL
- FORTRAN 77
- BASIC
- Advanced Developers Tool Kit including 68000 Assembler
CP/M 68K with editor, many utilities, 68000 Assembler.
- ‘C’
- CBASIC
- PASCAL MT Plus
- SVS FORTRAN
- Whitesmiths ‘C’
- SVS Basic Plus
- SVS Pascal
- Cambridge LISP
- PROLOG
- FORTH
- VED 68K program editor
- XED screen editor

for an extremely well-equipped system* expandable to 1MB RAM and Winchester?
*192K RAM
68000 (10MHz) and 6809
Dual 800K floppies
Clock & timers
Two serial ports
Centronics port
Sound generator
Speech synthesiser
10 bit A/D
16 parallel I/O lines

Keyboard and 4 slot expansion system.

Although the big software houses have their parts to play we believe individuals can still make a big contribution to the software scene. If you’ve a program bursting to get made, needing 68000 power or U-MAN features, give us a call — we can offer up to 40% off for a bona fide project!

College or University — ask about educational discounts for Feb. & March.

Distributor, OEM and dealer enquiries welcomed.

U-Microcomputers Limited
Winstanley Industrial Estate,
Long Lane, Warrington,
Cheshire, WA2 8PR, England.
Tel: 0925 54117
Telex: 629279 UMICRO G

Where else can you get a 68000 based supermicro starting at £2500

Note that all the CP/M68K languages can use whatever RAM is installed — unlike CP/M86 and MS-DOS where the limit is usually only 64K.

making it easy for programmers to make easy to use!
From £100, the Apollo business desk range will suit anyone who has a computer system, down to the ground.

They have sturdy steel underframes with scratch resistance surfaces. The top shelf has sufficient room for both monitor and printer, while the lower desk top area will accommodate your computer, hard or floppy disc drive and software.

And they all come with lockable castors and may be fitted with a lower left or right handed desk drawer for extra storage.

Generous government and education discounts are available.

To get full details of our entire Apollo range and the address of your nearest stockists, contact us on 01-701 8668 or by posting the coupon to: Opus Supplies Ltd., 158 Camberwell Road, London SE5 0EE. Opening hours: 9.00-5.30pm, Monday-Friday.
NEVER TO BE REPEATED PACKAGE DEALS
AT LOW, LOW PRICES. BEST SUPPORT, DEMONSTRATION — READ ON

**ACT APRICOTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APRICOT F1</th>
<th>£1,095</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>256K</td>
<td>1x720K DRIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPERWRITER, SUPERCALC, SUPER PLANNER, SKETCH DIARY ETC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREE PRINTER OR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREE 12&quot; PHILIPS MONITOR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREE ACCOUNTS PACKAGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APRICOT PC</th>
<th>£1,799</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>256K</td>
<td>2x720K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREE 9&quot; MONITOR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREE PRINTER OR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREE ACCOUNTS PACKAGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APRICOT PORTABLE</th>
<th>£1,734</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>256K</td>
<td>1x720 DRIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLOUR CARD, MOUSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOICE RECOGNITION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FULL LCD DISPLAY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREE PRINTER OR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREE ACCOUNTS PACKAGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SINCLAIR QL PACKAGES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PACKAGE A</th>
<th>£599</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>128K</td>
<td>BUSINESS SOFTWARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12&quot; PRISM COLOUR MONITOR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREE BROTHER HR5 PRINTER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PACKAGE B</th>
<th>£477</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>128K</td>
<td>BUSINESS SOFTWARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROTHER HR5 PRINTER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 BLANK CARTRIDGES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREE PRINTER CABLE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TATUNG EINSTIEN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PACKAGE DEAL</th>
<th>£466</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>280 PROCESSOR</td>
<td>64K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500K DRIVE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLUS FREE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDPRO</td>
<td>BBC BASIC (280)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR. LOGO</td>
<td>6 GAMES PACK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EINSTIEN</th>
<th>£433</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLUS FREE 4&quot; DISKS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| COLOUR MONITOR | £200 |
| GREEN MONITOR | £89 |

**AMSTRAD**

CPC 464 GREEN SCREEN

| £196 |
| 64K | Z80 |
| CPC 464 COLOUR SCREEN |
| £292 |
| PLUS £100 SOFTWARE FREE |

**MICROWORLD COMPUTER 4 VIDEO CENTRE LTD**

| 12 YORK PLACE | BRIGHTON BN1 4GU |
| 10 THE BOULEVARD | CRAWLEY, SUSSEX RH10 1XX |

**PRINTERS**

| TAXAN KAGA KP810 |
| (150 CPS, 29 CPS NLQ) | £259 |
| TAXAN KAGA KP910 |
| (15" CARRIAGE) |
| SINWA CPA80P |
| £346 |
| CANON PW 1080A |
| (100 CPS, F/T) |
| £284 |
| MANESSMANN TALLY MT80 |
| £198 |

**FREE EXTRA RIBBON**

JUKI 6100 (20CPS DAISY WHEEL) £336

JUKI 6300 (40 CPS) £764

BROTHER HR15 £338

QUENDATA £199

**MONITORS**

MICROVITEC STD RESOLUTION £169

MED RES £255

HIGH RES £339

DQ3 QL (85 COL) MON £232

TAXAN KAGA K2R2 MED RES £255

KAGAN VISION QL MON £242

PHILIPS MONITOR 80 £79

| 20 MHz B/W, 2000 CHARACTER DISPLAY |
| SPECIAL PRICE |

**MICROWORLD OFFERS SUPER DEALS — FREE PRINTER, MONITOR OR ACCOUNTS PACKAGE**

**PLEASE ADD £7 P&P OR CARRIAGE**

**EXPORT & MAIL ORDER ENQUIRIES MOST WELCOME**

**RING US FOR YOUR SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS** — WE WILL DO OUR BEST

**WRITE OR PHONE YOUR CONTACTS:**

DARREN BRITT, DAVE DEDYAL, GEORGE DRURY AT BRIGHTON AND JO AT FARNHAM
PAUL KLER, BERNARD AT CRAWLEY

PHONES: BRIGHTON (0273) 671863/698241
CRAWLEY (0293) 545630 & FARNHAM (0252) 726379

PLEASE ADD 15% VAT FOR UK ORDERS
**PRINTERS**

- **EPSON**
  - Serial Interface: £80.
  - 164 with 2 entries: £100.
  - Buffers with 16 character storage capacity available from stock.

- **KAGA**
  - TNX120: £99.
  - TNX120A: £99.

**PRINTER ACCESSORIES**

- **Cable Set for 3 way sharer (1m long each):** £25.
- **3 Colour Graphics Plotter: Work Station:** £90.

**PRINT/CARTRIDGE SHARERS**

- Three Computers to one printer (parallel): £65.
- Cable Set for 3 way sharer (1m long): £65.
- Main Adapter £65.

**DRIVE ACCESSORIES**

- **FLOPPICLENE Disc Head Cleaning Kit:** £14.50.
- **3M BULK DISC CLEANER:** £9.00.
- **VAT:** £10.

**EPPROM PROGRAMMERS**

- **INDUSTRIAL PROGRAMMER EPP000:**
  - The CPU controlled Epprom programmer is a powerful tool for both Epprom programming and development work. EPP000 can emulate and program all types of 256k EPROMs, and may be used as an emulator.

**GANG OF EIGHT PRODUCTION PROGRAMMER**

- **SANYO DMR122**
  - £210.
- **SANYO DMR121**
  - £165.
- **MICROVITEC 20” RGB**
  - £380.
- **VISION III SUPER HI RES**
  - £430.
- **ZENITH 123**
  - £68.
- **KAGA TXAN H RES**
  - £105.
- **KAGA KX1202A**
  - £99.
- **SANYO DM8112CX**
  - £19.50.

**CONNECTOR SYSTEMS**

- **ID CONNECTORS**
  - **Heads:**
    - Edge Connect £1.80.
    - Gray Cable £1.80.
  - **Receptacles:**
    - 10 Way £2.50.
    - 20 Way £5.25.
    - 30 Way £10.
    - 160 Way £45.

**TEXT/ZIP SOCKETS**

- **RS 232 JUMPER LEADS WITH 25 WAY CONNECTORS**
  - £25.
  - £25.
  - £25.

**GENDER CHANGERS**

- **25 Way D Type**
  - Male to Female £10.
  - Female to Male £10.

**AMPHENOL CONNECTORS**

- **36 Way Centronics Plug:** £500.
- **24 Way IEEE Plug:** £500.
- **24 Way IEEE Socket:** £500.
- **PCB Mnt Skt:** £25.

- **Ang. Pin:** £50.

**PRINTER SHARER/BUFFER**

- A unique printer sharer/buffer that provides a simple way to improve the utilisation of the installed equipment by reducing the waiting time for printing documents. It allows more documents to be printed and the computer remains out of use until the printing is complete. This is more so in a network which does not have a dedicated printer buffer. This buffer will free the computers almost immediately for other uses and in many cases make the use of dedicated printer servers unnecessary.

**ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT**

Please add 50p p&p unless noted.

- (A) £20.50 (B) £20.50 (C) £20.50 (D) £20.50

- We also stock a full range of TTLs, CMOSs, CPUs, RAMs, EPPROMs. Please write for our catalogue.

**DISC DRIVES**

- **Single Drives**
  - 1 x 100k 40 TT, TSSS £105.
  - 1 x 200k 40/80 TT, TSSD £140.
  - 1 x 400k 40/80 DT, TSDT £195.

- **Dual Drives**
  - 2 x 100k 40 TT, TSSD £205.
  - 2 x 200k 40/80 TT, TSSD £235.

**MONITORS**

- **All monitors supplied with BBC lead**
  - **MICROVITEC 14” RGB**
    - £160.
  - **1451 Medium Resolution**
    - £130.
  - **MICROVITEC 14” RGB with PAL & Audio**
    - £210.
  - **SANYO DM122CX**
    - £300.
  - **VISION III Super Hi Res**
    - £340.
  - **KAGA TAXAN 12” RGB**
    - £240.
  - **ZENITH 122 Hi Res**
    - £68.
  - **ZENITH 123 Hi Res**
    - £105.
  - **KAGA KX1202A Hi Res**
    - £99.
  - **KAGA KX1202A Hi Res**
    - £105.
  - **KAGA KX1202A Hi Res**
    - £105.
  - **KAGA KX2221Hi Res 12”Screen**
    - £160.
  - **KAGA KX2221Hi Res 12”Screen**
    - £180.

**Screwlock Hood**

- **240 Hi Res**
  - £200.
- **500 Hi Res**
  - £10.
- **2 x 100K 40 TTL**
  - £22.
- **2 x 400K 40 TTL**
  - £24.

**DISC DRIVES**

- **20x200K 40 TTL**
  - £22.
- **20x400K 40 TTL**
  - £20.
- **20x400K 40 TTL**
  - £15.

**DISC DRIVES**

- **400K 40 TTL**
  - £20.
- **20x400K 40 TTL**
  - £20.
- **20x400K 40 TTL**
  - £15.

**DISC DRIVES**

- **400K 40 TTL**
  - £20.
- **20x400K 40 TTL**
  - £20.
- **20x400K 40 TTL**
  - £15.

**DISC DRIVES**

- **400K 40 TTL**
  - £20.
- **20x400K 40 TTL**
  - £20.
- **20x400K 40 TTL**
  - £15.

**DISC DRIVES**

- **400K 40 TTL**
  - £20.
- **20x400K 40 TTL**
  - £20.
- **20x400K 40 TTL**
  - £15.

**DISC DRIVES**

- **400K 40 TTL**
  - £20.
- **20x400K 40 TTL**
  - £20.
- **20x400K 40 TTL**
  - £15.

**DISC DRIVES**

- **400K 40 TTL**
  - £20.
- **20x400K 40 TTL**
  - £20.
- **20x400K 40 TTL**
  - £15.
At £1,000 the Wren is the desk-top that's not desk-bound.

The Wren Executive System, British made and backed by the distribution expertise of Prism Business Systems. No other small computer packs in so much for such a price. Simply add up its strengths and you'll see just what we mean:

- Full range of Perfect™ business software including financial planning, word processing and sophisticated filing systems.
- Executive Desk Top System - includes electronic diary, notepad, calculator, time clock and random access card index.
- British Telecom approved on-board autodial modem and communications software direct access to Prestel™, Micronet 800, and other private viewdata systems.
- Built-in 7" amber screen, Twin disk drive.
- 64K bytes of memory.
- Built-in interfaces include PS232, Wexander disk drive and external colour monitor.
- 3 months free subscription to Micronet 800 and Malta.
- Fully portable. No other small computer offers your customers more... so why settle for less.

Carry the company in your hand not on your shoulders

**FORTH = TOTAL CONTROL**

FORTH programs are instantly portable across the most popular microprocessors.

- FORTH is interactive and 20 times faster than BASIC
- FORTH programs are structured, modular, and easy to maintain.
- FORTH gives control of all interrupts, memory locations, and I/O ports.
- FORTH gives full access to DOS files and functions.
- FORTH application programs can be converted to turnkey programs.
- FORTH Cross Compilers can generate ROMnable code for:
  - 6502, 6809, 68000, 68080, Z80, 8086, 8086, 80186, 1802, Z8, 8070, 28000, 91600, LSI-11

We are the FORTH specialists, we also stock a large range of books, listings, and implementations for machines ranging from Spectrums to VAXes.

MicroProcessor Engineering Ltd
21 Hanley Road, Shirley
Southampton SO1 5AP
Tel: 01703 780984
Hisoft is pleased to announce a new compiler for this popular and effective systems programming language. Not a tiny -C but an extensive, easy-to-use implementation of the language. Allows direct execution of compiled statements. Supplied with function library. Available direct from Hisoft for £25, or write for further details.

All prices, UK delivered, relate to 48K ZX Spectrum versions. Our software is available for many other Z80 machines, e.g. Amstrad CPC 464, MSX, Memotech, SHARP MZ700, New-Brain, CP/M etc. Please write for details.

**HISOFTE**

**presents**

**FONT 464**

for the AMSTRAD CPC 464

**FONT 464** is a font designer and character generator especially developed for the CPC 464 microcomputer. Design your own character fonts and graphic symbols with this very friendly and powerful package.

**FONT 464** allows you to create a new design or amend an existing one using set, reset, invert, reflect, rotate, inverse and even animation! Load and save character sets to/from tape, use the new character(s) from BASIC, design your own animated graphics – all this and more with **FONT 464**.

**FONT 464** is supplied with three interesting and amusing character sets for you to experiment with.

* All this power for: £7.95 inclusive *

We also have available for the Amstrad CPC 464:

- Hisoft Devpac – our full 280 assembler and disassembler/debugger with more features than you’ll ever need.
- Hisoft Pascal – a virtually full implementation of Standard Pascal. Compiles and executes incredibly quickly.

Please write to Hisoft for more details of Pascal and Devpac on the CPC 464 or contact Amsoft with your order.

**HISOFTE**

**ULTRAKIT** £9.45

The most powerful toolkit yet for ZX BASIC. All the features you will ever need: AUTO insert, full RENUMBER, block DELETE, CLOCK, ALARM, error trapping, break trapping. Full TRACE with single-step and much, much more. Makes ZX BASIC easy-to-use and powerful.

**DEV PAC** £14

An excellent assembler, an advanced line-editor, a comprehensive disassembler and a superb ‘front panel’ debugger all in one package. Used by many leading software houses to write their games. "Buy it!" Adam Denning 1984.

**PASCAL** £25

A powerful and almost full implementation of Pascal - not a Tiny Pascal. A valuable educational and development tool, programs typically run 40 times faster than a BASIC equivalent. Spectrum version includes Turtle Graphics package. "I haven’t seen any other compiler that could match Hisoft’s Pascal”

**MONQL**

A powerful disassembler/debugger for your QL

**MONQL** – the latest program development tool from Hisoft.
**MONQL** – a versatile and easy-to-use disassembler and debugger for your Sinclair QL computer.
**MONQL** – debug your programs, discover the secrets of the QL’s operating system.
**MONQL** – just look at all these features:
- front panel display showing registers, memory and disassembly.
- modify memory and registers.
- search for bytes, words, strings or even mnemonics!
- intelligent copy of memory contents.
- full disassembly to screen, printer or microdrive.
- single step your programs, ROM or RAM.
- set/reset dynamic breakpoints and much, much more.
**MONQL** – supplied on microdrive cartridge with an extensive manual.
**MONQL** – written by Andrew Pennell, **MONQL** is a must if you want to get the most out of your QL.

**MONQL** – ONLY £19.95 inclusive

Export and dealer enquiries please write to us:
Write programs to unlock the multitasking power of your QL! Use Metacomco’s much acclaimed Development Kits to create the software for your QL: Use Assembler for its speed, and for access to the QL’s many features; use BCPL for systems programming; writing games, utilities, and applications packages; use LISP for manipulating data structures, and for exploring the world of artificial intelligence.

ASSEMBLER £39.95 INC. VAT + P&P
- Standard Motorola 68000 mnemonics.
- English error messages.
- Produces code which can be EXECed, and run as a concurrent job.
- External references allow linkage to high level languages.
- Integral linker allows assembler programs to be linked together.
- Macro expansions.
- Position independent, absolute or relocatable code can be produced.
- Conditional assembly.
- Large range of directives.
- Fully formatted listings.
- 30 character variable names and 32-bit values.

BCPL £59.95 INC. VAT + P&P
- True compiler.
- Multiple BCPL programs can run concurrently.
- Full runtime library includes interfaces to QDOS graphics, file operations, window handling, etc.
- Exception handling provides diagnostics for debugging.
- Link loader allows linkage of separately compiled segments.
- Assembler and BCPL modules can be linked together.
- 32-bit variables use the full QL address space.

LISP £59.95 INC. VAT + P&P
- Full support of QL features including window graphics, and screen handling.
- Compatible with Acornsoft Lisp for the BBC micro.
- Interpreter.
- Turtle graphics.
- Structure editor allows alteration of data structures.
- Prettyprinter displays programs in structured format.
- Tracer to aid in debugging.
- Garbage collector automatically recovers spare memory space.
- 28-bit integers and 250-character names.

Each language is supplied as a complete Development Kit which includes the software (on a Microdrive Cartridge), Metacomco’s popular full screen editor, and user manual.

The Metacomco Development Kits are available from HMV, Menzies and many other leading retailers, or direct from Metacomco.

26 Portland Square, Bristol BS2 8RZ.
Tel: Bristol (0272) 428781

Price includes VAT, postage and packing UK mainland only. Delivery allow up to 28 days.

Phone today, or post this coupon to: Metacomco, 26 Portland Square, Bristol BS2 8RZ. Please send me:
The Assembler Development Kit at £39.95
The BCPL Development Kit at £59.95
The LISP Development Kit at £59.95
I enclose a cheque for £ or debit my ACCESS/VISA Account No.

Card expiry date: ____________________________
Introducing Byte Shop Training Centres

Pretty soon there will be only one kind of business. The business whose staff fully understands its computer systems. Those businesses who fail in this respect will, simply, not be in business. That is why—as an urgent priority—The Byte Shop is providing computer training from our Business Centres in London, Glasgow and Birmingham.*

And they're the best—in keeping with our tradition ever since we opened the UK's very first specialist microcomputer centres.

The courses are structured and modular and students can start at the level that suits them whether they just wish to understand the basics or are DP professionals. And since our courses are approved by the Manpower Services Commission, your company may well qualify for a grant.

Send off the coupon for our brochure containing full course details and booking forms. Do it now and help yourself to our rather generous introductory offer.

*Courses will also be available shortly in Southampton, Nottingham and Manchester.

The Byte Shop Ltd., Grove House, Little Paxton, Cambs PE19 4EL
Telephone: 0480 218812
SANYO DISTRIBUTORS FOR MMS, WINCHESTER AND COMNET. SANYO DISTRIBUTORS

SUBSYSTEMS 5-20Mb

SANYO MBC WINCHESTER DISK + TAPE STREAMER

SANYO MBC 558 + 10Mb HARD DISK

SANYO MBC 55Q 2 x 360K DRIVES

SANYO MBC 555 128K

SANYO BUSINESS SYSTEMS

APRICOT XI £2650

SYSTEM FOR ONLY

EASY ACCOUNTS. THE PROFESSIONAL 5-MODULE ACCOUNTS

COLUMBIA XT 256K 10Mb

OLIVETTI M21 PORTABLE PC

OLIVETTI M24 10Mb 1 x 360K DRIVE

OLIVETTI M24

ITT XTRA £1795

IBM COMPATIBLES

ITT XTRA £1795

OLIVETTI M24 £1595

OLIVETTI M24 10Mb 1 x 360K DRIVE £2750

OLIVETTI M21 PORTABLE PC £1930

COLUMBIA XT 256K 10Mb £2755

EASY ACCOUNTS. THE PROFESSIONAL 5-MODULE ACCOUNTS

SYSTEMS FOR ONLY £395

APRICOT XII £2650

DISTRIBUTORS FOR MMS, WINCHESTER AND CONMET. SANYO DISTRIBUTORS FOR SCORPION EASY ACCOUNTS SYSTEM.

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

ASHGOLD BUSINESS COMPUTERS LTD

490 NEASDEN LANE, LONDON NW10

Tel: 01-208 0263

PRINTER SWITCHES FROM HOMESTEAD ELECTRONICS

LINK TWO OR MORE MICRO'S TO ONE PRINTER, PLOTTER, MODEM ETC. OR VICE VERSA

- ROBUST CONSTRUCTION
- SCREENED METAL HOUSING
- FULLY TESTED
- BI-DIRECTIONAL
- NO POWER REQUIRED
- 12 MONTHS GUARANTEE
- OFFICIAL ORDERS ACCEPTED
- 24 HOUR DESPATCH

SERIAL DATA SWITCHES

RS 232/Y24. 25 WAY "D" SOCKETS

Cables Also Available. Ex Stock & Custom Built

PARALLEL DATA SWITCHES

CENTRONICS. 26 "D" SOCKETS

MECCANO. 26 "D" SOCKETS

Please add VAT at 15%. All items carriage paid.

THE SOFTWARE WAREHOUSE

9 LAPPONUM WALK, YEADING, HAYES, MIDDX. UB4 9PN

Tel: 01-841 1209

MAIL ORDER ONLY

Please enclose payment with order. Add 15% VAT to above prices. Post & Packing £2.

THE SOFTWARE WAREHOUSE

490 NEASDEN LANE, LONDON NW10

Tel: 01-208 0263

A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR STARTS HERE AT

THE SOFTWARE WAREHOUSE

FOR THE IBM PC AND 100% COMPATIBLE MACHINES

SUPERCALC 3.2 WITH FASTMATH A TOTALLY INTEGRATED SOFTWARE PACKAGE. SPREADSHEET, LETTER WRITING, TEXT EDITING, DATA MANAGEMENT & GRAPHICS INCORPORATING SIDEWAYS TO ROTATE A LARGE REPORT 90° FOR PRINTING ON CONTINUOUS STATIONERY. RRP £295

SWP £225

EASYWRITER II INTEGRATED WORD-PROCESSING, SPELL-CHECKING & MAIL-MERGING WITH EITHER AMERICAN, ENGLISH, FRENCH OR GERMAN DICTIONARY RRP £290

SWP £220

EASYFILER DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM RRP £270

SWP £210

OTHER PRODUCTS SELECTED FROM OUR RANGE

DISCS

DYSAN

VERBATIM

PCW

SWP

RRP

SWP

RRP

10-40 50-90

1041D 21.00 20.00

1042D 32.00 30.00

2041D 32.00 30.00

2042D 38.00 36.00

10-40 50-90

10525 20.00 18.50

10550 24.00 22.00

10577 28.00 26.00

10577 32.00 30.00

PLUS P&P AT £1.00 PER 10 DISKS — ALL DISK PRICES PER 10

COMPUTER CARE

5 1/4" DISK DRIVE MAINTENANCE KIT:

Contains: Diskette cleaning solution, cleaning diskette, screen cleaning solution, keyboard cleaning solution, anti-static lint free cloths, absorbent non-abrasive cleaning cloths, foam cleaning wands, dust blower.

INTRODUCTORY PRICE OFFER @ £15.00

Plus P&P at £2.50

All prices exclude VAT — add 15% to order value exc. P&P.

FREE Computer Supplies Catalogue on request.

Send your order and remittance to:

RAPIDATA (NEWBURY) LIMITED

44 LONDON ROAD, NEWBURY, BERKS

Tel: NEWBURY 31134
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### Software that’s hard to beat...

**TASWORD TWO**
The Word Processor

“If you have been looking for a word processor, then look no further.”

CRASH June 1984

“The number of on-screen prompts, together with the excellent manual, make it ideal – even for an absolute beginner.”

PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD September 1983

“Without doubt, the best utility I have reviewed for the Spectrum.”

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY April 1984

**TASWORD MSX**
The Word Processor

The Tasman Word Processor for MSX microcomputers.

All the features of the Spectrum version.

**TASWORD TWO ZX 48K Spectrum** £13.90

**TASWORD MSX**
£13.90

**TASCOPY**
The Screen Copier

Screen copy software for Spectrum with Interface 1 and Amstrad CPC 464. Print high resolution screen copies (in a choice of sizes), and also large ‘shaded’ copies with different dot densities for the various screen colours. Tascopy supports all eight pin dot matrix printers with Epson type control codes, e.g. Epson RX-80 and FX-80, Shinwa CP-80, Mannesmann Tally MT-80, Star DMP 510/515, Brother HR5, and also Amstrad DMP 1 with the CPC 464.

**TASCOPY ZX Spectrum** £9.90

**TASCOPY 464 Amstrad CP 464** £9.90

**TASWORD 464**
The Word Processor

The Amstrad implementation of Tasword Two plus many extra features.

**TASWORD 464 Amstrad CPC 464** £19.95

**TASMERGE**
The Mail Merger

Transfer data from MASTERFILE to TASWORD TWO! Letters and forms typed on TASWORD TWO can be printed with addresses and data taken from MASTERFILE. The mail merge facility allows, for example, multiple copies of a letter to be printed, each containing a different name and address taken from your MASTERFILE data. To use TASMERGE you must have one or more microdrives as well as TASWORD TWO and MASTERFILE by Campbell Systems. (version 9 or later).

**TASMERGE ZX 48K Spectrum** £10.90

**TASPRINT**
The Style Writer

A must for dot-matrix printer owners! Print your program output and listings in a choice of five impressive print styles. TASPRINT utilises the graphics capabilities of dot-matrix printers to form, with a double pass of the printhead, output in a range of five fonts varying from the futuristic DATARUN to the hand-writing style of PALACE SCRIPT. TASPRINT drives all dot-matrix printers with bit image graphics capabilities and can be used to print TASWORD text files. TASPRINT gives your output originality and style!

**TASPRINT ZX 48K Spectrum** £9.90

**TASPRINT Amstrad CPC 464** £9.90

**TASWIDE**
The Screen Stretcher

With this machine code utility you can write your own Basic programs that will, with normal PRINT statements, print onto the screen in the compact lettering used by TASWORD TWO. With TASWIDE you can double the information shown on the screen!

**TASWIDE ZX 48K Spectrum** £5.50

**TASMAN PRINTER INTERFACE**

Plug into your Spectrum and drive any printer fitted with the Centronics standard parallel interface. Supplied complete with ribbon cable and driving software. The user changeable interface software makes it easy to send control codes to your printer using the method so successfully pioneered with TASWORD TWO. The cassette also contains fast machine code high resolution full width SCREEN COPY SOFTWARE for Epson, Mannesmann Tally, Seikosha, Shinwa, Star, and Tandy Colour Graphic (in colour!) printers. Compatible with microdrives and ZX Interface 1.

**PRICE** £39.90

**TASMAN SOFTWARE**

All prices include VAT and post and packaging.

Telephone orders: Leeds (0532) 438301

If you do not want to cut this magazine just write your order and post to:

TASMAN SOFTWARE, dept. PCW, Springfield House, Hyde Terrace, Leeds LS2 9LN.

I enclose a cheque/P.O. made payable to Tasman Software Ltd. OR charge my ACCESS number.

NAME

ADDRESS

Outside Europe add £1 for each item airmailed. TOTAL £

Send me the FREE Tasman brochure describing your products. tick here: □

I would like to know more about your programs for: □

ZX Spectrum □ MSX □ Amstrad CPC 464 □
NOW THERE IS SOFTWARE WHICH GIVES YOU FULL WORD PROCESSING FACILITIES

You have bought your micro computer, but you cannot find a software package which gives you full word processing facilities.

Now your search is over, VIZAWRITE/VIZASPELL is a twin package which turns your system into a complete word processor, with a 30,000 word spelling checker. Plus full Mail Merge facilities.

It literally allows you to type, edit, merge, and select any passage or document in your system. Unlike other software, access time is near instantaneous.

The 30,000 word spelling checker means that every letter or document is word perfect.

The VIZAWRITE/VIZASPELL twin package has been individually developed for the I.B.M. P.C., the A.C.T. APRICOT, and the COMMODORE 64. Thus each package is superior to any competitive software available for these machines.

NEW — VIZASTAR for the COMMODORE 64. A Spreadsheet, Data Base and full Graphics Program. Allows you to set up bookkeeping/invoicing program at a quarter of the normal cost. Only £99.95 inc VAT.

VIZAWRITE/VIZASPELL IBM PC £269.00 inc VAT
VIZAWRITE/VIZASPELL ACT APRICOT £269.00 inc VAT
VIZAWRITE/VIZASPELL COMMODORE 64 £99.99 inc VAT

For a FREE trial on all our products RING

MONICA TUFFY
01-521 5134/5

Media & Software Centre
33 MELBOURNE ROAD
LONDON E17 6LR

I would like FREE trial/Literature

NAME: ........................................
POSITION: ...................................
COMPANY: ...................................
ADDRESS: ....................................
TEL NO: .......................................
**FILE MOVER**

This easy-to-use file transfer program enables you to transfer any type of files – including .COM-, .CMD- and .EXE-types of files – from one computer to another by means of a serial link – even if they use different operating systems! A special protocol with checksums and automatic retransmission ensures error-free file transfers.

Available for CP/M, CP/M-86 and MS-DOS (PC-DOS).

**Prices:**
- For CP/M: £49.95
- For CP/M-86 or PC-DOS (MS-DOS): £69.95
- For any two o/s's: £99.95

We also offer the following easy-to-use and well-documented utilities:
- XSLUB for CP/M-86: £39.95
- DISK UTILITY PACKAGE for CP/M (2.2): £79.95

Includes disk dump and patch, disk test, duplication and various file recovery utilities.

«The file recovery aid alone makes it worth the price», «very well-designed and friendly human interfaces» (Microsystems).

**TERMINAL for CP/M, CP/M-86 and PC-DOS (MS-DOS): £99.95**

Converts your microcomputer into a powerful terminal. Includes ASCII file upload and download facilities. Disk Formats available: 8" ss/dd, IBM-PC/XT, DEC Rainbow 100, Osborne, Zenith hard and soft sector, Superbrain (JR), DEC-VT 180 (DD), TI Professional (DD), Kaypro II, Access ss/dd, NEC PC-8001 A, XEROX 820 (SD), Xerox 820-II (DD), TRS-80, Mod I (Omikron (CP/M), TRS-80, Mod 3 (MM/CPM), Morrow Micro Decision.

Include £5 per order for handling and shipping. Specify computer, disk format and o/s.

**NEW! NEW! NEW!**

8088 CPU + 256K RAM: £525

Concurrent PC-DOS soon available for NAS-BUS.

**SYSTEMS**

MAPCOM CP/M System: £1760

RACPAK Dev. Pack: £1995

Various configurations.

Do you own or use two or more computers with incompatible disk formats? Then you need our universal file mover!
Everyone’s saying it’s a Great Little Printer!

Now you can afford high quality printing on plain paper, even with the simplest microcomputer system.
* Full IBM-PC compatibility
* Nine-pin print head * Original plus two copies * 80-132 columns at 10-17 cpi
* Optional NLQ printing with 18 x 23 matrix * 50 cps draft speed
* 48 international characters
* Optional tractors * High-resolution pin-addressable graphics
* Light and compact

The New Centronics GLP

`Fantastic value – even my students can afford it!`

`Near letter quality on plain paper – ideal for correspondence!`

`Weight only 3 kg – I can take it anywhere!`

Please send full details on the GLP and the address of my nearest distributor.

Name
Position
Organisation
Address

CENTRONICS MORE THAN JUST AN INTERFACE
Centronics Data Computer (UK) Ltd Petersham House Harrington Road London SW7 3HA Tel: 01-581-1011
Computers are like people. They can learn from each other. But first they have to communicate. If your computer keeps itself to itself, why not introduce it to Sage Chit-Chat?

Chit-Chat is a versatile data communications program that can turn the most introverted computer into an outgoing conversationalist, in minutes.

By enabling your computer to communicate with other machines, Chit-Chat opens up a whole new range of possibilities for you. Data can easily be transferred, even between incompatible machines, either by cable if both are in the same building, or by telephone, using a modem. In this way, manual or automatic transfer of single or multi-files is possible between two machines, anywhere in the world.

Chit-Chat also gives you access to electronic mail systems, such as Telecom Gold and Easylink, which provide private and public mailbox facilities, plus worldwide telecommunications, telex and information management.

With Chit-Chat your computer can also engage in some very informative conversations with viewdata services like Prestel.

What's more, you'll be glad to know that you don't have to be a brainbox to turn your computer into a chatterbox. The Chit-Chat program is simple to understand, easy-to-learn and use, and suitable for use on a range of microcomputers.

All told, it's a pretty impressive story. And, as yet, we haven't even mentioned the price. £130+V.A.T. That's all. A small price to pay to give your computer a whole new social life. Currently available on IBM PC, Apricot, Wang PC, Sharp 5600, Epson PX8.

BETTER SAGE THAN SORRY
New from Xebec —

The 9710H Slimline Disk Subsystem

The 9710H disk subsystem — slimline in form factor, but filled with system features:

- 10 Megabyte formatted capacity using half high 5¼-inch Winchester disk unit.
- Universal SASI interface for system connection to wide range of popular microcomputers.
- Available selection of Xebec host adaptor cards to allow easy add on to existing microsystems.
- Automatic data error detection and correction to give high data integrity.
- Small 'footprint' to minimise work space required.
- No fan convection cooling for low acoustic noise — ideal for office environment.
- Professional I/O connectors with provision for easy daisy chaining of additional box on SASI bus.
- Includes widely used and industry proven Xebec controller technology.

Good looks combined with good features make the 9710H a very attractive box.

The Xebec 'Xero D' signature that appears on this page is the quality mark of the company. It identifies zero defect quality as the goal on every program and product within Xebec. This commitment to quality and a major continuing investment in both product and manufacturing technology are earning Xebec its position as a major supplier of advanced technology product for microcomputer systems.

Xebec Systems Ltd.,
1st Floor, Cockayne House,
Crockhamwell Road,
Reading RG5 3JH
Tel: (0734) 693511
Telex: 849443

XEBEC
The Zero Defect Company
NEED A
COMPUTER

WHERE TO GO?

WORLDWIDE COMPUTERS

WHY?

THEY KNOW WHAT THEY'RE TALKING ABOUT

COMPUTERS

Apricot FI 256 KB RAM £499.00
Apricot 256 KB 2x315 D/D+ Monitor £1999.00
Apricot 256 KB 5 MB HD+ Monitor £2399.00
BBC Micro Computer £430.00
Canon NAS Computer £115.00
Commodore 64 Starter Pack £99.00
Commodore SX 64 (Portable) £575.00
Epson Portable PX7 £70.00
Epson Monitor P + X + RAM £1599.00
IBM PC 64 4MB disk £350.00
IBM PC XT 10MB Disk £2150.00
IBM Portable 16K Disk £2150.00
IBM PC XT 16K Disk £235.00
IBM PC XT 32K Disk £235.00
Samyo NDS/SOS 2x80K + Monitor £769.00
Sierra 128K 12MB £1635.00
Sierra 128K 24MB £2150.00
Sierra 128K 12+16MB £2950.00
Televideo Wren Computer £349.00

DAISY WHEELS

Brother HR5 £135.00
Brother HR1 £255.00
Brother HR25 £355.00
Brother HR35 £485.00
Daisy Step 2000 120CPS £225.00
Daisy 620 (WEB) £325.00
EP 44 Pneum/Elec. Printer £106.00

DOT MATRIX

Adlers EP 4900 £799.00
Brother M1009 Dot Matrix Printer £135.00
Canon PX 1080A NLQ £295.00
Canon PA 156 A NLQ £385.00
Commodore MPS 62 £135.00
Commodore MPS 92 £225.00
Epson RX60 £180.00
Epson RX80 F/T £115.00
Epson RX90 £230.00
Epson RX80 F/T Printer £340.00
Epson RX700 F/T £425.00
Epson LQ 1500 NLQ Printer £280.00
Hamamatsu Taly MT15 £1.50
Hamamatsu Taly MT75 £1.50
Hamamatsu Taly Plot Printer £450.00
Hamamatsu Taly MT15 £459.00
HP 165 NLQ Printer £255.00
OKI Miniplot 52A Printer £449.00
OKI Multigram 93A £389.00
OKI Multigram 93 £389.00
OKI Multigraf 93 £389.00
OKI Multigraf 52 £385.00
OKI Multigraf 2200 £1449.00
Panasonic KP 8791 (IBM + NLQ) £259.00
Radio 110 (NLQ) £499.00
Radio 15 DUL £499.00
Shimano CRU 30 F £89.00
Star Delta 10 £319.00
Star Gemini 10K £195.00
TEC 1550 £759.00

PERIPHERALS

Sanyo MBC555 2x160K + Monitor £889.00
Sinclair Q.L. Computer £330.00
Sirius '1' 128K 1.2MB £1650.00
Sirius '1' 256K 2.4MB £2150.00
Sirius '1' 256K 1.2 MB £2950.00
Televideo P.OA. Wren Computer £849.00

NEW LOW PRICES

CUMANA DS/DD DISCS IN THEIR OWN LIBRARY BOX

Cumana discs are really Fuji DS/DD 96 TPI discs in Cumana's own packaging. This includes a Plastic Flip-Top Library Box. These discs are suitable for all makes of disc drive including single sided ones.

PLEASE SEND PAYMENT OR PHONE TO USE VISA CARD

LARGE QUANTITY AND EDUCATION DISCOUNTS GIVEN

Micro Resources Limited
Southfield House, 11 Liverpool Gardens, Worthing, Sussex BN11 1RY
Telephone: Worthing (0903) 213174

PRICES INCLUDE DELIVERY

1-5 BOXES DS/DD 96 TPI £17.50 + VAT
6-10 BOXES DS/DD 96 TPI £17.00 + VAT
10- BOXES DS/DD 96 TPI £16.50 + VAT
48 HOUR DELIVERY SERVICE

01-947 8562

NEW LOW PRICES
MEGADEALS

Trade-in your weeny ½K Hoity-Toity 3000 for the latest 30 Mega Thingy Quality Leap. We also buy Computers & Peripherals for CASH (If you can’t put up with its superior comments having spent 24 hours playing ‘The Hobbit’ and getting .002%) We’ll even take your sooper-dooper computer gear in part exchange for weird but wonderful Hi-Fi rigs, Walkpersons etc from our Lo/Mid/Hi-Fi store or against Niknok, Conan, Printax, Oilmouse cameras and 30,000mm lenses from our two photographic emporiums.

6, London Bridge Walk, London SE1 Tel: 01 403 1988 Open 8.30-6pm Mon-Frid 9am-1pm Sat
The best name for micros — now in a high street near you.

If you're buying a micro you need someone who can cut through the confusing mass of information and give you some authoritative advice, on a system that best meets your needs. The best place to get that advice is Laskys—the Data Base where we sell micro hardware and software at bargain prices.

We have one of the broadest Hardware ranges anywhere in the U.K., including the following top brand names: Acorn, Atari, Apple, Brother, Cumana, JVC, Microvitec, Sinclair and Sony, to name a few.

We also have an impressive range of Software packages for Games, Education and Business use. And, of course, we also supply monitors, disk drives, printers, modems, and all the peripherals.
you're ever likely to need.

We also make a point of encouraging you to test our micros before you buy, after first of all discussing your requirements with our sales staff. Then we can recommend the right package to suit your own particular needs.

The story doesn't end when you've made your purchase. Our guarantees and after sales services then come into play. We give a 1-year guarantee on most items and a 2-year guarantee on many others. An optional 5-year guarantee is available, should you require it. Then, of course there's Servicepoint, which is a unique repair and back-up service to put things right should they go wrong.

But don't just take our word for it. Take our advice and have a word with our knowledgeable and enthusiastic staff.

There's a Laskys Data Base near you.
From Micro-Rent, Britain's top-value specialist in microcomputer rental.

- Try before you buy
- Flexible terms — weekly, monthly, annual
- No capital outlay/immediate delivery
- Purchase option with rebate of rental

Micro-Rent is Britain's top-value microcomputer rental specialist. You can hire on a short term basis, and give the leading machines a thorough trial in your own office, before deciding on the right one for your needs.

If you already use a micro, Micro-Rent can supply additional machines for short-term projects, or to cover breakdowns. Extra printers or monitors also available.

Micro-Rent is independent of any manufacturer, and offers expert impartial advice on all aspects of microcomputer use.

CALL TODAY 01-833 2531

*Prices quoted are based on 3-month rental, excluding VAT.

The deal that no other computer dealer can offer!

Data Profile offers you all the expert help you need, in choosing the right system for your individual needs from the variety of software programs and hardware options available. Plus a very important extra. A guaranteed buy-back price if you find, as people often do, that your first machine isn’t the one you want to stick with.

Because of its close association with MicroRent, Data Profile can give you almost any combination of rental, lease or purchase option.

So when you need the best advice, and the best terms for a business system, call Data Profile.

Authorised dealers for Apple and ACT.

127 Cloudesley Road, London N1
PRESSURE FROM THE BOSS?
Do you find the integrated software you are using isn't doing all it claims – or is it just too complex?
Why not let CALC RESULT / WORD RESULT help you get the results your boss is looking for?

Word Result (the word processor) and Calc Result (the financial spread sheet) have been created with true integration – giving you the freedom to use each program either separately or together. In today's office, where work overlap and machine overload can become a big problem, Calc Result and Word Result can help you take the strain.

WORD RESULT features:-
- Eight European languages with true hyphenation
- Mail-merge
- Automatic saving of your document whenever you stop typing

CALC RESULT features:-
- 64 X 254 X 32 pages
- Automatic locking of formulas
- Pie and bar charts, saved and printed
- Consolidate all your work with ease

Both CALC RESULT and WORD RESULT have easy to use commands and help screens.

These are just some of the features available in each program... and then when you put them together...!

Why not send the coupon in TODAY and find out what else these programs have to offer?
Oxford Pascal is Fast
Oxford Pascal compiles down to FAST COMPACT P-code, giving you the real speed and power of Pascal, together with the ability to compile very large programs.

Oxford Pascal is Standard
Oxford Pascal is a full extended implementation of Standard ISO Pascal. This means that you can compile any Pascal program (subject to size), written on any computer, anywhere.

Oxford Pascal is Compact
Because it compiles into P-code, Oxford Pascal reduces programs into the most compact form possible. In fact it allows you to pack more code into your BEEB than any other language, and should your programs become too large, you can still use the CHAIN command to overlay limitless additional programs without losing data.

Graphics & Sound Extensions
In addition to the entire Pascal language, Oxford Pascal features a whole range of Graphics (all modes) and sound extensions designed to make maximum use of the BBC computer. Oxford Pascal also provides numerous extensions such as hexadecimal arithmetic and bit manipulation instructions.

Oxford Pascal in Education
In Education, Oxford Pascal is fast becoming a de facto standard. It is already the most popular Pascal on the Commodore 64, and will soon be released for the Spectrum and the Amstrad. In fact, Oxford Pascal will soon be available for 90% of the computers installed in the U.K., and is already available in German, French, Swedish, and American versions. Students and teachers alike find that it makes sense to use a standard implementation of Pascal across the whole range of educational micros. Call us for details of our generous educational discounts.

Resident and Disc Compiler
Oxford Pascal comes in two forms:

For Tape Users... Oxford Resident Pascal a compiler located largely in ROM which is available at any time. Programs can be written and compiled on the spot without disc or tape access, and compilation is fast enough to make using the compiler much like using the BASIC interpreter. Thus, learning Pascal is a simple interactive process. Some 15K of memory is available for user programs, the remainder being reserved for compiled object code.

For Disc Users... Oxford Disc Pascal offers all the above PLUS...a full disc compiler which is capable of using the WHOLE memory for Pascal object code, it is supplied with a powerful LINKER, allowing you to break large programming tasks down into separately compilable, easily manageable files.

Manual
Both these compilers come with a manual which has been carefully designed, not only as a quick reference guide, but also as a full tutorial for those new to Pascal.

Compilers like these
Friendly Error Messages
Many compilers produce little more than an error and line number to help correct mistakes in Pascal programs.
Oxford Pascal however, gives you one of 49 friendly and informative error messages, messages which not only indicate the reason for an error, but also print out the line in question with a pointer to the exact position where the error was detected.
Run-time errors are reported using line-numbers from the original source-program with a full explanation of how the error occurred.

Powerful Editor
With Oxford Pascal there is no need for you to learn how to use a new Editor. Pascal programs can be entered in exactly the same way as BASIC programs, without the need to learn any new commands. When you are used to using Pascal, you will find our extensions to the Standard Editor even more useful. What is more, Oxford Pascal allows you to mix BASIC and Pascal together, in much the same way that you can mix BASIC and assembler. In fact you can, if required, mix all three together...BASIC, Pascal and assembler...in one program.

Stand Alone Code
Unlike other compilers, Oxford Disc Pascal allows you to compile on the BBC and then relocate your program so that it will run on the BBC and on the Electron. The relocated program will run without a Pascal ROM and can be loaded and run from tape or disc just like any other program.
This means that you can distribute or sell your software freely and without the need for ROMs, to run on either of the above machines.

Price/availability matrix
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BBC 'B'</th>
<th>ELECTRON</th>
<th>C64</th>
<th>SPECTRUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DISC</td>
<td>£49.95</td>
<td>Not yet!</td>
<td>£49.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASSETTE</td>
<td>£39.95</td>
<td>£59.95</td>
<td>£22.95</td>
<td>Available April 1st 1985</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Oxford Compilers — The Future
During the next year, we at Oxford will be releasing a series of language implementations such as C, and Modula 2, for the BBC, and other popular micros.
These compilers are being built, using the most modern techniques in automated compiler construction, and will bring to the micro-user, a level of robustness and efficiency, only now becoming available to mini and mainframe users.

Oxford... the Compiler Compilers.
A 64K MSX Computer with an exclusive, built-in Personal Data Bank (firmware). This handy facility enables you to enter, store, recall and update all kinds of personal information such as appointments, addresses, telephone numbers, etc. Operation is simple, with instructions appearing on the screen every step of the process.

£299.95

Data from the Personal Data Bank can be saved on any data storage facility or on the UNIQUE HBI 55 RAM CARTRIDGE, available for £39.95

KV1430 14" MONITOR STYLE, PUSH BUTTON CONTROL TRINITRON COLOUR TELEVISION with front mounted RF terminal.

£239.95

HBD50 MICRO FLOPPY-DISK UNIT stores up to 360K bytes of information on a 3½" disk. Easily connected to the Hit Bit by using one of the expansion slots.

£349.95

SAVE OVER £100 ON AXIS EXCLUSIVE SYSTEM PACK SEE NEXT PAGE FOR DETAILS

MLT001 LIGHT PEN £89.95
compatibility...

Home Computing brings you complete compatibility in hardware and software. To cater for all home computing needs, Axis have selected in these pages an unbeatable, top value-for-money range of MSX computers, colour monitors, peripherals and software for you to choose from. "We believe that when you discover the benefits of MSX computing no other system will do".

The Star Value TOSHIBA HX10

The first MSX computer to be introduced into the U.K.

SAVE £40

PLUS 3 YEAR GUARANTEE

PLUS 3 FREE SOFTWARE TITLES

TOSHIBA DR202 DATA RECORDER

Top of the range machine offering a host of high technology features.

£44.95

SANYO

Offering superb facilities and outstanding value for the first time user or enthusiast. 64K Ram, 16 colour graphics, RF, video and audio connectors, plus ports for printer, disk drive and data recorder. (Including starter pack software).

ONLY £239.95

WAS £279.95

140E MONITOR

STYLE COLOUR TELEVISION

The perfect partner for the HX10, providing excellent picture and sound quality.

£189.95

HX-P570 PLOTTER PRINTER

Easily connected to the HX10 through the printer interface. This printer features image and character plotting in 4 colours—red, green, blue and black—making it ideal for colourful graphs, pie and bar charts. Plotting speed is 285 steps per second.

£249.00

Don't forget to ask your dealer for details of credit facilities, extended guarantees, etc. Available on certain items.
When you buy your MSX computer, you enter a new dimension of Home Computing with software options on disk, ROM cartridge or cassette tape. Peripheral options cover colour monitors, printers, disk...

The Spectacular JVC HC-7GB

RF, RGB & COMPOSITE OUTPUTS

The HC-7GB personal computer from JVC is a new MSX machine designed for total compatibility between other MSX machines and all MSX software. A highly advanced 64 K machine, the HC-7GB has three display modes offering RF, composite video and RGB outputs. The HC-7GB MSX personal computer from JVC is the final word in home entertainment.

JOYSTICKS

For extra versatility and sensitivity in control there is a range of high quality joysticks available from these famous manufacturers offering such features as double trigger and suction stability pads.

The HC-7GB personal computer from JVC is a new MSX machine designed for total compatibility between other MSX machines and all MSX software. A highly advanced 64 K machine, the HC-7GB has three display modes offering RF, composite video and RGB outputs. The HC-7GB MSX personal computer from JVC is the final word in home entertainment.

JOYSTICKS

For extra versatility and sensitivity in control there is a range of high quality joysticks available from these famous manufacturers offering such features as double trigger and suction stability pads.

Sony Rom Cartridge Software

A range of sophisticated Sony Rom Cartridge Software is available at prices from £17.95

Sanyo DR201 Data Recorder

An AC only recorder styled for computer use with all controls conveniently placed on top of the machine for ease of use.

Sanyo DR101 Recorder

Specifically designed for use with personal computers, with phase shift switch, speaker monitor and AC/DC operation.

JVC HCJ615 £12.95

Sony JS 55 £19.95

 prices shown include VAT and are correct at time of going to press & E. & O.E.
versatility

drives, light pens, plotters, joysticks, data recorders and RAM cartridges from many top name manufacturers in the home electronics field.

Their performance offers you unrivalled graphic and sound quality together with outstanding simplicity of use.

Exclusive Axis System Deals*

SAVE OVER £100

ON THIS SUPER SYSTEM PACK

SANYO MPC 100 Computer
SANYO SLIM 10 Data Recorder
SANYO MJY 002 Joystick
SAMSUNG BT309K B/w TV Monitor

PLUS £35 worth of software

£324.95
(normal Axis price £425.75)

SAVE OVER £115

ON THIS FABULOUS COLOUR SYSTEM

TOSHIBA HX10 Computer
TOSHIBA 140E Colour TV Monitor
TOSHIBA HX-J400 Joystick
SANYO SLIM 10 Data Recorder

PLUS Assorted Software
(value £29.95)

£399.95
(normal Axis price £517.75)

*Offers available only while stocks last. **Saving refers to previous Axis advertised prices or recommended retail prices.
**Data Switches**

Connect two or more micro's to one printer, plotter, modem etc. or vice versa

- FULLY TESTED
- FULLY SCREENED METAL CASE
- ROBUST CONSTRUCTION - BUILT TO HIGHEST STANDARDS
- 24 HOUR DELIVERY SERVICE
- ATTRACTION DESIGN
- 12 MONTH GUARANTEE
- AVAILABLE EX-STOCK

**SERIAL DATA SWITCHES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RS232 25 WAY 'D' CONNECTORS (FEMALE)</th>
<th>ALL 25 LINES.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DB2V 2 WAY SWITCH</td>
<td>£58.95 MRP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB3V 3 WAY SWITCH</td>
<td>£76.95 MRP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB4V 4 WAY SWITCH</td>
<td>£95.95 MRP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB2X 2 WAY CROSSOVER</td>
<td>£87.95 MRP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PARALLEL DATA SWITCHES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>36 WAY CENTRONICS SOCKETS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CN2V 2 WAY SWITCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN3V 3 WAY SWITCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN4V 4 WAY SWITCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN2X 2 WAY CROSSOVER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All items subject to 15% VAT
Available NOW from all good computer stores
Please contact us for your nearest stockist - Trade enquiries welcome.

**UNBEATABLE VALUE**

**ibico**

**LTR-1 LETTER QUALITY PRINTER**

A compact (12'' x 2½'' x 8''), letter quality printer from Ibico with a host of outstanding features at the unbelievable price of £175.00 inc. VAT. Plugs straight into most computers, with optional interface available for Commodore 64 and Sinclair Spectrum. Compatible with BBC A or B and any computer with parallel interface.

- Prints 12 characters per second
- Elite type (12 characters per inch)
- Bi-directional printing
- Logic seeking
- Plain paper - uses your letterheading
- Up to A4 size paper
- Instant change ink roller
- 96 characters, full UK ASCII code
- 80 columns
- Separate power switch
- On/off pilot lamp

**FULL 12 MONTHS PARTS & LABOUR GUARANTEE. FULL 21-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE FOR MAIL ORDER CUSTOMERS. CALLERS WELCOME.**

To: Ibico Ltd., 181 Spring Grove Road, Isleworth, Middlesex, TW7 8PB. Please send Ibico LTR-1 literature and details of Printer cables and interface. Please supply:
- Ibico LTR-1 letter quality printer £175.00
- Printer cable for BBC A or B £9.95
- Interface for Commodore 64 £25.95
- Interface for Sinclair Spectrum £39.95
- I enclose a cheque/P.O. for £...

(Plus £4.50 for postage and packing)
Please debit my Access/Barclaycard Card:
No: 
Date: 
Expire: 
or telephone your credit card order
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th>Address:</th>
<th>Post Code</th>
<th>Tel. No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**ibico**

IBICO LIMITED, 181 SPRING GROVE ROAD, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX
TEL: 01-568 2379 Telex: 934364
**Bargain Box SALE**

- **5.25" SSDD 48tpi** FREE SEE10 Box (worth £1.99) ................................................................. £12.99
- **5.25" DSDD 48tpi** FREE SEE10 Box (BRANDED DISKS) ......................................................... £19.99
- **5.25" DSQD 96tpi** FREE SEE10 Box (BRANDED DISKS) .......................................................... £22.99
- **3" CF2 SSDD or CF2D DSDD Maxell disks.** ............................................................................. £39.99
- **3.5" Sony, Maxell, Fuji SSDD for Apricot, Mac etc.** ............................................................... £37.99
- **3.5" Sony, Maxell, Fuji DSDD for Apricot, Mac etc.** ............................................................... £49.99

**MANY OTHER BARGAINS & SPECIAL LINES**

Normal postage & VAT apply

---

**DDS VALUE FOR MONEY PRICES**

**FAST DISK DELIVERY — CHEAPEST PRICES**

**DDS PRICE MATRIX**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>744</td>
<td>1-9 boxes</td>
<td>5.25&quot; double sided disks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>746</td>
<td>10+ boxes</td>
<td>5.25&quot; double sided disks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>745</td>
<td>1-9 boxes</td>
<td>5.25&quot; double sided disks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>747</td>
<td>10+ boxes</td>
<td>5.25&quot; double sided disks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>740.0</td>
<td>1-9 boxes</td>
<td>8&quot; diskettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>741</td>
<td>10+ boxes</td>
<td>8&quot; diskettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>743.0</td>
<td>1-9 boxes</td>
<td>8&quot; diskettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>743.0</td>
<td>10+ boxes</td>
<td>8&quot; diskettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>FOC</td>
<td>See-10 library box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.75</td>
<td>FOC</td>
<td>See-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.99</td>
<td>40 disks</td>
<td>ABA lockable boxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.99</td>
<td>80 disks</td>
<td>ABA lockable boxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>FOC</td>
<td>ABA lockable boxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>FOC</td>
<td>ABA lockable boxes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Send for our free catalogue
We now sell Ribbons, Paper & Labels, Magnetic Tapes and Rigid Media
Tenders & Quotes receive immediate attention

**Prices per box of 10 disks excluding VAT**

**HOW TO ORDER:**

1. Complete the coupon and post with your cheque using our FREEPOST address. A first class stamp gets it to us next day.
2. Urgent orders: DIAL-A-DISK 01-541 1144. Dictate your order with ACCESS or VISA and they're as good as received.
3. Collect from our office, phone and they will be waiting for you between 10.00 and 17.00 weekdays. (Other times by arrangement).
4. Next day delivery £7.50.
5. Crucial Orders: Same day delivery by quotation.
6. Official Orders: Orders from Government Departments, Local Authorities, Schools, etc, are very welcome and receive immediate attention.
7. Telex Orders: To 932905 (Larch G) attention LAN.
Businessmen like to look at all the options before they buy. Which is why their first step for business computing is the Byte Shop. We’ve supplied the world’s leading microcomputer systems and know-how to big business since 1977 – in fact we were the first IBM Authorised Dealers in the UK. So we don’t have to manufacture reasons why you should buy a particular system.

We’ve the experience. The support staff. The service facilities. The training courses. And being nationwide we’re close at hand.

We don’t sell you a box, but an on-going partnership. Whatever your needs turn to the Byte Shop, Britain’s longest established, most respected microcomputer group. You’ll be in very good company. Send off the coupon for our free brochure ‘Where Can You Count on Getting the Right Business Computer?’

LONDON (01) 387 0505 · BIRMINGHAM (021) 622 3165 · GLASGOW (041) 221 8202 · MANCHESTER (061) 236 4737 · NOTTINGHAM (0602) 470576 · SOUTHAMPTON (0703) 334711
ABM COMPUTERS PRESENTS

A COMPLETE 16-BIT
FULLY IBM COMPATIBLE
BUSINESS COMPUTER SYSTEM
FOR £1295 + VAT

3 PORTABLE AND 2 DESKTOP VERSIONS
TWIN 320/360K DRIVES
WINCHESTER HARD DISK OPTION
NETWORKING COLOUR GRAPHICS
MEMORY EXPANDABLE TO 640K
12 MONTH WARRANTY

TO ABM COMPUTERS, HOLDERS RD,
ALDERSHOT, HAMPSHIRE GU12 4RH
TEL: (0252) 334282
I WANT TO KNOW MORE!

NAME.................................................................
CO NAME..........................................................
ADDRESS........................................................
.................................................................
TEL NO.............................................................
ORIC AND SINCLAIR COMPUTERS

ACORN COMPUTERS
Electron (£175) £190, BBC Model B £404 (£367) £387, Kendal double density drive, interlace system £149 (£131) £141. See below for suitable disk drives.

CUMANA DISK DRIVES

PRINTERS
Ory Microline 80 £158 (£130) £145, Brother HR5 £130 (£115) £139, Orya CP3101 £130 (£125), Orya CP3101 £130 (£125) £130. 32 £71 (£65) £82, 5 printer rolls. State whether Single: 40 hack single sided £176 (£156) £170, 50 hack single sided £238 (£218) £235, 200 hack single sided £821 (£751) £820. EPSON FX80 £399 (£358) £388, Compatible £357 (£349) £387. Kenda double density disk interface £538 (£500) £530, NEC Spinwriter £218 (£195) £215, 80 tr ds £234 (£209) £229, 401r double sided £218 (£195) £215, 80 tr ds £234 (£209) £229.

COMMODORE COMPUTERS

COMPUTER REPAIRS
If you're looking for advice on which computer system is right for your business a call to London's Apple specialist will put you right.

SWANLEY ELECTRONICS
The Computer Export Specialists
Dept PCW, 32 Goldsel Rd, Swanley, Kent BR8 8EZ, England

Tel: SWANLEY (0322) 64851. Official orders welcome. UK prices are shown first and include post and VAT. The second price in brackets is for export customers outside Europe (including Australia etc) and includes insured airmail postage.

ACORN COMPUTERS
Electron (£175) £190, BBC Model B £404 (£367) £387, Kendal double density drive, interlace system £149 (£131) £141. See below for suitable disk drives.

CUMANA DISK DRIVES

PRINTERS
Ory Microline 80 £158 (£130) £145, Brother HR5 £130 (£115) £139, Orya CP3101 £130 (£125), Orya CP3101 £130 (£125) £130. 32 £71 (£65) £82, 5 printer rolls. State whether Single: 40 hack single sided £176 (£156) £170, 50 hack single sided £238 (£218) £235, 200 hack single sided £821 (£751) £820. EPSON FX80 £399 (£358) £388, Compatible £357 (£349) £387. Kenda double density disk interface £538 (£500) £530, NEC Spinwriter £218 (£195) £215, 80 tr ds £234 (£209) £229, 401r double sided £218 (£195) £215, 80 tr ds £234 (£209) £229.

COMMODORE COMPUTERS

COMPUTER REPAIRS
If you're looking for advice on which computer system is right for your business a call to London's Apple specialist will put you right.
**Cash & Carry COMPUTERS**

**PRINTER PRICES SLASHED**

Personal callers welcome at our extensive showrooms. Most equipment on demonstration.

**Seikosha GP500A** Dot Matrix Printer
- 80 columns
- + Trapson
- Up to 13ips

Package price includes 100 sheets of paper plus printer cable or interface required.

Available for the following computers:
- Amstrad (foot only): £119.09 + VAT = £136.95
- Sinclair with Kempston I/F.: £139.09 + VAT = £159.95

**Seikosha GP700A** Multi-colour Dot Matrix Printer
- 7 colours and 30 shades in one
- Ups to 13ips

Package price includes 100 sheets of paper plus printer cable or interface required.

Available for the following computers:
- BBC, Oric, Dragon: £243.43 + VAT = £279.95
- Sinclair GL: £249.52 + VAT = £286.95

**CBM MPS801** Dot Matrix Printer
- 80 columns
- 50 columns + Tractor feed
- Up to 13lps

Package price includes 100 sheets of paper plus printer cable or interface required.

Available for the following computers:
- Commodore MPS801: £239.95 + VAT = £275.94
- Commodore MPS1101: £349.90 + VAT = £402.39

---

**The UK's Best Printer Prices**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Printer Model</th>
<th>Price (Inc. VAT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Juke 6100 (P)</td>
<td>£349.90 + VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brother HR15 (P and S)</td>
<td>£339.00 + VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dassystep 2000 (P)</td>
<td>£219.95 + VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brother M1009 (P and B)</td>
<td>£169.00 + VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brother HR5 (P or S)</td>
<td>£125.00 + VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAGA K810 NLQ (P)</td>
<td>£239.00 + VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON RX80 (P)</td>
<td>£195.00 + VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON RX80 FT PLUS (P)</td>
<td>£220.00 + VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON FX80 (P)</td>
<td>£253.00 + VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON RX100 FT (P)</td>
<td>£253.00 + VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON RX100 FT (P)</td>
<td>£239.95 + VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epson FX80</td>
<td>£619.09 + VAT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mail Order + Export + Trade Hot Line Phone 01-688 6382**

Delivery by Securicor (3 days) please add £5.00 + VAT per item.
Delivery by T.N.T. (overnight) please add £9.50 + VAT per item.

Order by 'phone quoting your Access, Visa or Mastercard number. Immediate despatch on receipt of order or cheque clearance.

Or you can Telex your order on: 945494 A0119001 335

---

**1st IN BROMLEY**

BROMLEY'S FIRST SPECIALIST COMPUTER STORE

We are official Acorn Dealers with high standards to maintain and take pride in friendly and efficient advice and service.

See our extensive range of printers, monitors, disc drives, software and books.

---

**EWART MICROSYSTEMS LTD**

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

**DISKS**

**SCOTLAND'S ONLY DISCOUNT DISK OUTLET**

No nonsense, no gimmicks... just honest value and a no-quibble guarantee. Post & Packing Free in UK Mainland

**Prices are per Box of 10 Disks**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of boxes</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-49</td>
<td>£14.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-99</td>
<td>£13.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100+</td>
<td>£13.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOR 1st CLASS POST OPTION ONLY:**

- Additional postage @ 30p/box: £0.00
- Total without VAT: £0.00
- VAT at 15%: £0.00
- TOTAL PAYMENT ENCLOSED: £0.00

**ORBION POST ONLY, PLEASE**

Overseas Orders welcome: do not add VAT: shipping at actual cost. Orders welcome from Government and Educational Establishments and PLC's — if you can't raise a cheque, mail us your order and we'll send a pro-forma invoice. Your accounts department can pay against. Prices valid at time of going to press.

Please send cheque with order to:

**EWART MICROSYSTEMS LTD**
36 Queen Street, Helensburgh G84 9PU, Scotland

(If you don't want to cut this out, send order on separate sheet)
**ULTRAKIT** £9.45
The most powerful toolkit yet for ZX BASIC. All the features you will ever need; AUTO insert, full RENUMBER, block DELETE, CLOCK, ALARM, error trapping, break trapping. Full TRACE with single-step and much, much more. Makes ZX BASIC easy-to-use and powerful.

**DEVPAC** £14
An excellent assembler, an advanced line-editor, a comprehensive disassembler and a superb 'front panel' debugger all in one package. Used by many leading software houses to write their games. "Buy it!" Adam Denning 1984.

**PASCAL** £25
A powerful and almost full implementation of Pascal - not a Tiny Pascal. A valuable educational and development tool, programs typically run 40 times faster than a BASIC equivalent. Spectrum version includes Turtle Graphics package. "I haven't seen any other compiler that could match Hisoft's Pascal!"

Hisoft is pleased to announce a new compiler for this popular and effective systems programming language. Not a tiny-C but an extensive, easy-to-use implementation of the language. Allows direct execution of compiled statements. Supplied with function library. Available direct from Hisoft for £25, or write for further details.

All prices, UK delivered, relate to 48K ZX Spectrum versions. Our software is available for many other Z80 machines e.g. Amstrad CPC 464, MSX, Memotech, SHARP MZ700, New-Brain, CP/M etc. Please write for details.
Would you like to have Power?
While all the rest are in the dark.

THE UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY systems

that are the complete answer to ALL of your problems!

With the POWER BANK "BLACK OUTS" will not affect the operation of your computer system.
Micro Systems, Networks, Hard Disks, Printers, Telephone Exchange, Data Transmissions etc.

- Output derived constantly from self contained sealed for life batteries.
- Sine wave shaped output — voltage and frequency closely regulated.
- Genuine "NO BREAK" unit with continuous output ratings of 500-250 & 120VA.
- Much more than a "spike and surge" suppressor.

* Far superior to a voltage stabilizer.
* Overload and short circuit (output) indication and protection.
* Bench or rack mounting (500VA).
* Battery level monitored — mains on — mains off indication.

could you bank on that much power?

MANUFACTURED BY:
POWER TESTING (UPS) LIMITED
23 Tallon Road, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex CM13 1TE
Tel: Brentwood (0277) 233188. Telex 24224 MONREF 586

FANTASTIC NEW YEAR OFFER
— The outstanding datasafe
diskettes — direct from our warehouses

The diskettes of the future — super full 3-year no-quibble exchange guarantee. All units tested to stringent standards offering uncompromising value. Suitable for use on all types of 5¼" and 8" floppy disk drives.

LOOK AT OUR PRICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>5¼&quot;</th>
<th>8&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>511-0</td>
<td>SS/SD</td>
<td>9.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512-0</td>
<td>SS/SD</td>
<td>10.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>522-0</td>
<td>DS/DD</td>
<td>14.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>514-0</td>
<td>SS/QD</td>
<td>16.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>524-0</td>
<td>DS/QD</td>
<td>19.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qty Discounts (No of diskettes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20-50 - 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-100 - 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk - On application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ORDER CODE  QTY  BOX  PACKS  PRICE EACH  TOTAL

MAIL-A-DISK

POS  WM  Inn  rinciftep

Telephone: ____________________________
Address: ______________________________
Signature: ____________________________
My Access No. is ______________________

ORDER CODE  QTY  BOX  PACKS  PRICE EACH  TOTAL

TOTAL  TOTAL  1
Less discount (if any) — %
TOTAL  2
VAT @ 15%  
POSTAGE
CHECK/PAY VALUE
UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS

** COMPUTERS **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>EX VAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APPIOCRT F1 from</td>
<td>£775.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPIOCRT Port 7 from</td>
<td>£2950.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPIOCRT PORTABLE from</td>
<td>£1495.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPIOCRT 256k 315kB x2 MONITOR</td>
<td>£1395.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPIOCRT 256k 720kB x2 MONITOR</td>
<td>£1350.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPIOCRT X1.25A 10MB MONITOR</td>
<td>£2195.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSC</td>
<td>£320.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIFIER</td>
<td>£595.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMODORE 835 DISK DRIVE</td>
<td>£785.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMODORE 832K</td>
<td>£595.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMODORE 8x4 PORTABLE</td>
<td>£575.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMODORE 64</td>
<td>£156.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMODORE DISK 1014</td>
<td>£165.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMODORE PARALLEL INTERFACE</td>
<td>£59.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMODORE 15x3-DN CASSETTE</td>
<td>£32.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMODORE 2x360K</td>
<td>£1795.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPAG</td>
<td>£3195.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM PC</td>
<td>£105.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLIVETTI M20 160KB 2x160KB Drives</td>
<td>£1295.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLIVETTI M24 128KB 1x360KB Drives</td>
<td>£1575.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLIVETTI M24 128KB 1x10MB Hard Disk</td>
<td>£2695.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANYO</td>
<td>£795.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIRUS 256K 10KB</td>
<td>£2850.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIRUS 256K 2.4MB</td>
<td>£2095.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIRUS 128K 1.2MB</td>
<td>£1645.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIBEM</td>
<td>£222.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLUS S</td>
<td>POA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** SOFTWARE **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL MAJOR SOFTWARE PROGRAMS SUPPLIED AT LOW COST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBASE III</td>
<td>£360.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORDSTAR</td>
<td>£195.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEN ACCESS</td>
<td>£280.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOTUS 123</td>
<td>£295.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYMPHONY</td>
<td>£240.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULTIMATE</td>
<td>£240.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D BASE II</td>
<td>£270.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAS DELTA</td>
<td>£295.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRAMEWORK</td>
<td>£345.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not only do we offer top quality products at low prices. We also support and develop software with the assistance of our long established software dept. NEW RELEASE — UNIX MULTI USER ACCOUNTS SOFTWARE.

** MATRIX PRINTERS **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>EX VAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANADEX</td>
<td>£2244.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANADEX WP-6000</td>
<td>£1981.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROTHER EPI4</td>
<td>POA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROTHER HRS</td>
<td>£199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROTHER M1069 1000ppm</td>
<td>£299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANON PV1080A 1600ppm  (NLO)</td>
<td>£299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANON PV1156A 1600ppm (NLO)</td>
<td>£379.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON RX 60T 100ppm</td>
<td>£299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON RX 60FT 100ppm</td>
<td>£299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON FX 80L 160ppm</td>
<td>£299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON FX 80FT 160ppm</td>
<td>£299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epson FX 100F 160ppm</td>
<td>£299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON FX 100FT 160ppm</td>
<td>£299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HONEYWELL FR4</td>
<td>£375.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANNESSNAB MH50 800ppm</td>
<td>£775.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANNESSNAB MT10C 160ppm (NLO)</td>
<td>£799.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC PWiWRITER PWSFiNL0G</td>
<td>£353.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEWBURY DE 1860 100ppm</td>
<td>£2065.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEWBURY DE 9695 240ppm</td>
<td>£1955.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OKI 844 200ppm</td>
<td>£249.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OKI 844120ppm</td>
<td>£249.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OKI 8441200ppm</td>
<td>£1535.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLIVETTI DM4100E 120cps</td>
<td>£1535.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANASONIC KTPH10 120cps (NLO)</td>
<td>£249.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHINWA C8800 Model II FT</td>
<td>£150.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAR DELTA 10-160cps</td>
<td>£299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAR DELTA 15-160cps</td>
<td>£299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAR DELTA 18-160cps</td>
<td>£299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAR DELTA 20-160cps</td>
<td>£299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAR DELTA 20/2000cps   (NLO)</td>
<td>£419.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAR DELTA 20/2000cps   (NLO)</td>
<td>£419.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOSHIBA TH1200H 120cps</td>
<td>£1275.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TREND 90/2000cps NLO/60cps</td>
<td>£1350.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** DAISYWHEEL **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>EX VAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BROTHER HR1</td>
<td>POA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROTHER HR5</td>
<td>POA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROTHER HR15 Keyboard</td>
<td>POA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROTHER HR15 Screenfeeder</td>
<td>POA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROTHER HR25</td>
<td>POA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DASYSIST</td>
<td>£299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIABLO</td>
<td>£1295.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIABLO 363444</td>
<td>£299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIABLO SHEET FEEDER</td>
<td>£480.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLUTURE</td>
<td>£299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUKI</td>
<td>£299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC 100160</td>
<td>£545.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC 2030 160</td>
<td>£545.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC 3200 160</td>
<td>£545.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC 7700 160</td>
<td>£545.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC 7700 320</td>
<td>£545.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC 7730 560</td>
<td>£545.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLIVETTI DY4300 480ppm</td>
<td>£860.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUME 1140 RO</td>
<td>£185.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUME 940 RO</td>
<td>£185.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUME LETTERPR0 12020</td>
<td>£475.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICOH RP1320S</td>
<td>£995.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICOH RP1600S</td>
<td>£1175.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICOH RP1600S FLOWRITER 8k</td>
<td>£1349.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICOH RP1600S FLOWRITER 8k</td>
<td>£1349.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICOH RP1600S Sheet Feeder</td>
<td>£485.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICOH RP1600S Tractor</td>
<td>£138.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICOH SMITH</td>
<td>POA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANYO 1600 560</td>
<td>£154.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STARWRITER F1040 40cps</td>
<td>£895.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STARWRITER F5055 50cps</td>
<td>£225.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECH TRACTOR</td>
<td>£995.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECH TRACTOR</td>
<td>£138.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** VDU's & TERMINALS **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>EX VAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CIFIER T4</td>
<td>£176.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAZELINE EPSPRT Fixed Keyboard</td>
<td>£395.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OME OVT 101/VT101VT131</td>
<td>£695.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELEVIDEO 901</td>
<td>£499.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** MEMORY EXPANSIONS **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>EX VAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AST, HERCULES, QUADRUM, SIMONS ALL AT BIG SAVINGS</td>
<td>POA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The complete computer store...

Word Processing ▪ Communications ▪ Data Management ▪ Business systems

Consultancy ▪ Installation ▪ Training ▪ Support

Business and Professional Systems (0223) 65334/5
Engineering Support Group (0223) 316045
Home and Educational Computing (0223) 358264
Communications, Electronics, Supplies (0223) 68155

Cambridge Computer Store
1 & 4 Emmanuel Street, Cambridge CB1 1NE
One year old...
and look how we've grown!

When we launched the QL last year, we knew we were starting a revolution.

For the first time, the serious computer hobbyist could afford the same power and performance as the professional computer user.

A year later, and the QL is more than a unique computer, it’s the heart of a unique system.

And the next 12 months promise even more for QL owners…
new software options, extra storage devices, printers, monitors…

Read on, and see how far we’ve come, and how much further we’re going!
Without doubt, the QL was the computer innovation of 1984. Launched to outstanding reviews, it soon gathered thousands of happy owners, and recognition from people like ICL, who have incorporated QL technology and its Microdrives into the new One Per Desk.

The quickest glance at the QL's specification shows what the fuss was all about... 128K RAM, 32-bit processor architecture, 200K built-in mass storage, bundled software. They’re features that would normally cost you three or four times as much!

But that's only half the story, because the QL is now the heart of a computer system, with a growing library of software...

As you'll see from these pages, 1985 is the year of the quantum leap for software and peripherals. Already there are no less than five QL languages together with special programs for software developers, a world-beating chess game... and much more on the way!

On the hardware side, there's a special QL monitor to make the most of that high-resolution 512 x 256 pixel display. There are memory expansion boards, Winchester disk drives, printers, and low-cost Microdrive cartridges.

In fact, there's so much going on, we'll be running these regular Newsletters just to keep you in touch!

If you already own a QL, the next few pages will give you a taste of the exciting year ahead.

And if you don't... take a look at what you're missing. It should be all the persuasion you need!

Now read on... the quantum leap into serious computing starts here.

Nigel Searle, Managing Director, Sinclair Research Limited.

From sophisticated business packages to superb animated games... QL software makes the most of the computer's extraordinary specification.

New QL Software

Utilities, languages, games and business packages... with more on the way!

Two things are now certain about QL software. First, there's going to be plenty of it. And second, it's going to set completely new standards for microcomputers...

At the moment, there are well over 100 software programs in development. And the first software releases, shown here, demonstrate how exceptional the best QL software will be.

The QL already has five languages, superb programs for software developers, a top quality accounting package and in QL Chess it has its first game.

QLUB: 10,000 members and growing!

QLUB is the special Users Bureau for Sinclair QL owners. There are now well over 10,000 QLUB members, and membership is growing all the time.

For their annual subscription of £35, QLUB members are enjoying a whole range of information and advisory services, exclusive offers and special discounts.

One of the most important QLUB benefits is the special news magazine, appearing six times a year. The magazine provides a forum for QL owners to exchange views and keep in touch with all the latest developments.

Each issue is packed with updates on QL hardware and software, tips on applying the four QL Programs, and news of how other people are using the QL. QLUB members also receive a range of special discounts, with savings of at least 20% on selected software products.

Current special offers include:
- QL Chess for £14.95
- QL Toolkit for £19.95
- QL Assembler for £31.95
- QL Cash Trader for £54.95

Special subscription rates for Personal Computer News and QL User.
The multilingual Sinclair QL
BCPL – a forerunner of C, BCPL has been described as a systems programmer's delight. In the words of QL User, this compiler is a 'brilliant compromise between a high-level language and a low-level systems language'. Whilst not for beginners, this is an essential buy for anyone with a good knowledge of systems programming Complete with manual. Available from Metacomco - £59.95. Tel: 0272 428781.

LISP – already well-known for its artificial intelligence applications, LISP is a powerful and versatile language. This is a sophisticated implementation of LISP, by one of its leading exponents, Dr Arthur Norman. This package features full QL graphics, and a full manual is supplied. Available from Metacomco - £59.95. Tel: 0272 428781.

Pascal – probably the most popular high-level language of all. Pascal is particularly well-suited to structured programming, sophisticated data manipulation and algorithmic problems. Pascal interpreter complete with 87-page manual. Available from Computer One – £29.95. Tel: 0223 862616.

Forth – this 'new generation' language is proving both popular and easy to learn. The program provides a full implementation of the latest Forth 83 standard with graphics and sound extension. Available from Computer One – £29.95. Tel: 0223 862616.


Software at work
QL Touch 'n' Go – a unique approach to learning touch-typing skills. The program is designed to give you mastery of the standard QWERTY keyboard in just 24 hours. With practice, you should soon reach 40 words per minute, with over 95% accuracy. Written by Harcourt – £24.95.*

QL Cash Trader – a unique computerised book-keeping system for small businesses. The program provides a complete course in the principles of accountancy, and goes on to become an essential aid in the day-to-day running of a business. Complete with comprehensive manual. Written by Accountancy Software of Torquay – £69.95.*

World-beating chess!
QL Chess – fresh from its victory at the World Microcomputer Chess Championship. This program sets a completely new standard for games software. There's a high resolution display, animated 3-D graphics, and 28 levels of play from novice to champion. Features include an openings book of nearly 4000 moves, HINT and TAKEBACK functions that help you learn from your mistakes, and the option to play a human opponent or the computer. Written by Psion – £19.95.*

Psion trouble-shooting service
All QLUB members can obtain special assistance from Psion on using the QL Quill, Abacus, Archive and Easel programs supplied with the computer. Psion will normally answer any queries within 48 hours.

This title is available from Sinclair Research on 0276 686100, and selected Sinclair stockists nationwide.
New QL Hardware

An industry is born

From the moment of its launch, the revolutionary QL attracted massive interest from all quarters.

In one area, the interest quickly turned to action, as high-tech hardware manufacturers realised the immense potential of the QL for vast expansion, for system development and for widespread networking. Already the list of peripherals for the QL is very exciting – and lengthening by the day!

Here, we've covered many of the latest, most important developments.

As more appear, be sure to keep in touch with QL News!

---

The dedicated Sinclair Vision QL monitor

Once you see the incredible graphics capabilities of the QL you may decide an ordinary TV just can't do them justice.

If that's the case, a high-resolution monitor is needed. (And if you're creating presentation-quality charts, for example, it's quite essential.)

The new Vision QL monitor is specially designed for the computer by Kaga Electronics, with full support from Sinclair Research.

So it exploits the QL's maximum 512 x 256 pixel resolution to the full, with a pin-sharp 85 column display.

It's also specially styled to suit the QL – in looks, and in use. There's a 12" non-glare tube, and etched screen to diffuse reflections.

So the display is bright, sharp, much easier to look at... and invaluable for those late-night programming sessions!

And like the QL, the Vision monitor is designed with space in mind: it has a compact footprint of just 12½" by 15" – no more than a typical portable typewriter.

It's available from MBS Data Efficiency on 0442 60155 and selected Sinclair stockists.
Microdrive cartridges. Another Sinclair first!

Microdrive cartridges are the QL’s own unique storage media. Each stores up to 100K of information, on a cartridge no bigger than a matchbox! Access is within seconds. And in tests, Microdrive cartridges have made over 50,000 passes without loss of data.

Over 500,000 cartridges are now being used throughout Britain. And QL Microdrives themselves are standard equipment on the new ICL One Per Desk.

Powerful hard-disk system

For the QL business user, the new Firefly QL Winchester disk will boost the QL’s power in one huge leap.

Designed by Quest, it uses CP/M and offers all the benefits of Winchester technology: fast access, reliability, compact size and quiet operation.

With 7.5 Mb storage, the Quest Firefly is ideal for large databases such as stock or customer lists. And at under £1200, it represents exceptional value for money.

The Firefly will be available very shortly from Quest on 04215 66488.

Expansion boards for up to 4 times more memory!

Also from Quest, a simple and inexpensive way to expand the QL's RAM: with memory expansion boards.

These compact units connect to the standard QL expansion port, using the QL's internal power source or, for larger boards, an external power source.

The units range from 64K and 128K RAM boards to massively powerful 256K and 512K RAM boards, so there's something for every user.

Interface options

The QL comes complete with two built-in RS-232C interfaces.

In addition, interfaces for Centronics printers are widely available from manufacturers such as CST, Miracle Systems and Sigma Research . . . with prices from only £35.

And that's just the beginning. For attaching scientific and laboratory instruments to the QL, CST even offer an IEEE-488 interface, which can handle up to 16 connected devices simultaneously!

Where to find the QL. The Sinclair QL is available at selected branches of Dixons, W H Smith, John Lewis Partnership, Currys, Greens in Debenhams and Ultimate, and larger branches of Boots, John Menzies and specialist computer stores nationwide.

Sinclair Research Ltd
Camberley, Surrey, GU15 3BR
Tel: Camberley (0276) 686100.
Part Numbers

**5.25” Red Diskettes**
- R1/D: S/Sided D/Density 48 tpi
- R2/D: D/Sided D/Density 48 tpi
- R1/DD: S/Sided D/Density 96 tpi
- R2/DD: D/Sided D/Density 96 tpi

**5.25” Orange Diskettes**
- O1/D: S/Sided D/Density 48 tpi
- O2/D: D/Sided D/Density 48 tpi
- O1/DD: S/Sided D/Density 96 tpi
- O2/DD: D/Sided D/Density 96 tpi

**5.25” Yellow Diskettes**
- Y1/D: S/Sided D/Density 48 tpi
- Y2/D: D/Sided D/Density 48 tpi
- Y1/DD: S/Sided D/Density 96 tpi
- Y2/DD: D/Sided D/Density 96 tpi

**5.25” Green Diskettes**
- G1/D: S/Sided D/Density 48 tpi
- G2/D: D/Sided D/Density 48 tpi
- G1/DD: S/Sided D/Density 96 tpi
- G2/DD: D/Sided D/Density 96 tpi

**5.25” Pale Blue Diskettes**
- P1/D: S/Sided D/Density 48 tpi
- P2/D: D/Sided D/Density 48 tpi
- P1/DD: S/Sided D/Density 96 tpi
- P2/DD: D/Sided D/Density 96 tpi

**5.25” Blue Diskettes**
- B1/D: S/Sided D/Density 48 tpi
- B2/D: D/Sided D/Density 48 tpi
- B1/DD: S/Sided D/Density 96 tpi
- B2/DD: D/Sided D/Density 96 tpi

**General Prices**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All Colours</th>
<th>1-9</th>
<th>10-19</th>
<th>20+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/D</td>
<td>12.90</td>
<td>11.90</td>
<td>10.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/D</td>
<td>18.90</td>
<td>17.90</td>
<td>16.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/DD</td>
<td>18.90</td>
<td>17.90</td>
<td>16.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/DD</td>
<td>21.90</td>
<td>20.90</td>
<td>19.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prices & Quantities are per 5-PACK

**Post Packing & Ins.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All Colours</th>
<th>5-PACKS</th>
<th>EXC VAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>5-PACKS</td>
<td>50p per pack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-9</td>
<td>5-PACKS</td>
<td>30p per pack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10+</td>
<td>5-PACKS</td>
<td>POST FREE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Quality Promise**

Like all diskettes from DISKING, these Coloured Diskettes are individually certified, and are from a leading world manufacturer. We offer our usual no-quibble money-back warranty.

**What you get**

All Coloured diskettes are supplied in packs of five (5) of ONE colour. They come in a FREE plastic library box, and with colour coder pens. You will also be entitled to any other applicable promotions at the time of ordering.

Please state when ordering, the number of 5-PACKS you require, and the type number of the diskettes. For example, supposing you want five red diskettes for your IBM PC, and five green diskettes for your (double sided) ACT Sirius, you would order One pack of R2/D & one pack of G2/DD.
"I'll use the orange ones for my IBM, the blue ones for my Sirius, and the green ones for my Apple."

"No! We'll use the red ones for Masters, the pale blue for bought ledger and the yellow for word processing."

FREE Plastic Library Box with every ‘One-Colour’ 5-Pack.
Choose from six RED, ORANGE, YELLOW, GREEN, PALE BLUE or BLUE.
Or Treat yourself to six 5-Packs, one of each colour!

Attention the trade:- Our usual minimum orders will apply & library boxes will be charged extra.
Now everyone with a BBC or IBM PC will want to get their paws on CUB's sleek new D series plastic cabinet—a triumph of ergonomics and up to the minute design. Within it is the CUB 653 MEDIUM RESOLUTION colour monitor—the perfect mate for computer users who wish to combine the advantages of brilliant, low cost colour graphics with 80 column processing software.

CUB 653's remarkable depth of colour is enhanced by minimal screen glare, thanks to a super high contrast CRT. Even in well lit environments the 653 (H) x 585 (V) resolution and 0.43mm dot pitch produces 80 column text which is pin-sharp and easy to read. Owners of SHARP, RML480Z, APPLE Series, WANG and other leading computers needn't feel left out, because CUB 653's compatibility extends to these models and many more.

PICK ONE UP FOR JUST £299 inc. VAT

NEW LOW PRICE, NEW PLASTIC CABINET—THERE'S NEVER BEEN A BETTER TIME TO BUY.

Standard Resolution version also available in new cabinet. Both Standard Resolution models and Medium resolution models produced in metal cabinets if required.

Available from High Street Computer Retailers and selected branches of W. H. Smith, Hamrods, John Lewis Partnership, John Menzies with selected models available from larger branches of Boots.
NEW

DataLife® by Verbatim®

Smart New Image
Superb New Packaging
Same Incredible World beating Quality

In stock NOW at DISKING

see our following Double page advertisement to order YOUR new Datalife diskettes

DISKING International, Liphook, Hampshire, GU30 7EJ. Telephone (0428) 722563
### BUDGET RANGE

**Disting Micro**
- 30 Microdisk capacity (or 12 compact 3" disks) stored in 3 compartments. Smart two tone beige brown with strong steel hinges.
  - **Part No:** Description: Price exc VAT
  - BM 30 Microdisk capacity: 39.90
  - BM 30 Microdisk capacity: 39.90

### POPULAR RANGE

**Disting Swing-Lid Lockable Box**
- 60 Microdisk capacity, complete with keys, dividers and even built in carrying handles.
  - **Part No:** Description: Price exc VAT
  - B60B: 60 microdisk capacity: 49.90
  - If buying 3 to get one FREE, P&P @ 4 unit rate please.

### EXECUTIVE RANGE

**Executive Mini 100**
- 100 5.25" microdisk capacity complete with removable lid, dividers, tabs, lock, and 2 keys.
  - **Part No:** Description: Price exc VAT
  - EN100: 100 microdisk capacity: 98.90
  - If buying 3 to get one FREE, P&P @ 4 unit rate please.

### EXECUTIVE RANGE

**The Ultimate in Quality, these Beautiful Austrian Made Storage Boxes in Luxurious Two Tone Deep Brown**
- Complete with everything one could want. The lids not only swing open and shut, but are also removable if shelf space is prohibitive. They come with Ingenious dividers where even the tabs are adjustable and protected from dirty finger marks. The wonderfully engineered locking mechanism comes with 2 keys and a master filing tab.

### DISKETTE STORAGE

Choose the box you like, buy three and get the fourth one FREE.
Dysan For The Discerning

5½ Diskettes

Prices and quantities relate to Ten-Packs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prices EX VAT</th>
<th>1-9</th>
<th>10-19</th>
<th>20+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 S/S 48 tpi</td>
<td>12.90</td>
<td>11.90</td>
<td>10.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 D/S 48 tpi</td>
<td>18.90</td>
<td>17.90</td>
<td>16.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10D S/S 96 tpi</td>
<td>18.90</td>
<td>17.90</td>
<td>16.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20D D/S 96 tpi</td>
<td>21.90</td>
<td>20.90</td>
<td>19.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To order the colour your choice, just precede the line number with the appropriate letter: (R) RED, (O) ORANGE, (Y) YELLOW, (G) GREEN, (B) BLUE & (P) PALE BLUE. For the actual colours, please see our full colour advertisement back a couple of pages, or call and ask for our full colour brochure

FREE CLOCK

With every 20 Diskettes ordered at these prices

When you buy twenty 5.25", 8" or 3.5" diskettes at these prices, from any of our manufacturers, you will receive completely FREE of charge, this superb calendar clock with a large easy to read 24mm LCD display. Buy forty diskettes and you will receive two clocks and so on.

Offer ends 30th April 1985

PLUS

FREE with every Ten-Pack of diskettes from DISKING, (or Five-Packs if coloured disks)

The superb SEE10 Library Box. Also available individually for £2.50 exc VAT, either for 5½" Disks (SEE10), or 3½" Disks (SEE10-3). Now also available for 6" Disks (SEE10-6) at £3 exc VAT

PLUS

FREE DISKING Colour Coders

A multi-coloured pack of ten fibre tipped pens for colour coding your diskette labels. Available individually at 49p exc VAT

Very Urgent Orders

If ordering by telephone, and by 3pm, you may request Dispatch which delivers the next morning at 9am. Minimum cost is £10 for the first 5kw - please call

Desperate Orders

Just call and ask for Joan or Roger and we will do whatever we can to help you with your problem. If you are not too far we can probably organise a taxi or courier

Bargain Corner Diskettes

5½" Diskettes

Complete with a FREE SEE10 library box and Colour coders, these disks are certified and are from one of the manufacturers in this ad Prices and quantities relate to Ten-Packs

EXC VAT No hub ring

UL1D S/S 48 tpi | 13.90 | 12.90 | 11.90 |
UL20 D/S 48 tpi | 20.90 | 19.90 | 18.90 |
UL1D S/S 96 tpi | 20.90 | 19.00 | 18.90 |
UL20 D/S 96 tpi | 24.90 | 23.90 | 22.90 |

Suitable for single OR double density

EXC VAT with hub ring

UL1DHR S/S 48 tpi | 14.90 | 13.90 | 12.90 |
UL2DHR D/S 48 tpi | 21.90 | 20.90 | 19.90 |
UL1DHR S/S 96 tpi | 21.90 | 20.90 | 19.90 |
UL2DHR D/S 96 tpi | 25.90 | 24.90 | 23.90 |

Suitable for single OR double density

8 tpi suitable for 35 or 40 track operation

96 tpi suitable for 77 or 80 track operation

Disking Supermailers

These diskette mailers come packed in 100s and are of a very clever copyright design. They will hold up to 4 diskettes complete with envelopes and are extremely robust

Part No. Description Price exc VAT

OSM 100 Supermailers 24.90

Trade Corner

FREE Aeroplane

Our latest aeroplanes have sound, so you'll have no trouble waking up those sleepy software engineers, when you throw it at them. Just call and ask for our flier, and we'll send you our latest trade pack with prices, special offers and sample unlabelled diskette. We'll also enclose a DPC (Disking Priority Customer Card) application form telling you how to buy at our 10,000 prices yet order in 50s.

Memorex Cleaning Kits

The latest computer care range from Memorex represent fantastic value for money, and are available individually or with a discount if purchasing all three.

Part No. Description Price

MKEY Case/keyboard cleaning kit 4.90
MVV VDU screen cleaning kit 4.90
MDD Disk drive head 8.90

Buy all these kits together, and we will reduce the total price from 14.30 to 14.90 SAVING 0.40. A Bargain if Ever We Saw One!
Looking for better ways to move data?

Meet the new generation in local modems.

Moving data over short distances is now even easier with Gandalf’s new alternatives to long distance modems. Now there is no need to buy more modem capabilities than you need. Gandalf’s new local modems are optimised for local data transfer.

**mLDS 122: The Cost Cutter**
For local asynchronous transmissions, you’ll love this miniature local modem. You just plug it directly into your Data Terminal Equipment and connect it to your BT EPS8 or privately owned line. Then sit back and enjoy the point-to-point data service over a 7Km/4 mile range at 50 to 9600bps. It’s BT approved and affordable.

**SmLDS 349: A Mini in Sync**
Here’s the synchronous counterpart to the mLDS 122. Same plug-in convenience for point-to-point data service over a 4.8Km/3 mile range at 19.2Kbps (9.6Km/12 mile at 2400bps). No need for V.24 cable or power point. It takes its power from your terminal device and is BT approved.

**LDS 309A: New Standard in Local Modems**
Our popular LDS 309 is now available in a new compact LSI version with auto-equalisation. LDS 309A handles synchronous and asynchronous data at speeds as high as 19.2Kbps and it’s BT approved.

Telephone (0925) 818484 for details today.

Gandalf Digital Communications Limited
FREEPOST
19 Kingsland Grange, Woolston
Warrington, WA1 1BR
Cheshire
DATATALK OFFERS YOU —
- Terminal Emulations
- Two error checked file transfer protocols
- Split Baud rates
- On-line text editor
- Contextually sensitive help system
- Disk directory access
- User programmable function keys
- Overlaid windows for easy operation
- Datacode file encryption system

"... Datatalk goes a level above its competitors"

(P. BRIGHT — PCW JAN 85)

"Quite simply, it is the answer for anyone who requires a secure communications package that combines ease of use, power and versatility"

(JOHN FORREST, THORN EMI CSD)

DATATALK costs £135.00 and DATATALK + DATACODE FILE ENCRYPTION is £225.00 + VAT

LARGEST COMPUTER CENTRE in MANCHESTER
BBC, COMMODORE, MEMOTECH, SINCLAIR, SHARP, SANYO, AMSTRAD, QL, EINSTEIN, ADVANCE 86

COMPUTERS
BBC Model B
(Free Recorder + Games) £389
Electron Call
Memotech 512 (Free rec) £275
Memotech 500 (Free rec) £199
Advance 86b Call
Sinclair QL Call
Sanyo 550 £540 + VAT
Sanyo 555 £799 + VAT
Einstein PDA
Amstrad Call
Amstrad colour Call

MONITORS
JVC Medium Colour £199
JVC High £249
Microvitec Medium (QL) £275
Microvitec Medium (BBC) £299
Ferguson MC101 (TV-Mon) Call

PRINTERS
Shinwa CP80 CTI £234
Epson RX80 FT £289
Cosmos CP90 £214
Juki 6100 £388
Canon 1080 Call
Brother HR15 £442
Star Gemini 10X Call
National Panasonic £335
Taxan Call

DISK DRIVES
Opsis, Pace, Cumana, modems various

BBC ACCESSORIES
6522 2nd Processor £199
280 2nd Processor £349
Iterstick System £374
Graphpad £143.75

COMPUTER STATIONERY, DISKS, PLUGS, SOCKETS, CABLES, ETC.
TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINES/CORDLESS PHONES. NOW IN STOCK
Wide range of books, software (Educational software specialist).
Showroom, demonstration facility. Prices include VAT, all items available mail order. Personal Export scheme. Add £9.95 p&p if mail order. We accept Visa and Access
Export dealer enquiries welcome

MIGHTY MICRO
SHERWOOD CENTRE
268 WILMSLOW ROAD
FALLOWFIELD, MANCHESTER
TEL: 061-224 8117

For further information contact:
Datasoft, Ilminster, Somerset
Telephone: (04605) 4809
Telex: 265781 MONREF G REF 83:DFT001
Telecom Gold: 83:DFT001

PCW75
THE KEYBOARD FOR ZX SPECTRUM COMPUTERS

* EASY FITTING
* PLEASURE TO USE
* LONG LASTING

The Saga 1 Emperor, equipped with 87 keys, is a carefully designed replacement keyboard incorporating many special functions for the popular Spectrum Computer. For business or pleasure, the Emperor will make your computing time more productive and enjoyable. The Saga 1 Emperor will enable you to use the Spectrum as a powerful programming tool easier and faster.

The style is easy - for your benefit, the Saga 1 Emperor has been designed to ensure that available Spectrum Peripherals will fit in the usual manner. The assembly of the keyboard is simple - and fast. No soldering required, so that within just 5 minutes you can replace your current ZX Spectrum with the new Saga 1 Emperor.

AND ALL THIS FOR JUST £54.95 (inc. VAT)
From Tokai Create
PASOCALC - ROM based spreadsheet £80
From A.M.P. Incorporated
Forth £90
Assembler - 2 pass 80C 85 assembler £65
The Journalist - Unique text formatter with graphic layout display £65
From Travelling Software Inc.
Travelling Writer - acclaimed word processor £50
Time Manager - time costing for professionals £50
Appointment Manager - calendars & appointments £40
Sales Manager - sales activity/customer notes £50
Expense Manager - full expense accounting £50
Project Manager - budgets/actuals/costs/activities £60
T-Base - the ultimate relational database system £80
T-Backup - advanced tape filing utility £25
From Chattanooga Systems
Autopen - full featured word processor £30
Autopen N&A - as above with name/address options £40
Autopad - the 5K spreadsheet with every feature £40
Trip - expense account details and trip log £25
ChequeBook - personal cheque book record £25
Book - single entry accounts package £25
Tfile - tape filing utility £20
From Datacount Inc.
Data-Dex - automated desktop card index system £35
Data-Text - text formatting and word processor £40
Data-Code - bar code generation package £30
Data-Max - database, any record in 0.5 seconds £50
From Silicon Crafts: Micro Time
MPLAN - spreadsheet with templates £50
MSOLVE - equation solver with templates £50
MBRAIN - full RPN calculator with stacks/ memories £20
MLABEL - general purpose labelling program £30
From Custom Software
Assembler - (in machine code) £40
(all prices ex VAT, 50p per item UK p&p, 2nd class post)
SEND OR RING FOR DETAILS TODAY FROM MICROTIME
You don't need to be told about the information revolution - you already know that without efficient data communications, you and your business may not survive it.

And you know that a modem will be a vital part of your survival kit.

This is why you should choose Modem WS2000 from Miracle Technology.

**Quality** — In concept and construction Miracle Technology sets the standards other modem manufacturers aim for.

Quite simply, WS2000 is one of the best designed, best made modems you can buy. It is approved for PTT use in the UK and Holland, with approval pending in other European countries.

**Flexibility** — As a multi-speed, multi-standard modem, WS2000 enables data transfer between almost any two computers - worldwide.

WS2000 gives instant access to the vital information sources of Prestel, Micronet, Telecom Gold and a vast range of public and private databases.

WS2000 can also convert your computer to a telex terminal, giving you inexpensive 2-way international telex facilities.

WS2000 is suitable for use with a wider range of computers than virtually any other modem, and we can offer software packages for most makes.

**Versatility** — No other modem offers all the facilities available with WS2000.

Its unique versatility means it can be expanded by the addition of autodial and autoanswer options (presently undergoing approval testing with BABT), plus direct computer software control of the modem and much more.

WS2000 is the modem chosen by the BBC to demonstrate a UK-USA datalink live on TV; selected by Cable & Wireless/Western Union for their Easylink Telex Service; taken round the world on Operation Raleigh; in action for CBS News, sending front-line war reports around the world.

WS2000 is the modem used by people who need reliable data communications today - and every day.

WS2000, with BT telephone lead, mains power supply and comprehensive operating manual costs only £129.95 exc. (£154.73 inc. VAT & UK delivery) — you may also need a computer lead (£10.35 inc.) — specify computer when ordering.

A small price to pay for survival.

Order by cheque/Visa/Access/Trade or official order to:

Miracle Technology (UK) Ltd, St Peters Street, Ipswich IP1 1XB.

0473 50304 946240 CWEASY 19002985

Miracle Technology
we thought of tomorrow, yesterday.
Get the best from your computer with ELEPHANT disks. Certified 100% error-free and problem-free, and with quality maintained for at least 12 million passes, ELEPHANT disks are guaranteed to meet or exceed every industry standard and are compatible with virtually every computer on the market.

Look for the ELEPHANT sign at your local Dealers - or in case of difficulty, phone or write direct to Dennison Manufacturing Co. Ltd.

Dennison Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
Colonial Way, Watford, Herts WD2 4JY, Tel: Watford (0923) 41244, Telex: 963351
France: Soroclass, 6, Rue Montgolfier - 93115, Sannois-Sous-Beaum, Tel: 16 (1) 865-75-70
Germany: Marcom Computersubstanz GmbH, Podbielskistr. 311, 3000 Hannover 1, Tel: 922816
Other Countries: Dennison International Company, 43/5 Erkrahl I, Matthias-Gaudin-Straße 9, Tel: 858 6600
New - the official Spectrum Upgrade!

Turn your Spectrum into a Spectrum+ for just £20

Here's some exciting news for 48K Spectrum owners… the official Spectrum Upgrade Kit.

The £20 Kit has everything you need to turn your Spectrum into the stylish new Spectrum+. You don't even need an understanding of electronics, just the ability to solder a few wires together! The leaflet in the kit gives clear, step by step instructions.

If you're not sure about doing it yourself, don't worry. Simply return your 48K Spectrum to Sinclair and for £30 we'll upgrade it for you.

Whatever you decide on, you'll also receive the new 80-page User Guide and Companion Cassette.

The bigger, better Spectrum keyboard

The Spectrum+ measures 12½" x 6". It has a large typewriter-style keyboard, with hard, moulded keys. You'll find the new keyboard has a smooth, positive action - ideal for touch-typing, word processing, simulation programs, and extended programming sessions. Two retractable legs give a perfect typing position.

There are 58 keys in all, including 17 new keys. Programmers will be pleased to see dedicated punctuation keys, a space bar, and separate shift keys for graphics and extended modes. And a reset button allows you to clear a program from your computer's memory without disconnecting the power supply.

The official Spectrum Upgrade

Naturally your upgraded computer will accept all the peripherals in your Sinclair system - Interface 1, Microdrives and so on - as well as all Spectrum software.

Just as important, new Spectrum software and peripherals will be designed with the Spectrum+ in mind. So the Sinclair upgrade adds stylish looks, new capabilities… and new potential for the future.

Included - the new Spectrum+ User Guide and Companion Cassette

The new User Guide has over 80 pages of information, including a handy BASIC dictionary. The Companion Cassette provides an interactive tour of the new keyboard, and includes three entertaining arcade games.

TO ORDER BY MAIL:

When ordering the Upgrade Service, send off your 48K Spectrum to Sinclair and for £30 we'll upgrade it for you.

When ordering the Upgrade Kit, simply complete the coupon, enclosing the appropriate payment and post it to us at the address below. Please allow up to 10 days of receiving your order for delivery.

When ordering the Upgrade Kit, simply complete the coupon, enclosing the appropriate payment and post it to us at the address below. Please allow up to 28 days for delivery.

Please note: the upgrade offer applies to working 48K Spectrum models in the UK only.

Sinclair Research Limited, Upgrade Department, Stanhope Road, Camberley, Surrey, GU15 3PS.

To: Sinclair Research Limited, Upgrade Dept., Stanhope Road, Camberley, Surrey, GU15 3PS.

All prices include VAT, post and packing. User Guide and Companion Cassette.

Please charge my Access/Barclaycard no.

Please send me the Spectrum+ Upgrade Kit. I enclose payment of £20.

Please upgrade my 48K Spectrum for me. I enclose my computer together with payment of £30.

I enclose a cheque/postal order payable to Sinclair Research Limited for £.

Please charge my Access/Barclaycard no.

Signature

Name: Mr/Mrs/Ms.

Address

PLEASE PRINT

TO ORDER BY PHONE:

Access or Barclaycard holders can call Camberley (0276) 685311 for personal attention, 9am to 5pm Monday to Friday. Only the Upgrade Kits can be ordered by phone.

Please note: the upgrade offer applies to working 48K Spectrum models in the UK only.

Sinclair Research Limited, Upgrade Department, Stanhope Road, Camberley, Surrey, GU15 3PS.
CHESTER COMPUTER SCHOOL, BRITAIN’S PREMIER COMPUTING SCHOOL

presents

The Practical Computer Program Series (P.C.p.s.)

MODULE No. 1  A RELATIONAL DATABASE LETTERPROCESSOR

* Designed, produced and maintained by the School’s own Software Factory.

* If you have ever wanted urgently a file on your desk of all your correspondence on a certain subject, product, account, client or supplier, and haven’t been able to get it, then look no further because here it is, today!

* The School sets a New Standard in application software.

* Each licence holder receives a unique guarantee, unmatched by any other software house. 12 months guarantee including:—
  — Training
  — Modification Rights
  — Expansion Modules
  — Help line to the programs

* Direct from the School’s Software Factory, probably the most powerful and useful program on a microcomputer today — yet simple to learn and use, just let it grow and GROW and GROW!

* CAPACITY: Limited only by your hardware. This is a big and powerful program which will grow with you AND your business.

* Priority delivery for Apricot, Sirius, IBMPC and Televideo.

* Full Integration.

ALL YOUR FILING AT YOUR FINGER TIPS.

INCLUDING Telex for the future EASYLINK

CHESTER COMPUTER SCHOOL

Chester Computer School Limited
7 Stanley Place, Chester, CH1 2LU. Tel: (0244) 318959
The search is over.

At last, the only complete, BABT approved communication's package for IBM®PC, XT, AT and compatible micros. 'The Missing Link' is an internal modem which comes complete with a menu driven software package allowing auto-dial/auto-answer.

The British designed expansion card plugs into one of the ½ size hardware slots and offers CCITT V.21 300/300 and V.23 1200/75, 75/1200 full duplex with selectable error detection and correction protocols.

The Missing Link is available from Jaguar Communications (0727 32983) and IBM dealers at a price of only £499 + VAT.

For further information contact PC Communications Ltd., Business and Technology Centre, Bessemer Drive, Stevenage, Herts. SG1 2DX. Tel: Stevenage (0438) 316561. Telex 825824
£70 of MSX software — FREE
£12 MSX Joystick — FREE
with every MSX computer
MITSUBISHI MSX MICRO £213
SANYO 112K MSX MICRO £259
TOSHIBA 112K MSX MICRO £242
TOSHIBA PLOTTER-PRINTER £217
TOSHIBA 105 cps PRINTER £299
SANYO MSX LIGHT PEN £78

The best MSX software tapes
DEMONSTRATOR: shows all MSX features...£5.20
DEMONSTRATOR-2 watch it, then list & learn...£5.20
MSX GRAPHICS high resolution graphics...£5.20
TEACH TYPING speed up your keyboard skill...£5.20
JUNIOR MATHS teaches kids to add & multiply...£5.20
MSX SMASHOUT addictive, maddest, multi level...£5.20
VICIOUS VIPER eat men but not your own tail...£5.20
MSX OTHERS the classic game now on MSX...£5.20
EXPLODING ATOMS two player strategy game...£5.20
CATAGE CRASHER by the slalom — 9 levels...£5.20
HELP ME take a deep breath before answering...£5.20
CAVE ADVENTURE extremely complex adventure...£5.20
ALL 12 PROGRAMS ABOVE FREE WITH EACH MSX MICRO FROM KNIGHTS

EXPLODING ATOMS two player strategy game...£5.20
VICIOUS VIPER eat men but not your own tail...£5.20
TEACH TYPING speed up your keyboard skill...£5.20
MSX GRAPHICS high resolution graphics...£5.20
DEMONSTRATOR: shows all MSX features...£5.20
DEMONSTRATOR-2 watch it, then list & learn...£5.20
MSX OTHERS the classic game now on MSX...£5.20
EXPLODING ATOMS two player strategy game...£5.20
CATAGE CRASHER by the slalom — 9 levels...£5.20
HELP ME take a deep breath before answering...£5.20
CAVE ADVENTURE extremely complex adventure...£5.20
ALL 12 PROGRAMS ABOVE FREE WITH EACH MSX MICRO FROM KNIGHTS

Demonstrator: shows all MSX features...£5.20
Demonstrator-2 watch it, then list & learn...£5.20
MSX Graphics: high resolution graphics...£5.20
Teach Typing: speed up your keyboard skill...£5.20
Junior Maths: teaches kids to add & multiply...£5.20
MSX Smashout: addictive, maddest, multi level...£5.20
Vicious Viper: eat men but not your own tail...£5.20
MSX Others: the classic game now on MSX...£5.20
Expanding Atoms: two player strategy game...£5.20
Cage Crasher: by the slalom — 9 levels...£5.20
Help Me: take a deep breath before answering...£5.20
Cave Adventure: extremely complex adventure...£5.20
All 12 programs above free with each MSX Micro from Knights
Herbie Briggs has just destroyed the myth that all floppy discs are created equal.

They seem equal. Until you look at the seams.
That’s where equality ends.
Most companies seal their discs with a spot here, a spot there. Leaving most of each seam not sealed at all.
Sooner or later, the seams might do what comes naturally: they bulge. Warp. Pucker. Open up.
Pens, pencils, fingernails—even a four-year-old’s, like Herbie—can catch and snag in those wide open spaces.
That’s sloppy. And dangerous. Because if you put a sloppy floppy into your disc drive, it can jam your drive. Ruin your drive head. Lose your data.
So much for their seams. Ours are different.

THE SLOPPY FLOPPY:
Sealed with a spot here, a spot there. Leaving unsealed seams everywhere.

Memorex uses a process we developed, called Solid-Seam Bonding.
Solid-Seam Bonding seals shut every inch of every seam of every Memorex floppy disc. Tight as a drum. That makes the Memorex floppy stiffer. Stronger. And your data safer.
To resist bulging, warping, puckering, or opening up.

MEMOREX SOLID-SEAM BONDING:
Every inch of every seam is sealed shut. Tight as a drum.

Memorex uses a process we developed, called Solid-Seam Bonding.
Solid-Seam Bonding seals shut every inch of every seam of every Memorex floppy disc. Tight as a drum. That makes the Memorex floppy stiffer. Stronger. And your data safer.
To resist bulging, warping, puckering, or opening up.

MEMOREX SOLID-SEAM BONDING:
Every inch of every seam is sealed shut. Tight as a drum.

To resist all the things that can jam your drive, ruin your drive head, or lose your data.
Which proves that a Memorex floppy disc isn’t equal to all the others. It’s better.
Solid-Seam Bonding is just one example of the extra care that goes into every Memorex floppy disc. Be it 8”, 5 1/4” or the new 3 1/2” Extra care that lets us guarantee every Memorex disc to be 100% error-free.
The next time you’re buying a floppy disc—or a few hundred of them—just remember this:
It’s always better to be safe than sloppy.
For more information on the full line of Memorex quality computer media products, including computer tape, call Memorex U.K. Ltd., 96-104 Church Street, Staines, Middlesex. Tel: 0784 51488

Your Data. When it matters, make it Memorex.

MEMOREX
**Announcing MAXAM for the AMSTRAD CPC464**

The start of a complete Expansion System...

SIDESWAYS ROMs at last!
No more loading... Leaves 40K free!

The perfect system:
* All-powerful Assembler
* Complete Disassembler
* Full screen editor
* Multi-function Adaptor
* Huge expansion potential in one simple unit!

So easy to use and learn....

Meet MAXAM - a new full-feature no-compromise Assembler/Disassembler/Editor - with a difference. It's in a very full 16K EPROM which plugs directly into the AMSTRAD. No waiting while it loads - it's always there! You can still use the Disc unit. You also get, as a bonus, a new expansion socket for Arnor's new range of Sidesways ROM cartridges (containing, for example, our forthcoming Word Processor).

MAXAM uses no BASIC RAM space. It lets you mix BASIC and Machine Code - just like the BEEB! Or, you can assemble direct from the Editor, and you can even use the Editor to edit BASIC programs!

MAXAM is ESSENTIAL software for the AMSTRAD enthusiast.

Cassette (reduced specification): £13.50
Disc: £26.90. All prices include p&p.

MAXAM in ROM £59.30

**Technical Data**
* Super-Fast 3000 lines/min assembly
* Conditional assembly * Plain english error messages
* Full Expression evaluation
* Unrestricted label names
* Directives include: ORG, BYTE, WORD, TEXT, HMEM, LET, IF, GRT, PUT, LIMIT, CODE, NOCODE, READ. Commands include: LIST, HLIST, LISTP, TITLE, PAGE, PLEN, WIDTH, DUMP.
* Menu-driven Screen Editor includes move copy and delete block, tab, search and replace, print all/part of text. Load/Save all/part of text. Disc/ROM version only. Register display, Memory Edit commands, breakpoint, string search in RAM.

 Arnor LTD
High Quality Software

Software Houses: We have the perfect low-cost system for software in ROM. Talk to us!

**SUMMERFIELD SOFTWARE**

RETURN FROM PARIS
Fly, drive or hitch — Can 003.5 get the secrets home?
Use your skills to choose appropriate transport on each stage of the journey.
BBC Disk only £11.95

TREASURE HUNT
Work your way around the map and find the two keys to the treasure. Beware, main roads are dangerous.
Excellent use of Mode 7 graphics brings map reading skills alive - 2 programs, one uses references, one compass directions.
BBC £12.00 Disc £14.00

TANK TRACKS
Program a tank to reach its base. Beware of mines and see the graph appear.
BBC £9.95 Disc £11.95

EQUATIONS OF LINES: Demonstrates the graphs produced by equations — type in your own equation and see the graph appear.
ED 1 — includes: Think of a Word, Counting On, Pye Charts, Simple Division
Each £6.95 Disc £9.00.
All these programs are used in our school — All were written with the Educational user in mind.
Prices inclusive of postage and packing. VAT not included — add 15%. DISCOUNT — 5% Schools. 15% Special Schools.

**NEW**
Now your computer can teach you to read faster — and remember more!

Did you know that the faster you read, the more you absorb?
Now SPEED READ will double your reading speed quickly and easily in your spare time at home.
This is a major breakthrough in home education which will bring you rapid rewards. Businessmen can dramatically cut time spent on paperwork, students and schoolchildren will find study easier and more fun, housewives can double their reading pleasure.
SPEED READ helps your computer to help you to a more rewarding and profitable life. Available on cassette for use with BBC Micro B, ZX Spectrum 48K and Commodore 64 systems, and on disk for use with Sirius (MS dos) and IBM (PC dos) systems.
Available exclusively from HI-YIN Music, Department SR/PW, Church Hill Road, OXFORD OX4 4JG.

Please send me the SPEED READ programme suitable for BBC Micro B/Commodore 64/ZX Spectrum 48K (cassette only)/Sirius (MS dos)/IBM (PC dos) (disk) system quickly!

Name:
Address:
Signature:
Postcode:

Please delete as applicable

Post to HI-YIN Music, Dept. SR/PW, 43 Church Hill Rd., OXFORD OX4 4JG.

Summerfield School, 141 Worcester Road, Malvern, Worcs. WR14 1ET.

**DISCOUNT**
* 5% Schools.
* 15% Special Schools.

**Prices inclusive of postage and packing. VAT not included — add 15%.**

**Return from Paris**

*All THREE ON DISK £26.00*
The Fastext 80 comes from an exciting new range of printers created to give speed, reliability and flexibility to the businessman at a price to suit the home user. Models in the range are compatible to all home computers, PCs and business micros. The Fastext 80 has a Centronics parallel interface – an RS232C serial interface is optional. A machine of the highest quality, the six-pitch Fastext 80 performs at a speed of 80 cps with 80 column width (at 10 cpi). The host of features include a full line buffer, graphics capabilities, bi-directional text printing and logic-seeking. Friction feed is standard with a tractor feed available for continuous stationery.

Fill in the coupon and find out how you can make the most of your computer with a printer from Smith-Corona Data Products.

To: Smith-Corona Data Products, Unit 23, Northfield Industrial Estate, Beresford Avenue, Wembley, Middlesex HA0 1XP.
Please send me:
☐ A free copy of the full colour printer brochure.
☐ A list of local dealers.

Name ____________________________
Company (if appropriate) ___________
Address __________________________
Post code ____________ Tel. No. ______
Make and model of computer used ___________

Smith-Corona Data Products, Unit 23, Northfield Industrial Estate, Beresford Avenue, Wembley, Middlesex HA0 1XP Telephone: 01-900 1222
TEN NEW WAYS TO IMPROVE THE

**TIME BASE™**

Timebase is a Time Manager which organises your day-to-day activities and keeps track of your appointments and meetings. You can even integrate information from your other Macintosh Software with appointments on your schedule.

£165.00

**MacTERMINAL™**

MacTerminal is a communications package from Apple Computer which can be configured for most other computers and information services. You can work in either 80 or 132 columns, and information scrolling off the display can be easily reviewed. MacTerminal also integrates with other Macintosh Software that manipulates text or numbers.

£69.00

**L A S E R D E S K D I A R Y™**

Laser Desk Diary, a combined desk diary and address book system that uses Macintosh's window capability for the examination of multiple days and/or months simultaneously. Laser Desk Diary provides a quick and easy way to manage your day-to-day activities.

£75.00

**MACTYPE™**

A true touch-typing instruction package combining time honoured teaching techniques, like a built-in metronome, and practice sessions using real words and phrases. MacType even rewards you with certificates as your standards improve.

£49.95

**Ormbeta COMPACT ACCOUNTING™**

A fully integrated accounts package providing Sales, Purchase and Nominal Ledgers with advanced management report facilities. The excellent documentation will guide you through the whole process of creating and maintaining your accounts.

£350.00

**MacPROJECT™**

MacProject is a critical path analysis package from Apple Computer which transforms the normally time consuming task of project management. By manipulating and updating project activities within a graphic model of your project, you can efficiently monitor and manage its resources and costs.

£99.00

**MACPLOT™**

MacPlot enables you to print information on a plotter instead of your image writer. It supports multiple pen plotters and will even prompt you to change pens where more colours/thicknesses are required. MacPlot works with a wide range of plotters and supports all Macintosh software. Ideal for use with MacProject.

£93.00

**MACAUTHOR™**

This outstanding word processor makes the most complex text preparation radically simple. MacAuthor lets you work on up to 4 documents simultaneously, and you can incorporate graphics and special symbols by means of built-in drawing tools and a graphics Album. MacType will be available very soon. Order now at this introductory price.

£169.95
This Macintosh Software is easy to learn, practical in use and consistent in operation because all of these qualities are inherent in the Macintosh itself.

Each program is sourced from one of the most respected names in the software industry, so you can be sure that you’re buying quality. Probe International is wholly dedicated to bringing highest quality software from around the world to the UK market.

We are the world’s first distributor solely dedicated to Macintosh products. Because we are the specialists, we are able to provide our dealers with outstanding product support, so you are assured of support yourself.

Why not call us now and we'll direct you to your nearest dealer where you can experience this exciting new software for yourself.

You’ll never want to use anything else.

All prices are exclusive of VAT. Macintosh is a trademark licensed to Apple Computer Inc.

Probe International, 80 Victoria Road, Widnes, Cheshire WA8 7RA.
Tel: 051-423 6666
**Garwood is Growing!**

(and you can reap the benefit)

---

**Bigger Stocks**

**Cheaper Prices**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISKS</th>
<th>DYSAN</th>
<th>3M</th>
<th>MEMOREX</th>
<th>BASF</th>
<th>HITACHI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Price per box of 10</strong></td>
<td>TPI</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>5-9</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>5-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5&quot;&quot;</strong></td>
<td>S/S</td>
<td>D/D</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>17.25</td>
<td>16.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Disc prices are ex. VAT but inc. carriage.

---

**Listing Paper**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Listing Paper (plain or ruled)</th>
<th>Priced per 1000 forms</th>
<th>Boxed</th>
<th>1-4 boxes</th>
<th>5-9 boxes</th>
<th>10+ boxes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11&quot; x 8½&quot;</td>
<td>1PT 60 gsm</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>4.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11&quot; x 8½&quot;</td>
<td>2PT NCR</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>14.45</td>
<td>13.90</td>
<td>13.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11&quot; x 9½&quot;</td>
<td>1PT 60 gsm</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11&quot; x 9½&quot;</td>
<td>2PT NCR</td>
<td>1750</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>5.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11&quot; x 9½&quot;</td>
<td>2PT NCR</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>15.80</td>
<td>15.25</td>
<td>14.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11&quot; x 14½&quot;</td>
<td>1PT 60 gsm</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>7.30</td>
<td>7.05</td>
<td>6.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Listing Paper prices are ex. VAT. Delivery free within 20 mile radius of Brentwood.

---

**Printer Offer**

- MT80 Matrix Printer 80 c.p.s., RRP £217 + VAT
- OUR PRICE £199 + VAT

**Computer Companies**

- Formed with your choice of name - £85 + VAT (NO EXTRAS)

**Garwood's Stationery Catalogue**

- Full colour 224 pages - £1.75 inc. postage

---

**Dialtex-4**

Wordprocessing and Communications from TALBOT

A Truly Versatile Portable Computer at a price you can afford.

For just £685.00 (+ VAT) the Talbot DIALTEX-4 comes complete with INTEXT integrated Wordprocessing and Communication software and a slot-in micro-cassette drive for saving those valuable documents.

A wide range of peripheral equipment is available to enhance your system. An acoustic coupler lets the DIALTEX-4 communicate with other computers over the phone. There are battery powered printers for hard copy documents anywhere, anytime. There is a RAM Pack to extend the basic memory of 64K up to 128K. Other options are Cartridge Printer, RAM cartridge, ROM cartridge, Instrumentation unit, Item keyboard, Floppy diskdrives, External cassette.

For more information phone or write to:

TALBOT COMPUTERS LTD.
283, Charmorister Road, Bournemouth.
Dorset. BH8 9QW.
Tel: (0202) 519282

---

**Pharmacy Software**

**For Apricot £225.00**

**Complete Package**

Apricot printer and software from £1,675

Rent complete package from £13.78 per week (less tax relief) includes full maintenance, contract and insurance

Also available for Sirius

SAN ENTERPRISE
2/8 MADRID ROAD
GUILDFORD, SURREY

Tel: (0483) 578910

Dealer Enquiries Welcome
ALL ITEMS ON THIS PAGE — MAIL ORDER OFFICE ONLY

SIDEWISE

SIDEWISE FITTED

“SIDEWAYS” rom board for BBC Micro.
No soldering required £33.44 + VAT

SOFTWARE SALE

most ACORNSOFT 2.99 inc VAT
MICRO POWER etc 1.99 inc VAT

*EPSON

RX-80FT £219.00 + VAT
FX-80 £316.00 + VAT

Screen dump rom available for £10.00 + VAT

JUKI 6100

£325.00 + VAT
Sheet feeder
£189.00 + VAT

VOLTMACE JOYSTICKS

*10% off list prices

DISKETTES

Memorex 40T 18.00
Memorex 80T 28.00
Cleaning kit 8.65

COMPUTER

DISC BOXES

10 disc library case 2.50
30 disc Disc Box 6.00
40/45 disc Disc Box 16.48

MAIL ORDER ENQUIRIES TO BELOW OFFICE

Electronequip

36-38 West Street, Fareham, Hants (0329) 230670
Fooling yourself
You may not realise that IBM has to buy its equipment from IBM, like the rest of us. Worse, you may not have realised that IBM doesn't like it any more than the rest of us.

The non-appearance of IBM's PC/AT in Europe is due to a simple finance battle inside the corporation. The computer itself is known to be difficult to build. The disks, for instance, are rather advanced and, therefore, highly unreliable. Some of the chips inside are rare, and still in short supply if you want them to work.

However, IBM has been counting the cost of its late launch of the PC in Europe, and angry words have been expressed by European executives to their American counterparts who couldn't release sufficient PCs to supply buyers over here. Even when they did, it will be remembered, there was a shortage of some kind.

So it was decreed that the AT would be supplied to Europe as well, at a certain price. And it would be sold, at another price, dangerously similar to the first.

European executives, having cast their eyes over the price list (not for divulging to us outsiders) have sent back memos, the broad gist of which is: Thanks very much and all that, but if you want big orders, the price will have to come down. We have to make a certain amount of profit on each million we spend, they said. And anyway, the things don't work. Get your fingers out.

It's a rich man's world
Thriving on editorial diversity is the motto of this particular story. My original intention was not to report on Sinclair's CS5 vehicle: apart from commenting wryly that it's truly amazing, how many computer specialists have gone into print with their opinions on the thing?

The editor, however, disagreed. Hence the picture story which appears later in this column (and which, I hasten to add, was written by someone with more knowledge of cars than I have).

While the vehicle may be of interest because of the Sinclair connection, I have to add that Sinclair worship is a strange phenomenon. I think this fascination with the hobbies of a rich man is a symptom of the morbidity of our civilisation (I'm going to get into Private Eye's Pseud's Corner if it kills me).

My argument runs something like this: if Sinclair takes his sponsorship of orchestras further and writes a symphonic opus, will the motoring specialists join in with the computer writers in producing criticism? And can we now expect the athletics magazines, who cover the marathon runs that Clive specialises in, to start reporting on the computer industry?

Sir Clive has many private interests. He is a poetry freak. He has tried his hand at publishing novels. He's got a leading light in the IQ club, Mensa. He has political and social theories. And he has given evidence, on the one or two occasions when I've met him, of an interest in women, and in alcohol.

The editor permitting, none of these subjects will become the object of anything more than passing, humorous comment here.

Did you know, by the way, that the vehicle isn't even produced by the same company that makes the computers? Sinclair Vehicles Ltd is a separate entity from Sinclair Research. And the only possible interest to users of microcomputers is this: if the car business drains Sinclair's money away, then he may not have the cash to plough back into the next generation of micros.

Switched on
While everyone else is trying to buy cellular radio phones to prove their status as traveling salesmen? I've gone one better and installed my own PABX.

There are lots of private branch exchanges on the market these days, but the trouble with most of them is that they require special telephones, or a switchboard operator, or both.

The Small Systems model, the SS12, uses plain vanilla phones and, more important, uses only two wires.

The reason these two facts are important is that I have several computers in my office, and need to connect them to the phone system through modems.

On all too many systems which try to offer inter-office switching without a switchboard console, they have to install extra wires to carry control signals. Alternatively they use special tones which a computer could accidentally duplicate. Either way, to attach computers to the phone system you need a new, special line.

The system comes, complete with wiring for twelve 'lines', at a package price of around what you'd pay for a two-disk CP/M system — approximately £1200. The central processor is an Intel 8085 and it controls all switching.

It sounds like a lot of money for very little hardware, but the problem of getting it cheaper falls into two rather tricky areas. One, of course, is the question of how many you can sell, and this is still not a mass market.

Systems like the SS12 may change all that, but not unless everyone can afford them. And as long as it takes two years from original design to appraisal, the sheer bank overdraft problems of designing a unit make the prospect of cheap ones rather remote.

The nice feature of the system is that you don't have to have hundreds of lines to...
People will tell you that Jazz is the product which Lotus hopes will be as popular on Macintosh as 1-2-3 was on the IBM PC. Lotus is right.

The company will also tell you that it's a version of Symphony, the follow-up IBM product, but for the Macintosh. True, it will be wrong.

The new product is superficially like Symphony in that it includes a proper database (1-2-3 had a rudimentary file searcher), a full-featured word processor (not just a pad scratcher) and also includes graphics and communications.

But where Symphony is a single database, with a series of different 'interfaces' to interpret the data in graphic, or spreadsheet, or text, or database mode, Jazz is actually five programs, integrated with automatic (but cancellable) matching.

In other words, a spreadsheet in both Symphony and Jazz can be arranged so that data displayed in graphic mode will automatically change if you change the spreadsheet.

But in Symphony, the change arises as soon as you ask for the display change in the graphics. In Jazz, the graphics program has its own file, and gets changed only when the changes are passed over from the spreadsheet. And it's possible to retain the old data, give it a new name, and file it.

The product will make a lot of difference to the Mac. With Symphony, the change from 1-2-3 to the new product was not clear-cut enough for many commentators. All they saw was the complexity, and marveled aloud whether anybody would buy it. To the users, however, the additional database capabilities, plus the comms function, was enough to justify the switch.

With Mac, however, there isn't a 1-2-3 product to compare it with, and users of the computer will compare its five functions with separate spreadsheet, word processor, and so on.

To Mac users, no more need to be said.

Those of us who know (and love) the machine are still driven mad by the thoughtful, painstaking, nit-picking and endless way it refuses to be hurried while sorting out its disk drives. To switch from one application to another can take as little as half a minute, or as much as a minute and a half, if there are complex files to open and close.

The prospect of being able to switch from editing a letter, into storing the reply in the database, into getting on with the spreadsheet work you stopped to write the letter in the first place — well, it's like magic.

Or at least, it will be if Jazz lives up to its promise.

The launch of Jazz in the UK in January was a pathetically low-key affair compared with the razamatazz we saw in Las Vegas in November.

In Vegas, we were in an aircraft hangar because there wasn't anywhere else big enough to accommodate the cinema screen, the aeroplane (what was that for?), the crowd of 300 important and self-important people, and the tables groaning under a load of glassware and crockery and floral arrangements. And the real live jazz combo (a big band) and jazz singer, of course.

In London, we were stuffed into a Park Lane Hotel room and made to watch the video of the jazz combo, and a Lotus executive did a demo of Jazz on a giant mockup of the Macintosh, six feet tall. (In Vegas, there was a 12ft tall working model. Ah well.)

But we did have more impressive news here in London — the news that Apple is extending its Test Drive program to include Jazz.

The idea, according to Apple boss David Hancock, is that the test drive schemes will become more directly aimed at specific markets. And in April, the specific market will be the Jazz market, and people who borrow the machine overnight will get Jazz to play with.

One question which is being asked a lot is simply: Will it sell? And, more specifically, will it sell better than Symphony?

The Symphony problem is largely in the mind. There are those who think that Symphony requires a degree in computer science to understand. And there are those who mutter, darkly, that it has 'flopped'.

It's always possible that Lotus executives tell me fibs from time to time, but I haven't caught them at it yet, and they claim that, in Europe, Symphony sales are running level with 1-2-3 sales.

This means that IBM users are actually buying more copies of Symphony than of 1-2-3. The logic is simple: there are more lookalikes in Europe than in America, but Symphony is not yet available for most lookalikes. Lotus 1-2-3, however, is. So a large proportion of 1-2-3 sales are for the lookalikes, and very few of the Symphony sales will run on them.

As to whether Jazz will sell, I feel very happy sticking my neck out and saying 'Yes, very well indeed'.
reporting on the collapse of the home computer market. It is, it reports, over. But the home computer boom is far from being over. Indeed, it hasn’t yet started.

The evidence of the collapse of the industry is simple — manufacturers who had a wonderful time at Christmas 1983/84 had a pretty poor time last Christmas. And the software business had a rotten year, especially on the games side. However, the question of who had the rotten time last Christmas has some interesting answers.

Primarily, Acorn caught a cold, although the company says it sold twice as many machines this Christmas as last. Interestingly, Commodore didn’t do as well as expected. And, despite all the predictions of doom, Sinclair did rather well.

However, the reasons for all this have nothing to do with the collapse of the market. Rather, they have to do with the neglect of the market by the manufacturers.

Clive Sinclair, uniquely in Britain, did launch a new machine with noticeably more features than his old one. The QL excited people and they bought it, even before it existed. Afterwards, fingers burned, they held back a bit — but by Christmas, all the chain store buyers were assuring me the QL was selling again.

Commodore launched the Plus/4. It wasn’t noticeably better than the 64, and it didn’t run 64 software. It was sufficient to put some buyers off the 64 (out of date? they asked themselves) but not enough to swamp the market with its excitement.

Amstrad did pretty well, just launching a machine which brought the ‘value for money’ level into a different bracket.

To put it politely, the Amstrad is not very far from a souped-up Sinclair Spectrum with a proper operating system, a built-in tape player and a free monitor. But the free monitor was a new, even exciting, thing to get for £250 including the computer.

Acorn, complacent sure of its school sales, refused to change the BBC Micro or bring the price down. Yet it must be obvious to the most ignorant that the cost of building it had halved in the three years since it was first available, and that if it had been re-engineered it could be built for closer to a third of the price.

Now, the schools scheme has come to an end. Schools don’t have money without such schemes — certainly not computer money. Many of them are short even of writing paper. And the result is that shops started dumping BBCs at discount prices. But the reason they started dumping them wasn’t just a fear of not being able to sell them.

Around the beginning of December, rumours of the issue 10 version of the BBC board began to circulate. It would, said ‘informed sources’, sell for £150-£170, and Acorn would stop supporting the old one.

Shopkeepers who weren’t quite sure if this made sense still knew enough to move out of the firing line. If a new model is coming out, they reasoned, now is the time to get shot of the old, even at cost — or even at a loss. So they did.

The fact of the matter, however, is that no-one, yet, sells a home micro.

What has flooded the market, to the point where potential buyers mostly already have it, is a programmer’s exercise bike, usable for sophisticated games. For home use, it’s a joke.

How can you manage your history notes on a system with only 100k of data? And if you log on to a remote database with history information, you can’t compare it with your own notes to see if they relate because the comms program is separate from the text program.

How can you organise your appointments — a trivial 10-second function with a pocket diary — when it takes five minutes to load the diary program from cassette? And when you can’t find the data
For every business problem we've got a digital solution

ACT Sirius 1 available from £1799.

Fortune available from £4070.

April available from £1790.

From the smallest to the largest application our knowledgeable staff will provide the most efficient and cost-effective solution from our comprehensive range of six computers, fifty makes of printer and several hundred software packages.

Our leasing schemes save the burden of capital cost and our new interest-free credit plan offers even greater savings.

Call us today for advice - or send for our price list. You will find the service you expect from a leading computer company.

Digital Solutions Limited
The Coach House, The Broadway, St Ives
Cambs PE17 4BX
Telephone Huntingdon (0480) 300728

Demonstrations available on new Apricot range
Pick one.
The COMPAQ DESKPRO® is available now. Now you don’t have to compromise to have it all in a personal computer.

Especially as the COMPAQ DESKPRO is the only computer you can upgrade from IBM PC to XT to AT levels of functionality – easily, affordably, compatibly.

Configure it the way you want; with one or two diskette drives. One or two fixed disk drives.

Or new options like a 30M-byte high performance fixed disk, high speed 8087-2 co-processor and internal tape backup for either the 10M-byte or 30M-byte fixed disk.

UNIX®-based operating systems? We run them today. PC DOS Version 3.0? That too. Networking?


Pick COMPAQ DESKPRO over a PC or XT and you get more performance for your investment.

Pick COMPAQ DESKPRO over an AT and you get comparable performance for a lot less investment.

With a COMPAQ DESKPRO, you have it all.

Check it out with an authorized Compaq dealer or contact Neville Jacobs, Compaq, Ambassador House, Paradise Road, Richmond, Surrey TW9 1SQ. Tel: 01-940 8860.
JUKI 6300 -
Unbeatable at the price

How many times have you heard that? We thought so.
Manufacturers' opinions are all too often, shall we say, a trifle optimistic? Not this time.
The brand-new Juki 6300 is simply the most powerful and versatile daisywheel printer at the price. Take a look at the features.

[6300 features]
- standard DIABLO* 96-character daisywheel
- standard DIABLO* hytype II ribbon
- 40 characters per second
- 3k buffer memory (expandable to 15k)
- fully compatible escape sequence codes with DIABLO*630 API
- proportional spacing, 15, 12, 10 pitch
- operational noise level of less than 60 dB
- comprehensive, easy-to-read User's Manual

Now look at the price. Just £799. It must be the best value on the market.
(Except, perhaps, for our model 6100, which uses the standard IBM* Selectric II ribbon and costs precisely £399).

We may be the latest name in information technology, but our philosophy is as old as the hills. Roughly translated, it means outstanding value for money.
Or, to put it another way, Juki means business.

* DIABLO is a trade mark of Diablo Systems Inc.
* IBM is a trade mark of IBM Corporation.

JUKI (EUROPE) GMBH
Eiffestr. 74 · 2000 Hamburg 26 · F.R. Germany
Tel.: (040) 25 20 76 · Telex: 2163 061 (JKI D) · Fax.: (040) 25 20 76

Sole distributor: Micro Peripherals Ltd
Intec Unit 3, Hassocks Wood, Wade Road, Basingstoke, Hampshire, RG 24 1NE. Tel.: (0256) 47 3333 (32 lines)
Telex: 859669 MICRO PO, Facsimile: (0256) 46 1570
When the rumours first emerged about Hewlett-Packard releasing a Unix-based portable, a few eyebrows were raised. But it all turns out to have been true. Dubbed the Integral Personal Computer, the 68000-based machine weighs 25lbs and includes a built-in Thinkjet printer and 32-line, 710k capacity disk drive.

The screen provides 31 lines of 80 characters on a 9in electroluminescent amber display. HP Windows is included and allows the multi-tasking system to display several applications simultaneously. Surprisingly though, it’s a single-user system.

The operating system is Hewlett-Packard’s UX, derived from Unix System III, as is Xenix which is due to be available on IBM’s PC/AT this year.

Also included is Personal Applications Manager, which may help to appease Unix opponents as it allows you to access the machine without having to use standard Unix commands.

The £5450 Integral is aimed primarily at scientists and engineers, but standard business packages such as Multiplan and dBase II can be implemented. Availability is scheduled for March.

By the end of the year, the Macintosh will cost £1000, its Atari rival previewed in this issue will be available, and there will be one or two interesting machines like the Mind Set and Amiga, and others we haven’t heard of yet because they are still secret.

If those machines show no sign of creating new markets, then I’ll consider, seriously, the possibility that the home computer boom is over.

As of today, however, I’m still waiting for it to start.

Any offers?

Now that Coleco has killed off its Adam micro, we will never know whether it failed because the design didn’t appeal to enough people, or because they never managed to build any that worked.

However, the company (now concentrating on cabbage patch dolls) does still have a computer product up its sleeves — a phone which runs Apple II software.

The plan is to sell this for £500, but the plan isn’t Coleco’s. That company hopes to find a sucker — sorry, buyer — to take over the design.

Sneaking suspicion

Tactless though it was of Timefame to allege foul play and unauthorised hacking of its Prestel pages, I’m stunned that Prestel could get away with the response it chose — to delete Timefame’s pages altogether.

The fight blew up just before Christmas, when Timefame announced that hackers had been playing with its pages (which nobody need doubt) and worse, that these hackers had been given the necessary access codes by a ‘mole’ inside Prestel.

Who can say whether this is, or was, true? Certainly, Prestel couldn’t prove it one way or another, and neither could Timefame. And eventually, Timefame withdrew the claim.

But the rest of us would find that withdrawal just a wee bit more convincing if Prestel hadn’t put such extraordinary pressure on them.

If Prestel feels entitled to censor pages published by users of its service, it is going a lot further than it said it would when it announced the service. And it’s going a lot further than the free press laws (such as they are) would allow it to do if it were a newspaper print works.

But to suspend the Timefame pages because of unflattering remarks is quite another thing.

I know that there are print unions which take similar action (and get away with it, sometimes) when their paper prints things about them which they regard as unfavourable.

But I’d be very surprised to learn that the people running Prestel are the type who...
praise the print workers for that kind of high-handed action.
Apart from the arbitrary damage to Timefame's business, what about the subscribers? Aren't they entitled to the information—which, just possibly, might be important—that they want to look up?
And just suppose—just suppose, that's all—that Timefame was right, after all, and there was a mole, and Prestel was at fault?

It's irresistible
They are rather pleased with themselves at Digital Research, where the company reckons it's beaten IBM to the punch with a 'proper' operating system for the AT. Concurrent DOS 286 launched together with Intel (which makes the 80286 super-chip inside the AT) does something that the AT's own operating systems, DOS 3.1 and Top View, can't do. It extends the memory beyond a megabyte.
The 80286 operates in three modes. At startup, it behaves very like the original 8086 or 8088 inside the IBM PC. It addresses a megabyte, maximum, of internal memory, and it controls it in segments of no larger than 64K bytes. But it can be switched to 'protect' mode. In this mode, it can suddenly control 16M bytes of memory (and the PC AT does have the necessary wires to plug all that memory in) — and can give different programs different 'privilege' levels.
The most privileged level, zero, is reserved for the operating system. It can decide which program runs in which part of the memory, and which bits of memory are not RAM any more, but ROM, or which bits can't even be read because they are secret. No other program can change these protected segmentations.
The result is that computers like the AT, the Acorn Business Computer, Rair, FTs, ICL's 286-based micros and others (still secret) can now run multi-task, multi-user programs, and the users of the AT who stick with Top View and DOS 3.1, can't. When the software is available from Digital Research in April, it will actually run DOS 2.0 programs direct from the disks; at the moment, the company's latest version of Concurrent will read DOS 2.0 files, but not run programs.
Most IBM watchers now agree that Top View is more than just a 'cosmetic overlay' to DOS, and is a genuine multi-tasking operating system. But it doesn't have the multi-user, networking abilities of Concurrent DOS, and, even stranger, all the evidence is that IBM doesn't propose to upgrade it to that level for several months—possibly, not until next year.
And strangest of all, it only gives the AT access to the 640K bytes of memory that the PC has today. It doesn't use protected mode at all.
The only thing that is still far away on Digital Research's travel plan is the networking parts of DOS 3.1. The company says it hopes to incorporate that this year, but not at the release of Concurrent 286. But it will announce DR Net in a version which will work with Concurrent 286 in April.
Working with the already-announced GEM, this new operating system could start the transformation of the AT into a super-Macintosh.
The segmentation and protection abilities of the 286 chip go some way beyond the powers of the 68000 chip as used inside the Macintosh, especially with the current Mac operating software. However, there will be interesting announcements on that level in 1985 too. Concurrent DOS 68k is likely to be announced in the next few months, giving multi-tasking to many systems with the 68000, and then we'll see if anything can stop the transformation of the AT.

The arrival of a Wabash Sony-style diskette is actually something of a breakthrough, because this one is really made by someone else. Most diskette material normally comes from one of three factories in the world, whatever the hype on the advertising box.
Wabash claims that this half-megabyte 3½in system uses a new surface technology. 'It is the first Wabash product,' says the company, 'to use the cobalt-enhanced oxide coating formulation for high density recording.'
Theoretically, this should mean that when disk drives are formatting diskettes to higher densities, these Wabash ones will cope with the new format programs.
Details from 1 Trinity Square, Chelmsford CM3 5JX.

You have never seen Clive Digby-Jones of Websters Software (a distributor) before, have you? But it's all right—he doesn't always snarl like this when entertaining ex-Transport Ministers.
The MP, David Howell, gave Websters a chance of some publicity by inspecting its new premises at Guildford (for where he is the sitting representative).
And what fascinating conversation took place then? Digby-Jones, entertaining little imp that he is, took advantage of the occasion to quip: 'Websters has always taken a firm stance against piracy.'
Keeping them rolling in their seats, he chuckled: 'Organised illicit copying of computer software must be stopped. The loss of revenue for the software houses means there is a shortage of funds for research and development, and in the end, it's the consumer who loses out.'
I think he was trying to encourage Howell to vote in favour of the forthcoming Bill against software piracy. It's hard to be sure, because Howell's only recorded words were: 'I'm very impressed indeed, Websters is obviously in the frontier of computer technology,' and added: 'It is in the nature of things that you cannot prevent ordinary copying any more than you can stop book lending. But you can prevent the actual duplication and then re-sale of software under fraudulent labels.'

Eagle has side-stepped the threat of Chapter XI bankruptcy in the States by rescheduling its debts.
The company's imitation IBM micros have never quite recovered from the blow of a lawsuit from IBM over the
MORSE: THE TOP TEN SYSTEMS

1
IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER. The world's best selling personal computer, as well as ours. We have an extra special offer on our 2 x 360K, 128K PC "Starter Pack". We've cut the price from £2116 and included the easy to use PsWrite word-processor as well as the fast NEC 8023 correspondence quality printer, cables, disks and paper. SAVE £650 ON NORMAL PRICE! This package: computer, printer, software, accessories, only

£1990

2
IBM COLOUR PC. This 128K system comes with colour and graphics display. It's great for Lotus 1-2-3, Framework or Flight Simulator, and to start you off, we're supplying this £2524 system with printer, word-processor, spreadsheet and accessories in one package. For entertainment, we're also giving MicroSoft's Flight Simulator. We think no other authorised dealer matches us for price and support. SAVE OVER £660! £2490

3
IBM XT. The 10Mb Winchester version of the PC. If you want a large database or accounting suite, or just use a lot of information, a hard disk is essential. Morse have managed to break the £3000 barrier, and on the 128K RAM, monochrome package you can SAVE £4401 IBM XT now:

£2990

4
COMPAQ DESKPRO. All you ever wanted in a computer is in this new superfast machine. It has 640K RAM, 10Mb hard disk and internal tape backup controlled by the fast 8086 chip. Morse supply it with FRAMEWORK and NEC printer at NO EXTRA COST, saving £970!

£5595

5
COMPAQ PLUS. Compaq Portable + 10Mb Winchester = strength + value. This 256K computer has a reputation for being really tough - the hard disk can be dropped even when working. We offer the Brother HR1 heavy duty daisywheel printer & RS232 adaptor worth £612, free!

£3945

6
COMPAQ PORTABLE, the No. 2 PC in the U.S., and the best of the compatibles. With 256K, unique graphics and text display, dual 360K disk drives and of course, portability, the Compaq is great value. To get you started, Morse give you at no cost, WordStar and disks - saving £320.

£2195

7
APRICOt Xi. Superfast and super powerful 10Mb version of the Apricot. Full hard disk computing at exceptional value. With the Xi, Morse are giving away the Brother HR1 daisywheel printer and free word-processor and spreadsheet, etc. saving £525. In mint black:

£2990

8
APRICOt PC. Compact, powerful, friendly, British. This hugely popular system now has Lotus 1-2-3, Symphony and many other programs available. SAVE £300! High demand has allowed us to prune the prices to £1690 for twin 720K disks, and now on twin 315K disks:

£1490

9
APRICOt PORTABLE. The computer you can talk to! Remarkable piece of technology with flat liquid crystal display and speech recognition. 256K as standard, 720K disk drive, loads of software, all in a 12b pack. Morse can supply it from stock. WITH FREE £95 MOUSE!

£1695

10
APRICOt F1. Incredible value full specification business micro. Bright colour display, 256K memory, 720K disk drive, infra-red cordless keyboard. Bundled with word-processor and spreadsheet. In stock now. NEW LOW PRICE! (Mouse £95)

£995

IBM PC-AT

IN STOCK NOW at Morse, IBM's newest Personal Computer, the IBM AT (Advanced Technology). With the Intel 80286 chip controlling up to 3 megabytes of memory, it's easily more powerful than any of the competition.

PC AT Base model. 256K RAM, 12Mb hard disk, mono display, keyboard and PC DOS 3.0: £3376

PC AT Enhanced model. 512K RAM, 1.2Mb disk drive, 20 megabyte hard disk, mono display, keyboard and PC DOS 3.0: £4706

MORSE SOFTWARE

Naturally we're experts on SYMPHONY (£550) and FRAMEWORK (£550). Compare them at Morse. New on our shelves - WORDSTAR 2000. 21st Century word processing for £440. SIDEKICK utilities, making a dent in the charts at £49. At last! The Whole Earth Software catalog. A must for buyers: £9.95 TELEVISOEDO Text-PC Full IBM PC graphics (list £1990) only £1600 SANYO MBC 555 colour MS DOS computer with 160k disks, WordStar etc. SAVE £119! £880.

MORSE PORTABLES

Selling like hot cakes, the 64K EPSON P10 portable printer, 3/4" battery disk drive. EPSON III 80 4 pen plotter £399 CASIO FP200 portable computer. Basic, CETL etc. (list £299). With FREE £35 database and other software, at Morse only £230 CASIO PB700 pocket computer with Basic & graphics (£110) £86 Plotter, tape, expansion, available.

SURPLUS

From our surplus, used and ex-display stock. Call for details on these and many other items.

MORSE COMPUTERS

78 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON WC1V 6LS. 01-831 0644. TELEX 916509.
It's all in the game

At last, I have seen a computer downloading software from a video disk.

It's the new MSX design from JVC, linked into the VHD disk system and likely to hit the market later this year — much later.

The idea is that you can mix the picture from your computer with the picture from the disk player, and decide which film sequences to show under software control.

It looks like a first step, though.

The demonstration games shown at JVC's headquarters in London included the predictable car racing game, where the picture switches from one lane of a motorway to another as you twitch the joystick. The computer makes it more entertaining by dumping oil barrels into your path.

But the loading of software seems to have been designed by a contemplative monk.

Data for the computer is stored on the video disk — how, the executives weren't too sure. But it comes off the video disk at the blinding speed of around 2400 baud.

Ah, well, back to the drawing board. With something like four gigabytes of data possible on the disk, it would take around 5000 hours to read the whole disk at that rate. You can see that this is not a computer peripheral.

The interesting feature of the machine was not its data rate, however, but the games. Apart from the racing game, most of the demo games involved audience participation and an expert bookkeeper.

Executives told me that Japanese players love to sit round the screen, watching a fruit machine rolling. The audience watch the screen until the fruit is just about to settle, and then they have bets among themselves.

Alternatively, they watch a young man with a mischievous disposition walking through the changing rooms of a sauna/swimming pool, and noticing a shapely pair of legs under one of the shower doors. As he opens the door, the action freezes, and the computer makes random jumps — either to an angry young man, or to an embarrassed young lady — after everyone has placed their bets.

My favourite, by far, was the one showing three of those weird aliens from the Star Wars bar, all drinking in a Tokyo hotel. One gets up to visit the toilet, and stops between the two doors.

Which door will it go through — the Gents? Or the Ladies? Place your bets!

Quick off the mark

Commodore has announced approved status for a Plus/4 business program — Company Pac 1*2*3 — saying that it's the first business product to get this approval. Actually, it's the first product I've ever heard of for the Plus/4 at all.

Despite the name, it's not an imitation of Lotus Development's product for the IBM; it includes various ledger packages and management reporting routines, all on one disk.

Normally the thing costs £98.95, but the first 50 applicants were to receive a discount down to £50 by phoning (01) 900 0999. I wouldn't get too worked up about that — the release was sent to us in December, and just possibly someone else has already phoned.

Unix wasting time

If IBM continues to back MS-DOS as its primary operating system, and if that operating system is enhanced to gradually include a sophisticated degree of multitasking, 'then that'll be the end of Unix, at least as far as the PC world is concerned,' commented a pundit in Los Angeles recently.

The pundit is my old friend David Ferris, head of Ferrin, a company which trains corporate users of micros, and advises on selection of hardware and software. And I couldn't have put it better myself.

Ferris and his colleagues do
Quest's Executive series of quality peripherals and software for the Sinclair QL allows the business and serious home user to fully realise the full potential of the most exciting computer of the 80's.

Post the coupon below to obtain details of a wide range of Quest Executive products including:

- CP/M 68K
- Business Accounting Software
- Floppy and Winchester Disk Drives
- Memory Expansion Boards
- Monitors
- Printers
- Consumables

Telephone Sales Desk 04215 66488

Quest International Computers
School Lane
Chandlers Ford, Hants. S05 3YY
Telex 47326.
The reasons single people join Dateline are often very varied, but come down to one thing—they are simply not meeting the sort of people they would like to meet.

Tim Stagg, a 31-year-old engineer from Pangbourne, found that the break-up of his marriage two years previously and the ending of another relationship since, had left his confidence rather dented. 'So I thought I'd try Dateline because at least that gives you a starting point for meeting people.'

At first Tim could not bring himself to actually telephone any of the girls whose names he received through Dateline, instead he made the initial approach by letter. He was delighted when girls started to telephone him, after receiving his name on their lists. For Tim it made the whole thing a lot easier, and a series of pleasant dates soon saw the return of his confidence. Fortunately, because on his third list from Dateline appeared the name of Christine Terry.

'Many of my colleagues were married'

Tim and Chris agreed to meet at a point halfway between his home and Basingstoke, where Chris worked as a student midwife. Having just moved to Basingstoke, and working unsocial hours, Chris found it very difficult to meet people. 'Many of my colleagues were married and I was getting very low,' said Chris, an articulate 29-year-old. 'I saw Dateline advertised and decided to give it a try.'

Chris had only been a member of Dateline for two weeks when Tim contacted her. Neverthless, she managed to meet four people before that! But she was immediately taken with Tim when he phoned and was delighted when he suggested that they meet.

They agreed to meet in the car park of a pub and swopped car registration numbers as a means of identifying each other. Chris liked Tim immediately. 'Even seeing him sitting in his car, I thought 'We're going to get on!!' Mind you, I thought that when he phoned up first of all. He was quite cheeky on the phone and I liked that.'

'Time just flew by...'

Tim was also very taken with Chris and their first evening was extremely successful. 'The time just flew by. It seemed we had, only just met and then it was time to go again. I can't even remember what we talked about!!'

They decided to meet again a week later ('or sooner if you prefer,' Tim had said, hopefully), and Chris went home to her parents for the weekend. She returned to Basingstoke rather earlier than anticipated on the Sunday and felt like seeing Tim again, so she phoned him and they met again at 'their' pub that evening. They've met nearly every night since!

Within two or three weeks, Chris realised that she was falling in love with Tim and they were beginning to talk about the possibility of a future together. 'We went to London for a few days,' remembered Chris, 'and Tim said, 'Why don't we go to Hatton Garden and get a ring?'' So we did! It was a lovely day.'

Within three months of meeting each other, Chris and Tim were engaged and are planning a wedding in a year's time when Chris has qualified. Their families are very happy for them and Tim has found his friends very supportive. 'I thought they would laugh at me joining Dateline, but they didn't,' he said. 'After a while, especially after I met Chris, it made such a tremendous difference to me — I was so much happier. I would definitely advise anyone to join Dateline. I enjoyed nearly all my dates and even at worst had a pleasant evening out each time. Dateline helped me get my confidence back and I enjoyed my membership.'

Even though Chris was a member for such a short time she met quite a few people before finding Tim. 'Even just getting correspondence and phone calls was nice,' she said. 'And what advice would she give people who join Dateline?

'Give it time and you do meet the right people,' she said, smiling at Tim.

'FREE: Computer Test to Find Your Ideal Partner.'

If you would like to be one of the many thousands of people nationwide who have been making friends and enjoying a new social life through Dateline, complete this simple questionnaire. We will send you confidentially and completely free, full details about Dateline and how it works, and details of just one of the Dateline members who are compatible with you. Send today to: Dateline Computer Dating, 23 Abingdon Rd., London W8. Tel: 01-938-1011
WHAT THE EYE CAN'T SEE....

....QUALITY... THAT'S Eurodisk

CPS Data Systems Ltd.
ARDEN HOUSE,
1102 WARWICK ROAD, ACOCKS GREEN,
BIRMINGHAM B27 6BH, ENGLAND
TELEPHONE: 021-707 3866 TELEX: 337141 CPSDSE G

10 HIGH QUALITY DISKS IN A PERMANENT LIBRARY CASE.
AVAILABLE IN ALL FORMATS.

...QUALITY... THAT'S Eurodisk
many schools have both the recommended educational micros — the Research Machines models, and the Acorn model — and that they are about as friendly as chalk and cheese.

A network which lets them link up has been developed by Richmead Micro of Reading, and it sounds like a sensible use of resources as opposed to an ideal solution, which might involve buying new resources.

"Before the Beeb," commented the company in its announcement, "most secondary schools used the RML 380Z. But when the BBC Micro was launched, many switched over because the relative low cost allowed them to use several computers in a classroom where before they could afford only one."

Most schools handed the disk-based 380Z over to the administration side. Then they found that a network of BBC Micros was possible, but they needed a big disk as a file server.

Richmead's solution: connect up to 16 BBC Micros together in Meadnet, and forget about Econet. It costs £275 plus £20 for each BBC station, and is slower than having individual disks 'but faster than tapes,' according to teachers at one school where it is used.

Details of Richmead on (0734) 665771

Rich pickings

Immediately after finishing this issue of Newsprint, I went to Apple's head office to be told about its new local area network.

Apple is making quite a fuss about this deal — air tickets to California wil cost them a bit about this deal - air tickets to California wil cost them a bit

"We give high marks in most areas, especially the announcements about collaboration with software vendors. It will take a long time before most people are able to use Apple Net, but by 1986, we think it will be a serious standard."

I was particularly amused by the number of news media who took the meat of Ferrin's announcement, and reported the Apple network launch without Ferris's comments as if they'd dig it all out of the grapevine themselves . . .

Going down

The Spectrum has been dropped in the UK but the Spectrum Plus lives on, with its price cut to £129.95 from £179.95 (although you now have to pay for the software pack which used to be bundled in).

And you can upgrade your old Spectrum to Plus level for £30. Or indeed, thanks to Acorn, you can take it (or any other micro) to a BBC dealer and get £50 off the price of a Beeb.

Acorn also got in on the post-Christmas price-cutting with the Electron coming down £70 to £129.

Speed, however, isn't what worries my pundit friend David Ferris. He's taken the trouble to issue a condemnation of the apparently high cost of the system — which Apple says will be £50 per micro.

'We have found that when you add up all the hidden expenses of building a network, the costs of the wires are trivial,' Ferris told me. 'We've installed more networks in the San Francisco area than anybody else, I'd say in the world, and really, the costs can be as high as fifty times greater than the cost of the wires, and the wires, and the software all together.'

However, it isn't all bad news: Ferrin as a company has suffered long enough from the software problem — no software works on most networks — to give high praise to Apple's approach to this.

Tactlessly issuing his release a week ahead of Apple's, Ferris commented: 'We give high marks in most areas, especially the announcements about collaboration with software vendors. It will take a long time before most people are able to use Apple Net, but by 1986, we think it will be a serious standard'.

It was particularly amusing to the number of news media who took the meat of Ferrin's announcement, and reported the Apple network launch without Ferris's comments as if they'd dig it all out of the grapevine themselves . . .
Have you looked into renting a micro-computer?

Perhaps you should. If you have a work overflow. A special project. An out-of-service machine. A training course or software demonstration to give. A show or conference. Or a budget to prepare.

The benefits are many. Capital and lines of credit are kept free. You pay for use, not ownership. Payments are predictable and deductible. Cash flow is smoother.

If you don’t like your choice, you can try again. If you do, you can apply part of the rental cost to a purchase.

CCA specialise in renting micros. And in giving you the most for your money. To find out more, attach your business card to this advertisement and post it. Or phone if you wish.

CCA MICRO RENTALS

CCA MICRO RENTALS LIMITED
Unit 7/8, Imperial Studios,
Imperial Road, London SW6 2AG.
Telephone: 01-731 4310
Portable operating system

Microsoft has developed a new operating system, HH-DOS (Hand-Held DOS), for notebook portable computers; it incorporates features of MS-DOS and various integrated software packages.

System calls and the file structure of HH-DOS are the same as MS-DOS, although by no means is it fully IBM PC compatible. Thus, data files and Basic programs can be up and downloaded from HH-DOS, but applications programs will undoubtedly require modification to run.

HH-DOS also integrates several applications software modules including the Microsoft Word word processor, Multiplan spreadsheet, Telecom (similar to the Tandy Model 100 version), File (a file manager), the Basic language, a calculator, calendar/scheduler, and modem dialer. These last three programs may be run from a window without disturbing the primary application in the machine.

The integration of software exists on both a file and functional level; you could pull all or a portion of a spreadsheet into the word processor. A file file can be moved into the spreadsheet, or a Basic program can be edited from either Basic or the full-screen word processor editor.

Data interchange between programs uses the Microsoft Word 'scrap' concept: that is, mark a word (or block), throw it into scrap, go to the other application and recover the scrap. If it's a big or important scrap, you can name it and automatically make it into a file.

The HH-DOS software of 200k bytes is etched onto two CMOS ROM chips which are currently being sold to manufacturers of notebook portables. An early customer was Zenith which has already shown a nifty new machine behind closed doors.

However, I hear that Zenith would prefer to include WordStar in the machine rather than Microsoft Word, and, as a result, has delayed its introduction.

All in the mind

An entrepreneur in self-hypnosis and self-improvement audio tapes is now offering a computer program that seeks to tap the subconscious mind. We're changing the internal tapes inside your head,' proclaims Joel Amkraut of the California-based New Life Institute.

The program flashes messages for a fraction of a second on the computer screen while the user works on primary computer tasks. Over an eight hour day, a user would receive as many as 28,000 subtle copies of the message. He can put in his own message — to lose weight, stop smoking, avoid alcohol, overcome phobias, gain self-confidence, lessen stress, or address a variety of other ills.

Currently there is a great deal of debate as to whether such systems really work. Several university professors voice scepticism and feel that it's difficult to rapidly undo something that nature instilled in a slow and painful way.

Nevertheless, several companies have sprung up to market subliminal software. In addition to New Life, these include GreenTree Publishers, Cabononics, and Fatique, Inc. The latter firm was founded by Timothy Leary, the counterculture hero who championed psychedelic drugs in the 1960's.

Developers of these programs acknowledge the possibility for abuse. For example, an employer could use the program to instill company loyalty and corporate fanaticism, or to send seductive suggestions to an unknowing typist to further sexual ambitions. One developer boasts of using his program to attract people to Christianity — which may or may not be the Christian thing to do.

Better integration needed

Since Lotus' Symphony and Ashton-Tate's Framework were announced, other vendors have been rushing into the integrated software market-place at a ferocious pace. According to one recently published study, the market for integrated packages will increase 20-fold in the next three years.

On the other hand, users who took part in a two-day seminar sponsored by MicroMentor, Inc, a computer training firm, registered dissatisfaction with existing integrated packages and eagerly await a new generation of stand-alone applications packages. Users felt that most integrated packages offer one strong application augmented by several weaker ones.

Symphony was praised for its excellent spreadsheet, but users felt the word processor was lacking. In contrast, the word processor in Framework is very good, but the spreadsheet is weak.

Users also felt that software developers should create common user interfaces and file formats that would allow the use of stand-alone packages from different companies.

In addition, users criticised existing channels of distribution in which sales people push well-known 'safe' brands of software rather than investigating new products that may be superior. Users felt that they would be better served if they had more direct contact with software publishers, and expressed dissatisfaction with software packages that merely reflect fancy technology rather than responding to users' needs.

Random bits

After failing to line up distribution with any major retail chains for its Decision Mate V or later IBM PC compatible computer, NCR is closing its US PC manufacture and transferring production back to Germany . . . Citing delays in software development, Kaypro has cancelled an exclusive agreement with Mitsui to buy its IBM compatible notebook portable machine. Instead, the firm will go with a different design developed in-house . . . Warner Communications has written down the $240 million owed to it by Jack Tramiel for the purchase of Atari to $135 million. Still hoping to recover some of its money, Warner has purchased $10.1 million of receivables from Atari, loaned the company $3 million, and agreed to a further $4.5 million loan.

That's good news for Jack . . . Since the nation's largest retailer, is teaming up with Apple to see if a high-end computer will sell in a department store. For the test, the Apple IIe will be sold at $984.99 side by side with the Commodore 64 and Atari 600XL, both priced at less than $200. Thus far, the greeting card and stationary giant, has acquired Information Technology Design Associates, a firm involved in designing software for children. ITDA's most successful product is Microzone, marketed by Scholastic . . . Meanwhile, the firm is obtaining a large loan and is shifting its retail focus to vertical markets such as banks, doctors, and architects.

The company plans to train dealers in selling to these markets and to set up in retail outlets. Hewlett-Packard is expected to release a 32-bit transportable computer with the Unix operating system. The machine will be aimed at the technical and scientific community, and, at $5000, will be one of the least expensive machines on the market . . . ICL's OPD has some company: over 20 firms are selling new machines that combine the functions of a computer and telephone at prices from $1000 to $6000. Analysts, investors and manufacturers predict the machines will become absolutely essential to anyone in business. One problem: they aren't selling. Of the machines, one consultant said: 'You might as well put a coffee pot on your personal computer.'
IBM PC AND XT
Various options available. Call for details.

**NEW IBM PORTABLE**

£2195.00
ex VAT

OLIVETTI
Very fast. Fully IBM compatible.
M24 True 16 Bit Processor. 128K RAM.
2 x 360K Floppies. Screen.
Keyboard. DOS 2.1

£1595.00
ex VAT

10MB Version £3200.00
ex VAT

APRICOT
Standard
Full 16 Bit 8086 based Micro
with 256K RAM. Mono Screen.
2 x 315K Floppies. MS DOS.
Basic, Supercalc, Superplanner, Superwriter.

£1795.00
ex VAT

Xi
as standard Apricot but with 5MB Winchester in place of one Floppy Drive

£2695.00
ex VAT

**NEW** Portable from £1695.00
ex VAT

F1 Series from £795.00
ex VAT

Free Software Seminars held on Second and Fourth Thursdays of every month.
Ring Susan for details on Windsor 50111
Briefcase portables and a new computer price war dominate the Japanese scene — Shinichiro Kakizawa reports.

**68000 portable**
A Tokyo-based system house, Ampere, has developed a portable computer using a 68000 CPU, which will be marketed shortly. A unique feature of the new machine, called BIG-APL, is the built-in APL interpreter loaded from 128k ROM. The operating system is a unique multi-user, multi-task DOS called BIG-DOS. BIG-APL and BIG-DOS were both developed in the US for the 68000.

The machine features 54k CMOS RAM (max 512k), an 80-character x 16-line bit map, LCD and weighs 4kg. Overseas marketing will be handled by a Hitachi subsidiary, Nissei.

**Full-screen portable**
Fujitsu has announced a 16-bit briefcase computer which weighs 2.7kg. Like the KT portable, it has a full 80-character x 25-line LCD screen, and features an Intel 8086 CPU, and 464k RAM; it runs on Digital Research CP/M-86. The highlight of the machine is its graphic capability — the LCD screen can display 640 x 200 dots. Fujitsu hopes to set the price at around £1000, and the printer will come separately.

**Price wars**
The price war at the lower end of the home computer market is hotting up in Japan. This new price war was triggered by Casio, which began selling its MSX machine model PV-7 last October. The recommended list price is Yen 29800 (approximately £99), but in the space of a month the price has gone down to only £50 at some discount shops around the famous Akihabara electronics bazaar in Tokyo. Other prices have been forced to follow suit. Now the cheapest family computer in the Japanese market is the Nintendo colour game model which costs only £16 (the original list price was £70, only a few months ago).

Because of the recent cutthroat competition in the market, this downward price trend will probably continue for a while. Casio is also selling the PV-7 through Sinclair-type mail order, a new approach to selling computers in Japan. Sony and other MSX suppliers feel threatened by this move. Casio has always played a major role in bringing affordable goods to the general public, and it looks as if the company is extending this virtue into the home computer market.

**Low-cost digitiser**
Oscon Electronics, a Tokyo-based company specialising in digitiser units, has made an extremely cheap digitiser available to MSX users. The new unit, Oscon MSX GP AD, is an electromagnetic induction digitiser. It costs £110, a quarter of the price of the many existing digitisers in the Japanese market. Until now digitisers, although extremely useful, have been highly priced compared with the mouse. One of the advantages of using an electromagnetic board is that you can rest your hand on the board without getting ?QZ!£A on the screen!

The Oscon model can be switched into two other modes, pad mode and joystick mode.

**New floppies**
Hitachi-Maxwell has successfully developed a 5¼in floppy disk which can store as much as 19Mbytes. 1.0 to 1.6Mbytes is the standard for most micros at present, and the expensive hard disk has been the only way to store up to 10Mbytes.

Now this limit seems to have been removed. Hitachi-Maxwell coats the surface of the disk with a special combination of magnetised metal powder, and uses a particular type of metal reading head. The company has also developed a 5Mbyte 3.5in floppy disk.

**Pioneer games**
UK MSX users will be interested in the interactive video games from Pioneer, combining the MSX computer with the Laserdisk system. The result is a series of games played against a videodisk background. Early titles include space games Astron Belt and Strike Mission, and a wild west game, Bad Lands.

However, UK owners will have to wait as Pioneer has hit technical snags when converting the system from MTSC to the UK PAL TV format.

**Toshiba** American-style
Toshiba, a Tokyo software company. The scanner head snaps easily onto the printer ribbon cassette of the Sharp PC4000 printer. Graphic images drawn on paper are fed into the printer, and the scanned, digitised data is transferred to the micro through its RS232C interface.
You'd expect one of the best-selling home computers in Japan to have a specification list as big as its memory. But the Toshiba HX10 doesn't just limit itself to that. It was developed along with other Japanese home computers to operate on one language: MSX. You can swap programs, games, cassettes, even peripherals like disk drives, printers, and joysticks: they're all compatible with every other MSX computer. All of which makes MSX the system of the future.

So if you want a computer that won't be obsolete in a few years, buy an MSX. If you want one of the best-selling MSX computers in Japan, buy a Toshiba HX10.
Have you got the drive to succeed in business?

£199
DD1-1 disc drive (with CP/M* and DR. LOGO*) and interface.

£159
FD-1 additional disc drive.
Running any business successfully means first running it efficiently. And no matter how business-like you think you are, you can’t beat the power and convenience of a random access CP/M* disc system.

Now, with Amstrad’s CPC 464 computer, you can enjoy all the advantages of a 3” disc drive complete with an integral power supply and plug-in interface controller.

Naturally, you can add a second drive (FD-1) to double the on-line storage capacity, speed up copying files and producing back-up discs.

But of course, simply plugging a disc drive into a computer won’t get you very far. That’s why Amsoft have produced a disc based software range of over 30 programs with many more on the way.

**AMSDOS and CP/M***

CP/M* is the standard disc operating system for 8-bit microcomputers. We also supply a special version of DR. LOGO* for CPC 464 users.

Our disc drive system includes a number of extensions to BASIC in the AMSDOS operating system that allow the disc to use files originally created for cassette, and vice versa.

Software also takes care of the necessary file management so that CP/M* files can exist alongside these AMSDOS files.

Data files may even be shared between AMSDOS and CP/M*.

Word processing, data management, accounting, ledgers – you’ll find an AMSOFT program to suit whatever kind of business you want to do on your CPC 464.

There’s even a range of programs that teach you professional business practice.

Incidentally, you can exchange your Amsoft cassettes for identical Amsoft disc software for a mere £4.95 per cassette (the cost of a blank disc).

The CPC 464 has a typewriter-style keyboard, large ENTRY key, sensibly positioned cursor keys, numeric keypad for fast data entry and a full 8-bit character set.

It provides high resolution graphics, 80 column text display, up to 8 text windows plus a graphics window and a palette of 27 colours.

There’s also a built-in Centronics standard 7-bit parallel printer interface. So you can enjoy high performance word processing with the printer of your choice.

The CPC 464. It does whatever you want it to do. But that, of course, is your business.

**CPC 464. Really gets down to business.**

At the heart of it all, of course, is the incredible Amstrad CPC 464 computer.

The CPC 464 complete with green screen VDU (GT64) and FREE software pack worth over £100.

**£239**

The CPC 464 complete with colour monitor (CTM640) and FREE software pack worth over £100.

**£349**

Optional 80 column dot matrix printer DMP-1. Operates at up to 50 characters per second.

To: Amstrad Consumer Electronics PLC, Brentwood House, 169 King’s Road, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4EE.

Prices correct at time of going to press. Not all stores stock all products.
Get the full story

**DOT MATRIX PRINTER**

**SC-1000**

- 100 CPS
- Centronics and Serial Interface
- Tractor and Friction Feed

GUARANTEE: If any machine is found to be defective (other than through normal wear and tear) within six months of purchase, we will replace it free of charge within 48 hours.

£218

**DOT MATRIX PRINTER**

**SC-1200**

- 120 CPS
- Near Letter Quality option available
- Centronics Parallel Serial Interface (option)

GUARANTEE: If any machine is found to be defective (other than through normal wear and tear) within six months of purchase, we will replace it free of charge within 48 hours.

£248

**TYPE & TALK SPEECH COMPUTER**

- Instant conversion of typed ASCII text into speech
- Unlimited vocabulary
- Centronics and Serial RS232 or 423 Interfaces

£171

**NAMAL DISK DRIVES**

- Choice of capacity from 125 KBytes to 1 MByte
- High-speed data access

£120

**from CMC**

The new range of peripherals from CMC represents outstanding quality at the best prices around. Full details and colour leaflets on each product are available on request—call us on Cambridge 355404.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

Cambridge Microcomputer Centre

153-54 East Road, Cambridge CB1 1DD
Telephone (0223) 355404 Telex 817445
The IBM AT I ran the Wang PC. After your review of the world's true pace-setter - the As a regular reader of PCW I when I started with my WP example: still some things I miss. For computer systems' users are the real world of personal Dr F Marriott, Enstone, Oxon 'trouble', from the Pall Mall inside and is causing all the insect has secreted itself for solving a difficulty, and discovering a bug in his quotes: 'Mr. Edison, I was Ancient bugs Micro musts Not all the features needed in the real world of personal computer systems' users are among those you see on the usual micro charts. There are still some things I miss. For example: A minimal start-up time — when I started with my WP program, it was taking three minutes to load from cassette. With a succession of upgrades I finally cut that down to seven seconds; Minimal desk imprint — this includes the possibility of moving the keyboard off the desk space altogether when not in use, then there's no spaghetti junction of wires; Maximum user-friendliness — this begins with the keyboard and the screen. It includes a placing of the cursor keys to suit touch-typing, unless cursor movement can be catered for better with voiced commands. Some fancy systems, with cursor keys placed on a far corner of the keyboard, are hopeless in this respect; Internal power back-up — this goes with portability, or at least with not being wholly dependent on mains power in one place. Apricot-style segmentation, if only combined with battery power, might be the best solution; Printer quality with versatility — what is needed is a better way than I have yet seen of combining letter-quality mode with draft speed and print variety. Perhaps we need a combination of 24-wire head printers with personal typesetter programs; Program access to printer capacity — programs (I am thinking especially of word processing programs) should be able to access anything any printer can do: for example, if print commands in ASCII code are provided for. Ideally it should be effective both for screen display and for printout, so that you can see what you'll get.

Parig Digan, Navan, Ireland

Not quite right

I have been reading your journal for quite some time and generally find it quite factual. One exception, however, is David Ahl's comments in the December 1984 issue. Under the heading, 'Eat your words' he states: 'In 1950, a study by Univac indicated that five computers would meet the total worldwide demand for the foreseeable future.' In 1949, one year before his 'study,' there were actually six Univac's already on order, three for the government and three for industry, with additional contracts being actively pursued. When

Remington-Rand purchased the Eckert-Mauchly Computer Corporation in February 1950, the production plan called for an initial run of 10 or 20 systems. At no time did anyone even think that the total demand was as ridiculously low as five. The only problem was one of deciding how much of a production commitment to make in advance of firm orders.

It is true that some studies were later carried out, but none of them ever indicated a number as low as that quoted by Mr. Ahl.

James Weiner, Brussels, Belgium

Spectrum compiler

I was interested in the article on the Acornsoft ISO Pascal compiler in your December 1984 issue, and in particular, the Benchmark programs. I thought 808-based machine owners might be interested in the following timings for the Hisoft Pascal compiler, running on a ZX Spectrum (all times are in seconds):

```
Maginifier  0.9
For loop  16.9
While loop  7.9
Repeat loop  7.7
Literal assign  7.4
Memory access  7.7
Real arithmetic  20.7
Real algebra  21.2
Vector  16.8
Equal  10.7
Unequal if  10.5
No parameters  6.3
Value  7.0
Reference  7.0
Maths  88.6
```

I think the timings speak for themselves, and show the significant difference between true and p-Code compilers. Indeed, it is quite evident to the owner to be able to disassemble the output code and compare it with the source.

The compiler circumvents the problem of lack of memory very well — allowing compilation of source direct from cassette or microdrive, and permitting programs generating up to about 21k of compiled code to be run.

The editor is line based, and printout, so you can see what you'll get. For example, if print commands in ASCII code are provided for. Ideally it should be effective both for screen display and for printout, so that you can see what you'll get.

Parig Digan, Navan, Ireland

Not quite right

I have been reading your journal for quite some time and generally find it quite factual. One exception, however, is David Ahl's comments in the December 1984 issue. Under the heading, 'Eat your words' he states: 'In 1950, a study by Univac indicated that five computers would meet the total worldwide demand for the foreseeable future.' In 1949, one year before his 'study,' there were actually six Univac's already on order, three for the government and three for industry, with additional contracts being actively pursued. When
A NATIONAL COMPUTER SHOW, THAT'S JUST AROUND THE CORNER

Now you don't have to travel hundreds of miles to see everything that's new in computers. Because The Northern Computer Show is just around the corner. If you are in business—or you're a computer professional—you'll see all the big names; all the new products; all the latest software. All in the comfort of the Belle Vue exhibition centre right in the heart of Manchester. What's more, with all the major names and systems in the market on display, The Northern Computer Show will be the biggest, most important computer event in the North. So don't miss this opportunity to catch up. See it all at The Northern Computer Show.

The Northern Computer Show '85
APRIL 16 - 18
BELLE VUE MANCHESTER

The greatest Computer Show in the North

Bring this advertisement along for FREE admission.

For further tickets write to the Exhibition Manager, The Northern Computer Show, Reed Exhibitions, Surrey House, 1 Throwley Way, Sutton, Surrey SM1 4QQ.
my QX-10 PeachText (previously Magic Wand) certainly rates, in my estimation, as an excellent word processor. But it has some exasperating bugs, the most important being related to page numbering, and starting and stopping at given pages or records. Such functions are vital if you write documents. The print functions are even more defective. For example; it refuses to print any document where page numbering starts at a number other than 1. I am now informed that the errors will not be corrected, there being no further support from Peachtree. Certainly there will not be a version to run under CP/M3. It is quite obvious that Peachtree, probably because of its rush to develop games and educational software for the US market, has utterly failed to support what may well be its best product. Epson’s specific software recommendations also prove to be valueless. The only moral appears to be that even with well-established software and apparently reputable companies, you can never be certain of receiving proper support. Storm Dunlop, East Wittering, Sussex

Do it in one!

I was very disappointed with the publication in January’s issue of the long winded way to put a logo on the Apricot screen: A twenty line program which can be done in one: 10 PRINT CHR$(27) + "i = " 20 PRINT the logo in exactly the same position. John Lyth, Keston, Kent

Disk alternatives

Compared to their ever-increasing performance, computer prices are falling continuously. As for disk drives, price cuts are not and will never be as spectacular. A low-priced home micro costs around £190. The disk drive which goes with it is the memory. Random access would no longer be a time consuming operation. With 512k RAM as memory, it is possible to have two big blocks in the computer for merging and copying of files. Moreover, the DOS could be replaced by a simple and short menu-driven program. It should be possible to build and sell a micro of this type with a fast tape for less than £230. Besides, the potential computer power is much higher than the 64k RAM machines currently available. Corman Eddy, Antwerp, Belgium

Brother brother

Last October I bought a Brother HR25 printer and single sheet feeder from Office International of Euston Road, London NW1, at a price which my computer supplier could not match. Within a day or so of delivery I ran into problems. After contacting Office International by phone I was referred to Brother in Manchester, but still the problems remained. I phoned and wrote and phoned again but with no joy — the printer still gave problems on documents of 40 characters wide while on my other printer, an Epson they printed perfectly. After six weeks of constant problems I asked Office International to take the printer back. In desperation to get one particular document printed, I contacted Tailored Business Systems who supplied the Apricot to see if it could help. What a change in attitude — not only did the company immediately offer to print the document for me, it also said it would find the cause of the problem. One of the directors, Denis Sutch checked out the system and found that the problem was partially due to the Diablo protocol that the Brother is fitted with, and partially due to the program being asked to do too many things at once. Having found the problem, the document was printed successfully. Service is the key to good dealer/customer relations, and my congratulations go to Tailored Business Systems for the quality of service offered.

The problems that arose over page length were largely caused by the instructions, which invite the user to select the page length using a series of DIP switches on the rear of the printer. However, what the instructions do not tell you is that a sheet of A4 measures 11½ inches, the switches should be set to the word processing length of 11 inches. The ambiguity should be cleared up by Brother to halt the confusion. Mike Jones, London NW3

Z80 fast timing

Following your compilation of Benchmark timings printed in PCW January, you may be interested in the following benchmarks run on the Acorn Z80 Second Processor using BBC(Z80) and Mallard-80 Basics. BBC (Z80) MALLARD-80 BM1 0.6 0.4 BM2 2.1 1.5 BM3 7.0 4.3 BM4 7.7 4.5 BM5 8.2 4.8 BM6 11.7 6.3 BM7 16.7 13.5 BM8 21.3 16.2 Average 9.4 6.7

It is interesting to note that the combination of the Z80 Second Processor and the run-only Mallard-80 Basic surpases in speed all the machines listed in your compilation, with the sole exception of the Sage II. D Gay, Barnsley

BLUDNERS

September’s ‘Spectrum Function Keys’ article (page 178) and October’s ‘One Step at a Time’ (page 132) were less a blunder and more a calamity. September’s hex loader program was incorrect — use October’s instead and incorporate the following corrections:

71 PRINT INVERSE 1:’“ADDRESS”’; AT 0,10:’“INPUT”; AT 0,20:’“CONTENTS”; AT 0,0;’“INVERSE 0
80 LET L=4:LET b=ADD:GOSUB 1000
90 LET L=2:LET b=PEEK add:LET x=0:GOSUB 1000
105 LET a$=’”
220 PRINT AT x:a$’”;’”
240 GOTO 50
1080 FOR i=LEN a$+1 TO 1 STEP -1
There were also errors in October’s hex dump. The key to good dealer/customer relations, and my congratulations go to Tailored Business Systems for the quality of service offered.

The problems that arose over page length were largely caused by the instructions, which invite the user to select the page length using a series of DIP switches on the rear of the printer. However, what the instructions do not tell you is that a sheet of A4 measures 11½ inches, the switches should be set to the word processing length of 11 inches. The ambiguity should be cleared up by Brother to halt the confusion. Mike Jones, London NW3
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Ever since 1980 there has been a whole boat-load of pundits around, confidently predicting the imminent arrival of the Japanese on the personal computing scene. 'Watch out', the pundits all cried, 'the Japanese are coming and they are going to wipe everyone else off the face of the earth.'

The logic behind this suggestion was quite sound, based on the idea that personal computers, of the home-game-playing variety especially, were high-volume, low-value devices of a domestic nature. This made them the ideal product family for the Japanese to adopt.

That, at least, was the theory. In practice, it didn't work out that way. The Japanese focused most of their attention on the Apple-equivalent market and above, looking to break into the lucrative small business machine area. This required not only good hardware, which they often managed to produce, but good software too. This they failed to come up with. Their operating systems were poor, for one reason or another. It was said, for example, that the OS for the Sharp 3201 machine was truly dreadful except for one thing — it was dreadfully slow. It was a full 'belt and braces' system that never got it wrong, it just took forever to do it.

The Japanese missed out on the small business market, which went first to Commodore, Tandy and Apple, and subsequently to IBM et al, and missed the boat on the home computer boom, which went to the likes of Sinclair and Commodore.

Now the Japanese are having a concerted pitch at the home market again with the MSX machines jointly developed by Microsoft and a whole bunch of Japanese companies. These have generally been well received by reviewers, who have been impressed with the machines but less impressed with the price, considering what you get — essentially an old-fashioned 8-bit machine that the likes of Sinclair has left far behind.

The MSX family does have one thing going for it already, and has some interesting possibilities for the future. Its present advantage is standardisation. There are a whole range of machines coming from different manufacturers that can all use the same software, up to a point. This means that the software authors get a large potential market and become interested in writing for it, which in turn means that the users get programs to play with, plus a choice of machines.

Another advantage of the MSX family is its lineage, which comes from roots buried deep in the dear old CP/M operating system. This means that an MSX system, coupled to a disk drive or two, can become a CP/M machine. Not terribly startling, but the home market is starting to drift upwards in terms of capabilities. People now want to do more than just play 'nuke-the-world' games, and that means two things: bigger systems and better software. It also means that the software has to be available, and that's where CP/M comes in: there's a lot of good, low(ish)-cost applications software waiting to be picked up.

This leads the current MSX machines into a number of alternative routes for the future, stretching from home applications through to real business.

At the home end, it's certain that you will see the machines being applied more and more in association with other systems and equipment. One reason for this is that Japanese manufacturers are now working hard to get the production costs of an MSX machine down to the absolute minimum. The latest versions are said to consist of just seven circuits, which means it will be cheaper to make and smaller to integrate into other things.

Yamaha has already pointed the way with its new computer/organ and there will be plenty of other combination products of this type in the future, especially in the area of interactive video.

Most of these applications will be ideal for the 8-bit Z80 processor used in MSX for several years to come, and the standardisation of the technology and software will make it increasingly easy for manufacturers to 'bury' such a computer in their products. But the MSX family is unlikely to stop there.

An important aspect of the standard is its file structure when working with disk drives. These are directly compatible with the existing Microsoft industry standard for 16-bit personal computers, the MS-DOS operating system. Although it won't run an MS-DOS program, MSX will read data files written under MS-DOS and vice versa.

This compatibility is important for the future of the standard, for Microsoft and the Japanese companies have designs upon a certain market-place. That market-place is the one that will be effectively vacated by IBM as it moves its Personal Computer family upwards technologically, and in performance.

Microsoft founder, Bill Gates, talks quite openly about MSX growing into a 16-bit system at some time. There is little doubt that, from the hardware point of view, it could be done already. The standard is already part way to being MS-DOS, and MS-DOS runs on the 8088/8086 family of processors. An MSX machine based on one of these would not be difficult to engineer.

What is important, therefore, is the market timing. IBM is the key here, for this year will see it move its products inexorably upwards. There is already the PC/AT, which is based on the Intel 80286 chip, and there are strong hints of a replacement for the PC itself in the near future. This could well be based on the 286 chip's close relative, the 80186 processor. Although the company is also expected to introduce a lap-held machine this year, which will probably be based around the new low-power CMOS versions of the 8086 chip, such moves would leave a chink of light in the original PC market which would mark the first openings of a window of opportunity for the MSX range.

As the IBM PC family gets more powerful (though still compatible) it will leave a hole at the bottom of the market. This will be at a time when a new breed of users, the small professional individual and the more advanced domestic user, will want the power and performance of the PC without the expense. For performance it is, of course, important to read the words 'working applications software', and that is just what the MS-DOS environment will offer — a wealth of proven applications software. With its existing compatibility and the upward move towards 16-bit processing, this type of machine can be expected.
Computer shows present an ideal opportunity to get advance information and hands-on experience of the machines which manufacturers would otherwise try to keep under wraps. Escaping from the January freeze in the UK, I went to the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas, and spent four days fighting off the other visitors who also wanted to be first to use the new machines.

It was the Commodore and Atari stands which had the most to offer. The competition between these two companies has always been intense, but it was heightened last year when ex-Commodore boss Jack Tramiel took over the reins at Atari. Now both companies have new machines on their over the reins at Atari. Now both

Commodore's C128 and Atari's ST stands which had the most to offer. The competition between these two companies has always been intense, but it was heightened last year when ex-

Commodore boss Jack Tramiel took over the reins at Atari. Now both companies have new machines on their

books which will bring them into even closer combat, and which will also challenge Sinclair's QL.

Commodore's C128 and Atari's ST micros are similar in one important respect — both are attempts at 'cross-over' machines between the home and business markets.

But while Atari's other new offerings, a range of 8-bit machines based on the 800XL, are aimed more squarely at the home market, Commodore's new products are emphatically upmarket and represent an interesting change of pace for the company.

Commodore

On the Commodore stand were a battery-powered LCD display notebook micro, the much-rumoured C128, and an IBM-compatible business machine.

The Portable Computer

The first thing you notice about the Portable Computer is that it looks good! It comes in a compact off-white 10.5 x 11.7in package with a hard cover which hinges back to allow the LCD display to flip up. This all smacks of careful design. Could this be the same Commodore who gave us the downright ugly 64?

The main processor inside the Portable Computer is a 65C102; this is an enhanced CMOS version of the old 6502 processor with a few extra commands built in. It's similar to (but not exactly the same as) the 65C02 used in the Apple IIc. The processor is clocked at a fairly measly 1MHz.

As standard the Portable Computer is supplied with 32k of CMOS RAM, and 96k of CMOS ROM which holds the applications programs. The machine also has a spare ROM slot under the top cover which can take extra ROM-based software.

All the electronics are based on CMOS designs, so you should be able to set about 15 hours use out of the four AA batteries which the machine uses.

One of the good things about the Portable Computer is that it's loaded down with I/O facilities. It has a built-in 300 baud direct connect modem, and unlike most other American machines, this modem can work on British CCITT standards as well as American Bell standards. This means that we should be able to use it in this country as soon as its released, as long as Commodore can get it approved. However, at the moment Commodore UK is being very cagey about launch plans.

As well as the direct connect output, the Portable Computer has provision for acoustic cups so that you can use it with a telephone handset if you don't have access to a jack plug. You can also plug a special handset into the Portable Computer so that your line can be used as a normal telephone without the machine being unplugged.

Other I/O facilities include a Commodore serial port so that you can use any Commodore 64-compatible peripherals such as the disk drive or printer, an RS232 serial port, a Centronics parallel printer port and a bar code reader. Considering that Commodore is infamous for never using standard interfaces, this is a very impressive list.

The machine display is an 80-column by 16-line liquid crystal display (LCD); this is Commodore's own make and it's good. The usual problem with large LCDs like this is that they are difficult to read, but I found the Commodore's LCD excellent in this respect. Even in poor indoor lighting it was easy to read, and it shows what can be done with large LCDs if you try.

When it's released, the Portable Computer will come with a word processor, file manager, spreadsheet, address book, scheduler, calculator, memo pad, terminal emulator, Basic and a machine code monitor built into the ROM.

Only the word processor, spreadsheet and terminal emulator were available on the machine I looked at. All the applications make heavy use of the eight programmable function keys and use the last line of the display to label them. One of the most interesting things about the unfinished applications programs was their speed — considering that the machine only uses a 1MHz 6502, they really were quite fast.

Interestingly, the memo pad and the calculator are available at any time just by hitting a function key from within an application. This means that if you have an idea while you are in an application, you can call up the memo pad and write it down.

At the time of going to press Commodore wouldn't give any specific indication of what the Portable Computer will cost.

The C128

There have been strong rumours about the C128 for quite some time. Most have been proved accurate, although again Commodore UK is keeping quiet about the machine.

Like the Portable Computer, the C128 looks quite attractive. Although it is packaged in a low-profile casing, it's still a large box and takes up more table space than you would expect for a home machine.

The main feature of the C128 is that it's actually three different microprocessors (6510, 8502 and Z80) in one box. This allows it to operate in three different modes: C64 emulation, native C128 and CP/M. The machine can sense if you have plugged in a C64 cartridge or if you have a CP/M boot disk in the drive, and switches itself to the correct mode
automatically. You can also switch modes under software control.

Commodore claims that the C128 is 100 per cent compatible with C64 hardware and software when it’s in C64 emulation mode. One of the engineers on the stand said that he had quite a problem persuading a well designed machine like the C128 to behave like a C64. I can believe it.

In C64 emulation mode, the C128 uses the 6510 CPU running at 1.02 MHz, a 6581 sound chip, 64k of RAM and 16k of ROM. Just like the C64 you get a 320 x 200-pixel display with 16 colours and eight sprites, and you can even plug C64 cartridges into the machine. Commodore says it has tried all the C64 cartridges it can find, and they all work.

In its native C128 mode the machine uses a 8502 processor, 6581 sound chip, 128k of RAM and 64k of ROM. The RAM can be expanded to 512k but 128k is the maximum system RAM: the rest is used as a RAM disk.

The display operates in one of two modes — high-resolution 640 x 200 or medium-resolution 320 x 200. In the latter mode you can have 16 colours and eight sprites which can be accessed via a new super-friendly (for Commodore) Basic version 7.0.

Native C128 mode also allows you to make use of the high data transfer rates on Commodore’s new 1571 disk drive. Although you can use this drive in C64 mode, it only operates at the C64’s (slow) speed.

The CP/M mode uses the built-in Z80 microprocessor. It represents part of a new trend within Commodore towards more standardised systems.

In this mode the C128 is turned into a fairly standard 8-bit CP/M machine. It uses CP/M Plus which allows it to access the C128’s 128k of RAM. You can take the RAM up to 512k as long as you use the extra as a RAM disk.

CP/M mode operates in either 40- or 80-column screen widths and can display up to 16 colours onscreen. It makes use of the new 1571 disk drive which can read Kaypro and Osborne CP/M-80 disks.

Commodore demonstrated the C128 running the Perfect suite (Perfect Filer, Perfect Calc and Perfect Writer) in CP/M mode, and says it will run the most popular CP/M-80 applications software.

As far as I/O is concerned, the C128 is fairly standard Commodore-user port, cassette port, serial port, two game ports and a cartridge port. Its main claim to fame is that it offers composite video, RGB and TV video outputs, so it shouldn’t be difficult to hook up a monitor.

The keyboard on the C128 is interesting because it hints at the multiple modes of the machine. At first sight it looks like a standard full-function keyboard with its separate numeric keypad, programmable function keys and main typing area. However, a closer look reveals two sets of cursor movement keys, one along the top and another at the bottom of the typing area. This makes sure that the keyboard, as well as the electronics, is compatible with the C64.

Although the C128 seems to function well enough in its different modes, it’s difficult to imagine many people wanting the ability to run CP/M programs. It remains to be seen how many software houses will write for the machine’s native C128 mode.

IBM compatible
Also at the CES was Commodore’s IBM PC-compatible business machine. However, unlike the other two machines, this one was hidden away in a private room on the stand to keep it from general view.

Not long ago, the idea of Commodore selling a PC compatible would have been unthinkable. Commodore prides itself on being different from the rest and being able to survive on its own technology, but the failure of recent Commodore business machines has apparently forced a rethink.

Commodore hasn’t given in completely, however. This machine will only be sold in Europe and will not be available in the US. It was also on display at the Which Computer? Show and is expected to be available in the spring at a price of under £2000.

Peripherals
In addition to the new machines, Commodore was also showing a range of new and revamped peripherals. The most interesting of these is its new 1571 disk drive.

The main advantage of the 1571 is that it transfers its data much faster. Unfortunately you only get this extra speed if you use it with a C128.

Essentially the 1571 works in three modes: C64, C128 and CP/M. If you use it with a C64 it works at the same old slow 300cps; if you use it with a C128 the speed goes up to 1500cps. With a C128 using CP/M, the speed goes up to 3500cps. This is fine if you have a C128, but if you use it with a Commodore 64 you’re no better off.

Commodore was also showing a compact Sony 3"in microfloppy unit, but it would say nothing about pricing and availability.

Atari
Ever since its early days of heady success, Atari has been in the doldrums. Until recently Atari was owned by the American entertainments giant Warner Brothers, but during this time it did little but lose money. Warner Brothers decided to sell.

Now enter the portly figure of Jack Tramiel fresh from Commodore. Tramiel and his clan have the reputation of being hard men and their arrival at Atari was accompanied by howls of despair from some quarters within the company, but it’s significant that a large number of staff left Commodore and followed their leader to Atari.

There’s no doubt that Tramiel’s

The Atari ST and the Commodore 128 — battling for personal computer power
The Commodore Portable Computer — it's loaded down with I/O facilities, including a direct connect modem

arrival has transformed Atari: a wide-ranging programme of new product development under the banner 'Power without the price' was begun; the projected new range of machines and peripherals stretches from 8-bit machines right up to a full-blown 32-bit business machine. The one trait that all the machines share is an extremely competitive (some would say suicidal) pricing policy.

Atari chose the January CES to show the first stage of its new products and peripherals. First are four new 8-bit models based on the popular 800XL home micro, and second are two new 16-bit machines based on the powerful Motorola 68000 processor.

65XE/65XEM/65XEP/130XE

The four new models in the '65' range are all broadly the same in that they are based on the successful but long in the tooth 800XL home computer. Atari claims that all the 65 series machines are compatible with the 400/800 series software and peripherals, including the 1050 disk drive.

The base model of the 65 series is the 65XE; this is based around a 6502C central processor linked to 64k of RAM. As you would expect from an Atari home machine its strong features are graphics and sound, both of which are controlled by custom-designed control chips. Programming is achieved via Atari Basic.

The graphics capabilities of the 65XE include a 320 x 192-resolution display, 11 graphics modes and a palette of 256 colours. In addition there are five text modes and the traditional Atari 'Missile' sprite graphics. As far as sound is concerned, the 65XE features four programmable voices.

Externally the 65XE is very different from the old 800XL machine. The casing is the same off-white/grey that seems to be the Atari trademark. It features a full travel keyboard with the traditional 800 series function keys moved along the top of the main typing area. The result is pleasing and is vaguely reminiscent of the Commodore Plus 4. The only disadvantage of the new design is that the cartridge slot has been relegated from the top to the back of the machine where it's far more prone to knocks.

The other machines in the 65 range are similar to the 65XE but offer specialised advantages. The 65XEM offers far more comprehensive sound capabilities than the 65XE. Instead of having four basic voices, the 65XEM offers eight voices and 64 harmonics, and high-quality sound is achieved through a sampling rate in excess of 30KHz.

The 65XEP is a portable version of the 65XE. In addition to the basic electronics of the 65XE, the 65XEP also includes a built-in 5in monochrome monitor and built-in 3½in Sony micro-floppy disk drive. This is all contained in a large portable box.

The final model in the 65 range is the confusingly-named 130XE. Despite its '130' tag, it has the same electronics as the 65XE with the addition of an extra 64k of RAM to bring the total RAM count up to 128k.

Pricing for the 65 range hasn't been fixed yet. All Atari will say is that the new models will start at less than the 800XL costs at the moment, which is £129 at the time of writing.

130ST/520ST

The 130ST and the 520ST are the first of Atari's new generation of powerful personal computers. They are both basically the same machine — the only difference between them is that the 130ST is supplied with 128k of RAM whereas the 520ST comes with 512k.

The styling of the new machines is very similar to that of the 65 series machines — very neat integrated lines in the same off-white/grey colour scheme. The keyboard is a full-function, full-travel unit with separate typing area, cursor control block and numeric keypad. The unit also incorporates 10 function keys integrated into the top of the casing.
The main processor in the ST range is the Motorola 68000 16/32-bit processor; this is the same processor that is used in some of the fastest personal computers on the market today. It's also similar to the processor used in the Sinclair QL, the only difference being that the QL uses a cut-down version while the ST uses the full-blown 68000.

Both machines come with 192k of ROM holding the operating system friendly Macintosh-like environment which makes full use of mice, ikons and pull-down menus to make the system as simple to use as possible.

The basic idea is that the screen looks like a desktop with papers on top of it. The screen has a menu bar running along the top with various options, and has ikons running down the side representing the disk drives. Using the mouse which is supplied with the ST machines, you can move the cursor arrow to select ikons or to invoke a pull-down menu from the menu bar.

Although GEM will run on a wide range of machines, the ST machines are the first personal computers I've come across which have it as standard. During my short time with the machines it certainly did make them much easier to use than traditional operating systems.

Although UK prices hadn't been fixed at the Show, preliminary US prices had been set at $299 for the 130ST and $499 for the 520ST. This represents extremely good value for money. Early indications are that Atari is aiming to sell the machine in the UK from May onwards, at prices starting from about £300.

**Conclusions**

Although they may seem different on paper, the Commodore C128 and the new 16-bit Atari ST machines are similar in some important respects.

Both machines offer facilities which are a combination of home and business micro. Look at the C128: if it's a home machine, why give it CPM? Or if it's a business machine, why give it C64 capabilities?

The same holds true for the ST machines. The processor, Digital Research operating system and RAM all cry out 'business machine'. If this is the case, why give it Logo and a Midi synthesiser interface?

These machines are following the lead of the Sinclair QL in that the companies realise that the home games market can't hold up forever. So they're trying to shift some of their eggs out of the games micro basket without actually going all the way with out-and-out business machines.

Whether this strategy will work or not is open to doubt, and obviously a final opinion will have to wait until we can benchtest the machines thoroughly.
Launching a new business can be risky and costly. Peter Bright looks at Entrepreneur, which is designed to test the viability of any new project. It can help you decide if your business will make it in 1985.

'Now you can do something useful with your home micro.' The number of times I've seen these words and then had my hopes dashed as I look at yet another appalling piece of 'serious' home computer software.

But now it looks as if you may at last be able to do something useful with a home machine. Brentwood-based Triptych Software has released a range of good-looking packages for home machines. Although the Triptych programs run on a range of different home machines, I received them in their most recent versions, running on an Amstrad with the new disk drive unit attached.

Four Triptych packages were supplied with the Amstrad: Entrepreneur, Project Planner, Decision Maker and Star Watcher. I'll concentrate on Entrepreneur here.

**Entrepreneur**

Entrepreneur is best described as a small business modelling tool. Suppose you have an idea for a small business and you want to work out if it could be viable. Using Entrepreneur you can feed in projected sales and costs, and the program will produce cash flow projections, a profit and loss account, balance sheet, and so on. It also provides the information you need to assess the project.

As with the other Triptych packages, Entrepreneur has three main parts: the main program, the tutorial, and the manual. On the Amstrad the tutorial was on side A of the disk and the application program on side B.

**Tutorial and manual**

Both the onscreen tutorial program and the manual are designed so that you must use them both. This curbs the temptation to rush from screen to screen and only read the manual when problems occur, which is a bad way of learning as you could miss important information in the manual.

The Entrepreneur tutorial prevents you doing this by forcing you to use the manual. If you load up the tutorial and try to run through it, you soon come across a message like: 'Please refer to chapter X for instructions on how to proceed.' The only way you can persuade the tutorial program to go any further is to enter the correct code into the machine. The only way to find the code is to read the manual! Clever.

Reading the manual is a very rewarding experience. It begins with lots of good advice on how to analyse whether or not a business will work. It shows you how to produce a business plan and forces you to think about the many difficult aspects of the venture. The last part of the planning section is headed 'Have you been honest?', and finishes in ringing tones with 'Remember; the harder you plan, the luckier you get!'.

The rest of the manual is designed to be used in conjunction with the computer: for example, the manual makes a

---

**Cash flow screen**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>December</th>
<th>Opening Cash</th>
<th>7364</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cash In</td>
<td>3876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cash Out</td>
<td>3884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Closing Cash</td>
<td>7336</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>January</th>
<th>Opening Cash</th>
<th>7538</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cash In</td>
<td>4048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cash Out</td>
<td>8461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Closing Cash</td>
<td>7536</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>February</th>
<th>Opening Cash</th>
<th>8461</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cash In</td>
<td>7077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cash Out</td>
<td>7077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Closing Cash</td>
<td>8461</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Profit and loss screen**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sales</th>
<th>Cost of Sales</th>
<th>28160</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contribution</td>
<td>1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wages</td>
<td></td>
<td>11051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Depreciation</td>
<td>387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit Before Tax</td>
<td>2865</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td></td>
<td>1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit After Tax</td>
<td>908</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Finally, Balance Sheet Display allows you to enter your own figures into the balance sheet. I found the combination of the computer tutorial and the manual very impressive. I particularly liked the manual, which is full of information. The planning section at the beginning was very good, and the appendix on sources of assistance for the small business was a nice touch.

The manual includes a book list for those who want to read more on small business planning. One book they recommend which I must read is called The Genghis Khan Guide To Business. If the book is as good as the name, it must be worth looking at.

Applications program
There are actually two versions of the Entrepreneur applications program: Single Product and Multiple Product. As its name suggests, the Single Product program assumes that your business is selling one product; its advantage is that it can deal with more data about the product. Multiple Product allows up to 10 different products to be included in the business.

Before you can do anything useful with Entrepreneur, you have to gather a wide range of information to feed into the program.

If you think about it, this is the first stage of the business analysis. Without performing a single calculation, Entrepreneur forces you to think hard about the costs and revenues of your projected business in order to formulate the first stages of the business plan. It is obvious that the figures you get out of Entrepreneur will only be as good as those you feed in. If you just pull costs out of thin air then the projections will be meaningless, so some thought is required at this stage.

To help you gather the information Entrepreneur needs, the manual explains what the figures mean and provides figures for an example company to show how the package works. The manual also includes pre-printed data entry forms which you can photocopy and fill in so that you have all the necessary data to hand when you run Entrepreneur.

In use
Entrepreneur displays data entry screens with the question on the left-hand side of the screen and a space for the answer on the right. A two-line window at the bottom of the screen gives handy hints on what the right answer should look like.

When you have finished with a screen you can hit Escape. This will give you the option of continuing to the next screen, or calling up the full-screen editor and altering data on the current screen.

The first thing the package needs to know is what your company is to be called and what type of business it is. The program can handle the three main types of business — sole trader, partnership and a limited company. It requires information about any fixed assets (land, buildings, and so on) that you’ll buy, how much they’ll cost and when you’ll pay for them.

This led to my first problem. I couldn’t make the program believe that I paid for my fixed assets by a single cheque rather than multiple payments. It turns out that the package used to have a ‘single payment’ option, but that later versions had this option incorporated under an ‘irregular payments’ heading. Once I was told this everything was straightforward, but perhaps the
You then move onto expenses: for example, rent, heating, lighting, as well as entering how much these will cost. You also have to state whether each item will be paid for by cash or credit, whether VAT is payable, how frequently you will be invoiced and when the first invoice will come in.

The next cost you have to calculate is how many staff you will take on and at what salary; it was here that I came across my second problem. Occasionally the Amstrad got tired of running Entrepreneur and decided that life would be much more exciting if it did a spot of garbage collection. The first time this happened I was convinced that the program had crashed—I was in the middle of inputting data when it locked up. I was just about to reset the machine when the Amstrad finished cleaning itself up and was ready for action.

There was no way of predicting when this would happen and it locked up for 20 to 30 seconds. Once I found out what was happening I didn’t worry too much, but it was very annoying. According to Triptych this doesn’t happen when Entrepreneur is running on any other home micro—it’s just one of the funny quirks about the Amstrad.

The next section allows you to enter projected costs and sales for your product. If you are doing single-product analysis, you can enter costs for the raw materials that go to make up your product. If you are doing multi-product analysis, you just enter the direct costs as a percentage of the selling price. After this you can enter your projected sales figures for your product(s) on a month-by-month basis.

Analysis

When you have entered the projected sales figures, the program has enough data to start producing figures.

If you are doing single-product analysis, the first thing that the system works out is projected year end stock levels for all the raw materials. Ideally you should keep stock levels as low as possible to avoid tying up working capital but without running out. If you will run out of stock during the year, the program will tell you and allow a revision.

The screen then shows a break-even analysis for your business and displays projected sales, so you can see if you will reach your targets.

This display is a good example of one of the things I don’t like about Entrepreneur. Throughout the package, figures are displayed on screen without any heading to tell you what they mean. For example, on this screen, the top few figures represent pounds sterling while the rest relate to product units. It isn’t always obvious which is which.

Next, Entrepreneur generates a preliminary monthly cash flow projection.
When you buy a system from PAM COMPUTERS that is not all you get, with each system comes advice, training and ongoing support. We will advise you on the right system for your business having first assessed what your needs are.

COMPLETE BUSINESS SYSTEMS

APRICOT with 2 x 315k disks ........................................ £1899
SANYO MBC555 with 2 x 160k disks .................. £1369
SANYO MBC555Q with 2 x 320k disks .............. £1599
SANYO MBC555-2 with 2 x 360k disks ............. £1669

Included in these prices is a printer, everything you need to set up your first system, plus free software and 2 days on-site training. The SANYO systems include the SAGE integrated accounts package. All prices exclude VAT.

CALL US AND ASK ABOUT OUR SOFTWARE PRICES, NORMALLY 30% OFF RRP.

Please PHONE for more details

3 TENNYSON ROAD, ASHFORD, MIDDX. TW15 2LN
(07842) 48972

SWAP

MICRO TO MICRO FILE TRANSFER SYSTEM

"Get your microcomputers talking to each other!"

SWAP allows you to transfer any programs and data between 2 computers of different manufacture. SWAP consists of 2 floppy disks and a cable configured for your 2 chosen computers. Here are some of the formats available:

- IBM PC
- Apricot
- Televideo
- Sanyo 555
- DEC Rainbow
- Sun Microsystems

These are the formats in our extensive range. If your format is not in our extensive range we can usually produce it at little or no extra cost.

The price of SWAP is £158 (£135 plus VAT and postage and packing). Please specify your computers when ordering.

MERCATOR COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD
3 Whiteladies Road, Clifton, Bristol BS8 1NU
Telephone: (0972) 731979
Telex: 44220 Comtel Ref 247

ULTRACALC 2

Upgraded version now available!

Ultracalc, the successful spreadsheet program from BBC Publications, has now been upgraded to increase its power and flexibility. New features include:

- Operation in any screen mode
- Greater printer flexibility including control codes and £ sign definition
- Runs as 'HICALC' on a 6502 second processor to allow 44k of workspace in any screen mode
- Spooling of ASCII text files for subsequent use with any word processor
- Several additional layout options
- Supplementary manual containing a wealth of information on how to use Ultracalc.

£79.50 (inc. VAT)

If you already have a copy of the original Ultracalc, you can exchange it for the new version for just £6.25 inclusive of VAT, postage and packing.

Write for an application form to Software Editor, BBC Publications, 35 Marylebone High Street, London W1M 4AA, enclosing a stamped addressed envelope.
The North Star Dimension couples a multi-user, IBM-compatible environment with the capability of running familiar applications programs. Considering its other marked advantages, how will it fare in the same market as the IBM PC/AT? Martin Banks finds out.
There is a growing body of opinion that suggests that small multi-user systems, capable of handling a small number of users, will find an important niche in the market. Such systems will service the needs of small to medium sized companies that want, say, two or three people doing accounting work, two or three writing reports, and a couple working on budgeting and similar spreadsheet activities.

For these users, the traditional options have been to go for a small minicomputer-based multi-user system — and risk bankruptcy trying to pay for it — or to opt for a collection of standalone machines and perhaps networking them.

The new Dimension from North Star Computers cuts this dilemma down to a manageable size by providing a multi-user (or, more accurately, a condensed network) IBM-compatible system that is price-competitive with a collection of standalone machines, and which offers some considerable advantages.

**Hardware**

To the dedicated desktop user, the first impression of the Dimension is its size. The machine comes as a large box which is designed to stand all by itself on the floor. The user workstations, on the other hand, are small and neat affairs which look good on a desk. Between the two elements of the system are strung thick, 25ft-long connector cables. At some 60lbs in weight, the one thing the Dimension isn’t is portable — it’s only transportable by the strongest, but this is not a great drawback.

The system is intended for those users who have a reasonably clear idea of what they want and who feel they can go some way to realising their ambitions.

The machine is this big because of the way it is constructed and operated. With the Dimension, North Star has brought together into the central module of the system a collection of IBM PC clones. Each system user (there can be up to 13 in total but 12 is considered the normal maximum) has his own personal computer within the module.

The key element of the machine is the special internal IBM-compatible bus motherboard; this is controlled by an Intel80186 16-bit processor running at a respectable 6MHz. This processor drives the one or two hard disk drives the system can mount, the IBM-compatible 360k 5½in floppy drive and the optional tape cartridge system. It has its own 256k of cache memory which it uses for such tasks as program loading and print spooling.

Expansion boards are available for the central module cache memory, taking it up to 512k bytes, while there are two options available for the workstation boards, adding either 128k or 384k to the standard 128k bytes with which it is equipped. To gain entry to the module, or to add either these boards or a new user, the machine must be laid on its side and the three screws holding the cover in place removed. This is not something which should be attempted on a regular basis: it involves a DOS routine to lock in place the flying heads of the hard disk being used and the total system should be closed down. The workstation boards slide into place and are located by screws. Expansion memory boards mount over their respective boards on pillars.
The central module comes with a single 15Mbyte hard disk, plus a single floppy drive. Its cabinet is in the classically unobtrusive light fawn colour which most computers are now clothed in, but with a black grille running down the front. A rather noisy cooling fan sits behind this grille.

The workstation cables are connected to the back of the module where the connectors from each user board are exposed as they are added to the system. The user board slots are numbered, so it's the convention to add new boards in number sequence.

From this structure it can be seen why this multi-user system is also defined as a network: in practice each user has his own machine attached to the motherboard rather than all the users accessing a single processor system. The end result, however, is fairly academic until larger numbers of users are attached. Then it’s likely that the Dimension’s construction will allow it to run faster than a more conventional multi-user approach.

The central module is equipped with two serial ports, one an RS232 and one programmable, and one Centronics-compatible parallel port. It can work with any and all of the peripheral devices available for the PC family and its many clones, and is turned on and off by a key switch mounted on the front panel.

The workstations come in four parts. The keyboard is a standard 84-key device which incorporates all the things one would expect of an IBM-compatible unit manufactured by the same company that produced the PC keyboard. It has a good feel and a similar mechanism to the PC on the bottom to bring the back of the unit higher. This is also used to lower the front end of the keyboard so that it complies with West German VDE standards, which specify the height of the front edge of the keyboard from the desk.

The screen is a standard monochrome/green, and the display unit has an on/off and brightness control plus a contrast control. North Star states that a colour unit is expected later this year, but the current 12in monochrome unit is fully capable of running the same level of graphics-based applications as the IBM PC family. Resolutions available are 640x200 and 640x400 pixels.

Both the keyboard and the display plug into the third element of the workstation, the connector cable; this comes equipped with a small connector box into which the two units are plugged. Its most important function, however, is to house a parallel port which allows a local printer to be connected. Using this, an individual user can obtain printouts without having to go into the central printspool or to where the central printer may be located. This port can also be used with a mouse or modem if required.

Also on the workstation is the processor board which sits inside the central module. It uses an 8088-2 processor with a minimum of 128k. This -2 version of the processor runs at a respectable 7MHz clock speed, which contributes significantly to the speed of the system.

The overall feel of the workstation is fine, apart from the lengthy screen decay time. The keyboard feels solid, and has a good action. The screen is easily legible in a variety of lighting conditions, from direct sunlight to pitch-dark and small-table-lamp. The display measures approximately 12ins square, while the keyboard is around 14 x 6ins. With no system box, the desktop footprint is small. In the test system I had two terminals standing easily side by side on a desk measuring 3ft 6in by 2ft, which gives some idea of their size. As with most systems, the keyboard is connected by a 6ft-long coiled cable so it can be ‘lap-mounted’ when required.

System software
Two levels of system software are supplied with the Dimension. There is the operating system itself, which controls both the central module machine and the individual workstation processors, and the system management software through which a designated individual, the system manager, takes care of the system’s housekeeping and performs such tasks as adding new users.

The operating system is North Star DOS which, in the test machine, was version 1.1.0. This is not as intimidating as it sounds: it’s essentially a version of Microsoft’s MS-DOS. The main differences are the inclusion of some additional commands specifically geared to the requirements of the Dimension machine, and the way it is operated.

The main advantage of using MS-DOS as the basis of the machine is obvious, however. As with the main thrust of the hardware design, the key element is to maintain as much compatibility with the IBM PC as possible. This means that the Dimension will run the majority of applications programs available for the PC family, including Lotus 1-2-3, WordStar, dBaseII, and so on. Not all these will run as true multi-user applications, but this will depend on whether they include or can be modified to include 3Com semaphores in the coding, but in many cases this will not be too much of a hardship. Neither will the system run any PC applications which are protected in any way, for example, Prolok.

Typical of the commands which have been added to MS-DOS is the North Star implementation are those that relate to its multi-user orientation and its hard disk basis of working. In everyday use, the average individual user is going to need access to the diskette only rarely, unlike with a standalone machine. All applications programs in common use will be held on the hard disk. Gaining access to the diskette drive is, therefore, a specific task on the Dimension and the DOS provides a couple of ways of achieving this. The first is the command REQUEST, which assigns the diskette drive to the logged-on user making the request. All other users are then barred from it. RELEASE is the command that lets the drive go again. These two are used primarily when a new applications program is to be loaded onto the hard disk by the system manager.

If an application is to be run direct from diskette, DISKBOOT is used which automatically turns that user’s workstation into what is, effectively, a single disk drive PC.
The introduction of MSX Basic has quite simply revolutionized the use of home computers. From today most of the languages in common use will fade into the brickwork.

Up until now home computers have used different machine languages, so that games and peripherals have been totally incompatible, but the introduction of MSX Basic will allow all products to run on any of these new machines. The implications are awesome.

Such a milestone in computer development deserves an equally innovative book. And not surprisingly it's published by Penguin.

MSX BASIC REVEALED gives the reader vital programming skills for MSX, and a detailed examination of its potential uses. It is one of the first books in the field and is certainly the very best.

When you realise that present day language systems have had their chips, you'll realise the need for MSX BASIC REVEALED by Robert Palmer and Ian Richards £6.95
The system software covers a wide range of systems management tasks which are required to be performed by the system manager. This position will be an appointment from among the users, usually of an individual of suitable status within the user organisation and with sufficient experience to effectively carry out the duties. This should not be taken to mean that a high level of technical competence is required of the system manager, but the tasks are such that the comprehensive experience of using a computer, preferably an IBM PC or clone, will be a useful skill.

The system manager's job involves ensuring that the system runs efficiently, and that the users have sufficient resources for their needs and applications. A major portion of this task is involved with partitioning the available disk space so that every user has what he requires.

The hard disk can be divided up into a maximum of 64 different partitions, each of a minimum 360k capacity. Partition numbers 0 and 63 on the disk are allocated for system software, utilities and electronic mail facilities, and cannot be touched by any user or the system manager. If a second hard disk is installed, its first partition, numbered 64, will also be reserved for these duties.

The system manager's task to define the profile of each user, including his own. Each profile will contain details of the partition(s) available to each user name, and the size of each partition. This will be governed by the demands of a specific application, with a user who's doing long textual reports needing more space than someone doing small financial models on a spreadsheet that rarely need to be saved.

Only the system manager can perform such tasks as deleting or adding applications on the public partition and changing the profiles of users on the system; this also includes being able to add or delete users. These facilities are available in what the DOS refers to as 'manager' mode. To make use of them, the system manager signs on to the system and keys in MANAGER ON to get into manager mode. A key facility available to the manager in this mode is system maintenance, which is called up keying MAINT. This provides the common tasks required of the manager of creating or changing a partition, adding, editing or deleting a user, and adding, editing or deleting a printer. They are called by the function keys, with the tenth key used to exit the maintenance system.

The task of adding a new user, for example, is quite simple and can be done in just a few minutes. The necessity of having a system manager with at least some computing experience will be high-lighted where disk partitioning work is undertaken. At least a general understanding of the concepts of disk storage and the potential capacity requirements of applications programs is a good thing to have when deciding the required size and type.

The one disadvantage of the Dimension system here is that it has to be effectively closed down to all users if any systems management task is to be performed. Unlike many local area network systems, it isn't possible to perform a task such as adding a new user while the machine is being used by other operators. For any systems management task it's necessary to banish all other users for the duration, which may not always be the most popular thing the manager does.

As the machine has to be laid on its side to gain access, there is a possibility of damage to the hard disk as the flying heads move around. To prevent this, North Star has built in a command to the DOS called DISKLOCK. As its name implies, it locks the head away from the disk. Once instigated the system module is turned off, and the head remains locked until it is freed by power on.

Applications software

Apart from DOS and the system management software, the Dimension does not have any software bundled with the machine but it will run the majority of IBM-compatible/MS-DOS applications. Loading a new application is a straightforward affair performed by the manager. The diskette drive is requested, the application disk is loaded in and the application is started. The respective workstations that have requested the data. The algorithm incorporates all personal partitions in the public partition as in the Dimension.

Once the central module is switched on, each user's workstation board is potentially 'live' and ready to run. The user turns on the workstation and sees the sign-on and password entry routines; this will lead into the standard MS-DOS prompt which in this case is the default drive, letter 'C'. Now the user calls up an applications program.

It's here that the power of the machine becomes apparent, especially if two or more terminals are close together. The Dimension uses a specially written algorithm for searching the hard disk which ensures the minimum number of passes over the disk by the read/write head.

Data from the disk is first read into the cache memory under the control of the 80186 processor, and then fed out to the respective workstations that have requested the data. The algorithm allows the head to collect all requested data before it is passing on the disk, rather than complete one full read task then go back and start another. The respective tasks are assembled in the cache memory.

The practical result of this is speed — even in single-user mode it's fast and can load Lotus 1-2-3 in about one second. WordStar takes around 5.5 seconds (including an intermediate RTNR keystroke on the test machine). There was, however, no discernible loss of loading speed when it was asked to load both onto different workstations simultaneously; both were in and ready to run in 5.5.5 seconds. The same speed was achieved when simultaneously loading dBasell and WordStar. Saving a long document file in WordStar can take noticeable amounts of time on some machines, but is completed rapidly on the Dimension.

Dimension applications programs fall into two basic categories — multi-user and single-user. The type of multi-user program that the Dimension can operate with are those that have, or can be modified to accommodate, 3Com semaphores. These allow several people to be active within one file at any time while stopping them working on another single record.

North Star currently has accounting packages from Sky and Omicon available with the 3Com semaphores, ready for full multi-user applications. The Dataflex database system is also available, with Delta and Datamanager expected soon.

But there are many applications for which the company feels that full multi-user capabilities are not essential and where a single-user application package will suffice. This doesn't mean that there is no means of sharing the data between users, and the solution selected will depend to a large extent on the application. For example, the shared data in a word processing application is often going to be of the standard paragraph type, and these can be held in the public partition as read-only files which can be pulled out as required. The finished document can then be saved to a personal partition.

Where there is a need to allow other users access to an individual's files, this can be achieved in one of three different ways. Firstly, the system manager incorporates all personal partitions in

---

**BENCHMARK TEST**

The system software covers a wide range of systems management tasks which are required to be performed by the system manager. This position will be an appointment from among the users, usually of an individual of suitable status within the user organisation and with sufficient experience to effectively carry out the duties. This should not be taken to mean that a high level of technical competence is required of the system manager, but the tasks are such that the comprehensive experience of using a computer, preferably an IBM PC or clone, will be a useful skill.

The system manager's job involves ensuring that the system runs efficiently, and that the users have sufficient resources for their needs and applications. A major portion of this task is involved with partitioning the available disk space so that every user has what he requires.

The hard disk can be divided up into a maximum of 64 different partitions, each of a minimum 360k capacity. Partition numbers 0 and 63 on the disk are allocated for system software, utilities and electronic mail facilities, and cannot be touched by any user or the system manager. If a second hard disk is installed, its first partition, numbered 64, will also be reserved for these duties.

The system manager's task to define the profile of each user, including his own. Each profile will contain details of the partition(s) available to each user name, and the size of each partition. This will be governed by the demands of a specific application, with a user who's doing long textual reports needing more space than someone doing small financial models on a spreadsheet that rarely need to be saved.

Only the system manager can perform such tasks as deleting or adding applications on the public partition and changing the profiles of users on the system; this also includes being able to add or delete users. These facilities are available in what the DOS refers to as 'manager' mode. To make use of them, the system manager signs on to the system and keys in MANAGER ON to get into manager mode. A key facility available to the manager in this mode is system maintenance, which is called up keying MAINT. This provides the common tasks required of the manager of creating or changing a partition, adding, editing or deleting a user, and adding, editing or deleting a printer. They are called by the function keys, with the tenth key used to exit the maintenance system.

The task of adding a new user, for example, is quite simple and can be done in just a few minutes. The necessity of having a system manager with at least some computing experience will be high-lighted where disk partitioning work is undertaken. At least a general understanding of the concepts of disk storage and the potential capacity requirements of applications programs is a good thing to have when deciding the required size and type.

The one disadvantage of the Dimension system here is that it has to be effectively closed down to all users if any systems management task is to be performed. Unlike many local area network systems, it isn't possible to perform a task such as adding a new user while the machine is being used by other operators. For any systems management task it's necessary to banish all other users for the duration, which may not always be the most popular thing the manager does.

As the machine has to be laid on its side to gain access, there is a possibility of damage to the hard disk as the flying heads move around. To prevent this, North Star has built in a command to the DOS called DISKLOCK. As its name implies, it locks the head away from the disk. Once instigated the system module is turned off, and the head remains locked until it is freed by power on.

Applications software

Apart from DOS and the system management software, the Dimension does not have any software bundled with the machine but it will run the majority of IBM-compatible/MS-DOS applications. Loading a new application is a straightforward affair performed by the manager. The diskette drive is requested, the application disk is loaded in and the application is started. The respective workstations that have requested the data. The algorithm incorporates all personal partitions in the public partition as

**Benchmark**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Time (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BM 1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM 2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM 3</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM 4</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM 5</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM 6</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM 7</td>
<td>23.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM 8</td>
<td>21.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All timings in seconds. For a full listing of the Benchmark programs, see page 185, January issue.*
It took the rare skill of Leonardo Da Vinci to conceive of manned flight and to be able to portray his ideas.

Doodle dms gives today's designer the power of micro-computer technology to design, change and draw his ideas.

Doodle is a breakthrough in graphics software. Anyone can learn to draw simple line diagrams or sophisticated technical designs with Doodle.

Doodle easily integrates drawings in word-processed text for reports, catalogues or training manuals.

Doodle can produce high quality output on low cost Matrix printers and runs on IBM-PC, Sirius, Apricot, Compaq, Zenith, AM-Stearn, Olivetti M24 and Columbia.

- Engineers, designers and architects can use Doodle for CAD.
- Educators can use Doodle for designing course material.
- Lecturers can use Doodle for creating presentation material.
- Exhibitors can use Doodle for creating dynamic displays.
- Office Managers can use Doodle to plan layouts or design forms.

How could you use Doodle?
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Further Information from:
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57 Church Street,
Staines, Middlesex TW18 4XS
Telephone: Staines 63771
Print your heart out using EPSON printers and GÖRLITZ interfaces – over 10,000 sold in West Germany. Definitely THE BEST connection between VIC-64 and EPSON printers is our VIC-EPSON-INTERFACE:
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VIC-EPSON Interface type 8422 (board) ......................... £ 68.50
VIC-Centronics-Interface type 8423 (external) ................ £ 69.50

prices do not include VAT. This is just one GÖRLITZ product. We are looking for dealers in UK. Our Phone: (01049)-261-27500. Mailbox for letters, queries and orders starting October: (01049)-261-2044.

GÖRLITZ COMPUTERBAU • P.O.BOX 852 • D-5400 KOBLENZ, WEST GERMANY
their own manager's partition. It is then possible for the manager, when signed on as such, to copy the file from one user's partition to another and then sign off again.

The second approach depends on the creation of a shared partition between the users needing to swap files. This shared partition will also be assigned a different user name that is used as a sign-on when copying from one user to the other.

The third technique is to simply REQUEST the diskette drive, copy the file to the diskette, and then RELEASE the drive. The recipient then repeats the process and copies from the diskette to a personal partition.

It would be unfair to the machine to describe its facilities and applications without mentioning its electronic mail capability. It's possible to send mail to any user from any terminal by keying in MAIL in response to the prompt. This sends the machine into a routine which displays a neat screen format in which the user can write and address messages, or read the messages that have been received. If there is mail for a user who is not logged on, the message 'You have mail waiting' will appear under the sign-on when copying from one user to the other.

The second and third manuals are more serious, and more comprehensive; both are intended for the system manager. One is the DOS Manual, which is largely the same as the Microsoft equivalent but with coverage of the extensions. The other is the System Manual, which sets out all the facilities available to the system manager for creating profiles, partitions and general system maintenance. The fourth manual is the Technical Manual and is unlikely to appear outside the dealer's door. All are well written and are presented in hard-bound, step-by-step guides; this allows updates to the manuals to be incorporated as they occur. The one drawback of not having bundled software is that users can end up with different styles and sizes of documentation for their system: it would be nice if some coherence could be brought to bear here.

**Prices**

The pricing of the Dimension has been set quite competitively by North Star, given the market-place at which it is aiming the machine. The minimum configuration available, and incidentally the configuration which was supplied for this review, consists of a central module with 256k of memory and a 15Mbyte hard disk, plus two workstations with 128k bytes each. This package, which includes the North Star DOS, costs £5875.

Although this is more expensive than the average desktop standalone machine by a reasonable margin, it is in fact competitive with two IBM PC/XTs (North Star claims you get at least the equivalent performance of two XTs). Additional workstations which come complete with keyboard, display, 25ft connector cable and processor board cost £1395 each.

The 256k RAM expansion board for the central module costs £690, while the two available for workstations, the 128k and 256k boards, are £395 and £645 respectively.

As a guide to its competitiveness, North Star claims that an average installation of five workstations and a central module will cost 40 percent less than four IBM PCs and a PC/XT networked together.

**Conclusion**

The success or failure of the Dimension will, in the end analysis, have little to do with the machine itself. Instead it will be the way and speed with which users in small to medium sized companies take up the idea of a small, competitively priced multi-user machine, and, more importantly, it will depend on IBM.

The arrival of the PC/AT as a potential multi-user engine shows that IBM is aware of the potential of such a market-place and to exploit it, the company will have to maintain some degree of compatibility with the vast base of applications software which already exists. This means that the Dimension is in the right position to reap some of the rewards.

It is a soundly engineered machine that is fast, efficient and tolerably viceless — certainly viceless when not trying to perform tasks like running protected programs that the machine is not designed to run.

If it suffers from any major drawback, it's the temporary lack of available multi-user software with good record locking — this will hinder its market penetration.
With the growing interest in lap-held computers, it seems that an often-forgotten corner of the computer market is that of pocket computers. This is a shame as these machines probably offer a great amount of computing power within the smallest amount of space, providing you can accept the diminutive keyboard and display.

Unlike lap-holds, which are scaled-down versions of business machines, pocket computers are much older and grew out of the programmable calculator market. Originally the battle for the title of programmable calculator king was between Texas Instruments (TI), Hewlett-Packard (HP) and Casio. Then in 1979 Sharp launched the PC-1211, the first hand-held with Basic, and since then it’s been Sharp versus Casio with HP and TI staying in the scientific/programmable calculator field. Both Sharp and Casio have continued to develop in this field and it’s two of the latest machines from these companies that are reviewed here — the Sharp PC-1350 and the Casio FX-820P. Notable predecessors were the FX-702P, Casio’s answer to the PC-1211, and the PC-1500 from Sharp with its comprehensive Basic, graphics and a remarkable printer/plotter.

**Sharp PC-1350**

**Hardware**

The PC-1350 pocket computer is enclosed in the now traditional brushed aluminium ABS case. The machine is considerably smaller than the PC-1500A and more in line with the dimensions of the original PC-1211 — very slim and suitable for, say, an inside jacket pocket. The small size is due to Sharp reverting back to the button-sized lithium battery as a power source. These give approximately 250 hours of life to the machine, and an alternative power source is available.

On the back of the machine is a removable aluminium panel, under which is the edge connector for insertion of the optional 8k and 16k RAM cards. Also under this panel is a small sliding door to the battery compartment.

Pocket computers are not designed to be looked at internally, and I was soon frightened off by the vast number of tiny screws and delicate construction. However, within these tightly packed PCBs I am assured there is an 8-bit processor of Sharp’s own design, a 40k ROM, 5k RAM and all the other necessaries that make a computer. All the chips are CMOS, allowing memory to be retained even when the machine is switched off.

The keyboard consists of a non-staggered qwerty layout of calculator keys, very similar to the PC-1211, with a larger numeric keypad and control keys to the right. The alphabetic keys are just about fingertip size and it’s all too easy to hit up to three keys simultaneously; probably the simplest way round this is to use the blunt end of a pen instead.

The nicest feature of this machine and the reason that the keyboard is so small is the LCD display. Rather than the usual one-line arrangement, this is a four-line by 24-character display, or 32 by 150 pixels if used graphically. Left of the main display but still within it are annunciators for programming mode, lower-case and definable mode.

Other notable hardware features include a contrast thumb wheel (at last). A well documented serial I/O port, which includes configurable baud rate and parity is on the right-hand side — quite remarkable for a pocket machine.

**Software**

Most pocket computers, as a result of their calculator origins, can be used as a calculator. The PC-1350 is no exception: it acts as a very powerful scientific calculator, especially as variables can be used within manual calculations.

Calculation is performed to 10 figures with a dynamic range of 10. A wide range of scientific functions are provided, although these are perhaps a little more cumbersome than their calculator equivalents as they have to be spelled out. The machine breaks no records in terms of speed, and is probably on a par with the slowest of the home machines.

The PC-1350 has three modes of operation: run, program and reserve...
mode. Run and program are toggled by the mode key in the upper right-hand corner of the machine; run mode allows program execution and the use of the machine as a calculator; and program mode is for program entry and editing. Reserve mode is entered by typing SHIFT MODE and allows the bottom two rows of qwerty keys to have a string associated with them. These can then be recalled in both program and run mode, and are useful for commonly used Basic commands and functions.

The bottom two rows of qwerty keys can also be used in conjunction with a DEF key to run a program, or section of program, whose Basic line is labelled with the corresponding letter. The editor can be described as a full-screen editor even though the screen is only four lines long with four-way movement scrolling when necessary, and insertion and deletion control by four cursor keys.

The Basic interpreter is held within an extremely large (for a pocket machine) 40k of ROM, and is Microsoft based with extra commands for graphics, the I/O port, and so on, which adds up to around 120 commands. Unlike some of the previous pocket machines there are no noticeable omissions in the Basic: string handling, one or two dimensional arrays and data statements are all there in their standard Basic form. Variable names can be of any length with the first two characters significant.

The PRINT command stops execution of a program so that the information is not scrolled off the screen, and there's a PAUSE command which enables display for a programmable length of time. Debugging is facilitated by the commands TRON and TROFF, which display line numbers and allow...
The Sharp PC-1350 in use; the Casio FX-820P sitting on its disk interface

single stepping.

Cassette file-handling instructions are included for use with the cassette interface and a suitable recorder. As well as program saving and loading, there are the necessary INPUT# and PRINT# for data files. The serial I/O port can also be accessed from Basic with such commands as OPEN, CLOSE and CONSOLE, which is a sure sign that Sharp intends the machine to be used on site and brought back to base to communicate with a larger machine.

The area where the Sharp really shines out from the competition is in the graphics commands which drive the 32 by 150-pixel screen. Text and numerical data can be displayed anywhere onscreen so that a number of running totals can be displayed at once and figures can be labelled. In addition, the display can drive on a pixel basis with point setting and line drawing commands. Small histograms and line graphs can be drawn with this facility, and it's also used in games.

Overall I was very impressed with the Basic although a little surprised that it took 40k of ROM to implement it. The only thing I can find to complain about is the absence of a real-time clock, something which is useful on portable machines that are used for appointment keeping and is found on the PC-1500. The absence of a block delete and renumber routines is also a disappointment.

After some searching it's surprising what applications software is available for pocket machines, and I suspect that most of it will be converted to the PC-1350. Typically, there is scheduling, tiny databases, sales analysis and other packages for people who need computing power outside the office.

Documentation

It seems that for Sharp the writing of quality documentation is an uphill battle. The earliest attempts at providing a tutorial for the MZ-80K and the
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badly translated PC-1211 manual undoubtedly prove this. But happily, by staying
mainly as a reference manual, the
PC-1350's 269-page instruction manual
is quite comprehensible. By far the
worst chapter is the one that tries to
teach Basic programming; I recommend that this is replaced by a standard
Basic programming book.
Interestingly, with the PC-1500 there
were three commands — PEEK, POKE
and CALL — that were undocumented.
On the PC-1350 these commands are
once again available, and are men-
tioned in the manual for a self-test
routine but are not explained anywhere
else.
I don't know what Sharp has against
people looking around the memory of
its machines — perhaps the fact that
we might find out exactly why it took
40k of ROM to program the Basic.

Casio FX-820P

Hardware
The Casio FX-820P is a larger machine
than the Sharp PC-1350, and is once
again covered by a brushed aluminium
ABS case. It is powered by two lithium
batteries which keep the machine alive
and kicking for approximately 140
hours. The batteries are replaced by
removing the back panel; this requires
the removal of two tiny Philips screws for
which you really need a suitable jewel-
er's screwdriver.
The reason for the extra bulk is the
inclusion of a built-in printer to the left
of the machine, and the NiCad batteries
to drive it. The printer uses special
electrothermal paper of tally roll size,
and produces a good quality print after
it's printed the first four lines or so. A
charger unit is supplied with the com-
puter for recharging the NiCads, and
when fully charged they should work
for well over 3000 lines of printing.
Although the increased bulk is a
result of the inclusion of a printer, by far
the worse casualty is the LCD display.
This is a tiny one-line, 12-character
affair to the right of the printer and can
only be described as just about work-
able.
On the front of the machine is an
opening for the insertion of either 2k or
4k RAM cards (one 2k card is supplied
with the machine). These cards contain
a tiny battery that maintains memory
contents even when the card is re-
moved. As a result, Casio eagerly
pursued the idea that they could be
used in a similar manner to floppy disks,
with frequently used data and pro-
grams stored on a number of RAM cards.
This is very nice, but at £20 a time for
only 2k of storage it's rather expensive.
The Casio's keyboard is a staggered
qwerty arrangement of calculator keys
with a proportioned space bar. There is
sufficient room for most fingertips, and
it all works very effectively as well as
making the machine look neat. To the
right of the keyboard is a numeric
keypad, and the top row of keys
spanning both keypad and qwerty pad
are control keys.
To the left of the machine is a thumb
wheel for adjusting the contrast, and to
the back is the edge connector for
connection to the optional cassette
interface. There's also an all-reset
switch on the back which is activated by
a pen nib: this clears all data and
program memory, and restarts the
machine. The FX-820P is slightly faster
than the Sharp PC-1350, but once again
won't set any records for speed of
operation.
Casio is as shy as Sharp about people
getting into its machines, but if you did
manage to hack your way in there you
would find a custom 8-bit processor, no
RAM (it's all on the plug-in card) and an
undisclosed amount of ROM.

Software
The FX-820P operates in three modes—
run, program and Data Bank entry —
each of which is accessed by pressing
the MODE key followed by a numeral.
Other combinations of MODE and
numerals change the angular mode.
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and setting of the debugging options. Casio has followed in the footsteps of the Sinclair Spectrum by assigning as many as five different functions to one key. Various combinations of shift, function and extended mode are needed to access these, but as with Sinclair a colour scheme eases your way around.

From run mode the machine can be used as a scientific calculator; the one-keystroke entry of functions works very well here alongside the use of variables in immediate calculations. A fine array of functions exist, making the machine an excellent proposition for anyone who would normally consider a top-end programmable scientific calculator.

Also from run mode it's possible to run any one of the 10 programs that can be in memory simultaneously.

Program mode is for insertion of a Basic program. As stated, up to 10 separate programs can exist in memory at the same time, all taking from a central pool of memory. While entering a program, a second, small four-digit display is shown above the main one indicating the amount of program steps remaining.

Like the Sharp, the Basic is very comprehensive by pocket computer standards but no real features shine out as particularly interesting.

An optional cassette interface allows programs and data to be stored on tape, and also the data file-handling capabilities. A trace option is available which displays line numbers and facilitates single stepping — much needed as the error messages consist of a grand total of eight.

The third mode, data entry, is used in conjunction with a feature known as the Data Bank. This is a kind of mini-database on which a primitive number of search criteria can be applied. Each item of data is entered in data entry mode and the separate fields within a record are separated by a comma. It's then possible to do a sequential search through the data, or search via a specified string through any field. Used alone this would allow you to store, say, a number of telephone numbers and perform an intelligent search on either name or number.

The real power of this feature is revealed when it is used in conjunction with a Basic program. The Data Bank can be accessed as a random access file allowing complex search criteria to be constructed from the program.

There seems to be less commercial software available for the Casio than for the Sharp; what does exist once again consists of scheduling programs, data bases, and so on. The absence of the PEEK, POKE and CALL commands means that it isn't possible to write programs with a machine code content or directly access the ROM — two things necessary to produce good quality commercial software.

Documentation

Two books are included with the Casio FX-820P: a 200-page Owner's Reference Manual and a 94-page Database Reference Manual. These are generally well written but do show signs of translation; the most amusing being that the manual constantly refers to the machine as the 'mainframe'. In particular, the phrases that try to make the manual friendly suffer in translation. For example: 'However, unless you activate the computer function you cannot use it.'

Prices

The Sharp PC-1350 retails for £129 with 5k of RAM built in. Additional RAM cards cost £69.95 for an 8k RAM card, and £114.95 for a 16k RAM card. The printer/cassette interface costs £49.95 and £39.95 for the 2k RAM card and £29.95 for the 4k RAM card.

The Casio FX-820P is the top of a range which all feature the Data Bank and are priced as follows: £89.95 for the FX-820P; £49.95 for the FX-720P (same as the FX-820 but without printer); and £49.95 and £39.95 for the lesser PB-410 and PB-110 respectively. Peripherals are £22.95 for the cassette interface, £29.95 for the character printer, £19.95 for the 2k RAM card and £29.95 for the 4k RAM card.

Conclusion

Pocket computers are still a viable proposition for engineers, field service personnel and anyone who needs computing power but is not too concerned about full keyboards and screens. The other market that both Casio and Sharp obviously consider important is as an introduction to computers. Both machines fill that roll very well and would probably still be useful after you'd been introduced, unlike a cheap home machine. What's more, they look rather more impressive than does a Sinclair ZX81 or Spectrum. Both the Sharp and the Casio have features in their favour, but overall I'd plump for the Sharp with its 40k Basic and graphic display. However, if a hard copy of calculations is important then the Casio is the nearest portable method of doing this.
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PCW3
Gareth Jefferson looks at the pitfalls that await the unwary when hooking up a computer to a display unit, and considers three new televisions-cum-monitors.

The vast majority of computers worldwide are used with ordinary domestic television receivers that serve as the computer's video display. However, the domestic compromises that arise when someone wants to use the computer while the rest of the family wants to watch Coronation Street or The A Team is only part of the problem. There are technical compromises too. Ordinary televisions are designed to give an acceptable standard of reproduction of ordinary broadcast television signals. The eye is a fairly forgiving organ when it comes to moving pictures, but more critical when it comes to computer text. TV broadcast standards and TV receiver capabilities are a compromise between cost and picture quality, with cost coming out the winner, and most sets are simply not capable of adequately displaying 80 characters on a line.

Computers, on the other hand, make severe demands of their display units. The signal bandwidth required to display 80 characters across the width of a screen is more than ordinary televisions can manage, so home computer designers and users are forced to compromise: either display 40 columns (characters) on an ordinary television, or use a more expensive high-bandwidth, high-resolution colour monitor.

But a third alternative is emerging: colour television receivers equipped with wider bandwidth circuitry and signal interfaces able to take video signals directly from computers. These 'direct' inputs are either composite video inputs or RGB inputs; using them avoids having to RF (radio frequency) modulate the computer's output signal to make it emulate an aerial input, and excludes unnecessary degradation of the signal.

TV receivers and broadcast standards

The signal emerging from a monochrome television camera consists of an analogue video signal (corresponding to the intensity of the illumination of the picture tube as it is scanned), and horizontal and vertical synchronisation pulses. These sync pulses allow the receiving equipment to know when the end of each horizontal line and each picture field have been reached.

Colour cameras are essentially three monochrome cameras in one, with a separate video output for each of the primary colours — red, green and blue — plus horizontal and vertical sync signals for a total of five signals. These are usually called R, G, B, H-sync and V-sync. The standard signal level for video is one volt peak-to-peak.

Composite video For broadcast purposes, these five separate signals are usually combined into a single video signal called composite video. Although the five original signals are mixed, receiving equipment can separate them using moderately straightforward circuitry. The sync pulses are easily separated from the composite signal using simple time-constant circuits. Composite video signals have the advantage that only a single coaxial cable is needed to connect video...
equipment, and all the sorting into luminance, chrominance and sync signals can be left to the last unit in the chain — the receiver.

**RF signals** Although composite video signals involve relatively high frequencies, they are not suitable for radio transmission as such. For this purpose they must first be RF (radio frequency) modulated for transmission at VHF (very high frequency) or, more commonly, UHF (ultra high frequency). So, it’s an RF modulated composite video signal that is picked up by a TV aerial and fed into the aerial socket at the back of the colour television receiver.

Since the most common type of input signal in the domestic environment is from an ordinary aerial, most domestic sets are equipped with only a single RF (aerial) input socket. A tuner inside the TV set selects only the required signal (each channel is broadcast on a different frequency), and this RF modulated signal is then demodulated to get back to the equivalent of an ordinary composite signal.

**TVs with video inputs** The advent of the VCR (video cassette recorder) and, to a lesser extent, the video disc player, has changed the picture slightly. Since there’s no need for radio transmission between the video recorder under the television and the TV set itself, most VCRs and video disc players provide two outputs: an RF modulated output and a composite or ‘video’ output.

**Computer outputs** Computers that are capable of generating colour outputs invariably do so by generating three separate colour signals (red, green and blue) as well as horizontal and vertical sync. There are three ways of getting this stream of colour data from the computer to a suitable monitor. One is to leave the R, G, B and sync signals as they are and send them individually to the monitor. This involves minimal degradation to the signal, but requires the use of a monitor able to accept these separate signals.

The second approach is to combine the R, G, B and sync signals into a single composite signal, and here a monitor or television receiver able to accept a composite input is necessary. As mentioned, many ordinary TV sets are now able to do this. Signal degradation is greater than when the signals are left separate, but not as great as when RF modulation is involved.

The third approach is first to combine the separate signals internally, then to RF modulate them so that they emulate a broadcast television signal and feed them directly into the aerial socket of the TV set. All ordinary televisions therefore have this type of input. This method involves the greatest loss of quality, and the screen resolution is generally limited to displaying only 40 characters across the screen or the equivalent in computer graphics.

**RGB televisions** A few years ago Sony perceived a niche in the consumer video entertainment market for a ‘unit audio’ approach to domestic television, and produced the Profeel line of TV monitors with RGB inputs and separate TV tuners. Sony was quickly followed by a number of other manufacturers who also offer a unit video approach. The most basic unit is nothing more than a colour CRT (cathode ray tube) with the internal circuitry needed to process separate RGB and sync signals. Other sets offer RGB input and built-in TV tuners to enable broadcasts to be received off-air.

**RGB: TTL and analogue** If you have a computer with an RGB output, you have the choice of either a dedicated computer colour monitor such as the Microvitec Cub, or a television set with an RGB interface such as the three models reviewed in this article. Whether or not this apparent choice is real depends on the type of RGB output your computer provides.

The reason for this unfortunate source of confusion stems from the fundamental difference between computer-generated video and ‘television’ or picture quality video. A colour television receiver, as well as colour computer monitors, provides a large number of phosphor triplets consisting of a triad of phosphor dots, each of which produces either red, green or blue light when irradiated with an electron beam from the electron gun(s) of the CRT. ‘Real’ pictures have varying degrees of brightness at any given point, as well as colour content. To get the full effect of an ordinary colour picture on a colour set, this involves allowing each of the dots in every phosphor triplet to give out varying amounts of light, from no output to full output. An ordinary colour video signal does this by having two components: luminance (brightness) and chrominance (colour value).

Computers work in binary states of on or off. Computer interfaces use TTL (transistor-transistor logic) chips that produce outputs of (approximately) five volts or zero volts. This binary option means that any of the red, green or blue dots can be fully on or fully off. This limits the choice of displayable colours to eight: red (red only), green (green only), blue (blue only), yellow (red + green), magenta (red + blue), cyan (green + blue), white (red + green + blue) or black (nothing). No other colours are displayable.

There are two ways round this problem: either the red, green and blue signals can be made to vary between fully on and fully off; or a separate intensity signal can be supplied. When the R, G and B signals are at TTL levels, there is no question of varying the signal strength because TTL signals are either on or off — there are no intermediate states.

---

... or they can act as monitors by bypassing TV demodulation
Broadcast standard colour monitors with RGB inputs have traditionally taken a different approach. They have what is known as analogue RGB inputs. An analogue input is, by definition, infinitely variable between its minimal and maximal values. Video signals are traditionally 1V peak-to-peak, so an analogue RGB signal will vary in intensity between 0V (fully off) to 1V (fully on) and anywhere inbetween. TV monitors for unit video systems, such as the Sony Profeel and the models reviewed here, therefore have RGB inputs that accept analogue signals of between zero and one volts.

Now consider the situation that applies if the R, G and B signals are either on or off, with no intermediate states. The possible signal states and resulting colours are summarised in Fig 1. The righthand columns allow one possible situation where there is a limit in the number of voltages that can be produced. Some monitors use TTL-type voltages, but with a full voltage swing to allow more colours to be displayed. The models looked at here can cope with any voltage likely to be encountered, from half a volt peak up to five volts.

Screen resolution A composite or RGB input to a domestic colour television will result in a cleaner signal getting through, but don’t think that means you can display 80 columns where only 40 could be shown previously. Unless you have a monitor with more phosphor dots on the screen (and more perforations in the tube’s shadow mask) all you’ll get is 40 cleaner characters. Any attempt to display 80 columns will still result in blurred, unreadable characters.

The machines
The Ferguson MC01, the Fidelity CTM1400 and the Hitachi CPT-1444 sets have much in common: all cost under £230, can receive TV signals off-air and accept RGB inputs. The Ferguson and Fidelity sets can also accept composite video inputs.

The Fidelity CTM1400
The TV/monitor version of this set retails for £229, but a monitor only version (with no internal TV tuner) is available for £199. It has the nearest things there is to a standard connector, the so-called SCART or Euroconnector. This is a 21-pin connector feeding into 75-ohm analogue inputs. Three signals catered for include composite video in and out, stereo sound in and out, RGB analogue at 0.7V peak-to-peak, combined sync and fast blanking. A wide range of ready-made leads is available for all the popular micros. Resistors in series with TTL outputs from computers drop the signal (by forming a potential divider with the 75-ohm input impedance) and allow the interface to be used with no significant loss of quality.

The only problems likely to be encountered using this model would be with computers producing separate H and V sync signals since there’s only a compound sync input. The IBM PC, which produces TTL-level RGB and uses a separate intensity line for a fuller colour range, has to use the composite input for sync purposes and only eight colours can be displayed. All in all it’s a very versatile set, although the manual TV tuning was fiddly.

The Ferguson MC01
This model retails for £229 and is provided with separate RGB and composite DIN-style sockets — seven pins and five pins respectively. Neither of these is standard, but the interface is versatile and should work with virtually any machine. Only a BBC lead was available at the time of the review, but this worked with a clear improvement in the quality of the display on switching from RF to RGB. Two sync inputs are available for machines that produce separate sync outputs, but the sync signals must be negative-going (which is normal anyway).

Combined sync is sorted out internally and simply needs to be plugged into one of the sync inputs.

The Hitachi CPT-1444
This is the cheapest of the models under review, retailing at £210. But, unlike the other two models, it has an RF and RGB input only; there is no provision for a composite video input. Only two types of lead are available — a BBC lead with appropriate plugs at both ends, and a general purpose lead with a DIN-style plug at the Hitachi end and nothing at the computer end. Soldering a suitable connector for your computer will be your responsibility. Adjusting the contrast control allows the input sensitivity to be adjusted for either analogue or TTL input levels. The sync input is for combined sync, and the signal must be negative-going.

Conclusion
Television sets with RGB or composite video inputs do give a worthwhile improvement in quality when used with a computer. Particularly noticeable is the freedom from the irritating drifting dot effect, so common when RF inputs are used. They are not, however, really suitable for 80-column displays. They may have the internal bandwidth to handle 80 characters, but do not have the screen resolution owing to the limitations of the shadow masks on domestic receivers.

If you’re in the market for a new colour television and would like some improvement in the computer display, then the few pounds extra these sets cost is well worth considering. This is particularly true if you have a video recorder or disc player with a video output: the lack of a composite input in the Hitachi would then rule it out. The extra £19 spent on either of the other two models gives considerable extra versatility.

In any event, it’s a wise precaution to try out your computer with whatever monitor or television you are contemplating.
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**Programming Down to Basics**

John Locke gets to grips with business programming in Basic.

Despite its reputation, it can produce fast-running and efficient programs with just a touch of 'style'.

Basic doesn't have a wonderful reputation in the programming world, but it is capable of producing fast-running and efficient programs. I have known interpretative Basic programs that ran as fast as a compiled COBOL equivalent from the user point of view.

**Programming style**

One of the surest ways of achieving fast-running programs is to develop an individual programming style—that is, either a personal or a 'house' style. Style implies standardization. Once you have found a good way of performing a particular program function, stick to it until you have a very good reason for changing it. This also applies to the general structure of the program. Writing the code for this function will then become second nature to you, the bugs will have disappeared long since from that section and it can be typed in almost without thinking. Build up a library of generally useful subroutines and try to give them the same and easily remembered start line number in each application. In this way, the address of the subroutines will be remembered and can be referred to in the program almost without thinking. By implication, the subroutines must be developed to have general application. Other aspects of style will appear in the structure of the program and will be described later.

There is a difference between the structure of programs in general and the structure of a particular application. The structure of a particular application arises from an analysis of the requirements. This must be done thoroughly at the start. Making changes to a 'finished' program because an important requirement was forgotten is time-consuming and may even ruin the efficient structure of the program. That is not to say that the customer's requirements will not change (with bespoke programming they assuredly will), but it is your job to anticipate the changes that might be required at a later stage and allow for their insertion when building the original application structure.

After the analysis of the requirements, construct a flow-chart of a program to meet these. Take as an example an accounts suite consisting of sales, purchase nominal ledgers, together with stock control, sales analysis, ordering, invoicing, and so on; this will occupy between 20 and 25 pages of code. Without a flow-chart it is easy to lose track of where you are. Not only that, but flow-charts should be an essential part of the software documentation. As you code the program in accordance with the flow-chart, add to the block on the diagram the line number that commences the function of the block. This makes the task of tracing through the program much easier later on.

**Analysis**

The first step, obviously, is to analyse your program's requirements before constructing a flow-chart to meet them. While constructing the flow-chart, I find it useful to design all the menus for the program (assuming that menus are to be used) because these will determine the major modules of the program and the sections of the flow-chart. Don't be afraid to redraw the flow-charts several times before you are satisfied with them. In this way all the redundant sections can be eliminated, the common subroutines highlighted and the many alternatives of achieving the desired results explored.

Strategic decisions which will affect the whole program should be made when the menus are being designed, and reviewed when the flow-chart has been completed. These decisions will include such things as: whether numerical values are single or double precision; whether values are to be held in core in a large array, or as a random file in permanent storage; whether or not the program is to be machine specific; whether each transaction is to be incorporated in the file to which it refers, or in a separate audit file, and so on.

Applying these to an accounting package example, the totals of each nominal account can be turned into a profit/loss report very quickly if these are held in a core array. The difficulty is that even a modest number of accounts can easily be forgotten when coding. It is essential that they both allow rapid selection of any account and that they both allow rapid selection of any account and easy tracing of each transaction.

When constructing the flow-chart, insert statements, construct a flow-chart of a program to meet these. Take as an example an accounts suite consisting of sales, purchase nominal ledgers, together with stock control, sales analysis, ordering, invoicing, and so on; this will occupy between 20 and 25 pages of code. Without a flow-chart it is easy to lose track of where you are. Not only that, but flow-charts should be an essential part of the software documentation. As you code the program in accordance with the flow-chart, add to the block on the diagram the line number that commences the function of the block. This makes the task of tracing through the program much easier later on.
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useful to preface variables that are to be grouped without clashing with reserved words and for defining as single, double-precision or integers in groups. K and H can be used with care.

Memory space limitations will almost certainly force the chaining of the main program modules. Chaining is an advantage anyway, at least with Mbasic where all or a choice of variables can be transferred and a start line specified (chaining in BASIC is much less flexible). Chaining modules reinforces the structure of the application program and, if properly done, enables each module to be tested separately.

It is essential to have a correctly designed foundation module onto which the other modules overlay. This foundation module has some similarities to the environment division in COBOL but it should go further than that. The foundation module should contain:

(a) A housekeeping section to fulfil such tasks as general definition of variables and dimensioning.
(b) The definition of all the string variables and numeric constants (if any) that will be used throughout the suite of modules. For example, AS$=STRINGS(20), **$ as a useful heading for the line, and perhaps AL$=AS$+A$ as AS$+AS$ to give an across-the-screen division.

All string variable arrays that will be frequently used should also be set up at this time. They are either written into the code, or loaded into the array this time. They are either written into the memory or loaded into the array. They are either written into the array or loaded into the module. This is also set up with the screen control for flash or continual use of long variable names:

```
    10 CLEAR: DIM HS$(120), ST$(10), ST2$(10), SD$(12), FS$(14)\除了TEXT$(14),\除了DAT$(14), T$(10), TR$(10): DEFDBL B: DEFINT J
```

HS$(i) is the array to hold the nominal account headings. ST$(i) and ST2$(i) are the fields in two stock files, one holding stock item data and the other holding stock sales data. SD$(i) is the array of stock descriptors.

Next come the string variables:

```
15 AS$=STRINGS(20), **$*: AS$+AS$+AS$+A$
20 SD$(i)="Ref": SD$(1)="Qty": SD$(2)="Unit": SD$(3)="Item": SD$(4)="Size":
```

The definition of the 12 descriptors in the foundation module will save a lot of space in the overlay modules. For example, to show the first 11 stock details after having selected the stock number and read this record:

```
   FOR X=0 TO 10: PRINT SD$(X); TAB(20)ST$(X): NEXT X
```

The screen control characters are defined in line 25:

```
   25 CL$=CHR$(27)+CHR$(42): BK$=CHR$(27)+CHR$(73):
   DEL$=CHR$(27)+CHR$(82)
```

These are a few of the screen control codes: clear screen, back tab and delete a character. These are set up depending on one of the strategic decisions — whether the program suite is to be general-purpose or specific. Give the control codes meaningful short names like TOFS for top-of-form or CLS for clear screen. You will be using them extensively throughout the program and you won't have to keep referring to your list of variables which you are of course, keeping as coding proceeds) because this is time-consuming. There is no need to waste memory space and typing-in time by continual use of long variable names: reserve these for when they are essential.

Grouping variables by common starting letters is another way of increasing their intelligibility.

```
30 PRINT the program control characteristics.
30 TOFS=CHR$(12)+COMS$=CHR$(15)\除了UON$=CHR$(27)+CHR$(45)+CHR$(1):
   \除了UOFFS=CHR$(27)+CHR$(45)+CHR$(0)
```

These are printer control codes for top-of-the-form, compressed print and underline on and off.

Line 40 is a sample common message:

```
40 TAILS="Please pay this invoice before the 20th of next month."
```

The table of common variables comes in line 80:

```
80 COMMON CLS, DELS$, AS$, AL$, TAILS$, and so on.
```

If memory space permits, it is very much simpler to use the ALL option in the CHAIN command.

Next comes the title and main menu section:

```
100 PRINT CLS; SCLS; PRINT SPCI (23) 'Company Accounting and Stock Control': PRINT ALS$: PRINT SPCI (27) 'Copyright J. D. I. Locke 1984': PRINT
```

This illustrates one simple method of getting a neat screen layout while minimizing the possibility of typing errors in the coding. To obtain the main menu at any time only requires the contents of line 110. KL and KH are controls for the limit of numeric input at the line 520 subroutine. This in its simplest form would be:

```
520 REM **MENU SELECTION**
525 INPUT 'Input the number required': K
```

530 IF INT(K)<>K OR K<KL OR K>KH THEN PRINT BAD$: GOTO 525

535 RETURN
```

The basic interpreter will catch the input of a letter rather than a number. The next program line in this section will print the selected choice in the status line by extracting MID$(TEXT$(K), 3, LEN(TEXT$(K))) and combining it with the necessary control code.

Lines 130-170 are the chaining table. The same line of code will contain: K

```
130 CHAIN MERGE "PURCH", 1000, DELETE 1000-9999
140 CHAIN MERGE "SALES", 1000, DELETE 1000-9999
150 CHAIN MERGE "NOM", PCW 149
```

Fig 2 Foundation module layout

Examining an accounting program in detail should help to clarify the following. The housekeeping is done by line 10:}

```
   10 CLEAR: DIM HS$(120), ST$(10), ST2$(10), SD$(12), FS$(14)\除了TEXT$(14),\除了DAT$(14), T$(10), TR$(10): DEFDBL B: DEFINT J
```

HS$(i) is the array to hold the nominal account headings. ST$(i) and ST2$(i) are the fields in two stock files, one holding stock item data and the other holding stock sales data. SD$(i) is the array of stock descriptors.

Next come the string variables:

```
15 AS$=STRINGS(20), **$*: AS$+AS$+AS$+A$
20 SD$(i)="Ref": SD$(1)="Qty": SD$(2)="Unit": SD$(3)="Item": SD$(4)="Size":
```

The definition of the 12 descriptors in the foundation module will save a lot of space in the overlay modules. For example, to show the first 11 stock details after having selected the stock number and read this record:

```
   FOR X=0 TO 10: PRINT SD$(X); TAB(20)ST$(X): NEXT X
```

The screen control characters are defined in line 25:

```
   25 CL$=CHR$(27)+CHR$(42): BK$=CHR$(27)+CHR$(73):
   DEL$=CHR$(27)+CHR$(82)
```

These are a few of the screen control codes: clear screen, back tab and delete a character. These are set up depending on one of the strategic decisions — whether the program suite is to be general-purpose or specific. Give the control codes meaningful short names like TOFS for top-of-form or CLS for clear screen. You will be using them extensively throughout the program and you won’t have to keep referring to your list of variables which you are of course, keeping as coding proceeds) because this is time-consuming. There is no need to waste memory space and typing-in time by continual use of long variable names: reserve these for when they are essential.

Grouping variables by common starting letters is another way of increasing their intelligibility.

```
30 PRINT the program control characteristics.
30 TOFS=CHR$(12)+COMS$=CHR$(15)\除了UON$=CHR$(27)+CHR$(45)+CHR$(1):\除了UOFFS=CHR$(27)+CHR$(45)+CHR$(0)
```

These are printer control codes for top-of-the-form, compressed print and underline on and off.

Line 40 is a sample common message:

```
40 TAILS="Please pay this invoice before the 20th of next month."
```

The table of common variables comes in line 80:

```
80 COMMON CLS, DELS$, AS$, AL$, TAILS$, and so on.
```

If memory space permits, it is very much simpler to use the ALL option in the CHAIN command.

Next comes the title and main menu section:

```
100 PRINT CLS; SCLS; PRINT SPCI (23) 'Company Accounting and Stock Control': PRINT ALS$: PRINT SPCI (27) 'Copyright J. D. I. Locke 1984': PRINT
```

This illustrates one simple method of getting a neat screen layout while minimizing the possibility of typing errors in the coding. To obtain the main menu at any time only requires the contents of line 110. KL and KH are controls for the limit of numeric input at the line 520 subroutine. This in its simplest form would be:

```
520 REM **MENU SELECTION**
525 INPUT 'Input the number required': K
```

530 IF INT(K)<>K OR K<KL OR K>KH THEN PRINT BAD$: GOTO 525

535 RETURN
```

The basic interpreter will catch the input of a letter rather than a number. The next program line in this section will print the selected choice in the status line by extracting MID$(TEXT$(K), 3, LEN(TEXT$(K))) and combining it with the necessary control code.

Lines 130-170 are the chaining table. The same line of code will contain: K

```
130 CHAIN MERGE "PURCH", 1000, DELETE 1000-9999
140 CHAIN MERGE "SALES", 1000, DELETE 1000-9999
150 CHAIN MERGE "NOM", PCW 149
```
The final section covers file-handling. Generally, the files will be random access, so subroutines will be required to open the file and dimension the fields, to read a record, to write a record and to find a vacant hole in the file for a new record. To give examples of these, the supplier's account file will be used. Twenty records per month have been allocated to each of 150 suppliers, giving 3000 records. At the end of each month, or when all the allocated records have been filled, a statement is printed out and the account cleared to a new record number. The supplier's account file will be used.

It should be noted that the first field contains the record number when it's occupied, otherwise it is blank. The subroutine at 280 may seem longer than is necessary as the section which writes back the record number only into the vacant record. This is a precaution to be taken in a multi-user system to reserve the vacant record as soon as it is found. Another user, or another part of the program, determines its contents. Without this, you could find two users both trying to grab the same record.

This is not the only precaution that has to be taken — other users should be locked out of that file or that record while it is being written to. The use of a single open statement is invaluable during program development, since only a single statement has to be altered should any changes to the file structure be required. The use of common file-handling subroutines does make the adaptation of the program to multi-user systems easier. It is often required, at the beginning of the write routines, to test subroutine to check whether that file is in use and whether that record is in use at the moment. A jump back to the file-sharing routine is made just after the file has been closed to reset the indicators and to release the file again.

As a general principle, it's possible for a small multi-user program to set a single key when any file is open for writing to inhibit all other access to the file. The routine during this time. Even with three files during this time. Even with three single keys when any file is open for writing to inhibit all other access to the file, the resulting delay is negligible. As another example of this, the company name and address, MIS the first month in the financial year, and HS(X) the account headings as described before.

As mentioned, one strategic decision which must be made before program design commences is whether the program is to be machine specific or general. If the latter, then a customising module has to be written. One approach is simply to list the machine specific control codes required, and then let other users insert the codes to match them.

Multiple record search

An exception to the above principle is the multiple record search, an example of which is at subroutine 280; here the file is opened at the start of the search and closed at the end. The speed penalty is small and it does save the loss of all the data files when the system crashes.

As another example of multiple record search, assume that there is a file called SUPPLIER.DAT, £5, containing such details as name, address, telephone number, and so on of 150 suppliers (record 151 is a dummy). The record number is given by SUP% and the file is opened by subroutine 310. To search for a particular supplier's name (contained in field FS(2)) one could use:

1100 TB=0: INPUT"Name":NAS:

Note that as the 'while' condition depends on the contents of a field, the file must be read outside as well as inside the loop. The subroutine at 500 is a standard yes/no routine returning K1=1 for yes, K2=2 for no and K3=3 for error. Each module starts at line 1000 with a menu display. The return must not be to a clear screen command, otherwise the message will not be displayed.

Although the above implies that all the files should be random access, sequential files are useful for reading and writing to an array: for example, the account file headings, if they were set up in a separate program.

In this example, COS(X) includes the company name and address, MIS the first month in the financial year, and HS(X) the account headings as described before.
Now, the PC with more offers even more...

Everything you’d expect from the world’s leading personal computer – and more. That’s the Philips P3100 IBM*-compatible PC. More capability. Higher quality graphics. 60% better screen resolution. More room for expansion. Above all, more of a future. For just one very good example, see what it can do with Framework.

Framework. A software breakthrough.

Framework, from Ashton-Tate** is now available with the Philips P3100.

With Framework you can easily produce spreadsheets and graphics, keep a database and handle word processing. And – here’s the clever bit – you can access any function immediately using ‘Frames’.

Suppose you’re using Framework in its word processing mode and want to check something on the database. With most systems, you would have to change functions. Not with Framework.

You can simply shrink the word processing frame into one corner of the screen and call up the data. You can then shrink that too and call up a spreadsheet. Or graphics. Or another word processing page. It is consistent and easy to use throughout.

So good together.

Framework and the Philips P3100 bring out the best in each other. The P3100’s outstanding graphics and screen resolution show off Framework’s facilities to perfection.

And, since the P3100 has its graphics capability built in, you don’t have to pay extra to get the extras Framework offers.

Memory potential.

In the same way Framework operates fast and effectively in RAM. The P3100 offers more than enough, with its capacity to expand to 512K on the main board.

Whilst we’re talking expansion, it’s worth remembering that the P3100 has four expansion slots available for additional functions. It really is the personal computer that can grow with you – and with Framework, you’ll both blossom even faster.

For full details of the P3100, our free introductory software offer and the address of your nearest Philips dealer, ring 01-200 0200 anytime or clip our coupon now.

Philips... with you every step of the way.

*IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines. **Framework and Ashton-Tate are trademarks of Ashton-Tate.
COMMUNICATIONS

Spreading the word

Messaging facilities play an important part in the concept of portability. Menno Aartsen takes the weight off his arms to examine exactly what constitutes a portable machine, and looks at the electronic mail systems portables can talk to.

The gap is widening between portables which try to emulate desktop machines and those which aim for true portability. The recent introduction of the Apricot Portable is a perfect example: it's a powerful MS-DOS machine, containing everything the computer user needs. A mini-floppy and a full-size screen make it completely independent, anything from Lotus 1-2-3 to an accounting package will happily run on it, and it can be moved from work location to work location quite easily. Yet it's not a true 'portable' computer, a term better reserved for lap held machines. The Tandy Model 100, in particular, has done much for true portability, although some people still think of it as a toy.

A journalist's toy, I should add — journalists were the first true users of the little 100, which enables stories to be written on the spot, on the train and on the plane, and then transmitted to base either direct or via an electronic mail system such as Telecom Gold. Many more professions have discovered the possibilities of these electronic notepads and found that they are quite powerful in their own right. A Tandy 100 with 23k RAM will yield around 29k of user memory, with Basic, a simple text editor and a communications program in ROM. The Epson PX-8, on the other hand, is even more powerful and sports CP/M (with utilities), WordStar, Portable Calc and a scheduler. It has 24k of user memory (which runs out very quickly once WordStar starts creating backup files), supplemented by 29k on microcassette.

But where Tandy has attempted to create a portable with optimum usability, Epson has tried to emulate a desktop computer. The Tandy 100 is the more useful machine, despite the Epson's 80-column by 8-line display where the 100 only offers 40 columns.

Pocket micros

We'd all like a powerful micro in our pockets, but every extra carries weight. As a journalist I've carried both machines for days on end, covering exhibitions or attending conferences, and started to notice the weight very soon — after all, one usually carries more than just the micro. With acoustic coupler, the usual paperwork, keys and other gubbins, a case can easily weigh in at 10 to 15lbs, which is a lot to carry around all day. In this respect every ounce counts, which is where the Tandy (just over 3lbs) wins easily.

Although Epson has produced a very nice little machine, I can't see the need for PIP and CONFIG in a lap held. Epson does produce a battery-driven floppy, but with four software packages on ROM, built-in microcassette and RS232, I don't really need additional storage space. Once you progress to large files and other software it's surely better to buy a "full" portable, considering that a PX-8 with two floppy drives, diskettes, coupler, cables, spare batteries and charger can hardly be called 'lap held'.

But it all depends on what you expect to do with a portable, of course. Where the Apricot will happily give you an office computer in any location with a convenient AC socket, the true lap held allows the user to access electronic mail systems and remote databases, or even the office computer. The US company Dialcom, now owned by ITT, started the craze with a viewdata system which could be dialled from within the US, and which would accept text output of, what were then, communicating typewriters, or teletypes. You could leave a message for someone else, receive your own and browse through information pages.

Today, the US alone has dozens of these ASCII databases — no graphics, no colour, the simple standard keyboard character set and lots of info. They vary from Compuserve in Columbus, Ohio, where one finds mostly computer enthusiasts, via The Source in McLean, Virginia, where thousands of teenagers make each other's acquaintance, to Dow Jones News/Retrieve, where stockbrokers can find the latest quotes and read The Wall Street Journal.

There are very few 'true' message systems in the States. The latest arrival on the scene is MCI Mail in Washington DC, which offers a gateway to Dow Jones but only provides a mailing service itself. It will allow the user to send surface mail, however, from ordinary two-day post to a four-hour courier delivery in any major popula-
tion centre in the US and Canada.
Which brings us home to Telecom Gold, a British system based on ITT Dialcom software and primarily intended for messaging. Telecom Gold does not run a database, but subscribers do have the facility to make their own available. Gateway facilities are under development, and Roderick Manhattan Associates will shortly start trials, through Telecom Gold, with Manhattan Linq, a European surface mail service with the same possibilities as MCI offers in the States.
The major advantage of a service like Telecom Gold is its link-up with the international packet switching network. From the user's terminal, every ITT Dialcom user in the world can be mailed, and the system can be accessed from any location with a Tymnet node.

Electronic mail
The Tandy 100 is a clever machine: it was designed for use with these electronic mail systems although you can happily use it as a word processor. Tandy's portable version of Scripsit takes only 4k (as compared with Epson's Wordstar, 33k) and has all the basic processor functions. On the road, however, where you're unlikely to be lugging a printer, its own text editor does handsomely. Provided you have an electronic mailbox, you simply dump the contents of your memory (for safekeeping) and continue working. Since all its internal data is, or can be, converted into ASCII code, anything from your diary to utility software can be transmitted via electronic mail and retrieved the same way.
It's unfortunate that neither Tandy nor Epson have found it necessary to provide built-in modems with their portables. Officially they say BABT approval is a problem, but I suspect that preparing a modem card for a small market would make the machines too expensive. Every European PTT has its own standards, and these standards are different in every country; only the USA is a big enough market to warrant the development cost. The American version of the 100 thus comes with built-in Bell modem and software for auto-dialling, automatic log-on and automatic data retrieval. All you have to do to read and download your mail or stock market quote is program it, plug it into the telephone socket, press one button and hey presto! — it goes away and does it.
But Britain can't have it, and that's final. Even ACT doesn't bundle terminal software or a modem for its portable; it's all optional, meaning extra pounds and pence. And even if you do get your coupler, modem and terminal emulator, you're not always home free. European buyers of Epson's PX-8 soon noticed that when they started using dial-up services, the terminal program either 'throws' you or simply doesn't work. Why? Epson isn't saying, but I suspect the software contains a modified American terminal package. This was originally intended to work with a
The major advantage of .... Telecom Gold is its link-up with the international packet switching network. From the user's terminal, every ITT Dialcom user in the world can be mailed, and the system can be accessed from every location . . .

and European telephone network. Epson users who have experienced these difficulties might like to know that PCW offers a (free) solution (see box).

The use of portables and dial-up services is really tied to professions — private use is simply too expensive. The Epson is a splendid little machine if you happen to have another CP/M computer, so file and software transfer become useful. The PX-8 is specifically configured to talk to Epson's own HX-10 desktop micro, but it wouldn't talk to my Rank Xerox 820-II although the latter would work as a terminal on the Epson. Other than that, you really need the memory expansion pack and/or floppy disks, both of which make the thing highly unwieldy. The Tandy 100, made by Kyocera which also supplies Olivetti and NEC, does have a limited memory (for some reason the 24k plug-in RAM isn't sold here) but will work as an intelligent terminal and has nice, big, readable letters with true descenders, which is useful if you're writing on a train at night. It's virtually impossible to crash and will take a fall or a bucket of water without complaint (yes, both happened to me).

Don't go for a portable unless you really want a portable, and if you do, use it with a mail system. And don't get on electronic mail unless you've got someone to talk to, and if you do, be prepared to pay for it. Telecom Gold is supposed to charge 10.5p per minute during working hours, but if you add the cost of the telephone, you pay between 13 and 15p. Once you're outside of London and have to use PSS the situation gets even worse: a five minute datacall can add another 12p exclusive of VAT. With foreign (American) databases, apart from the dollar exchange rate, the cost of PSS is horrendous: six minutes on The Source cost £1.05 just for the transatlantic connection. Because of the timeshift, you normally end up in either PSS's prime time or in that of The Source, so beware.

Conclusion
Portable computing is good fun, and useful for some, but has a long way to go. You can't make a keyboard smaller and a larger screen does away with portability, so lap-holds will always be a compromise. Not until a portable with a large internal memory and a real fold-under screen is introduced will we really be able to carry our office around with us.

The Data General One is a step in the right direction, but we'll have to wait for cheaper technology and make do in the meantime.

PCW readers who own or use an Epson PX-8 may have run into the terminal problems mentioned in this article. Gerrit Slot, who runs the Dutch Epson Users' Club bulletin board, has written a terminal program which is in the public domain, and Epson UK has offered to copy it onto your empty microcassette. If you send it to PCW, along with a suitable sae, it will be returned with a copy of the program. Written in C, it contains an Xmodem option and will take up 11k of RAM.
My job takes me away from my PC—but nothing takes me away from my Hewlett Packard Portable.

Working away from the office means working away from the facilities you need to work. Unless you have The Portable. The Portable is a fully portable microcomputer, weighing under 9 pounds—yet it has all the features you would expect from a desktop machine.

Programs stored in ROM mean you can go to work with full Wordprocessing on MemoMaker, and statistical and spreadsheet functions with Lotus 1-2-3. The Portable uses industry standard MS-DOS, so you can also run all the special software your profession needs.

Work when you are away from work, and plug in to your desktop P.C. when you get back to the office. Or you can use our battery powered range of Portable drives, printers and modems, which can travel with you wherever you go.

272 Kbytes of RAM, 128 x 480 pixel bit-mapped graphics—and a full-sized keyboard—The Portable has more power than many ‘full-sized’ computers. And a ‘Help’ function will make sure you can start using your Portable right away.

In fact, with The Portable you might never want to go back to the office at all.

For more information complete the coupon, or call your nearest HP Dealer for a demonstration.

MS-DOS® is a trademark of Microsoft Inc. Lotus 1-2-3® are trademarks of Lotus Development Corp.

*The Portable is data-compatible with the IBM P.C.

Send to: Freepost, Enquiry Section, Hewlett-Packard Ltd, Eskdale Road, Wokingham, Berkshire RG11 1BR.

Please send me full details on the Hewlett-Packard Portable. Tick here if you already have a desktop computer: []

PC type
Name
Position
Company
Address
Postcode

Telephone your nearest dealer now: 01-252 2222 (Chester), 01-222 1212 (Leeds, Belfast), 01-333 4444 (London, Zurich), 01-111 1111 (New York, Tokyo), 01-444 4444 (Paris, Rome), 01-555 5555 (Madrid, Tokyo).
Perfect power

The Perfect suite of programs is familiar as the bundled software with a selection of machines. John Vogler presents various procedures that he's implemented with the package on an upgraded BBC Micro.

Perfect software (in an improved version 2) is shortly to be marketed in the UK by Thorn EMI Software, initially for the IBM PC, with releases for the Apple and Apricot following close behind. The company is already known to CP/M users: for example, the estimated 12,000 users of the Torch and Torch upgrades of the BBC Micro. Recently, a number of other popular and low-cost business micros have been bundling Perfect software with the initial computer purchase: for example, WH Smith's bargain the Ferranti Advance, and the Prism Wren.

As more and more small businesses discover that home micros with single processors are not sufficiently powerful for their needs, it is likely that an enormous number of people will be cutting their teeth on Perfect software. Hence this article written by a business user (small-business computing consultant, and management consultant) for business users.

Perfect software (version 1) comes from the States. As bundled in this country it comprises: Perfect Writer word processor, which includes the spelling checker Perfect Speller; Perfect Filer database; and Perfect Calc spreadsheet.

These procedures are for a BBC fitted with a Torch ZEP100 Z80 processor and any dual disk drive. This is the least powerful hardware that will run them. Users of the Torch business machine will find only minimal changes are needed from descriptions given here. If they refer to the keyboard diagrams in the Programmers' Guide, they will find that the left-hand pad keys bear a number whose final digit is the same as the function key number given in this article (f0, f1, and so on). Those with more sophisticated systems will no doubt build on these ideas.

Perfect Writer

I work in three separate phases: text input, performed at high speed with accuracy secondary, either by myself or by a secretary or typist; editing, to produce a word perfect manuscript with all necessary formatting commands in place; and finally, format and print.

With text input only slight improvements are possible, of which the most important is a slick loading sequence. I do not have a winchester disk, so text files go onto different floppies according to the client. Originally these were listed on paper in the drawer beneath the computer. Now I find it's quicker to type D RETURN, which loads command file D.SUB (a display of which disk contains what) that ends with the system prompt onscreen ready for the next stage. For this I use a writer's command file, W.SUB, which resides on each of my Writer/Filer program disks (always placed in top drive 'A') (Fig 1). The user enters:

```
W <filename> <keyword> RETURN
```

The file name needs neither the drive prefix 'B:', nor the file name extension .MSS; both are added automatically by argument substitution, using the rules for preparing command files. The keyword is any single phrase which may be frequently repeated during the text, but a shortcoming is that only

```
B 2
VDU 12

Fig 1 Command file W.SUB to load Perfect Writer
```
upper case words can be used. It's very handy for environment commands or for writing 'Perfect' innumerable times!

Planning ahead, you would need to do the above immediately you sit down to the machine, then, while the disk drives are whirring, you can organise dictaphone, earphones, text being copied, flask of coffee and all the other essentials. By the time attention returns to the screen the disks are silent, ready for a single-letter selection from the menu (such as 'E' to Edit) followed by function key (a red, user-definable key at the top of the keyboard) f0.

An alternative sequence T.SUB is for typists only. It is even quicker to load, requiring only two keystrokes plus the file name, but occupies f# with an EXEC command that prevents its use for other things.

W.SUB speeds up the auto-repeat and shortens the delay; each user and secretary must tune these to suit their touch. I like a rather fast auto-repeat so that I can zoom the cursor around the screen when editing, but need a longer auto-delay. When writing, I make frequent use of three or four environment commands, particularly: ITEMISE, ENUMERATE and SUB-HEADING. These are programmed into function keys with the vital final bracket (to terminate the environment) in position, but with the cursor pulled back to its correct position before the final bracket.

Editing provides the major gains. To the ordinary user it may seem to place too much importance on tiny time-savings and speed gains. However, to the professional user editing thousands of words a day, be it book, report, news article or broadcasting script, these represent huge increases in productivity and a detailed, complex system is justified. In discussing it I'll refer to command keys, by which I mean the use of a key to perform some task (for example, delete the next word) rather than type a character. Perfect software gives some keys (in different combinations with others) as many as three or four different tasks.

One of Perfect's shortcomings is that you cannot function key definitions while in the program: all have to be pre-defined. W.SUB, therefore, contains an elaborate key definition sequence. Unshifted function keys have been defined by Torch. The handbook omits to mention that the COPY key alone performs the sequence ESCAPE CONTROL W — the CONTINUE SAVING command which is used for gathering isolated fragments of text and indicated by the appearance of a '+' at the right-hand end of the echo line. Use of this makes text gathering much slicker. After gathering text, or just deleting, it may be necessary to discontinue the gathering (denoted by the disappearance of the +). This can be done by either CONTROL G or the DELETE key.

Controlled function keys (depressed while CONTROL is held down) have also been defined by Torch. Because this has been done for the Torch business machine, it appears rather illogical on the BBC keyboard. They can be redefined using *FX227, but I disagree. Any definition the user imposes is eradicated when the Perfect program is loaded. Again the handbook does not mention that the left arrow cursor key plus CONTROL deletes the word in front of it to the right, which is utterly illogical but quicker than ESCAPE — F.

Using *FX4,2 enables the five grey (ARROW and COPY) keys to be defined, in addition to the 10 red. However, SHIFT and SHIFT + CONTROL function keys cannot be freely defined simultaneously. Define one group (using *FX226,1 or *FX228,1) and the other can only be set in a combination dictated by the list (Appendix C, Changing the Command Keys) in the handbook. This appendix has been included for use with a program named WRTBIND.COM, which can be used to alter the command function of any key but which is unfortunately not available. Without it, the user's best hope is to select whichever block of 15 sequential code numbers gives the most useful set of key definitions. My preference is for codes 193 to 208 inclusive. The BREAK key, which is also function key f10, cannot be used in practice but its place can be taken by the TAB key by use of the code *FX219,136.

These codes (imposed by
*FX226,193) form a coherent set of editing controls which, if the SHIFT LOCK is on, can be used single-handed to move the cursor one word, sentence or paragraph in either direction, change to upper or lower case, delete the next word or sentence, or mark the current paragraph for deletion or moving. There is also a command, ignored in the handbook, to indent successive lines by as much as a VERTICALLY scalable environment but is far more flexible than the INDENT environment command, which will only indent by a fixed half-inch.

Perfect Writer's range of commands for moving rapidly through a text, when editing, is already wider than almost any other word processor. You can move by letter, by word, by line, by sentence, by paragraph, by screen or by the whole text. However, some of these are achieved with clumsy 'one-two' commands, such as ESCAPE followed by a key, or by a CONTROLled key; or CONTROL -X followed by a key, or by a CONTROLLed key. The arrangements described aim at least to reduce these to simultaneous keystrokes. The benefit becomes most evident when repeating the task; for example, moving the cursor three words forward, which can now be done with one finger static on SHIFT while the other taps £5 three times or holds it down momentarily.

This leaves the user to fully define all the function keys with SHIFT + CONTROL, and each user will have his or her own favourites. For many the most important need will be the command to delete a word backwards. This is an essential facility for rapid editing, yet even its laborious one-two form, ESCAPE CONTROL-H, is not mentioned in the handbook. To have it ready to hand, I put it on f11, the COPY key. Still in search of rapid cursor movement, I have defined the left and right arrow keystomove five words either way. The up and down arrow keys find the extreme start and finish of the text, replacing the clumsy ESCAPE SHIFT <and >.

Other SHIFT + CONTROL definitions include f0 and f1, and f2 which contains the key phrase described above. Because I do a great deal of split-screen editing, f4 is used to flip from one window to the other. f4 to f6 contain the environment commands mentioned above, while f7 and f8 automatically insert bold-face and underline commands. f7 sets up the BOLD command for use while inputting text (the command is typed before the word), with the final bracket of the environment 'fence' moving ahead of the text. If the word has already been typed, a rapid two-part operation is used. Pressing f7 places the command, complete with closing fence, before the word and f9 then moves the closing fence, one word at a time, through as many as are to be emboldened. Similarly with underlining. Finally, the TAB key (acting as f10) is used to hyphenate any pair of words.

Alternatively Torch advises that customers buying the MCP Plus-100 upgrade pack will get a utility program, Softkey, which, run on its own will display the function key settings, and run with a filename will create the relevant key definitions Environment.

Perfect Speller automatically counts the words, but is not accessible during editing. However, f8 not only lists the buffers in current memory but also tabulates their length in characters. The trick therefore is to count the words in a typical piece of text using Perfect Speller, then divide this by the number of characters to find your average word length. There will be surprisingly little variation between different texts, so the character count, divided by this figure, will give a rapid and surprisingly accurate word count.

Perfect Writer has an extensive and imaginative range of commands for document design. They are invoked by instructions that use full key words, such as DESCRIPTION. As well as defining function keys, this can be avoided by creating standard document headers. For example, HEAD4AR where 4 stands for A4 and AR for article. The header not only defines the page margins: it prepares the environments for the article heading, sub-heading and page headings, and gives the option of turning off page numbers.

For letters (but only to correspondents who are not included on the database) there is L4E4W.M and L5E5W.M (Fig 3) for A4 or A5 paper and envelope. These are loaded using L.SUB, which automatically loads the heading and has slightly different key definitions. Once the address has been typed for the letterhead, pressing f0 automatically copies it onto the envelope which is printed immediately following the letter.

W.SUB speeds up loading and reloading the text file on which you are working. Typing drive letter, colon, file name, extension and RETURN every time is irritating. W.SUB avoids it elegantly: provided the file name is included as the argument when loading, the whole sequence is contained in f0 thereafter while, to initiate printing, f1 contains the name of the formatted file (with the extension, FIN).

To preview the exact page layout before printing, the handbook instructs that it should be formatted with the console or screen as output, configured identically to the printer. However, viewing a formatted text as it scrolls rapidly past is difficult.

There are helpful error messages generated by the formatting program but they are limited, particularly in respect of one irritating problem. This is the disastrous consequence of omitting the final fence of an environment command, namely that the entire remainder of the document is itemised or enumerated. Whereas most single-character errors can be altered even after printing, this one must be corrected before.

For this I use CON.SUB (Fig 2) which imposes paged mode instead of scrolling so that text can be examined meticulously. Secondly, it defines keys f8 and f9 to search for the left and right square brackets I use as the fences for environment commands. Thirdly, like W.SUB, it speeds up loading and reloading.

Perfect Filer

The Filer database is the weakest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B 2</th>
<th>VDU 12</th>
<th>VDU 21</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*FX226.1</td>
<td>EXC 0 . PW B$1.MSS</td>
<td>KEY 1 VDU 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEY 5 VDU 15</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>KEY 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To display formatted file: press f1
; To show next screen, press SHIFT
; For continuous scrolling press ESCAPE
; To restore scrolling afterwards press f5

; To load file on PERFECT WRITER: press f0
; To search for missing environment brackets, press f8, f9 alternately.

Fig 2 Command file CON.SUB for viewing formatted text
element of the Perfect suite. One defect is that it only permits one data file to be open at a time and allows only one database file on a whole double-sided data disk. The handbook urges creation of two separate correspondence data files, one for organisations and one for individuals. My correspondents are such a mixture of organisations and individuals that I ignored Filer's templates and merged the two as a single, multi-purpose record.

One difficulty with Filer that can be overcome is the small size of the cursor. This can be changed by VDU 23,0,10,64 which produces a large, flashing cursor. For smaller cursor size, select other values (between 64 and 71) for the final argument.

Another shortcoming is the absence of a browse facility. I have failed to overcome this and shall be indebted to any reader who can help.

I have learned one or two lessons about designing database records. I incorporated a switch — a status field that switches any individual member into or out of a given subset — using yet another command file, S.SUB, which defines user keysto switch members on or off. To economise on keystrokes when defining fields, form letters, and so on, my fields use only a two-character field tag, such as sn. This undoubtedly saves time, but does not provide meaningful subsection headings.

In the light of this experience perhaps full-word tag names, such as 'surname', are justified. Include two or three defined fields so that the standard database can be used for special functions. Spare fields should be alphabetic.

Perhaps the most important lesson when designing a Filer correspondence database concerns addresses. To avoid shuffling program disks in and out of the top drive by hand, I designated three fields for ADDRESS, the fourth for CITY, COUNTY or STATE, the fifth for POSTCODE, the sixth for COUNTRY and the seventh for world REGION. This was a mistake which cannot be altered by MOVE, only by changing each member individually.

My database is mainly used for correspondence, so I avoid shuffling program disks in and out of the top drive by holding both Writer (plus its entourage of command files and headers) and Filer on a single program disk, generously protected and backed up. This has been achieved by scouring away all surplus programs. Correspondence that plucks names, addresses, producers, prices and other comments off the database is initiated by a completely different command file, M.SUB. Editing facilities on function keys have been replaced with sequences that pick their way through Filer's menu choices. It is loaded by M letter-format ID of correspondent. The ID is Filer's recommended four-digit member identity tag.

Letter formats are of two types: form letters, whose text will be written using

This is for A4 letters that do not use the database.
LE55W.M for A5 letters is similar.

- MESSAGE: INSERT INTERNET WASTE A4 LETTERHEAD - Top of paper to top of rollers
- PAGESETTING()
- STYLE(paperwidth 8 inches)
- STYLE(paperlength 11 inches)
- STYLE(topmargin 0 lines) COMMENT=So second sheet is full to top(1)
- STYLE(headerspacing 0 lines)
- STYLE(bottommargin 3 lines)
- STYLE(leftmargin 5 chars)
- BLANKSPACE(5 lines) COMMENT=Space for letterhead
- BEGIN(VERBATIM) COMMENT=Address starts next line

- COMMENT=To address envelope, now press RED KEY f1 + SH + CTRL
- COMMENT=Next line: write the date

Dear

Yours sincerely

J A Vogler

BEGIN(ADDRESS)

MESSAGE={insert A4 envelope - Top of envelope to top of rollers}

FIRST CLASS @ COMMENT=Delete for second class or airmail

@ BLANKSPACE(3 lines)

@ BEGIN(ADDRESS)

@ COMMENT=Address starts next line

@ END(ADDRESS)

NEWPAGE

NOTE: There should be no space after the @ sign: the space has been inserted to disable the command while printing this Figure.

Fig 3 Perfect Writer letter header L4E4W.M

Writer but whose variables and printing are controlled by Filer, are distinguished by a final F in the file name and take Filer's special, formatting commands; and individual letters, for which standard headers are fed into Filer to gather date, name, address and salutations, then printed to file. The file B:LMSS is automatically erased as the first task when M.SUB is run, then recreated for the new batch of letters and loaded automatically into Writer for insertion of text and any editing of the information that came from the database.

Solitary envelopes for bills or parcel labels are addressed using E.SUB. This takes, on average, 43 seconds to address an envelope from a cold start; a second envelope takes only 10 seconds more. For a single envelope the computer is thus much slower than addressing by hand, the only way to improve this would be to buy a Winchester disk drive. Finally, such a plethora of command files and headers needs its own index, both on paper and on yet another quick-to-load command file, O.SUB.

Perfect Calc

I loaded Perfect Calc with S.SUB, which

switches on the printer and defines the function keys with a number of commonly used processes. The normal and CONTROLled keys are already defined by Torch. Once again, each user will find certain functions are either inconvenient or commonly used and define his own. To demonstrate the scope, my SHIFTed keys are: f0 starts the first task after loading; to alter the width of the current column; ready for the new number. f1 moves to the top of the sheet and f2 to the bottom. f3 splits the screen, horizontally, at the centre line; saves failed commands due to an unsuitably placed cursor. f4 prepares for creation of a sum formula. f6 converts all numerical entries to integers. f8 puts the current cell into edit mode, with the cursor positioned at the right-hand end of the text. Arrow keys all jump the cursor five lines or columns. The COPY key switches from one window to another. Users of the Torch business machine may have already discovered that despite the handbook's statement to the contrary, the left-hand keypad and EXACT SPACE key have already been configured for Perfect Calc.

The PCCONFIG.COM program that redefines all Perfect Calc keys is provided, so it is unnecessary to use SHIFTed and CONTROLled function keys. However, to change them sacrifices the enormous benefit of Calc and Writer using identical codes: for example, to save the current file, CONTROL-X CONTROL-S or F5 on both. This elegant simplicity evaporates if Calc keys change when Writer's cannot.
It is an interesting paradox in business, that those who achieve the greatest success, appear to do so with the least amount of work.

This illusion of relaxed inactivity is considerably heightened by the Wang PC.

Like its human counterpart, the Wang works faster than its rivals. Put another way, that’s twice as fast as an IBM PC.

It also plays its part in making the work appear easy.

There’s no referring back to manuals, all instructions appear on the screen. And should there be a moment’s uncertainty,
Invariably, the man with most on his mind has least on his desk.

our unruffled executive merely touches
the key marked 'help'.

It's no accident either that the Wang PC
looks neater than others. Not only is it
physically smaller, but as you can see, the
screen uses no desk space at all.

But then a busy man ought to have

somewhere to put his feet up.

For further information on the Wang PC
phone Teledata on 01-200 0200.

WANG

The office automation computer people.
If you think that every important aspect of programming arises somewhere in the context of sorting and searching, then you're in full agreement with master programmer Donald Knuth. Mike Liardet looks at Sorting and Searching, the third volume of his book, The Art of Computing Programming.
original order would be quite useless!
In some actual applications the keys may be an integral part of the record or they may be textual, and so on. Once you understand the algorithms it is relatively easy to tailor them to fit the specific sorting problem.

The program is structured as shown in Fig 2.

Line 10000 — Initialisation and menu control Line 20000 — Insertion sorting routine Line 21000 — Shell’s sorting routine Line 22000 — Quicksort routine Line 23000 — Distribution counting routine Line 30000 — Routine to initialise data to be sorted Line 31000 — Routine to print and check sorted data

Fig 2 Sorting program structure

The simplest sorting algorithm is called ‘insertion sorting’. Imagine a situation where the list of keys is partitioned in two, with a sequence of keys in order up to a given point, and thereafter out of order. For example:

By scanning the values to the left of the marked key, we can gradually move these values one place right until we arrive at the right place to insert the marked key. This increases the size of the sorted partition by one. The above example would become:

By repeatedly applying this method, the sorted partition grows until all the keys are sorted. To get it started, only the first key is deemed to be sorted since any single value must be ‘sorted’, no matter what it is. Initially all keys, bar the first, are in the unsorted partition. In the Basic routine (Fig 1, line 20000) the variable J marks the boundary between the two partitions, and K is used to hold

In effect the 4-sort does an insertion sort on four independent sequences of keys, where in each sequence the keys are four apart. The first of these sequences (marked with asterisks) comprises the keys 5, 3 and 8. The second comprises the keys 7 and 1, and so on. Note that all four of these sequences are correctly sorted following the 4-sort. The 2-sort does the same thing for just two sequences, with keys two apart. Finally, the 1-sort sorts a single sequence of adjacent keys and gets everything in the right order. In fact, the 1-sort is identical to the insertion sort.

Any sequence ending with 1 will work. (Insertion sorting is a special case of the method with a single increment of 1 being used.) In fact powers of 2 provide a fairly poor performance, and after extensive analysis Knuth suggests some better alternatives. One of these is the sequence used in the routine here (Fig 1, line 21000). The increments are produced from the expression \((3^K - 1)/2\), with values of \(K\) decreasing from some initial value down to 0. (The code given does calculate these values but without recourse to exponentiation, and the increments are held in the array \(H()\).) The initial value used is the largest possible, not exceeding one third of the number of items to be sorted. For example, to sort 1000 keys the increments would be 121, 40, 13, 4 and 1.

Quicksort

The Quicksort method was devised by C A R Hoare in 1962. This is one of the more complex methods to code (Fig 1, line 22000) particularly if the implementation language is not recursive — as is the case with Basic. In its basic form, a list of keys is sorted by choosing the first key as a ‘pivot’ and then dividing the remaining keys into two partitions: keys to the left being less than, or equal to, the pivot; and to the right being greater than, or equal to, the pivot. To obtain these two partitions we scan right from the first key after the pivot until we find a ‘rogue’ key (greater than the pivot) and scan left from the end until we find another rogue key (less than the pivot). These keys can then be swapped, and this continues until the right scan crosses the left; this is the correct position for the pivot element. For example, quicksorting the following numbers:

```
579431268
312457968
213456879
```

1-sort:
```
123456789
```

4-sort:
```
312457968
```

2-sort:
```
213456879
```
Place pivot (exchange 5 and 3)...
3 2 1 4 5 9 7 6 8
At this point the 5 is correctly placed; all the values to the left of it are less than it, and all those to the right are greater.
Sorting these two partitions can be seen as two separate independent problems, so we can continue by quicksorting 3, 2, 1 and 4, and then quicksorting 9, 7, 6 and 8, and so on.
There are various refinements to this method. As insertion sorting is generally regarded as the most efficient method for small lists, we can invoke insertion sorting instead of quicksorting when the lists get below a particular size (the value M in Fig 1 at line 22000). There's nothing to lose by abandoning the sorting when a list gets below size M, and then calling insertion sorting just once for the whole list, right at the end. Note that if M is 1, then pure quicksorting is used.
A major problem with quicksorting is that it's at its worst when the list is already sorted. Unlike most methods, it's at its best when the keys are scrambled. This seems very unsatisfactory, and can be corrected to some degree by arranging for a more careful choice of pivot. The method recommended by Knuth is to first interchange the second and middle keys in the list, then sort just the first, second and last keys, pivoting on the middle one. For the aforementioned sequence:
5 7 9 4 3 1 2 6 8
Swap second and middle...
5 3 9 4 7 1 2 6 8
Sort first, second and last only...
3 5 9 4 7 1 2 6 8
Now partition the third to last keys using 5 the pivot...
3 5 2 4 1 7 9 6 8
Insert pivot in the right position...
3 5 2 4 1 7 9 6 8
This procedure makes little difference to randomly ordered keys, and considerably improves the situation if the keys are already ordered.
Both these enhancements are incorporated in the routine at line 22000. The routine prompts for a suitable value of M before starting: Knuth recommends 9 as optimum, although the best value depends on the characteristics of the programming language you are using. Lines 22031 to 22039 make a careful selection of the pivot. Simple pivot selection is obtained by deleting the REM at line 22030.
In circumstances where the keys are numeric and have a restricted range of values, a very efficient sorting procedure can be applied by noting the frequency of occurrence of each key. This is the strategy adopted by 'distribution counting' sorting. The first phase of the algorithm obtains the number of occurrences for each key. In Fig 1 at 23000, if the lowest key value is U and the highest is V, then COUNT (O)
holds the number of occurrences of U, and COUNT (V-U) holds the number of occurrences of V. For example, the counts for the 2 3 1 1 2 3 2 2 would be:
1-count: 1
2-count: 3
3-count: 2
Once sorted, we will see 3 '1's followed by 4 '2's, followed by 2 '3's. If each of the counts is now accumulated, for example, the 2-count becomes 3+4 and the 3-count becomes 3+4+2, then the last position for each of the corresponding keys:
1-count: 3
2-count: 7
3-count: 9
So the '1's will appear in position 1 to 3, the '2's in 4 to 7, and the '3's in 8 to 9. Now, scanning the numbers from right to left, we search for a key which is too far to the left:
*
2 3 1 1 2 3 2 2
The totals in the counts make this test relatively easy, and the found key can be inserted at the position indicated by its count (position 9):
2 3 1 1 2 3 2 2
By adjusting the counts and repeating this process, it is then possible to get all the keys into the correct order. Fig 1 (at line 23000) contains extra sophistications which further minimise the amount of scanning and moving needed to sort the keys.
In order to assess how effective these different algorithms are, Fig 3 outlines the results of running each of them under various conditions. The times are in minutes and seconds (obtained in interpreted Microsoft Basic on an ACT Apricot - some appreciation of the performances can be gained by noting that it takes all of 12 seconds just to initialise the data for 500 keys). £ signs indicate times definitely in excess of 10 minutes and estimated to be about one hour, demonstrating the appalling behaviour of standard Quicksort if the keys are ordered. The following conclusions can be drawn.
Insertion sorting is good for short-lists but hopeless for long ones, unless the list is already, or very nearly, in order. (All methods appear equal for short lists in Fig 3, but this is due to inadequacies in my reflexes.) This is the only method considered here that maintains equal keys in their original order — this can be important for some applications.
Shell sorting performed well on all tests, with consistent response times no matter what the state of the input. Quicksorting is excellent for random lists, but no use for ordered lists. Pure Quicksorting (when M=1) is slightly slower than Quicksort combined with insertion sorting. More careful selection of a pivot value mitigates the ordered list problem.
Distribution counting was best all round, but is not universally applicable. If asked to nominate a good, general-purpose, workhorse sort routine I would choose Shell sorting. In fact it would not be difficult to write a super-sort procedure which, from a preliminary scan of the data, could choose the most appropriate routine. Knuth covers another 20 or so possible algorithms.

Searching

Of the two topics, Knuth gives far more prominence and material to sorting. Searching is concerned with retrieving data that has been stored with a given identification. The identification is the 'key', and the data is the associated 'record'.

Sequential searching is the most obvious technique for searching a list: start at the front, and keep going until either you find the key you want or reach the end. On average half the keys are scanned for a successful search, and all of them are scanned for an unsuccessful one.

A more efficient technique, which is almost as simple to implement, is called binary search (Fig 4); this only works if the list is in order. Given an ordered list of keys, examine the middle one, which will either be greater, less, or equal to the key we are seeking.
If it's equal then we have successfully found the key. If it's less than the given key, then we can continue searching for the key in the right half of the list, otherwise continue on the left. The search terminates unsuccessfully...
As it's a more efficient technique, binary search can be blindingly fast even for very long lists. A maximum of 20 comparisons would be made to search a million keys — quite an improvement on straight sequential search. Marginal improvements have been suggested — not examining the middle element every time, but making a more careful choice determined by the key we are seeking. In practice, the increase in complexity offsets any other gains.

**Binary trees**

Frequently, following an unsuccessful search, we may wish to insert the unknown key. If we are using binary search, then this can be computationally expensive for long lists of keys. Instead of storing the keys sequentially, a 'binary tree' structure can be used, then binary search and easy insertion can coexist (Fig 5). The price for this is that the tree requires slightly more storage and is more complex to scan. A binary tree is built up of 'nodes'. Each node contains the text of one key, and pointers to the before and after nodes. (In real applications there may be other information as well.) These pointers reference the other nodes from which all the words before or after the current node can be accessed. If there are no other nodes, the pointers are simply 'null'.

A binary tree is searched, starting at the root node. If this node contains the key we are seeking, then we have found the place we want. Otherwise we have the key must be before or after the current node, and we move to the next node accordingly and repeat the process. If there is no next node then the key is not in the tree, and we can insert it at this point if necessary.

This method works best with storage management routines to allocate and de-allocate storage as nodes (that is, keys) are added and deleted. In the routine given here only minimal storage management is attempted to keep things simple.

In some cases a binary tree can become unbalanced. The worst case occurs if the keys are inserted in order, when the algorithm just performs an unnecessarily complex sequential search. If the keys are presented in a suitably random order, then all the branches will be at roughly the same depth. Knuth also presents techniques for keeping trees well balanced.

Throughout this analysis we have assumed that it is readily possible to identify two keys as being equal. But when working on an interactive system, it can sometimes be a problem to recall the precise spelling of a word, such as a surname. Knuth presents a technique, called soundexing, which can convert similar sounding words into the same key (Fig 6). The technique was developed by Margaret Odell in 1918, predating computers by a good many years. Essentially the method converts any word into a key, consisting of a letter followed by three digits. Similar sounding letters are assigned the same digit; vowels and a few other letters are ignored altogether, as are repeated letters.

**Conclusion**

This concludes my presentation of Knuth's three volumes on *The Art of Computer Programming*. It should be remembered that these volumes run to over two thousand pages in total, so I have had to be highly selective as to which material I have featured.

Unfortunately many interesting and pertinent algorithms have fallen by the wayside, and if my writings have whetted your appetite for more information then you will have to buy the volumes to find out more.
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Functions in C are comparable with the procedures of Pascal, or with the built-in functions of Basic like mids$, sin, and inkey$, except that you can write your own of any complexity to add to those provided. The most used functions, for example for file and display access, are supplied in a library with the compiler.

A simple function called 'spaces' to blank part of a line on a display is illustrated in Fig 1. Once this has been defined, it can be used anywhere in a program simply by calling it by name with the number of spaces required: for example, spaces(10).

Only one value is passed to this function, but others might accept none or a list of arguments. One function can call others which can call others, and so on; the example calls a standard library function, putchar, to display each space. A function can also return a value which can then be assigned to a variable or used in any other way. The standard library function, getchar, returns a character entered at the keyboard: for example, c=getchar().

Of course, a returned value can be ignored if it suits your purpose, and you might use the statement getchar(); so that the user presses a key before a program continues.

Advising on how large functions should be might seem like discussing the length of pieces of string, since clearly they can be as short, or long, as the job requires. But a rule which works well in practice is that functions should be less than 60 lines. This arbitrary limit means that each function will fit a sheet of print-out and read as a whole. In fact, many functions will be short enough to fit on a display screen. If you produce a program with a massive main function, then you should probably reconsider how it is structured. It's perfectly reasonable to have a main function of only a few lines which just controls the principle parts of a program.

**Basic pattern**

The basic pattern for a function is:

```
type function-name (list-of-argument-names)
  argument-declarations
  local-data-declarations
  statements
  return value
```

The only restriction is that one function cannot be defined inside another, so local procedures cannot be used. The only essentials are the name, the following brackets and the braces, giving something which would do nothing. For example:

```
myfun()
{
}
```

A rather artificial function with all the components is shown in Fig 2.

The type of a function is the type of the value returned and can be left out if it does not return anything. The type can be int, long, double, and so on, although int can be omitted as it's the default.

The name of the function is followed by a list of names which will be used internally to refer to the arguments passed to it. The types of these arguments are declared followed by the body of the function, which is enclosed in braces. Local data is declared before any statements and, unless this is specified as static, it disappears on finally leaving the function. After executing the statements, a function is exited either by reaching the final brace, or by a return statement which can be followed by a value to send back.

**Data**

A function is called by name with a list of values to be passed in brackets; these can be variables or constants. For example:

```
square (2);
sqrt (3.6);
```

A function can read, for example, a character (c=getchar()); and write things like:

```
puts ("Your message could go here");
```

Advising on how large functions should be might seem like discussing the length of pieces of string, since clearly they can be as short, or long, as the job requires. But a rule which works well in practice is that functions should be less than 60 lines. This arbitrary limit means that each function will fit a sheet of print-out and read as a whole. In fact, many functions will be short enough to fit on a display screen. If you produce a program with a massive main function, then you should probably reconsider how it is structured. It's perfectly reasonable to have a main function of only a few lines which just controls the principle parts of a program.

**Basic pattern**

The basic pattern for a function is:

```
type function-name (list-of-argument-names)
  argument-declarations
  local-data-declarations
  statements
  return value
```

The only restriction is that one function cannot be defined inside another, so local procedures cannot be used. The only essentials are the name, the following brackets and the braces, giving something which would do nothing. For example:

```
myfun()
{
}
```

A rather artificial function with all the components is shown in Fig 2.

The type of a function is the type of the value returned and can be left out if it does not return anything. The type can be int, long, double, and so on, although int can be omitted as it's the default.

The name of the function is followed by a list of names which will be used internally to refer to the arguments passed to it. The types of these arguments are declared followed by the body of the function, which is enclosed in braces. Local data is declared before any statements and, unless this is specified as static, it disappears on finally leaving the function. After executing the statements, a function is exited either by reaching the final brace, or by a return statement which can be followed by a value to send back.

**Data**

A function is called by name with a list of values to be passed in brackets; these can be variables or constants. For example:

```
square (2);
sqrt (3.6);
```

A function can read, for example, a character (c=getchar()); and write things like:

```
puts ("Your message could go here");
```

A function is called by name with a list of values to be passed in brackets; these can be variables or constants. For example:

```
square (2);
sqrt (3.6);
```

A function can read, for example, a character (c=getchar()); and write things like:

```
puts ("Your message could go here");
```

As well as its type, every variable has an associated storage class which determines how it will be kept in memory. Local data is available within the function in which it is defined and

---

**Fig 1 Function to display spaces**

```
spaces(number)
int number:
{
  while(number-- %0)
    putchar(' ');
}
```

**Fig 2 Specimen function**

```
square(x)
{
double result;
result=x*x;
return result;
}
```

**Fig 3 Returning values**

```
range(x)
unsigned x:
{
  int rval=2; /* for values>32768 */
  if(x<256) rval=0;
  else if(x<32768) rval=1;
  return rval;
}
```
nowhere else — not even in other functions called from it. The default for local data is auto, which means that the memory is released and the value lost when the function is finally left. When you need to retain a value for the next time a function is called, this can be done by using the specifier static. You might also use this to retain a count of how many times a function has been called.

Another alternative is to specify a local variable as a register to indicate that it will be very frequently used, perhaps as a loop counter. Many micro versions of C ignore this hint to store it in one of the registers because of the limited number available.

A single value can be sent back to the calling function by a return statement. This can use a variable or constant, or can involve an expression which is first evaluated. For example:

```c
return 0;
return x;
return (x>y)? x:0 ;
```

Return statements can occur anywhere in the body of a function. Since they disrupt the logical structure, it's best to use a local variable called, say, rval, which is sent back by a single statement as in Fig 3.

A function call 'leaves behind' its returned value, just as an expression does when evaluated. This means that a function call can be used anywhere a value is acceptable: in an assignment, as part of a complex expression or comparison, or as an argument for another function call. Consequently, it is inevitable that only one value can be returned. You could use:

```c
x=sqrt(3.6);
x=sqrt(sin(3.6));
if(getchar()==a')
x=rand();
```

If a function returns a type other than int, then this must be specifically declared before it is used. This is done in a similar way to a data declaration, except that the function name is given with empty brackets. The declaration must correspond to the type specified in the function definition. It is usually convenient to declare all the functions which return non-integers at the start of a source file, so that they are known throughout. For example, the standard maths functions return a double, so must be declared before use:

```c
double sqrt(); /*square root function*/
double y,x=0.7;
y=sqrt(x);
```

Since the type char is converted to int in expressions and all floating point operations are in double precision, the types used for function declarations need only be int, long, double, or a pointer. The default is int so does not have to be declared and often isn't, although it's good practice to do so.

There must be the expected number of arguments passed to a function and these must be of the expected type and in the correct order, for library functions the requirements will be described in the reference manual. Sometimes we want to use an 'incorrect' type and so must massage the value of our data into the required type using a cast, which is simply a type name in brackets:

```c
int x=8;
double sqrt(int y);
y=sqrt((double)x); /*force value of x to double*/
```

If a function requires a long argument and you want to use a constant, use the L suffix as in:

```c
lseek(myfile,256L,0);
```

The function lseek is in most libraries and adjusts the position in a file, where the next data will be accessed to give random access. The second argument needs to be a long because it determines the position, and files can be bigger than allowed by an unsigned value.

The C compiler will give no protection against errors involving data types. The program will usually carry on regardless, so if a function expects a double then it assumes one has been provided and will grab what it can from the expected place in memory. If you used sqrt(x), in the example above, then the answer would be meaningless.

### The stack

It is useful to have some insight into the mechanics of calling a function, especially how the stack is used. This is simply an expandable area of memory, where values can be added to the top and taken off as required; the size goes up and down as the stack is used. A good analogy is a pile of paper on a spike. When a function is called, the normal process is for the arguments to be placed on the stack, right-most first. Then information on how to return, and finally, any space required for local auto variables is allocated. All of this section of the stack is moved on, leaving the function to restore the initial condition. Special arrangements are sometimes made for floating point arguments.

```c
PCW 167
```
Static variables are not held on the stack but in an area of the memory reserved for permanent data. The compiler ensures that these variables are only accessible from within their functions and that there is no conflict over names.

When values are returned, they are placed in a consistent way according to their type: for example, in one or more registers. The returned type must be declared so that the value can be correctly accessed.

Any function can call itself without conflict of argument or local variables. All that happens is that a new section of the stack is allocated for each call. If this continues, then eventually there will be no memory available and the program must abort. Recursion can lead to very succinct programs, especially when using data structures like linked lists.

There is a standard library function, (printf), to display all kinds of formatted output, but as an example we can write a recursive function to display a decimal number. This can’t be done directly, since the first character to display is the last available as we repeatedly divide by 10:

```c
numsho (num)  
unsigned num;  
{  
    unsigned quot,rem;  
    quotum/10;  
    rem=num%10;  
    if(quot==0) numsho (quot);  
    /*recursion until no remainder*/  
    putchar (rem + '0');  
}  
```

The function putchar accepts an argument which is the ASCII value of a character to be displayed. So to use it to display a digit, we need to add the value of rem to ‘0’.

**Changing variables**

Any function can make changes to global data items since these are accessible by name. Some global data, needed by many functions, will be used in most programs and this is preferable to long lists of arguments. However, in general, values should be passed between functions using arguments and a returned value, and local variables used. In most versions of Basic, all variables are global; a common problem is that a change to a variable in one part of a program has unexpected side effects on another.

A function cannot directly change local variables in another function, including the one which called it, nor can it return several values. However, we often want to do just that. For example, you might want a function to exchange the values in two integers but cannot use exchange (x,y) /*this does nothing*/

```c
int x,y;
```
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```c
nib=15;
putchar((nib >= 10) ? nib-10+'A': nib+'0');

/* Sample output */
0000 0D 0A 2F */ 2A */ 0D 0A 5E P 52 R
0008 4F 47 52 41 A 4D M 20 74 t 6F o
0010 6D m 78 x 20 20 20 20
0018 6F o 66 f 20 69 i 65 e
0020 69 i 6C 1 65 e 20
0028 68 h 65 e 78 x 20 20 20 20

Library functions used
fopen open a file for reading or writing
getc get next character from a file
putchar display a character
puts display a string
exit exit program

/* open file for reading */
```

```c
int temp;
temp=x;
x=y;
y=temp;
```

This will have no effect on the original variables because only their values are passed as arguments. What is needed is to pass values which enable the required variables to be accessed, specifically their addresses in memory. This leads us into the use of pointers which will be considered next month.

**Main function**

Every program must have a function called main where execution begins. This can have arguments which are provided, not by another function, but by the call to the program. For example, if a program is invoked by entering `myprog arg1 arg2`, then the two arguments, and in Unix the program name, are available to main. By convention the arguments are declared as follows:

```c
main (argc, argv)
```

```c
int argc; /*the number of arguments*/
char *argv[]; /*array of pointers to strings*/
```

You will be able to access the command line arguments after getting to grips with pointers. Since they are local to main, they have to be made available to other functions by passing their values or copying to global variables.

As well as learning C by writing simple programs and trying them out, it is also useful to see examples from other programmers. The program in Fig 4 illustrates some of the features of C which have been described and it might even be useful. The file name is passed to the program as an argument and is available as argv[1].

This is part three of a five-part Teach Yourself C series. Back issues can be obtained from our office at 53 Frith Street, London W1A 2HG, tel: (01) 439 4242.

---

To help you get the best from the Teach Yourself C series, PCW has arranged special discounts on several C packages. Identify your machine or operating system from the list below and send the offer tab on the corner of this page with your order to the appropriate address. Enclose a cheque for the full amount, and make sure you state clearly which package you require. This list is not comprehensive. Other suppliers such as Conquin Software and Grey Matter are worth contacting for their prices. Conquin is at 14 Goodwood Close, Morden, Surrey and Grey Matter at 4 Prigg Meadow, Ashburton, Devon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company/Address</th>
<th>Machine/Operating System</th>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Price (includes VAT and UK p&amp;p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hisoft</td>
<td>Spectrum</td>
<td>Hisoft C</td>
<td>£22.50 (normal price £25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180 High Street North</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunstable, Beds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Science</td>
<td>CP/M-80</td>
<td>Software Toolworks C80, Mathpak</td>
<td>£90 (normal price £119.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-7 West Smithfield</td>
<td>CP/M-80, MS-DOS</td>
<td>and C Programming Language by</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London EC1</td>
<td>Apple DOS 3.0 or Prodos</td>
<td>Kernighan and Ritchie DeSmet C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and C Programming Language</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aztec C86 Compiler and C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Programming Language</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aztec C Compiler and C Programming</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Language</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLH Technology</td>
<td>CP/M-86, versions 1 and 2</td>
<td>DeSmet C without debugger</td>
<td>£130 (normal price £158.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Burgamot Lane</td>
<td>of MS-DOS and PC-DOS</td>
<td>DeSmet C with debugger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comberbach, Cheshire</td>
<td></td>
<td>BDSC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMG Consultants</td>
<td>CP/M</td>
<td>Small C-80</td>
<td>£75 (normal price £110.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 St Andrews Road</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Malvern, Worcs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCOUNT VOUCHER
Trundle along

There must be tens of thousands of ZX81's gathering dust on shelves, as their owners have graduated to bigger machines. Robin Moorshead and Eddie Forrester give new life to the ZX81 — reborn as Trundle.

We set out to make a simple 'robot' that would solve a problem; to find its way through a twisted passage-way with blind alleys, reach an end goal, and know it was there. The programming is not too difficult, it can all be done in Basic (2k of RAM has been fitted to allow even poorly structured programs to fit in). Undoubtedly you could write a machine code program in the ZX81's original 500 bytes, but it wasn't built for experts, it was built for beginners. To see the 'robot' in action tune into 4 Computer Buffs on Channel 4. (See 'Light Fantastic' page 184 for further details.)

The Trundle package consists of an interface and memory expansion board for the ZX81 and the extra pieces necessary to make a ZX81 based 'Trundle' robot. The system is supplied in kit form with a comprehensive set of instructions.

The package itself breaks down into four main sections: the interface, the memory expansion, the sensor board, the motor/chassis unit.

The interface

This provides eight input lines and eight output lines, the latter being buffered by relays to enable the direct control of small motors, buzzers and so on (Fig 1).

Data is latched onto the output lines by the command: POKE 9000, data.

The data is presented on the output lines in its binary form for example: If data = 1 then only the relay for bit 1 is energised. If data = 5 then the relays for bits 1 and 4 are energised.

The interface is memory mapped and may be addressed between 8-16k or 40-48k although address 9000 is usually used for convenience. This area was chosen since it is unused by the ZX81 operating system. The area is not however clear, containing a ROM shadow. If this shadow were to be left, the operation of the interface would be corrupted. For this reason, ROMCS is connected to A13 through a diode D9 so that it is pulled high, if any address containing A13 appears on the address bus (as at any address in the 8-16k ROM shadow). This disables the ROM when necessary without affecting the normal operation of the ZX81.

The output of IC3a will only go high if the computer is writing to memory (MREQ and WR low) in ROM or ROM shadow areas (A14 low). This signal is then 'ANDed' with A13 to ensure that the computer is not trying to communicate with ROM and this output (from IC4b) used to take the 'E' pin of IC6 high. This prepares IC6, an octal latch, for data transfer. When MREQ goes high again, the 'E' pin is taken low, the new data being latched onto the output lines on the falling edge. These lines are then used to drive the relays through TR's 1 to 7. The diodes across the relay coils protect the transistors from the back EMF spikes that occur when the relays are de-energised.

The select circuitry for the input port is essentially the same as for the output port differing only in that it provides an active LOW output when the computer wants to READ data. This output is used to enable IC5 (an octal buffer) which effectively connects the input lines directly to the ZX81's data bus.

IC's 7 and 8 are Schmitt inverters and serve to square up the input signal.

Memory expansion

Although the standard 1k ZX81 does not provide enough memory for any but the simplest of interfacing programs, the extra cost and power consumption of a 16k RAM pack are not worth while. Instead, this package contains a CMOS memory board which provides extra memory whilst actually lowering the power consumption of the ZX81. The memory board also serves to connect the ZX81 to the interface board.

IC2 is a 6116, 2k x 8 CMOS RAM. It is selected when both A14 and MREQ are low simultaneously. This decoding is essentially the same as that performed in the ZX81's ULA which normally selects the RAM when required. However, the RAMCS line cannot be used as it must be pulled high permanently to disable the internal RAM.

The design of the sensor board is simplicity itself, Fig 4. When Infra-red from one of the TIL38 IR transmitting diodes is reflected into one of the photo-transistors, its collector/emitter resistance falls dramatically, pulling the appropriate input line to 0V. When no IR is detected the resistance of the collector/emitter junction becomes extremely large and the input of the port is effectively left floating high. As the signals are inverted by the Schmitt triggers in the interface, a high will appear on the appropriate data line when IR is detected and a low when none is perceived.

The photo-transistors are arranged so that they may provide an indication of Trundle's orientation in a passage-way, where there are walls. Fig 6.

The chassis and motors are also supplied in kit form but the instructions make assembly an easy task. The motors are switched by the relays in the interface. See Fig. 7.

Construction

Provided you take care and obey a few simple rules, your circuits will work first time. Too much haste or carelessness inevitably leads to disappointment.

1. It is critical which way round most components are connected. With semiconductors, if you switch them on connected the wrong way round, you will not get a second chance; they are destroyed in a few millionths of a second. The legend on the printed circuit board will tell you the way the components should be connected.
The microchips have a ‘U’ shaped slot in the plastic package. This aligns with the ‘V’ shaped slot in the socket. The transistors have a tag on the case. The diodes D1 to D4, and D9, have a thick band at one end. The diodes D10 to D12 have the anode lead longer, and D13 to D17 have the anode (collector) lead shorter. The capacitor has a + sign by one lead.

2. Use a miniature soldering iron. When it has heated up, wipe the hot tip on a piece of wet sponge to clean it. Do this regularly to remove excess solder and flux. Hold the soldering iron so that it touches both the copper track and the component lead and after a few seconds apply solder to produce a ‘volcano’ shaped joint.

Sensor Board

Solder the 10Ω resistor in position (Fig 5). The infra-red detector transistors can be identified as they are transparent and smaller than the emitters.

Insert the transistor into its holes, making sure the emitter and collector are the right way round. Hold the transistor so that it stands 9mm proud of the board and solder it in place (Fig 8). Repeat the process for the other four transistors. Do not clip off these leads.

Now solder in the emitter diodes, noting that the longer lead goes to the 'A' sign. Position them so they are level
with the transistors, (Fig 9). Again, do not clip off the leads.
Cut a 22cm length of ribbon cable and strip off the white, grey and violet leads, leaving a 7-way cable. With a sharp knife, separate the leads from one another for a length of about 1cm at both ends. Remove the insulation from each wire for a length of about 2mm. Make sure the wire strands are tightly bunched together and solder one end to the 'minicon' terminals. You can then push the terminals into the 10-way housing (Fig 10). Do take great care when doing this work as odd straggling wires will cause shorts.

Take the 10µF tantalum capacitor and note that the longer lead is marked +. Offer the capacitor into position C4 with the + mark on the capacitor adjacent to the + mark on the board, and solder into place. Trim off surplus leads. The two 0.1µF capacitors, C2 and C3, can be put in either way round. Solder into place and trim off the surplus leads.

Take 13 of the Vero-pins and push them firmly through the holes P1 to P4, P9 to P12, P17 to P20, and P25 from the copper track side of the board until the collar touches the track. Solder them firmly through the holes P1 to P4, and solder into place. Trim off surplus leads. The two 0.1/AF capacitors, C2 and C3, can be put in either way round. Clip off the leads. The two 0.1/AF capacitors, C2 and C3, can be put in either way round. Clip off the legs. The two 0.1/AF capacitors, C2 and C3, can be put in either way round. Clip off the leads.

Solder in the multi-way edge connectors. Solder in the 0.1µF capacitor C1; this which will form the chassis (Fig 12). You should take particular care when drilling the holes for mounting the motors and sensor board as misalignment here could cause the device to perform poorly.

Assemble the motors and gearboxes following the instructions enclosed in the motor kit. Use four of the black gears and four space washers. You will find the motor will enter its housing more easily if the plastic label is peeled off first. Be careful not to apply excessive pressure when assembling as this may crack the casing. Ensure that the gears all move freely and oil all the moving parts.

Place the main output shaft of the motor onto a vice or similarly hard object (Fig 13). Place the wheel in position and tap into place. Do not use excessive force or this may bend the output shaft or break the plastic casing.

Bolt the motors into place with 6BA nuts and bolts, making sure there is a washer on top of the plastic mounting flange. This will avoid the flange cracking when the bolts are tightened up. Do not use excessive pressure when tightening up as this could break the plastic casing.

Fix the 4BA bolts into place. These act as skids, stopping the chassis rocking backwards and forwards. Bolt the battery box to the chassis using four 6BA nuts, countersunk 1in screws, spacers and washers. The spacers fit between the battery box and chassis to allow cable access and room for the skid nut. Take the free end of the cable from the interface board and peel the green and black wires away from the other wires for a distance of 6cm. Peel the red and brown pair from the orange and yellow pair for a distance of 4cm. Separate the yellow from the orange and the red from the brown for a distance of 2cm. Solder the yellow wire to the negative (spring end) of the battery box and the black wire to the other end (positive). Solder a 0.4µF capacitor across the terminals of each motor; it doesn't matter which way round they are fitted. Solder the yellow wire to the positive of the right hand motor; orange to the motor's negative tag; the brown wire to positive of the left hand motor and the red to the negative tag of same. (The positive is identified by a small + sign cast into the plastic.) Mount a U2 or HP2 battery in the battery holder with the positive pointing towards the left motor.

Attach the two brackets to the holes in the front with 6BA nuts and bolts. Bolt the sensor board onto the brackets with the track side up, with the cable leaving from the front of the board, and the bracket underneath the board (that is not on the track side Fig 15). Make sure the sensor board is level with the base of the box.

With the set of screws provided, screw the box together. The motor/chassis unit is now complete. Do not try pushing the unit forwards without power running through the motors or you may strip the teeth from the gears in the gearboxes.

The board is now finished. Check it carefully for solder joining tracks together. Also check that the components are inserted the right way round. The diodes and transistors have been left with long leads for final adjustments.

Chassis and Motors

Drill and cut the two parts of the box which will form the chassis (Fig 12). You should take particular care when drilling the holes for mounting the motors and sensor board as misalignment here could cause the device to perform poorly.

Assemble the motors and gearboxes following the instructions enclosed in the motor kit. Use four of the black gears and four space washers. You will find the motor will enter its housing more easily if the plastic label is peeled off first. Be careful not to apply excessive pressure when assembling as this may crack the casing. Ensure that the gears all move freely and oil all the moving parts.

Place the main output shaft of the motor onto a vice or similarly hard object (Fig 13). Place the wheel in position and tap into place. Do not use excessive force or this may bend the output shaft or break the plastic casing.

Bolt the motors into place with 6BA nuts and bolts, making sure there is a washer on top of the plastic mounting flange. This will avoid the flange cracking when the bolts are tightened up. Do not use excessive pressure when tightening up as this could break the plastic casing.

Fix the 4BA bolts into place. These act as skids, stopping the chassis rocking backwards and forwards. Bolt the battery box to the chassis using four 6BA nuts, countersunk 1in screws, spacers and washers. The spacers fit between the battery box and chassis to allow cable access and room for the skid nut. Take the free end of the cable from the interface board and peel the green and black wires away from the other wires for a distance of 6cm. Peel the red and brown pair from the orange and yellow pair for a distance of 4cm. Separate the yellow from the orange and the red from the brown for a distance of 2cm. Solder the yellow wire to the negative (spring end) of the battery box and the black wire to the other end (positive). Solder a 0.4µF capacitor across the terminals of each motor; it doesn't matter which way round they are fitted. Solder the yellow wire to the positive of the right hand motor; orange to the motor's negative tag; the brown wire to positive of the left hand motor and the red to the negative tag of same. (The positive is identified by a small + sign cast into the plastic.) Mount a U2 or HP2 battery in the battery holder with the positive pointing towards the left motor.

Attach the two brackets to the holes in the front with 6BA nuts and bolts. Bolt the sensor board onto the brackets with the track side up, with the cable leaving from the front of the board, and the bracket underneath the board (that is not on the track side Fig 15). Make sure the sensor board is level with the base of the box.

With the set of screws provided, screw the box together. The motor/chassis unit is now complete. Do not try pushing the unit forwards without power running through the motors or you may strip the teeth from the gears in the gearboxes.

The board is now finished. Check it carefully for solder joining tracks together. Also check that the components are inserted the right way round. The diodes and transistors have been left with long leads for final adjustments.

Memory Board

Solder in the six link wires and clip off the surplus leads. Solder in the IC sockets as before, ensuring they are pressed firmly home and the notch faces the same way as on the legend. Solder in the multi-way edge connectors so that the bar on the legend lines up with the locating peg in the socket. Solder in the 0.1µF capacitor C1; this may fit in either way around. Clip off the surplus leads.

Push the 74LS00 into its socket. The 6116 memory chip is sensitive to static electricity so precautions should be taken when fitting it. Always leave it in its box until required. Touch an earth if possible; then touching the pins as little as possible, plug the IC into its socket.
Cut off all excess leads. Inspect the copper tracks carefully to make sure you have not joined any tracks together with solder; if you have, remove it with the soldering iron.

You can now test the board. Plug it into the back of the ZX81 pushing it home firmly. Switch the computer on; you should see a 'K' in the bottom left-hand corner of the TV screen. Now type in: `PRINT PEEK 16388 + 256*PEEK 16389 'new line'`.

You should see the number 18432 in the top left-hand side of the screen. You can use the ZX81 with this board only, plugged in like this as the available memory is now nearly doubled.

**Main Interface Board**

Note that there are no components for relays RLE-RLH, transistors TR5-TR8, resistors RS-R8 or diodes D5-D8. This is because the interface board has been designed to be able to cope with future developments.

First install the link wires. Cut each wire about 8mm longer than the distance between the holes (marked with a bar on the board). Bend the bare ends at right angles to the length of the wire; offer these ends through the holes and solder into place. Trim off any surplus wire above the solder.

Solder in the six sockets. Note that they have a 'V' shaped notch at one end. This is to help orientate the chips the right way around. Solder in the 10-way 'minicron' plug assembly with the long shafts pointing out from the board. Take one of the BC109 transistors and note the tag which identifies the emitter. Push the transistor TR1 into its holes and solder into place. Trim off the surplus leads. Repeat the process for TR2 to TR4.

Take one of the 1N4001 diodes and note the silver band which identifies the cathode. Repeat the process for the other 1N4001's. Now fit D9 with the thick band on the diode lining up with the thick band on the legend. Solder in place and trim off the surplus leads.

Solder the resistors into positions R1 to R4, and trim off the surplus leads. These may fit either way round, but it looks neater if they are all the same way. Carefully offer the relay into position RLA pushing it firmly home, and solder it into place. Repeat the process for RLB to RLD.

**Assembly and Testing**

Take a piece of wood 10mm thick (approximately) by 4cm by 10cm. Push the main interface board into the memory board and the memory board into the back of the computer. Support the interface board by putting four sticky pads along the long narrow edge of the piece of wood, two on the bottom and two on the top. Place them, either by loosening the bolts holding the brackets to the box or if necessary, by melting the soldering joints and moving the components.

If it still does not read 31 on white paper you can tell which sensors are not receiving (Fig 17). If for example it reads 27, bit 4 needs adjusting. Bend the transistor gently towards the transmitter, this will increase its sensitivity. If it reads 28, both bits 1 and 2 need adjusting, and so on. Now check it by putting the sensors over a strip of black PVC tape. It should read zero; if it does not, the sensors are too sensitive. Move the appropriate receiver away from its transmitter a little. Re-check it over white paper again.

To use Trundle, you will need a problem for it to solve. The passage it travels along should be made of black 3/16 inch PVC tape on a white surface. We used an 8 x 4ft sheet of melamine covered chip board, but white-coated or painted hardboard would do. If you could find a large sheet of paper, even that would do but make sure it lays absolutely flat. Mark out your passage carefully in pencil first so the inside edges are 16cm apart. When you stick down the tape, don't stretch it or it will creep out of place. You should include left and right turns and dead ends as well as the end goal. An approximate diagram of our original passage-way is shown in Fig 18.

In the test procedure 'POKE 9000,10' turned on the motors, both going forwards, and 'POKE 9000,0' turned them both off. The rest of the POKE commands are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number Poked</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Reverse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Correct left drift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Correct right drift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Left turn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Right turn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 &amp; 9 also</td>
<td>perform about turns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Forward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>10 PRINT PEEK 9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>20 SCROLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>30 GOTO 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>'NEW LINE'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Any other number poked to 9000 may activate the motors but not necessarily producing a useful movement.)

Place Trundle on a piece of white paper onto which two strips of black PVC tape have been placed 16cm apart. Type in:

```
10 PRINT PEEK 9000
20 SCROLL
30 GOTO 10
'NEW LINE'
```

With the outer sensors directly over the black lines, you should see a series of 4s moving up the left-hand side of the screen. If not, move it gently from side to side until you do see 4s. If you cannot achieve a 4, go back to the adjustment section and adjust the diodes for bits 1,
2, 8 and 16. The number 4 appears because only the middle sensor sees white.

If there was only a tape on the right (from Trundle’s point of view) Bits 4, 2 and 1 would be activated, so you should read 7. Likewise, if there was only tape on the left, you would read 28 (16 + 8 + 4). Move Trundle about gently and try these.

You will need to know what the readings are if it drifts off the straight path. Since these will vary from one Trandle to another, you will have to find these out for yourself. Place Trundle between the two lines so it is reading 4. Now gently push it to the left; the 4 will change (to either 5 or 12). Now push it further, recording all the new numbers until it reaches 31. Repeat the procedure for right drifting and record your results. Make all your readings into a chart, thus:

**Reading**  | **Meaning**  
--- | --- 
4 | Going straight between two lines 
31 | No lines (coming out of a ‘T’ junction) 
0 | Line under all sensors (at the end of a dead end) 
7 | Only line to the left 
6 | Line to the left and Trundle drifting to the left 
5 | Line to the left and Trundle drifting to the right and so on . . .

Trundle has achieved its goal if it reads 27, since this is the only time 4 would be de-activated while the others are active. With lists of all the possible PEEKS and POKES in front of you, you can now . . .
### Hardware Components

**Capacitors**
- C5,6: 470nF Minidisc (2 pcs.)

**Miscellaneous**
- Case AC64: 1
- Trundle Motor Assembly: 2
- Trundle Wheels: 2
- Trundle Bracket: 2
- Battery Box HP2 Single: 1
- 6BA Bolt × 1/2in: 1 Pkt
- 6BA C/S Screws 1in: 1 Pkt
- 6BA Spacer × 1/2in: 1 Pkt
- 6BA Nut: 2 Pkts
- 6BA Washer: 2 Pkts
- 6BA Bolt x 1/2in: 1 Pkt
- 6BA C’S Screws lin: 1 Pkt
- Spacer 1/2in: 1 Pkt
- 6BA x 6BA Nut: 2 Pkts
- 6BA Shankwasher: 1 Pkt
- Quickstick Pads: 1

**Optional**
- B1: D Cell Battery (1 pc.)

### Interface Board Components

**Resistors:** All 0.4W 1% Metal Film
- R1-4 inc.: 4k7 (4 pcs.)

**Capacitors**
- C2,3: 100nF Minidisc (2 pcs.)
- C4: 10µF 16V Tantalum (1 pc.)

**Semiconductors**
- IC3: 74LS27 (1 pc.)
- IC4: 74LS00 (1 pc.)
- IC6: 74LS373 (1 pc.)
- IC5: 74LS244 (1 pc.)
- IC7,8: 74LS14 (2 pcs.)
- D1-4 inc.: 1N4001 (4 pcs.)
- D9: IN4148 (1 pc.)
- TR1-4 inc.: BC109C (4 pcs.)

**Miscellaneous**
- Ultra-min Relay 6V DPDT: 1 Pkt
- RA Latch Minicon Plug 10-way: 1
- 14-pin DIL Skt: 4
- 20-pin DIL Skt: 2
- Veropin 2145: 1 Pkt
- Bell Wire Blue: 1 Mtre
- Trundle Interface PCB: 1

**Optional items**
- R5-8 inc.: 4K7 (4 pcs.)
- D5-8 inc.: 1N4001 (4 pcs.)
- TR5-8 inc.: BC109C (4 pcs.)
- RLE,F,G,H: Ultra-min Relay 6V DPDT (4 pcs.)

### Sensor Board Components

**Resistors:** All 0.4W 1% Metal Film
- R2: 10R (1 pc.)

**Miscellaneous**
- Infra-red Emitter TIL 38: 3
- Infra-red Sensor TIL 78: 5
- 10-way Ribbon Cable: 1 Mtre
- 10-way Minicon Housing: 1
- Minicon Terminal: 10
- Trundle Sensor PCB: 1
- Veropin 2145: 1 Pkt
write a program! I would suggest the first thing you do is write a short routine to make Trundle run along a straight, correcting for drifts.

No, I'm not going to write it for you; that's your problem! Now do the same for dealing with bends. It is useful to know here that as you approach a corner, you can maintain a straight line on one wall. Also, if you stop when all the sensors see the black line at the top of a bend, Trundle is exactly in line to turn into the next passage.

Consider all the situations Trundle can get into and write routines for them. One of the most challenging will be to correctly get out of a dead end. Unless you are careful, you will find that on coming out of the dead end, Trundle will go back to the beginning again. To avoid this, you will have to arrange a 'flag' in the program to indicate that a choice between two possible pathways was made and if you do hit a dead end, you take the alternative pathway on coming out of it.

Uses of Trundle
Firstly note that you can install another four relays if you wish. Space has been left on the board for this. You will of course also have to put in the extra transistors, diodes and resistors.

The input port will also accept a total of eight lines. The relays can be used to switch any piece of equipment up to a maximum of 24 volts at 1 amp. Note that they are not suitable for switching mains electricity. To attempt this would be very dangerous. The input port will respond to any system that can produce a suitable voltage transition (Fig 19a).

In the dark, this will produce a logical high on the computer port at any derived temperature (Fig 19b). When the switch is open, the port will read a high (Fig 19c). When closed, it will read a low or if it is more convenient, the circuit can be reversed to give the opposite logic (Fig 19d).

You could monitor the doors and windows of a house with reed switches held closed with magnets. If somebody enters the house, the computer could be preprogrammed to recognise where the intruder had entered. Then switch on an alarm or tape recorder with a warning message. If you were to set this up permanently, it would be advisable to cut ventilating holes in the ZX81 case and preferably increase the size of the heatsink since the computer does get very hot when it is left on for long periods.

Use one of the original Trundle motors to move a conveyor belt made from an old bicycle inner tube. Objects moving along the belt could be monitored by placing light sensitive sensors along the belt.

For example, count total bottles passing along the belt with one sensor. Check that each bottle is upright. If one is on its side, stop the belt and use another relay to switch on a relay to turn off the computer and possibly alert the police.
The Complete Manager comes in four flavours, ranging from a menu system used to drive packages, to a full applications development system based upon a powerful database manager. (The terminology is confusing, because the name 'The Complete Manager' is used both for the whole suite of packages, and for the applications development system itself.) At the simplest level is the Executive Manager, which is essentially a shell providing the ability to construct menus which give access to other packages, both those written in The Complete Manager itself (for which it provides a run-time system) and third party application packages such as word processors, spreadsheets. A version which includes electronic mail and a diary is available for Unix-based systems. The Executive Manager can thus be likened to the kind of 'electronic office' environment provided by many of the suppliers of major office systems, but with the 'building blocks' constructed from a much wider variety of sources if the user requires that flexibility.

The second level of The Complete Manager is The Enquiring Manager, which is essentially a simple, single-file data management system providing basic facilities in the same part of the market as DMS++, Friday! and Trendisk. The Enquiring Manager is constructed from Complete Manager commands, but is itself menu-driven and reasonably simple to use. I understand that it was originally intended primarily as a demonstration of what The Complete Manager can achieve for ordinary users, and as a simple way in to The Complete Manager.

A number of users have, however, found The Enquiring Manager to be of considerable value in its own right, and it is being developed to provide additional facilities. These are functions which are available within The Complete Manager, but which can at present be accessed by users of The Enquiring Manager only by executing modules which they have constructed in The Complete Manager.

The Complete Manager is a powerful and flexible applications development system, which has at its core a database manager called MKFS. This database manager is also accessible to programs written in high-level languages where additional database handling functions are needed, or where programs need access to files created in Complete Manager applications. In this review, I'll concentrate on The Complete Manager as an applications development system, since the other parts of the package are generated by it or provide a subset of its facilities.

The Complete Manager is essentially a command-driven package which includes within it a command for creating menus, so that sets of Complete Manager commands may be grouped together and invoked from menus. Commands are of two types: immediate commands, which are executed as soon as they are entered (like statements without line numbers in Basic); and stored commands, which are executed when an EXECUTE or RUN command is issued. Any command can be made immediately simply by prefacing it with EX (for EXECUTE). The term 'stored' is a trifle misleading — it refers to the set of commands currently in memory, which may in turn include references to sets of commands stored on disk as macros.

The Complete Manager comes with a set of commands, called internal commands, which developers may use but may not change. They may, however, set up commands of their own, known as external commands in The Complete Manager, which consist of sets of internal and external commands: that is, any external command may include calls upon other external commands. This ability to nest commands — comparable with the use of true subroutines (more powerful than the despised Basic GOSUB) and with the DO command in Relational (which allows the passing of parameters) — is an extremely powerful feature, and one which gives developers' packages (such as The Complete Manager) control of facilities comparable with those of good high-level languages.

The Complete Manager stores records as fixed length strings of characters, or combinations of character and binary data. The structure of each record is fixed in the sense that each record must be identical in length, and in order and length of sets of data items of the same type (real numbers, characters, whole numbers). On the other hand, the structure is more flexible than such a description would suggest in the sense that field definitions and the information about how these describe the records are held separately from the records themselves, and any set of records may be described in several different ways.

This is an unusual approach for a microcomputer package. The Complete Manager allows up to ten data files to be open at once, and provides commands to facilitate their linkage. The Complete Manager is also unusual among microcomputer packages in being truly multi-user. It provides facilities for record locking and unlocking to prevent updating by more than one user at a time. This feature in part reflects its history as a package initially written for a large minicomputer — the Prime — and
then implemented on other minis running Unix and similar operating systems, as well as onto networked micros. The Complete Manager is a British product, written by Alternative Business Systems, and supplied and supported by Pipeline (part of the Tamsys Group) through its network of dealers.

Constraints
Size constraints are unlikely to worry people using The Complete Manager, but the absence of a special date format will be a problem for some, modified, to some degree by special functions for handling both dates and times. The requirement to have a unique primary key may also cause difficulty in some applications.

File creation and indexing
In order to be able to enter data into records, to amend them, and to analyse them to produce reports, The Complete Manager must be told the format of those records. There is, however, no permanent association between the description of a record format and the data file containing the records. Required definitions are set up using one of two Complete Manager commands, the main differences being in the amount of prompting available and whether amendment is available. When setting up a record definition, you specify for each field its name, type (which includes lists — that is, single dimension arrays), length in the record, and in reports, position in the record (which may be 'immediately following the field I defined last'), and, if you wish, other attributes such as whether the field should be restricted to viewing only. You also assign to each field a unit number, which is used within the Complete Manager's facilities for direct cursor addressing to design more carefully tailored formats with an appropriate file of data, for when you open a file you must specify the unit number used to reference it. (This has some parallels with the approach used by Basic for handling random access files.)

Every data file may have up to ten keys; these keys may be individual fields or they may be any section of the record which is contiguous, so a key may span more than one field or cover only part of a field. The keys are specified in the file is opened through the CREATE command; the first key specified is the primary key, whose value must be unique to each record. If you subsequently need to define extra key fields, you must copy the data file to a new file created with the required key specifications.

Within the Enquiring Manager, menu options are provided to enable you to set up record formats and create files without having to use commands and remember their method of use. This facility is implemented using The Complete Manager's ability to take information from the screen, and use it to create files and field definitions.

Data input and updating
When updating files, the first essential is to provide a set of field definitions for the file(s) you intend to update, and to open the data file(s) on unit numbers which match those in the appropriate field definitions; this allows The Complete Manager to relate each data file to its record definition.

The Complete Manager then provides a variety of ways in which to add and amend data. Probably the simplest is the BUILD command, which takes a file number as its parameter. The Complete Manager then presents a default screen format showing all the fields defined for that file number, and allows you to enter values into the fields. If you enter a new value into the primary key field, BUILD will add the record to the file. If you enter an existing value, The Complete Manager requests confirmation before overwriting the existing record.

More sophisticated entry and editing is provided by the ADD and CHANGE commands. Using ADD, you can set up a set of new values for the record in memory, and then save them as a new record. This allows you to accept data via your own screen formats, carry out any validation that may be needed, and calculate field values which depend on the contents of other fields.

The CHANGE command allows similar flexibility: it is prefaced by either the FIND or the NEXT command, to retrieve a specific record or to get the next record in the current key order. It is thus possible to work through a file in order by any key, and you can change the key used for this process.

The Enquiring Manager uses these commands to provide interactive entry and editing for one file at a time, using simple menus and lists of options. You can, of course, develop more complex systems in which several files are amended in one operation.

Screen display
When entering, amending or viewing data, you can either rely on the simple default format used by the BUILD command, or exploit The Complete Manager's facilities for direct cursor addressing to design more carefully tailored formats. This means that, using the DISPLAY command, you can place prompts anywhere on the screen, and using the ACCEPT command you can take data from any position. This involves specifying the row and column positions of the displayed information, either as absolute coordinates or relative to the most recent cursor positioning.

The Complete Manager does not, however, allow you to 'read' the current position of the cursor if it is moved by the user in an unpredictable way. As a result, the facility which The Enquiring Manager provides to allow you to construct your own simple screen formats must, since it uses The Complete Manager facilities, ask you for the column and row coordinates of each prompt and field — no paint-a-screen approach is possible.

In addition to the formatted screen formats using cursor addressing, The Complete Manager provides two view-only formats. The LIST command is immediate, and shows the values for every field for each record in a file using a default display format. The WRITE command works in a similar way to the DISPLAY command, but is intended for showing information which is only to be viewed, and not printed. Any report designed with the WRITE command can be displayed or printed, but its primary purpose is to give formatted reports for listing on the printer.

Printed reports
Any report which can be displayed can be sent to the printer, either by echoing screen input using operating system facilities (for example, CTRL/P in CP/M and MS-DOS) or by directing output to the system list device. System commands control the default dimensions of items such as page length, relating to the formatting control options in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig 1 Features and constraints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maximum file size</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Max record size (ch)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Max no fields</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Max field size</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Max digits</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Max prime key length</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Special disk format?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>File size fixed?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Link to ASCII files?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data types</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fixed rec structure?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fixed record length stored?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amend rec structure?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Link data files?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No. data files open</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No. sort fields</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No. keys</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Max key length</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subsidiary indexes kept up-to-date?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data validation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Screen formatting</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unique keys</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Report formatting</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Store calculated data</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Totals and Statistics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Store selection criteria</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>&gt;1 criterion/field?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wild code selection?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Browsing methods</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interaction methods</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reference Manual+</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tutorial Guide+</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reference Card+</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Online Help+</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hot-line?</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WRITE command. This command also allows the inclusion of headers and footers, and of system variables such as the date and the current page number of the report. When used with the ON command, it can output sub-totals (using keys as break fields) and performs various other formatting tasks subsequent to a new page.

The Enquiring Manager uses the facilities of The Complete Manager to allow the production of simple columnar reports.

Selection and sorting

In addition to the facilities already described for selecting individual records, there are two main ways in which you can select sets of records for inclusion in a report, or list using The Complete Manager's two methods of cycling through records in a file.

The EXECUTE command carries out the specified procedure once. If you want to carry out parts of the procedure on many records, you include them in one of The Complete Manager's repeat loops (see Tailoring) and then make any selection tests using the IF...THEN...ELSE...ENDIF commands. The condition used with the FIND command to include the usual comparison operators (equals, less than, and so on) together with string comparisons allowing you to test for whether a character field starts with, ends with or contains the test string. Where more than one criterion is used, you can ask for them all to be met, or any combination, using AND, OR and brackets to determine the correct order of evaluation. Where you simply want to carry out one set of commands once for each record on the file, you can use the RUN command. This cycles through the data file, executing each command in the named procedure once for each record.

You can attach selection criteria to the RUN command, so that the procedure is executed only for those records which meet the criteria. These criteria can be set up using the same tests and combinations as those described for the IF command.

Within The Enquiring Manager, you can attach conditions to the production of a report, and again these may include any or all of the tests and combinations described for the IF command. Sorting is achieved by using the index keys as sort fields. The Complete Manager allows the use of any or all of the keys for ordering purposes when producing reports. Within The Enquiring Manager, you are restricted to a single key for ordering reports. If you wish to change the way the file is indexed, you must copy the data to a new file which has been created using the new key definitions. The field definitions can be re-used, since they form a template laid over the physical data in whatever file it is stored.

Calculation

Calculations can be carried out on any numeric fields from data files, or on temporary variables defined as being held in 'file zero'. Arithmetic operators and brackets are available. There is also a 'scale' function, which allows you to have all numeric values scaled by 10 to a given power on input and rescaled on output, thereby maintaining values to a higher precision than would be possible if they were stored at their displayed precision.

Multiple files

Within The Complete Manager, files are referred to by number (which may be a constant or a variable); the connection between numbers and names is made by an Open Statement for each file. When processing two or more files, you can link them by reference to any key field in the subsidiary files and any field in the main file. Procedures carried out using RUN will use this process implicitly: that is, linkages are always attempted. Procedures executed using the RUN command work by reading in one record at a time from the main file in use with an appropriate set of file definitions.

If we suppose that such a set of definitions includes a field called 'dept', whose value is to be used to extract a corresponding record from another file, then the FIND command could accomplish such a linkage. The command 'find 1,2,dept' would take the value of 'dept' from the main file and use it to match the second key of the file opened on unit 1. This matching would be attempted once for each record in the main file.

Where procedures are carried out using the EXECUTE command, the same approach can be used but it may be conditional if you wish: that is, the FIND command may be included in IF loops. It is, of course, possible to check whether a FIND command has been successful. It is also possible to use any variable as the match for FIND, including values read in from the keyboard or calculated from other field values.

Tailoring

Many of The Complete Manager's basic facilities come within the range of features which are needed to enable you to tailor a system for your own or others' use. Among those not yet mentioned are the ability to include commands within a WHILE...ENDDW loop, to branch anywhere in the current procedure using GOTO (and I mean anywhere, including into IF and WHILE loops), and the ability to construct menus. These may include hidden options which are available only to the cognoscenti. For example, on the main menu, you can choose to press a single key then press 'esc' at any point, and to react in predictable ways to this key. It is also possible to provide screens of Help text through a 'short-cut' screen display command called MASK, which simply takes the file of text given and displays it on the screen in a sensible layout, replacing temporarily the previous screen image.

| BM1 | Time to add one new record | Inst |
| BM2 | Time to select record by primary key | Inst |
| BM3 | Time to select record by secondary key | Inst |
| BM4 | Time to select 20 records from 1000 sequentially on three-character field (same field as in BM2 key) | 4mins 15secs |
| BM5 | Time to access record using wild code | 37mins 40secs |
| BM6 | Time to index 1000 records on three-character field | 4mins 15secs |
| BM7 | Time to sort 1000 records on five-character field | N/A |
| BM8 | Time to calculate on one field per record and store result in record | 4mins 40secs |
| BM9 | Time to total three fields over 1000 records | 32mins |
| BM10 | Time to add one new field to each of 1000 records | 40secs |

Time to import a file of 1000 records: 20mins 6secs

Notes: NT = Not tested; NP = Not possible; + = including scrolling

Where two times are given, first is access to first record, second is access to each subsequent record.

Fig 2 Benchmarks recorded on IBM PC/XT, H
Any set of The Complete Manager commands may be grouped together to form a macro, and stored in a file in the local or system macro directory. Where this is done, you can call such macros with parameters which are substituted by the appropriate values when the macro is invoked. When the macro finishes, any variables altered within the macro will retain those values. In most respects, including the facility for immediate execution provided by prefacing the name with the EXECUTE command, macros are equivalent to internal commands. The main difference is that macro names cannot, as internal command names can, be abbreviated to their minimum recognisable length.

Creating and editing The Complete Manager macros is achieved by using an appropriate editor. If the editor is named ED.COM it can be called from within The Complete Manager, and can be used either to edit the source of commands currently within memory, or to edit a named file of commands and/or file descriptions. Such editing is facilitated by the RESET command, which clears the memory of all commands but leaves file definitions in place. This allows you to test several macros in succession without resetting file definitions as well.

Security & housekeeping

In a multi-user system, the commands LOCK and UNLOCK allow the system developer to protect records against more than one user attempting to change them at a time.

The Complete Manager includes facilities for copying and deleting files. It also has the ability to ATTACH to any directory, so that files may be located in any directory where the operating system provides these facilities. You can also execute operating system commands from within The Complete Manager, again if the operating system permits it: for example, on versions 2.0 and above of MS-DOS and PC-DOS.

Links with outside

An unkeyed MKFS file containing only character data is simply a fixed-format ASCII sequential file. To import data, therefore, one must ensure that the file contains fixed-length fields in the appropriate order, create a file in The Complete Manager specifying the appropriate key field positions, and then copy the external file into it. As you would expect, the implication is that ASCII sequential files can be used directly within The Complete Manager, but none of the direct access commands would then be available.

User image

It is always hard to judge the user image of a package which can be so completely tuned to the user’s requirements as can the two simple elements of The Complete Manager, namely The Executive Manager and The Enquiring Manager. In a sense it is unfair to try, since what any user will see will depend on what the system developer has made of the system. Probably the most it is fair to say is that The Complete Manager shouls be reasonably straightforward for most people to use, if rather pedestrian and limited in its function.

About the underlying development system, however, there need be no such hesitation. As someone who is used to command-driven systems, I found The Complete Manager easy to use. Online help is available, although most floppy systems could not accommodate The Enquiring Manager menus and macros, as well as The Complete Manager itself and all the Help files, on a single floppy disk. For this and other reasons the system is better suited to a hard disk system.

I would expect a novice user, however, to fare badly, although this is probably more the fault of the documentation than of the basic user image of The Complete Manager. On the whole, I would say that the difficulties a novice would experience are inherent within the nature of command-driven systems, where such Help as is provided is only in the form of text screens which can be summoned up by request. This means that, even at the beginning, the user must have a reasonable picture of the way the package functions to get anything out of it.

Summary

Supplier Pipeline Software
Tel (07535) 56747
Cost (£) £530/130
Systems 86, MS, PC, Unix, MU
Version reviewed 1.1
Type F, E
Features Three-level system: underlying package is command-driven, with up to 10 files in use at once, multi-user features, parameter-driven macros, all indexes kept up-to-date. Top-level Executive Manager is run-time system (£130).
Drawbacks Short fields, no date type (although functions provided), primary key must be unique.
Ease of use Acceptable for experienced users, although documentation poor. Levels 1 & 2 OK for novices, command level very hard.

Documentation

Such a verdict on the user image puts a premium on the quality of the documentation.

The introduction to The Complete Manager is in fact a discussion of all its features at a relatively simple level. I felt it to be lacking in two ways: there is little in the way of an explanation of the whole approach of the system (i.e. an introduction to commands, but no explanation of how they are actually used in conjunction with file definitions), and there are far too few examples. I found it quite hard going. I suspect that a novice user, who had mastered The Enquiring Manager and wanted to progress further, would find it very difficult indeed.

The reference list of commands also lacks sufficient examples. In addition, it suffers from an even more serious disadvantage: it is neither rigorous nor comprehensive. In some cases, the command description only gives the current usage of the command and describes how it is shipped should be reasonably straightforward for most people to use, if rather pedestrian and limited in its function.

Included with the software are two simple demonstration The Complete Manager systems; the commands used by these systems are listed at the front of the manual. Although not quite uncommented, there are insufficient comments to make it easy to follow what is going on, so what could have been the most helpful part of the manual is much less than it could be. A final criticism — the manual is A5, in typed format, right justified, an approach which does not make for the easiest of reading.

Conclusion

Novices wishing to use The Enquiring Manager should be able to get going without too much trouble, and that system can be used in a simple way. It is not, however, intended for people who will never need the full power of The Complete Manager, nor would it be cost-effective to buy the complete package just for that part. I do not believe that an inexperienced computer user, aided only by the current documentation and with a reasonable expenditure of effort, could come to grips with The Complete Manager at the command level.

For system developers, however, and for experienced users wanting a powerful and flexible data management system with multiple files, parameterised procedures and true multi-user capability, The Complete Manager would be well worth investigating. But even for such users, some improvements in the documentation would be highly desirable.
Light fantastic

Participate in an experiment with PCW and Channel 4 — it involves a new method of software transmission. The circuit has been conceived and implemented by Mike Daley and Richard Theodossiades, and the programs by David Atkins; all three are from University College, Cardiff.

The new Channel 4 computer news and current affairs programme for serious computer users currently being broadcast (Monday 5.30-6.00pm from 11 February) offers its viewers a unique opportunity to participate in an experiment. We're all used to transmitting software by making electrons run up and down a wire, but now it's the turn of the photons.

During the broadcast of 4 Computer Buffs, a flashing white square will appear on the screen roughly where the TV AM clock usually sits. If you make a receiver by following the instructions below, you'll be able to pick up free software for the Commodore 64, BBC or Spectrum 48k micros, transmitted via the flashing white square.

Sounds crazy? At least one company we know of, Firstquad Ltd, has applied for a patent for a system which offers commercial data transfer rates and data security levels. If you're interested the

![Circuit diagram for the BBC Micro and Commodore 64](image)

![Circuit diagram for the Spectrum 48k](image)
Having constructed a receiver, you need to calibrate it for your particular TV set using the calibration program for your micro. Picking up software is then easy. Tune into 4 Computer Buffs, connect the receiver, load and run the receiver software, and press the space bar when told to. By the end of that edition of 4 Computer Buffs you’ll have a program in memory which you can save to tape or disk and run in the normal way. Note that the receiver board will only work with the 48k version of the Spectrum. Unfortunately the 16k Spectrum doesn’t allow the necessary control over timing.

The actual light detection is done by a phototransistor mounted in a sucker, which is fixed to the screen over the flashing white square.

**Construction**

To construct the circuit you’ll need a piece of veroboard, approximately 60mm x 40mm. The 74LS123 chip is mounted in a 16-pin DIL socket, rather than soldering it in directly. Care should be exercised when soldering the transistors to ensure that excess heat is not applied. Ensure also that the capacitor is put in the right way round, as it is of the electrolytic type and will blow up if connected backwards. The rest of the components are inserted as shown on the circuit diagrams (Figs 1, 2).

The phototransistor is mounted in the centre of the rubber sucker. The best type of sucker is that sold with hooks for the cups (Fig 3).

Try to make as small a hole as possible to achieve an air-tight fit. If necessary a blob of silicon rubber can be put over the hole to seal it (Fig 3).

The input to the BBC Micro is via the user port and is a 20-way (female) IDC connector. The user guide is misleading about the orientation of this plug.

**Procedure for receiving a program transmitted during 4 Computer Buffs**

The following steps should be carried out in a room with low lighting — definitely no direct light on the television screen.

Before 4 Computer Buffs is due to start, set up your computer as you would do normally, with the receiver board plugged into the port.

Load and run the receiving program:

**BBC**

- `RUN BBCREC`
- `CHAIN 'REC'`
- `CALL 900`

**Spectrum**

- `NEW`
- `LOAD 'REC'`
- `RUN`
- `LOAD 'TUNE'`
- `RUN`
- `SYS 49152`

Your computer is now ready to receive the software.

Switch on the television and tune into 4 Computer Buffs. When it starts, place the receiver sucker over the solid white block in the corner of the screen. Make sure that it is firmly stuck to the screen.

Just before the software is transmitted, you will be told to press the space bar on your computer. After this, the computer will start downloading the program. When the transmission has finished, save the program onto tape or disk using the usual instructions for saving a Basic program.

Before you try to run the software, it is advisable to switch the computer off and on again so that it is completely reset. Load the program back into your —computer using the normal instructions for loading a Basic program, and run it.

If you are using the same television set for your computer and for watching the television program, take care that you don’t accidentally knock any of the leads when connecting, or disconnecting, the television.

**Procedure for tuning the receiver board ready for the software broadcast**

The following steps should be carried out in a room with low lighting and definitely no direct light on the television screen.

The Basic programs should be typed in and saved onto tape or disk before carrying out the tuning or receiving procedures. The instructions for these procedures assume that the tuning program has been saved with the name TUNE. And that the receiving program has been saved with the name REC.

First set up your computer as normal, using the television set that will be used for the broadcast. Make sure the receiver board is plugged into the computer’s port correctly before you switch on.

Then load and run the tuning program:

**BBC**

- `CHAIN 'TUNE'`
- `CALL & 900`

**Spectrum**

- `NEW`
- `LOAD 'TUNE'`
- `RUN`
- `SYS 49152`

Adjust brightness and contrast, so that the writing on the screen is a clear white on a steady dark background. Make sure there are no streaks of light across the screen.

Place the sucker over the solid white block in the bottom right-hand corner of the screen. Make sure that it is firmly stuck to the screen.

If there is not also a '*' on the display in between the two pointers $\Rightarrow$ and $\Leftarrow$, adjust the variable resistor’s value so that one appears. Each time you change the value of the variable resistor, press the space bar afterwards. *This is very important.*

Now adjust the resistor in small steps, so that the '*' just disappears. Again, remember to press the space bar after every adjustment of the variable resistor. Before you can be sure that you have correctly tuned in the board, the tuning program should be left to run for as long as possible after you have made the star disappear. A time of 15 minutes should be adequate. If the '*-' reappears during this time then repeat this step again.

Once the board has been tuned in, you are ready to receive the broadcast of software. Now read the procedure for doing so.

Once you have tuned in the receiver board, do not alter the value of the resistor on the board, or the brightness, or contrast controls on the television.

**Check with a volt meter if you have one — look for GND and +5v. One wire must go from ground on the receiver board to one of the ground pins; another from the battery sealant**

*Fig 3 Mounting the phototransistor*
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Fig 4 Component mounting for the Spectrum 48k

Component list

Spectrum

Resistors

1 of 150k R1 1/4-watt carbon
1 of 100k R2 1/4-watt carbon
1 of 2.7k R3 1/4-watt carbon
1 of 1.8k R4 1/4-watt carbon
1 of 3.9k R5 1/4-watt carbon
1 of 22k Preset R6 1/4-watt carbon

Capacitors

1 of 6.8μF Tant bead C1
2 of 0.1μF Disc ceramic C2,C3

Semiconductors

1 of 7805
1 of 74LS123 1C1
1 of 74LS244 1C2
1 of 74LS138 1C3
1 of 74LS30 1C4
1 of BC108 TR1
1 of FPT100 From Tandy stores: Cat No 276-130 or 2N5777 (Phototransistor)

Miscellaneous

Rubber sucker from any ironmonger or DIY shop
28-way double-sided edge connector 1.90
Pair PP3 snap battery connectors
1-14 pin DIL socket, 2-16 pin DIL socket, 1-20 pin DIL socket

PIN 16 of the 74LS123 on the receiver board to five volts on the user port. The third and final connection is the OUT-PUT from PIN 13 of the 74LS123 to the user port pin B7.

The Spectrum does not have a user port as such. The edge connector at the rear of the keyboard has the entire address/databases and control signals on it. Therefore, to use the Spectrum, an address decoder and input port has to be constructed. The decoder consists of a 74LS138 three-line to eight-line decoder and input port has to be constructed. The chip is enabled from state non-inverting chip. For this experiment only data line seven needs to be connected; the chip is enabled from the address decoder (Fig 2). The power supply is derived from the nine volts at the edge connector, which is regulated, via a 7805 regulator, to give five volts to the board.

The edge connector can be a problem. Wafford Electronics can supply one for the Spectrum (28-way double-sided 0.1in pitch), or you can buy a 43-way, double-sided, 0.1in pitch con-
that there are 23 connectors edge on pin 2 will cause the output on opposite effect, so pin 2 goes low. pin 2 of the 74LS123. Darkness has the voltage at the base of Tr1 low, thus causing conduction which pulls the transistor switches the transistor on, Light falling on the base of the photo-transistor via the user port, which is a 12-way edge key. The input to the Commodore 64 is to the connector diagrams by sending an SAE sucker

Circuit operation Light falling on the base of the phototransistor switches the transistor on, causing conduction which pulls the voltage at the base of Tr1 low, thus switching it off and putting five volts on pin 2 of the 74LS123. Darkness has the opposite effect, so pin 2 goes low. The 74LS123 is a retriggerable monostable. With pin 1 tied low, a rising edge on pin 2 will cause the output on pin 13 to go high. It will revert to low after a time determined by the RC network (R5, R6 and C1), and is adjustable by means of R6. If the pulses arrive at such a rate that the next pulse arrives before the output goes low, the monostable retrigger so that it simply stays high the whole time. Readers can obtain a photocopy of connector diagrams by sending an SAE to the PCW offices.

Component list

Commodore 64 and BBC Micro Resistors

1 of 100KΩ R1 ¼-watt carbon
1 of 270KΩ R2 ¼-watt carbon
1 of 2.2KΩ* R3 ¼-watt carbon
1 of 3.9KΩ R4 ¼-watt carbon
1 of 2.7KΩ R5 ¼-watt carbon
1 of 22KΩ† PresetR6 ¼-watt carbon

*2.7KΩ for Commodore 64

1470KΩ for Commodore 64

Capacitors

1 of 6.8μF Tant bead C1

Semiconductors

1 of 74LS123 1C1
1 of BC108 TR1
1 of 2N5777 (Phototransistor) or

FPT100 from Tandy stores: Cat No 276-130

Miscellaneous

Rubber sucker from any ironmonger or DIY shop
20-pin IDC connector (for user port) (female) (BBC micro)
12-way edge connector (0.15in pitch) double-sided (Commodore 64)
Pair PP3 snap battery connectors 1-16 pin DIL socket

Fig 5 Component mounting for the Commodore 64 and BBC Micro
Following the first wave of integrated software packages such as Symphony, Framework and Open Access, which combine a spreadsheet, a word processor and a database, Mike Liardet looks at another trend — the so-called 'desktop' applications.

The idea behind desktop managers is to remove that clutter of address books, diaries and calculators from the top of the desk and embed them in the computer instead.

Some readers may consider a desktop manager to be of dubious value, replacing a few portable and accessible notebooks with an intimidating computer system. In one sense this is right. If the sole reason for getting computerised were to run a desktop manager, then this would be a bit like buying a Ferrari just to listen to its stereo. But anyone who is already computerised may consider a desktop manager a valuable asset.

Whereas integrated spreadsheet/word processor/database systems provide an environment for doing just about anything you could conceivably want, the desktop managers are more limited in scope but considerably easier to use. This article will take a broad look at three of them, all of which are for the IBM PC: Sidekick, QED+, and Spotlight.

The most striking thing about these systems is their similarity, in their core facilities at least. It is probable that they were all designed and implemented in ignorance of the others, yet there is an uncanny resemblance between them.

**Sidekick**

Sidekick was written by Borland International and is distributed in the UK by Altair Computer Software. Sidekick is by far the cheapest of the three systems, but that is no expense spared with respect to quality. It is supplied as a slim paperback manual with a copy-protected disk. The files on the disk can be freely copied, to a hard disk for example, but the original disk must always be present when Sidekick is first loaded. If this arrangement is too cumbersome then Borland will supply an unprotected version for 'a small extra charge'.

To load Sidekick simply type 'SK', then, following a brief message, control is returned to the operating system. If you are unfamiliar with desktop managers you can easily assume that something is wrong because nothing seems to have happened. Actually all the software has been loaded into memory, protected from being overwritten by anything else, and the operating system modified to respond to a special keystroke. The consequence of this is that, having loaded Sidekick, you can forget about it and use your normal software packages as if it weren't there. But press the CONTROL and ALT keys together, and up pops a Sidekick menu in the middle of your screen; you can use any of its functions from then on.

Once you are finished, the screen is completely restored to its original state and the original application continues as if there had been no intervention at all. The only overhead for Sidekick arises from the extra memory needed. If one of your applications already consumes all available RAM, it will not be possible to have Sidekick loaded simultaneously. The complete Sidekick program requires about 60k of RAM, and if this is only just too much, then the supplied disk offers some alternative incomplete versions which lack one or other of the facilities.

After pressing the magic key, an eight-option menu is displayed. Five of the options are for the five Sidekick applications, and there are also help, exit and setup options. Menu selection can be made in a variety of ways: by pressing a function key (F1 to F8 for each of the eight options); by pressing a single letter, usually the initial letter of the option; or by moving a horizontal bar which illuminates the current option. This may sound complicated, but it's very easy — the chances are that you are already familiar with at least one of these methods and can use that.

Sidekick has fairly extensive help facilities which are supposedly 'context-sensitive', but are actually only sensitive to the main menu and each of the applications. These are presented as pages of text which you can flick through using the arrow keys, and constitute a useful supplement to the manual.

**Sidekick's calculator**

WordStar behind the calendar/diary
The notepad facility is the first of the five Sidekick applications. When it is selected a notepad window appears at the bottom of the screen with the rest unchanged. This window can be moved, enlarged or shrunk using the function and arrow keys clearly outlined at the bottom of the screen. Text can be entered and edited into the notepad window in a fairly standard word processor fashion — in fact, Borland has unashamedly copied WordStar's keystrokes. It does not, however, implement all the WordStar facilities and is limited in capacity too, at least in the standard configuration. (You have the capability of modifying a present parameter — this is at the expense of extra memory consumption.)

Notepad does offer the chance to 'capture' text from the original screen into your notes. To do this, you press a function key which redisplay the original screen. You then mark the beginning and end of the text to be captured (using WordStar block beginnin and end keystrokes) followed by the block-copy command. The contents of the Notepad can always be saved on file.

The ability to write a note you need to do some calculating, then you can call up Sidekick's calculator. The notepad window is retained onscreen, and a picture of a calculator appears in the top right-hand corner. It has all the functions you would expect from a sophisticated business calculator, plus the ability to work in binary or hexadecimal arithmetic. This is a useful feature for programmers, and could be sufficient justification alone for buying Sidekick since real hexadecimal calculators are comparatively pricey.

As with all Sidekick facilities the calculator can be instantly accessed from any other software, so the hexadecimal facility is very useful when working with some of the standard debuggers. With the calculator it's possible to program one of the keys with the current numeric result, so if that key is ever subsequently used then it reproduces the number. This is an easy way of transferring numbers out of the calculator. When you have finished calculating, a touch of the EXIT key causes the calculator to be replaced by the original display and you return to whatever you were doing previously.

Sidekick also provides a calendar/diary facility. The workings of this option are certainly elegant and sophisticated, but I found it the least useful facility. I can see no reason to abandon my eminently portable old-fashioned pocket diary.

A more useful facility is the autodialer which can automatically dial, through your modem, any number in your telephone directory file. It can also recognise and capture telephone numbers off the screen left by previous applications — like a database system, for example.

Sidekick's final facility is simply an ASCII table — it displays all 256 characters together with their codes and other information. This may seem something of a make-weight facility, but it would be useful for anyone involved in software development.

**Spotlight**

Spotlight is produced by Software Arts, creator of the world-famous VisiCalc spreadsheet system. It offers slightly more facilities than Sidekick, and also costs rather more. The package is supplied as a spiral-bound manual plus disk, housed in a matt black box together with some extra leaflets. One of these leaflets is a Customer Support Plan, with a hotline telephone number in case you have any problems. My version has a US number, but I'm told the UK number is given now.

The supplied disk is copy-protected and must be loaded in the beginning and end of the text to be captured (using WordStar block beginning and end keystrokes) followed by the block-copy command. The contents of the Notepad can always be saved on file.

The Spotlight calculator is functionally similar to Sidekick's but does not have a hexadecimal or binary arithmetic option.

**Spotlight's calculator**

Spotlight offers six facilities. It does not have the ASCII code chart, but otherwise covers all the Sidekick options. Two facilities not offered by Sidekick are the filer and the index card file.

The index card file can be called up by pressing the SHIFT, ALT and I keys. In general all Spotlight's facilities are brought up by a SHIFT-ALT combination, plus the initial letter of the task. The initial loading operation for Spotlight only loaded the minimal control software to intercept special keystrokes, and so on. This means that in every case, following the keystroke, the code for the required task must first be read from the disk before the task can start. There is an irritating delay before you can use it which completely destroys the feeling of spontaneity which you quickly appreciate with Sidekick.

When the index card file is ready you are presented with a simple facility for compiling, viewing and searching index cards on the screen. The information on any given index card can be entered in a free format, and the cards are sorted on the contents of their first line. There are two display modes — one displaying a single card, the other displaying the card 'index': that is, all the first lines. Up to 500 cards are allowed in any one list and up to 36 lists can be accommodated, assuming your machine has the capacity. These lists are stored in separate files and are completely unconnected with one another. Unfortunately each list is only identified by a single letter or digit rather than a more meaningful name, so it may be difficult to recall which index list you want.

Spotlight's filer facility is used for manipulating disk files. At first sight this may seem an even stranger inclusion than Sidekick's ASCII table, as it does not provide much that isn't already available through ordinary DOS commands. However, as Spotlight can be invoked in the middle of another activity, this feature provides the option of controlling disk files from within other software. This can occasionally be useful, but can also totally confuse the original program if you're not careful — for example, you might delete a file it assumes is present.

The other advantage of Spotlight's filer is that it might be considered more user-friendly. Inexperienced users, in particular, may prefer to manipulate files through menu control rather than typed commands at the keyboard.

The notepad facility does not conform to the WordStar keystroke conventions which can be seen as either an advantage or disadvantage depending on your opinion of WordStar. Like Sidekick the notepad has limited capacity (eight pages) but unlike Sidekick this cannot be increased.

The calculator facility is functionally similar to Sidekick's but does not have a hexadecimal or binary arithmetic option.

**Spotlight's calculator**

Spotlight's phone book is really an alternative presentation of the index card filing. If name and number are placed on the first line of a card, the information will be sorted, and numbers rapidly looked up by viewing the cards in index (first line only) mode. Spotlight does not have an auto-dial facility.

Spotlight's appointments book stands a slightly better chance of prising me away from my trusty diary. It
has special facilities for setting up weekly meetings and offers an optional alarm— not to wake you up at the end of a meeting, but to alert you to the fact that one is about to start! The alarm sounds whatever you're doing even if you're not using Spotlight at the time, as long as the computer is switched on.

**QED+**

QED+ is the only British product of the three. The name is a mnemonic for Quantec Executive Desk. Quantec being the author of the system. Quantec aimed to produce a software package to perform all the personal management tasks that have hitherto been carried out manually, and accordingly it offers a few more facilities than Sidekick and Spotlight. It has rather more substantial manual and, yet again, a copy-protected disk.

The operation of QED+ is rather more conventional than the other two. When the system is first loaded, it does not simply disappear but displays a menu of the main options. One of these options allows you to set up to 10 different program names, and then run one of them. It's possible to return to QED+ from that program at any time with just a single keystroke, ALT, and function key 10. The original program can be resumed where you left off by repeating the keystroke. This facility is clearly less flexible than the others and would not be favoured by software developers, for example. However, the system is clearly aimed at business managers who might very well prefer this type of menu control.

Quantec also supplies QED, which is identical to QED+, but without any facility to run other software.

Many of the areas covered by QED+ will be familiar: diary, calculator, address book, and so on. But one of the most surprising inclusions is that of a critical path analysis facility, or project planner as it is sometimes known.

Critical path analysis (CPA) is an invaluable management tool that can be used for scheduling and progress-chasing projects. Unlike most of the desktop applications I have seen, CPA is generally available as a standalone product from a wide variety of suppliers. Most of the other desktop applications are too trivial to enjoy that status.

QED+ provides facilities for building up critical path networks on 'task pages'. A task page specifies a task (for example, recruitment) in terms of its duration, and in terms of the other tasks that must be completed before it (for example, rent new offices). QED+ imposes various limitations on network size (a maximum of 150 tasks) and the number of tasks that can precede a task is six. Each task uses the points of interest are when it can start and finish, and if there is any slack time (because it is waiting for some other preceding task). QED+ displays all this information on a task page and also provides a bar chart display, which gives the same information graphically.

QED+'s desk filing system is considerably more complex and powerful than Spotlight's index card filer, and Sidekick has no equivalent at all. It hinges on the idea of a 'form', which you can design to your own specification. Quantec used this facility itself to create some of the other applications for QED+, such as the address book. A form is built up with boxes on the screen, where information is destined to be entered. The type of information for each box can be specified for validation purposes.

Like its rivals, QED+ offers a calculator, diary, address book and telephone facilities. It has a day book and event file which automatically update the diary, and a number of other sophistications. Like Sidekick it has an auto-dialling facility, but as QED+ is a British product users should not anticipate any problems dealing with our telephone system. Among other things you can setup the auto-dialling to cope with a local PABX: that is, it will precede the number with a 9.

QED+'s Notepad facility is weaker than the other two products, being confined to free-form notes entered in a box on a form. Quantec excuses this on the grounds that a manager would prefer to use a word processor for notes.

**Conclusion**

Of the three systems, Sidekick emerges as excellent value for money. If you hold the view that many of the applications covered by desktop managers are tending towards the trivial, then Sidekick's price seems about right. It was also much the easiest to use, and only in part because it offers fewer facilities. Quite simply it's just very well engineered.

Sidekick may also have a special appeal for programmers with its hexadecimal calculator, ASCII table and excellent text editor - which is almost identical to the text editor released with Borland's Turbo-Pascal.

QED+ takes a much more serious view of desktop management. It has a heavyweight feel about it which makes it more difficult to use, but it does attempt to address itself squarely at the manager looking for software to help with his daily work.

The critical path analysis alone makes it worth the price, and the other multiple features could be considered a bonus.

Spotlight falls between two stools. It's certainly no better than Sidekick, but costs rather more.

**Summary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Sidekick</th>
<th>Spotlight</th>
<th>QED+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appointment book/diary</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCII table</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculator</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Path Analysis</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOS Filer</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-line Help</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index Card File</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note Pad</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone/address book</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autodial</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price (ex VAT)</td>
<td>£50</td>
<td>£125</td>
<td>£295</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The QED+ menu

The QED+ filing system menu
Most leading low cost Micros, eg BBC, Dragon and Sinclair QL love the MT-80 printer from Mannesmann Tally. It is fully hardware compatible and with a range of cable options, gives trouble-free straight through plug-in facilities.

You'll love it too, for its sophisticated looks, and its range of standard features, which include 80 col, 80 cps optimised bi-directional printing with dot addressable and line graphs, quick tear-off facility, friction and tractor feed, and easy change cassette ribbon. And all for an ex-VAT price of around £200.

Options include <55dBA sound reduction kit and 2K buffered serial interface.

The dealer who supplies you is supported by Mannesmann Tally, Europe's leading printer manufacturer. Your guarantee of continued support and assistance throughout the life of the printer.

Ask your nearest dealer for a demonstration, or phone us today for full details. Either Annie, Sall, Terry or Geoff will be only too pleased to help you.

MANNESMANN TALLY
THE FIRST NAME IN PRINTING
Mannesmann Tally, Molly Millar’s Lane, Wokingham, Berkshire RG11 2QT
Telephone (0734) 791619/791533 Direct Lines or (0734) 788711 Switchboard
There's more than one way to play chess in this month's pick of the best, and either way the pieces aren't friendly. But Tony Hetherington survives to review games for the Commodore 64, Apple Macintosh and Spectrum.

One night in Archon
Title: Archon
Computer: Commodore 64
Supplier: Ariolasoft
Format: Disk/cassette
Price: £14.95/£11.95

Ariolasoft is a company set up to import software under its own name. The US company providing the goods is Electronics Art, and Archon is one of its best. It's loosely based on chess, but each of the pieces is a magical creature in a fight between the forces of good and evil. Each creature has its own strengths and abilities, and becoming familiar with these is the key to success. They range from the lowly goblins and knights, which are slow and weak, to dragons and a phoenix.

The most important pieces on the board are the wizard (light) and the sorceress (dark). These characters cast a selection of spells which range from summoning the elements to healing injured creatures or shifting time.

The time-shifting spell alters the cycle that controls the colour of a symmetrical pattern of 33 delta squares. These go through a sequence of six colours from black to white, affecting fortunes in the battle which, in Archon, you have to fight if you want to take a piece.

When this happens, play shifts to a battle area where the two pieces face each other. Their strengths are represented by a coloured bar on either side of the screen which decreases as they are hit.

During the battle the pieces are controlled by joysticks, but they attack in different ways. The goblins and knights attack with clubs and swords, whereas the dragon breathes fire. The unicorn fires energy bolts from a distance, and the phoenix mobilises into a ball of fire which burns everything in its path. The most interesting piece is the dark side's Shapeshifter, which mimics whatever creature it is fighting.

You can either enjoy playing Archon against another player or be slaughtered by a computer opponent.

The prize is right
Title: Hedron
Computer: 48k Spectrum
Supplier: Firebird
Format: Cassette
Price: £9.99

Hedron is described by Firebird as 'the most challenging computer game ever written.' It is also a competition; those skilful enough to complete it will qualify for a tournament, with a Porsche 924 as the prize. But I wouldn't sell the old banger yet as it's a difficult game to play.

In essence it's a maze game in which you are a hedroid dropped into the
maze to destroy an enemy computer. This is not an easy task. The computer is defended by laser-shooting towers and 56 menacing white spheres that are reminiscent of the guardians in The Prisoner.

The spheres trundle around the maze, and are both deadly and impervious to your attack. They also impose a time limit on your efforts for, after a while, they will move into positions that make some routes impossible.

The towers, however, provide a more immediate danger as they shoot to kill on sight. They can be killed but only from behind. Unfortunately the chances are that when you kill one it will reappear elsewhere, as well as changing the direction of a few others.

To help you find your way around the maze, a 3D image is to the right of the main display. Below this map is a helix-shaped damage display, with the number of lines illustrating your current state of health.

Below that is a timer which is synchronised with the sphere movement, and finally, my favourite — a rotating hedroid which is colour coded to show the region of the maze that you are in. There are 12 regions and consequently 12 colours, which is quite an achievement on the eight-colour Spectrum. It is attained by mixing the existing colours to create shades of salmon, turquoise, gold and lilac. These additional colours are just an example of the technical expertise that created this game. Add to that smooth scrolling, and not only have you got an enjoyable game, but a serious contender for the Game of the Year award.

---

Wonderland chess

**Title:** Alice Through the Looking Glass  
**Computer:** Apple Macintosh  
**Supplier:** Apple  
**Format:** Disk  
**Price:** Approx £30

Alice is the first games program I've seen for the Macintosh. It's a chess variant in which you play Alice against a Wonderland chess set.

You start the game by selecting the piecethat you wish Alice to mimic. Most people will head straight for a queen but for a real challenge you should try one of the lesser pieces. To move your piece, you move a mouse-driven cursor to the required square and press. The game isn't played in set turns, so if you stop and think you'll be clobbered.

Luckily you are quickly resurrected and the action continues. The best strategy I have found is to click in several moves in advance, but you must have the mouse ready for when things go wrong. For example, avoid the hole that moves around the board swallowing pieces.

Your performance is rated by a score which is increased when pieces are taken, but points are deducted for a hammering. The theoretical maximum is 999 but to achieve this you must take all the opposing pieces, including the pawns once they have been promoted to queens, without being hit. But the prospect of nine queens is somewhat daunting.

Alice is an extremely professional, well presented game. Although the review copy was described as being pre-production, the game was supplied in mock book cover complete with velvet-like inlay and ribbon.

---

The great space hype

**Title:** The Great Space Race  
**Computer:** 48k Spectrum, Commodore 64  
**Supplier:** Legend  
**Format:** Cassette  
**Price:** £14.95

The policy behind Screenplay is to review only the best games. However, The Great Space Race has been hyped so much that we had to look at it. According to the hype, it was to feature movie-style graphics in a game that was to follow BMA award winner Valhalla.

Unfortunately the game falls sadly short of the hype, and the movie-style graphics are a nuisance: they interrupt the flow of the game. You deal in a particularly potent brew called Natof which is coveted throughout the galaxy. Unfortunately you can’t deliver the stuff yourself, so you have to hire traders from a motley bunch of drunks, psychopaths and crooks. These characters are more likely to drink the stuff themselves than deliver it.

Your problems increase with the intervention of pirates and the galactic police who want their share, not to mention the other racers. The fight sequences are particularly disappointing. They merely consist of drawings leaping unrealistically around the screen with the occasional line drawn between them. Also, the use of Basic makes the game slow.

The Great Space Race has an interesting plot, but is badly let down by its implementation.
Symphonic key

Title: Mastering Symphony
Author: Douglas Cobb
Publisher: Sybex
Price: Not available

It’s not as if purchasers of Symphony are short of something to read. This whopping packages (six floppies, needing no fewer than 320k or RAM just to boot) comes in a small plastic suitcase containing a 438-page Reference Manual, a 308-page How-To Manual, a further fat Introduction Manual, a separate Glossary and a Quick Reference Guide. To this manual mountain, and to America’s massive range of Symphony manual re-writes, Mr Cobb now adds another 760 pages and, if you weaken, will sign you up for his monthly Symphony User’s Journal, too. 'Patience is one of the keys to learning Symphony,' he asserts. You might need a good optician, too.

Symphony is at heart a spreadsheet, points out Mr Cobb, but not just any old spreadsheet. The act it has to follow is Lotus 1-2-3 with its half a million devotees. Once, way back in 1983, that was the IBM PC’s most powerful piece of figure-crunching software and an instant bestseller worldwide. Symphony has to surpass it and, moreover, has to compete with such robust rivals as Framework and Open Access. All combine awesome spreadsheet power with the current fashion for integrated graphics, word processing, database management and (all-American) communications. All take ages to get to know inside-out.

No question but that Cobb, author of a similar big-selling tome on Lotus 1-2-3, knows the score on Symphony, or that he believes it to be the bee’s knees. His text is commendably lucid, if wide-eyed at the wonder of it all. Not a whisper of any Symphonic shortcomings (such as the fact that the comms package supports only two modems, neither usable in Britain) and lots of praise for the word processor which is OK but scarcely any match for the best wp-only packages like Microsoft’s Word or Samna.

Still, Mastering Symphony is as thorough-going as it is uncritical and as such is a useful adjunct to the Lotus texts, good as they are. Cobb’s next job, presumably, will be to set about another brick-sized book for Symphony customers planning to use the extra speed and memory of a PC-AT. I feel for Mrs Cobb who, as is acknowledged at the start of this book, wondered if she
would ever see her husband again.

All graphics and gloss
Title: Creative Computer Graphics
Authors: Annabel Jankel and Rocky Morton
Publisher: Cambridge University Press
Price: Not available

Acapivating book, this, of the kind to be savoured over a pot of strong coffee and a box of thin mints. It’s a picture book, as opposed to as they come, with a bit of text attached to outline the history, the techniques and the applications of computer graphics at their most visually (and expensively) stunning. The disjointed text isn’t that wonderful, but the pictures are.

Jankel and Morton met at art school ten years ago and now run a video outfit called Cucumber — TV commercials are a specialty. It’s a pity, they say, that while inspired computer graphics are now accepted as an everyday tool for ads, for TV station identity sequences like the tumbling coloured bricks of Channel 4, or for animated titling like the opening sequence of Weekend World, no enterprise TV producer has yet risked a programme to exploit the entertainment value of sophisticated yet risked a programme to exploit the capabilities of text attached to outline the history, the techniques and the applications of computer graphics at their most visually (and expensively) stunning. The disjointed text isn’t that wonderful, but the pictures are.

Nevertheless, it is suggested that we get a sense of how to go about the idea of AI with typical reserve, thinking machines don’t seem to strike us as quite respectable.

Masoud Yazdani and Ajit Narayanan are lecturers at Exeter University (the former familiar to Electron users who get their guide to programming in the Acorn box). They are thus academics and no doubt thoroughly respectable. There’s no mistaking their studiousness as here they assemble a collection of learned, and at times stupefyingly impenetrable papers by more academics, (many from Exeter), on the discipline in question. The subject of what exactly Artificial Intelligence is and where it might or might not be taking us. Their purpose, they stoutly maintain, is not to draw conclusions — merely to encourage lively debate.

Debate we do get but lively it’s not. We get discussion of the computer in medical diagnosis or legal counsel. We get a discussion on the social and philosophical implications of AI. AI methodology is examined, AI in education looked at. It sounds interesting enough, but it would take a computer with a brain the match of Einstein’s to tie the threads together — the contributors’ lead-weighted style: ‘We consider that one of the biggest blocks to a healthy interaction between psychology and AI is what Pettitt has called AI-centricty. A common conceptual error of the AI-centric is the naive belief in a simple dichotomy between what Miller calls theory development and theory demonstration.’

There is a tremendous amount of thought-provoking, not to say brain-twisting argument and counter-argument in this book, but it is strictly for those who have some knowledge of its Basic, enjoy writing their own programs and have £7.95 to spend on Commodore 64 Subroutine, colour peeper, games routines, or small-time business and financial add-ons that will calculate interest rates or simply tidy up display formats. There are some 70 such ‘recipes’ — some trivial, some patching up the gaps in Pet 2.0 Basic, a few providing useful comms support, but it’s all rather Heath Robinson when set alongside more modern machines. Commodore 64 users generally have my sympathy, but as I was reminded the last time I was a bit snippy about this machine, there are an awful lot out there and thousands who spend our money researching into it. The cynic may well have a valid point.

Second best
Title: Inside Apple’s ProDOS
Author: John Campbell
Publisher: Reston (Prentice-Hall)
Price: £18.40 (paperback)

ProDOS, bubbles Mr Campbell, is Apple’s exciting new disk operating system with new commands, expanded and improved old commands, file management utilities, assembly data types, file types and new procedures — everything anyone could ask for the Apple II family.

True enough, I suppose, but what is undoubtedly a damn sight more exciting is Apple’s new family of Macintosh computers.

Still, this book is only for those who are stuck with early Apples and looking for an improvement on their DOS 3.3 capability. They should like it. Campbell describes in patient detail all that ProDOS is and does, and attaches examples and listings. I couldn’t fault it but I can’t pretend I found it an absorbing read. I dare say the same would go for any Apple user who’s laid hands on the incomparable Mac.

Suggested recipe for Commodore 64
Title: Commodore 64 Subroutine Cookbook
Author: David D Busch
Publisher: Prentice-Hall
Price: £7.95

If you have a Commodore 64, a sound knowledge of its Basic, enjoy writing your own programs and have £7.95 to hand, you shouldn’t hesitate. This little book spells fun.

What Busch does is provide a set of machine-specific subroutines for you to merge into your own listings (some will run on their own) and thus provide instant tricks like sound effects (gunfire, klaxons) an elapsed timer, joystick subroutine, colour peeper, games routines, or small-time business and financial add-ons that will calculate interest rates or simply tidy up display formats.

There are some 70 such ‘recipes’ — some trivial, some patching up the gaps in Pet 2.0 Basic, a few providing useful comms support, but it’s all rather Heath Robinson when set alongside more modern machines. Commodore 64 users generally have my sympathy, but as I was reminded the last time I was a bit snippy about this machine, there are an awful lot out there and thousands who spend our money researching into it. The cynic may well have a valid point.'
SPECTRUM BASIC REMOVER

This program will remove all, or least part of, a Basic program, but will leave the variables unharmed; thus it becomes possible to change Basic programs but retain the same variables. This is most useful if you use programs which run off the same data. It's not always possible to merge such programs directly, but with one program removed the second can be merged with the first's variables. This machine code can go anywhere in RAM — I find it best above RAM top. Users who don't have an Interface One should be able to convert it using the PRINT USR system. If you have a hundred-line Basic program, and you wish line 50 onwards to be removed, then all you do is load the HL register pair at USR #R to hold the value 50. If you wish all the program to be removed, then load the HL register with one. The USR function has been selected to act as the adapted calling command. The USR command, and all commands which immediately follow it, should be located on one multi-statement line; this should be the first line in the program. If you don't have an Interface One, then remove lines 10 to 240, and lines 280,290,540 and 550. Change the DEFWs' at lines 300 and 280,290,540 and 550. Change multi-statement line; this should be located on one which immediately follow it, command, and all commands calling command. The USR register with one.

This program is designed to allow the user to place the program above RAM top, then save it to tape. The data contains the code for the full listing of the machine code program.

Nigel Mossman

```
00010: basic removal routine
00020: using extended basic via
00030: INTERFACE ONE
00040: rst sarom i select ma
00050: in rom
00060: defw get# i collect
00070: next char
00080: actor
00090: cp usmr is it usr
00100: jr z,usr# jump if
00110: it is
00120: jp syer i else synt
00130: !
00140: user# rst sarom i select ma
00150: in rom
00160: defw next# i get next character
00170: !
00180: call syin i advance
to end &
00190: exit if
00200: checking synt:
00210: !
00220: !
00230: the above is not needed when not
00240: using interface one
00250: usrn# ld hi,100 i 1st line
00260: to be del
00270: eted
00280: rst sarom i select ma
00290: in rom
00300: defw addsea i call main
00310: rom this fi
00320: nd start
of line
00330: push hl i save a co
00340: py
```

QL WILD CARD FILE SPECIFICATION

A surprising omission from the QL QDOS operating system is the means to refer to files collectively by the use of wild card characters. For example, all microdrive operations (for example, DELETE or COPY) involve specifying filenames individually, which may be fine for a few files on cartridge, but what happens when the promised hard disk arrives? Trying to back up all or part of a hard disk one file at a time would be virtually impossible.

Users of most other operating systems are much more fortunate. Those who are accustomed to CP/M will be familiar with the following conventions: the symbol '?' is taken to match any single character, while the symbol '*' is taken to match any
Michael Bryant

**AMSTRAD DISPLAY TIPS**

**TAG** — extremely useful for printing literally anywhere on the screen. However, the printing is done with the graphic pen, and what the Manual doesn’t make clear is that if you want to PLOT or DRAW in one colour, then TAG and PRINT in another. If you need to PLOT x,y,new col (where x & y are offscreen), then PRINT. This also means that you might have to restore your previous coordinates and colour to continue with PLOT or DRAW. COLOURS — there are 32 available (see chapter nine page four of Manual). As numbers 27-31 duplicate five existing colours, only 27 are mentioned elsewhere. Nevertheless, commands such as BORDER 29 are valid. CONTROLS — characters 0-31 (except 0 & 13) can be embedded in PRINT statements, saving quite a bit of space. For example, try PRINT "CTRLL TEXT" instead of CLS: PRINT "TEXT", or PRINT "CTRL L" to produce BEEP.

**NOTE:** INK & BORDER (chrs 11 & 12) can be used. However bear in mind what was said previously about the PEN result of bit combination in each mode, remember that overlapping pixel colours arise from a logical combination of PEN colours. Try this:

1 MODE 1
2 MODE 2
3 MODE 3

**COLOUR MASKING** — use of CHR$(22) with text and CHR$(23) with graphics is one of the most powerful and difficult, perhaps, for beginners to understand in terms of the results achieved. Bearing in mind what was previously said about the PEN result of bit combination in each mode, remember that overlapping pixel colours arise from a logical combination of PEN colours. Try this:

1 XOR 3 = 3 (XOR &X00000001 XOR &X00000000)
Mixing your own paint

Is there any way I can use more than 16 colours on my Commodore 64? I can use extra colours, for example in sprites, but these must be chosen from the 16 available for background displays. I would like to be able to produce shading and graduated hues, as on an Atari or some of the new arcade machines.

Dave Waller, Canning Circus, Nottingham.

You’re stuck with just 16 colours on a Commodore 64, although the new Commodore machines (the Plus/4 and the C16) allow the shading you describe. On an Atari every point displayed can have an intensity (brightness) as well as a hue (colour), this means that shades of the same colour can be produced, giving the attractive results you mention.

The electronics of the Commodore 64 can generate only 16 different hue signals for the TV—these correspond to the standard poster colours you are used to. On a Spectrum there are only eight colours available but each can appear in bright or normal intensity, giving 15 possibilities (bright black looks exactly the same, however, as normal black; in fact the difference between bright and normal in most colours can be hard to distinguish).

On an Atari there are 16 colours, but each can be shown in a range of intensities—either eight or 16 different brightnesses, depending on which books you believe. Luckily there is a ‘trick’ which can enable you to produce the effect of extra colours. Imagine a block of colour on a TV screen, 20 dots wide by 20 dots high. 400 dots would be glowing, producing a solid block of colour, say, green. Now imagine that alternate rows in the block are set to black. You should have a grid of horizontal lines, but in fact what you see is a darker shade of green—the lines merge, spilling dimly into the black areas. The effect is destroyed if you look closely at the picture, but from a distance it looks as if you have produced a new colour. The effect may be better if you scatter the contrast ing dots (which can be in any colour) throughout the area to be shaded in a chequeboard pattern. A red and yellow check will look like red and yellow, a blue will look purple, and so on. This effect—a kind of computer tartan—can be used on any computer with a high-resolution display. It doesn’t work on a low-resolution display or a video monitor since the dots don’t merge. It’s called ‘stipple’ or ‘rule’ after the process used by some artists.

The Sinclair QL has built-in commands to generate stippled mixtures of its eight standard colour signals. Most IBM machines can produce stippled shades on a variety of machines to generate shading and 3D effects.

Connection conventions

I recently bought a Dragon 32 computer but I can’t save or load programs. The problem is that the cable which comes with the computer has small jack plugs at the cassette end, but my tape recorder, a Philips 3302A, expects DIN plugs. Is there any way I can use the tape recorder with the computer, or will I have to buy a new recorder?

Andrea Husbands, Wrexham, Clwyd.

In theory it’s possible to use the tape recorder just by changing the plugs at the end of the lead from the computer. You’ll need a two-pin DIN loudspeaker plug in place of the EAR jack, and a three-pin DIN plug instead of the MIC jack. These go into the sockets marked with a picture of a loudspeaker and a digit (1), respectively. You’ll need to experiment to find the correct way to wire up the two MIC wires to the three-pin DIN plug—one wire should go to the middle pin, and the other to one of the side pins.

In practice it may be more sensible to spend £10 or so on a low-cost, modern, cassette player with jack sockets already fitted. You don’t need to buy a special ‘computer compatible’ model—most of these accept just last year’s floats tared up with a tape counter and a few flashing lights. Some of them don’t even work reliably with common computers. You’ll get just as good service from a cheaper, general-purpose model.

Some hi-fi recorders are useless with computers because they incorporate clever circuitry to ‘process’ the sound. This makes it sound better to the human ear but confuses a computer, for which raucous beeps and buzzes have a special meaning.

The most common cause of unreliable loading is incorrectly set up tape heads. This is easily identified, since you experience problems loading other people’s tapes (or pre-recorded ones) but your own tapes load perfectly. The misalignment corrects itself on your own tapes—you record them as raw and read them back the same way.

Incorrect tape head alignment is a common fault on old machines. With heavy use or rough handling, the head, used to read a cassette, can move out of line, making music sound dull and data unintelligible to a computer. The more ‘tinty’ a recorder sounds, the better it’s likely to work with most computer models. It is possible to re-align the heads on a tape recorder, but it’s easy to make things worse rather than better unless you know exactly what you are doing.

Of course, it helps to clean and de-magnetise your tape heads regularly, using one of the kits available from most electrical shops, but this doesn’t usually make a great deal of difference—computers are quite tolerant of dirty tape heads (except on a microdrive system). Incorrect alignment gives much greater problems.

Some hi-fi shops or electricians will re-align tape heads for you but prices vary widely, from about £2 to as much as £20.

Translation frustration

I have recently changed from a Sharp MZ-80A to a BBC Model B. This has meant that all the data I had on cassette for the Sharp’s data-base is now incompatible with the BBC. As there is so much data on the cassettes it’s impractical to type it out again if there is an alternative. What I would like to be able to do is make the data compatible with a BBC data base.

Edward Wilding, Blaby, Leicestershire.

This is a very common problem, in business data processing as well as personal computing. Often companies use the same system for years rather than upgrade to a more useful or efficient one—they simply can’t afford the cost of converting all their data from one format to another.

Curiously enough, the essence of the problem is the low cost of computers: it does not last long before the data on a system is worth far more than the machine which processes it.

In your case there’s no easy solution. Both computers use special-purpose hardware to generate or detect a cassette signal, and they each use a different approach to the storage of data. Your Sharp cassettes will make no more sense to the BBC micro than a tape of Culture Club or Beethoven.

Data on a cassette is recorded as a series of clicks or tones. One pitch might correspond to a ‘1’, and another to a ‘0’, so that a stream of beeps or clicks can correspond to a program, or a list of data items. The actual pitches or timings used will vary from one computer to another, influencing the reliability of the recording and the speed at which it can be read.

Your BBC Micro uses different tones and a different speed to the Sharp, so you can’t just load the data as you would information recorded from another BBC. In fact, the Sharp data would be too fast.

Even if the tones were the same, the format might be different. This is the sequence in which data is recorded, the way file names and locations are handled, and so on. Every file contains extra information besides the data—its name, size, total value (for checking), and so on. These are recorded in micros that are different to various machines. There’s no standard format since each choice has advantages and disadvantages in terms of complexity, flexibility and speed.

Some computers encode cassette cassettes using software; a program might use simple
Commodore 64. I don't have very much money, so £20 is about the most I am prepared to pay. Could you recommend a suitable assembler, bearing in mind my price limit and the fact that I am still using tapes?

Daniel Procida, De La Salle College, Malta.

There are a large number of assemblers available for the Commodore 64 on tape, disk and cartridge. Most of them allow all the standard features of assembly language—mnemonics, labels, and so on. It's worth making sure, before you buy an assembler, that it conforms to a few basic criteria: it should be written in machine code (Basic assemblers are irritatingly slow); and it should be at least 'two-pass'—this means that you can refer to any labeled address in your program. Other useful features are macros (facilities to refer to a group of instructions with one name) and built-in debugging commands (to allow you to adjust memory values, start and stop machine code programs, and so on).

There is a big problem associated with learning machine code on a cassette-based computer. When you make a mistake in a Basic program, the most common result is an error message. You can then adjust the program and run it again. But the same cannot be said for machine code programs. The majority of mistakes in machine code cause the computer to stop dead or crash completely, losing all the contents of its memory. In other cases you can't find the mistake until you have re-loaded your assembler program, instructions, debugger (if any) and re-assembled the code. This will take several minutes on a cassette system.

It's much more convenient to have your assembler on a cartridge, so that you don't have to re-load it from tape every time something goes wrong. This may cost a little more than you planned (Commodore's own assembler/editor cartridge costs £24.95 at the time of writing) but the extra money will be well spent—you'll save hours in the first week of serious use. Almost all professional Commodore 64 programmers use cartridge-based assemblers.

If you just want to get some idea of what assembly language is all about, you might as well start with a cheap and cheerful program on tape. Mushroom Software, 193 Rommany Road, London SE27 sells a two-three-pass assembler on cassette for just £5.50, plus £1 for overseas orders.

More Ace space

Last year I bought a 3k Jupiter Ace. I would like to expand the memory, but I understand that the manufacturer of the computer, Jupiter Cantab, has gone out of business. None of the shops near my home stocks accessories for the Ace. Is there anywhere I can still get a RAM pack for my computer? Could I plug in the 16k RAM pack from my ZX81?

John Dewhurst, Middlesbrough, Cleveland

The expansion port on a Jupiter Ace carries the same signals as a ZX81 RAM pack. However, the signals are wired on the port in a different order, so you'll need an adaptor to enable the two devices to work together.

Despite the death of Jupiter Cantab there are still a few firms supplying Ace enthusiasts. The stocks of the Jupiter Ace, and add-ons, are now owned by a company called Boldfield Limited Computing. It sells most of the original add-ons including RAM packs (£23 for 16k), joystick interfaces, keyboard adaptors, and so on. They also stock a motherboard which has an Ace expansion plug on one side and a ZX81 socket on the other; you could use this to connect your Sinclair RAM pack to the Jupiter Ace. It costs £13.80.

For further details you should contact Boldfield at Sussex House, Hobson Street, Cambridge CB1 1NJ.

Dragon key mystery

I have a strange problem with my Dragon 32 computer sometimes it ignores keys when I'm typing quickly. For example, if I type LIST, the screen shows 'LST and I get a syntax error when I press ENTER. The problem occurs with some words but not others.

Is there something mechanically wrong with the computer? Why does it work properly when I type slowly?

Graeme Newman, Crown East, Worcester

Your problem stems from some sloppy system programming—there's nothing wrong with the keyboard of your computer. The Basic interpreter in the Dragon, and in the Tandy Color Computer, contains a bug which affects the way multiple key presses are detected. The computer is meant to have 'roll-over', which means that you can press the next key of any sequence before you release the first. Of course, this is only useful for fast typists—when you type slowly you press the keys one by one. Hold down the L key on your keyboard, then press E. The second letter appears even though L is still depressed. Now hold down L and press I; this time the second key is ignored.

The Dragon keyboard is wired up in groups of eight keys. The computer reads each group of keys and then works out which key is pressed by examining the resultant pattern. It keeps a record of the last key pressed, so that it can determine which is the 'next key' as your fingers 'roll' from one to the next. The snag is that this is not properly done on the Dragon—it ignores the second key if two in the same group are depressed, L and S are in different groups, but L and I are in the same group.

There's no easy solution to the problem—you have a choice of typing more slowly or writing your own keyboard routine. The bug is not confined to program entry: INPUT AND INKEY$ use the same code, and therefore also suffer from the bug. It has, however, been fixed on the Dragon 64.
The ZX Spectrum Expansion System. Only £99.95

Sinclair's complete alternative to floppy discs...

The ZX Spectrum Expansion System contains:
- One ZX Microdrive
- One ZX Interface 1
- One wallet containing four programs on Microdrive cartridge
- Microdrive demonstration cartridge
- One blank Microdrive cartridge
- Full documentation
- Connecting lead for Microdrive/Interface 1
- ZX Net Lead

The new ZX Spectrum +
Fully compatible with all Spectrum software and peripherals, including this Expansion System
Tasword Two word processor
Turns your ZX Spectrum into a high-quality word processor!
Tasword Two has all the essential features of professional word processing packages - move and copy, insert, margin settings, help pages, find and replace, and much more.
Written by Tasman Software Ltd.
Usual price (RRP): £13.90.

Masterfile filing system
Address lists... personal files... stock inventories... stamp or album collections... club records... recipes... if you can file it, you can Masterfile it!
Masterfile is a menu-driven filing and retrieval system of immense power. Display formats are user-defined, so the range of applications is enormous.
Written by Campbell Systems Ltd.
Usual price (RRP): £16.95.

Games Designer
Now, all you need to create original games are original ideas - and Games Designer! It has eight, very different, pre-programmed games for you to play as they are - or modify out of all recognition!
There's never before been an easier, more enjoyable, way into games design.
Written by Quicksilva Ltd.
Usual price (RRP): £14.95.

Ant Attack
The all-time classic 3D strategy game. Ant Attack combines stunning Escher-like graphics with fast-moving action and a real tactical challenge.
your task is to enter the walled city, seek out your captured partner, and escape. At all times you can choose from four angles of view. But beware: the city is patrolled by giant ants.
Written by Quicksilva Ltd.
Usual price (RRP): £6.95.

...includes this great set of Microdrive programs!
The unique ZX Microdrive system sets the Spectrum apart from all other home computers.
It gives you all the advantages of floppy disc drives - at a fraction of the cost. And tests show the Microdrives are faster than some disc drives.
Now, the complete Microdrive system comes in one package - together with four of the best-ever Spectrum programs, on Microdrive cartridges. This software alone would normally cost you over £50. Yet the Sinclair price for the complete ZX Spectrum Expansion Pack is just £99.95!
You'll find full details of its contents in the panel opposite.

ZX Microdrives—another Sinclair first! The ZX Microdrive is a revolutionary fast access/mass storage device. And it's the only truly affordable alternative to disc drives...
• Loads or saves up to 85K of program or data from Microdrive cartridges.
• Just 3.5 seconds to access a typical file.
• Only 9 seconds to load a typical 48K program.

The ZX Microdrive cartridge - a unique storage medium.
Smaller than a matchbox, the ZX Microdrive cartridge packs in a massive amount of data and programs. Each Microdrive cartridge holds at least 85K bytes of data or programs (that's 30 pages of A4 text). And you can store up to 50 different data files per cartridge, identified by titles of your choice.
Every cartridge comes in its own protective case. Simply remove the cartridge, slot it into the Microdrive, and it's ready to use.

ZX Interface 1—adds powerful new capabilities to your Spectrum.
ZX Interface 1 connects to the back of your Spectrum and controls up to 8 Microdrives. (Additional Microdrives are available for £49.95 each.)
It also gives you:
• An RS 232 interface - to link your Spectrum with full-size printers, other computers using RS 232 (the industry-standard interface) and provide data transmission over telephone lines, via modems.
• ZX Net - lets you set up a local area network of up to 64 Spectrums, for high-speed data communications between you and Spectrum-owning friends.

At your local Sinclair stockist—today! The ZX Spectrum Expansion System adds an exciting new dimension to Spectrum and Spectrum + computing. At £99.95 it's superb value too.
To find out more, call in at your local Sinclair stockist now!

Sinclair Research Ltd,
Camberley (0276) 685311.
sinclair, ZX, ZX Spectrum, ZX Microdrive, ZX Net and ZX Interface are Trade Marks of Sinclair Research Ltd.
Most bulletin boards that provide high-speed access in addition to the normal 300 bits/sec V.21 facility use the Prestel-type V.23 standard. This is fine as long as the BBS is talking to you, but when the roles are reversed, 75 bits/sec can become tedious: this is especially true if you want to upload software or a prepared message. The high-speed standard used in North America is Bell 212, which is equivalent to the CCITT’s V.22 and runs at 1200 bits/sec in both directions (full duplex). But the problem with V.22 in the UK is that modems are still expensive (around £500) as miracle chip technology hasn’t achieved this standard yet. This is a little surprising as Bell 212 is very popular in the US and Canada, and it’s compatible with V.22 at 1200 bits/sec.

As an experiment, Liverpool Mailbox will be providing a V.22 service, in addition to the normal V.21 (300 bits/sec) service, which should be operating now. It will be interesting to see how many V.22 users there are out there, and if this results in any calls from people in the US using Bell 212.

The ICL OPD
The new ICL computer, the One Per Desk, is an interesting development. The concept of combining the busy executive’s telephone-answering machine, micro, calculator and mainframe terminal in one unit looks like becoming the way of the future. It would also make a nice addition to any online computer user’s equipment.

I have been using a null modem made by Peter Inglis, and it performs very well. It’s very small, being hardly any bigger than two 25-way connectors. An added bonus is that it has two LEDs, one on each of the data lines, which flicker on and off as data passes; this can be a very useful feature when troubleshooting. The best news is the price — a remarkably low £9.50 plus 50p p&p. Mr Inglis can supply gender changers at the same price. Contact him at: 14 Arbour Lane, Chelmsford, Essex CM1 5RG. Tel: (0245) 267482.

RS232 troubleshooting
If you’re having problems using online systems, there are a number of common symptoms which will give you a clue as to where to look for the cause and cure. Here are the most common cases:

Nothing seems to happen: check that your modem and the one you have called have locked together. Has your modem’s carrier detect (CD) light come on? If not, you are probably calling a system that has incompatible modem standards — Prestel with a 300 bits/sec modem, for example. Try a different system, or change the settings on your modem if it’s a multi-standard type. Most systems operating in the UK are V.21 (300 bits/sec) or V.23 (1200/75 bits/sec). Most bulletin boards use V.21, Prestel uses V.23. Some systems provide both, either on separate numbers or by automatically detecting your mode when you call.

If the CD light comes on but nothing appears on your screen, try sending a few carriage returns (for PSS send two carriage returns followed by the characters ‘D1’, and another return). If you’re still not getting anything on your screen, then it’s possible that your computer is not sending (or receiving) data. If your modem has transmit and receive data (TD and RD) indicators, check that the TD one flickers when you type at the keyboard. Is the RD indicator flickering?

If you don’t have TD and RD indicators, the easiest way to check that your computer is transmitting and receiving properly is to set your modem to test mode (sometimes called ‘analogue loop’) if it has this facility. If it doesn’t, you can test the computer and RS232 interface by connecting the transmit and receive pins together (pins 2 and 3 on a standard 25-way connector).

In both these cases, with a terminal program running and set to full duplex, whatever you type on the keyboard should be echoed back to the screen. If not, it could be connection problems — are pins 2 and 3 the right way round? Alternatively, perhaps the lack of a control signal is stopping the computer from transmitting. Some software needs to see CD go high before it will start to send.

Try different software or investigate the state of the various pins with a voltmeter. A 6- or 9-volt battery can be used to set the various control lines high or low.

Garbled data: if you are receiving badly, or completely, garbled data when online, the most likely cause is incompatible word length and/or parity settings. The most common settings are 8-bit word, no parity, one or two stop bits, and 7-bit word, even parity, one or two stop bits. The number of stop bits is not as critical as the word length. Another cause of garbled data is a poor phone line. In this case, you will often get letters appearing when nothing is actually being sent; this is caused by noise on the line.

Missing characters at the start of a line: this is most likely to be caused by your
system needing nulls after carriage returns. The solution, for BBSs at least, is to look for the command that enables you to change your terminal configuration. It is often called FORMAT.

**Missing chunks of text:** this is probably caused by flow control problems. When information is being sent to you from an online system, there may be times when your computer needs time to catch up. This is especially true at higher speeds, such as 1200 bits/sec.

The usual way to pause output is to use a couple of ASCII control characters called X-on and X-off (the 'X' stands for 'transmission'). If you lose chunks of data, it's probably because your system is overloaded with incoming data and isn't sending an X-off character to request the sender to pause. Alternatively, it may be sending X-off and the sender doesn't recognise it, but this is unlikely as most online systems support X-on/X-off flow control. X-off is control-S (ASCII decimal 19), X-on is control-Q (ASCII decimal 17).

**UK free networks**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bulletin Board</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BABB5-Bath</td>
<td>(0225) 23276</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 9pm-8am weekdays, 9am-noon weekends; Atari-based system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BABB5-Felixstowe</td>
<td>(0394) 276306</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; Apple users' group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BABB5 TWO-Basildon</td>
<td>(0268) 778956</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; Apple users' group with special area for queries to Apple UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basug</td>
<td>(0742) 667983</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bettisfield</td>
<td>(094875) 378</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 9pm-9am daily; remote CP/M system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blandford Board</td>
<td>(0258) 54494</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CABB</td>
<td>(01) 631 3076</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBBS SW</td>
<td>(0392) 53116</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBBS Woking</td>
<td>(0626) 890014</td>
<td>1200/75 and 300/300 baud rates; 24 hours daily; jokes, jobs, reviews, news</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNOL Lancaster</td>
<td>(0524) 63099</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; Clinical Notes Online service, mainly for medical users; works in conjunction with a database on the Datastar network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computers Incorporated Newcastle</td>
<td>(0207) 543555</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; primarily business-oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forum 80 Hull</td>
<td>(0482) 859169</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 5-11.30pm weekdays, noon-11.30pm weekdays; Bell 103 standard, midnight-8am daily; international electronic mail, library for up/downloading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forum 80 SPA</td>
<td>(0926) 39871</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 11pm-midnightdaily; TRS-80 and Genie users' group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forum 80 Wembley</td>
<td>(01) 902 2546</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 7-10pm weekdays, midday-10pm weekdays; electronic mail, library for downloading; ring and ask for Forum 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamnet Hull</td>
<td>(0482) 497150</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 6pm-8am daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liverpool Mailbox</td>
<td>(051) 428924</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; electronic mail, program downloading, TRS-80 information; messages for PCW can be left on the board and will normally be read by us within 24 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mailbox-80 Stourport</td>
<td>(0384) 635336</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 6pm-8am daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Open Bulletin Board</td>
<td>(061) 7368449</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBBS-Mitcham</td>
<td>(01) 640 2617</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 7am-9pm Thursday and Sunday; BBC-based system with jokes, graffiti, electronic mail, and Atari and BBC sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG-Net CBBS London</td>
<td>(01) 399 2136</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 5-10pm Sunday; electronic mail, program downloading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microweb Manchester</td>
<td>(061) 4564157</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; Micro User magazine, mainly for BBC users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBBBS-North Birmingham</td>
<td>(0827) 288810</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; program downloading, TRS-80 information; messages for PCW can be left on the board and will normally be read by us within 24 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBBS Manchester</td>
<td>(061) 4271596</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIP-Sheffield</td>
<td>(0742) 667983</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 8pm-2am daily; ring-back system (dial the number, let phone ring once, and then ring back); messages, downloading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern BBS</td>
<td>(0243) 511077</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; remote CP/M system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stoke ITEC</td>
<td>(0782) 265078</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 7am-9am daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBBS London</td>
<td>(01) 348 9400</td>
<td>300/300 and 1200/75 baud rate (including Prestel compatibility); 24 hours daily; temporary number for the TBBS Nottingham system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBBS London Metro</td>
<td>(01) 341 7840</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; ring-back system (dial the number, let phone ring once, and then ring back); Atari-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WABBS-Worthing</td>
<td>(0903) 42013</td>
<td>300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; remote CP/M system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Every system has a facility to provide line feeds. The system won't accept your password: if it won't, even though it has been done so before, check that you are sending the correct case. Many systems see upper and lower case as different, and it's easy to get it wrong when the system doesn't echo it back to you.
David Barrow presents more documented machine code routines and useful information for the assembly language programmer. If you have a good routine, an improvement or conversion of one already printed, or just a helpful programming hint, then send it in and share it with other programmers. Subroutines for any of the popular processors and computers are welcome but please include full documentation. All published code will be paid for.

Send your contributions to Sub Set, PCW, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG.

Z80 floating point

As a somewhat delayed follow-up to its conversion of a 32-bit integer arithmetic suite from 280 to 6502 code (February 1982, PCW), Dennis May of London provides Subset with a Z80 suite to perform floating point binary arithmetic.

The suite acts on arguments anywhere in memory, indexed by the Z80's two 16-bit index registers, IX and IY. It returns the result in the six registers BCDEHL, ready for storage anywhere. The zero and carry flags are used to convey division by zero and overflow error information.

Each number in the format required by the suite is contained in six bytes. The first byte is the exponent and the second is the sign byte of which only bit 7 is actually used. The remaining four bytes form the mantissa, or fraction. The 32-bit precision is about the equivalent of 9.5 decimal digits. The range of the zero exponent to indicate that for a non-zero number, the mantissa is normalised so that for a non-zero number, bit 31 is always set. (Anyone wishing to try and improve upon the suite might like to utilise this fact — the sign bit can be stored in the high order bit of the mantissa, cutting variable storage by 1/6.)

The exponent is held as an 'excess 128' value; this is similar to the Z80's complement notation with which you should be familiar but has 128 (30H) as the zero exponent value with lower values negative and higher ones positive. The advantage of excess 128 over the familiar scheme of indicating signed numbers is that zero — the easiest value to test — signifies either overflow or underflow. Dennis also uses a zero exponent to indicate that the number is zero, making it unnecessary to clear the mantissa and reset the sign.

33-bit subtraction

One elegant feature of the suite worth commenting upon is the implementation of 33-bit arithmetic in the division routine FPDIV. If, in any iteration, the 32-bit subtraction of divisor from dividend fails then a borrow is generated. However, the previous iteration shifts the highest dividend bit out to carry and the subtraction would be possible if this bit were set. In fact the borrow in 33-bit arithmetic will be the inverse of the shifted out bit, and the algorithm used by Dennis simply replaces the 32-bit borrow by the complement of the shifted bit.

DATASHEET 1

CPU Z80

- HARDWARE
  - FETCH: arguments in RAM, MOPUP: none.
  - SOFTWARE
    - FETCH: none, MOPUP: 'NORMAL' and 'ROUND'.

INPUT

- FPDIV: Result in 8 bytes on stack addressed by IX.
  - FPDIVH: bits 15-17.
  - FPDIVL: bits 0-14.

OUTPUT

- FPDIVH: bits 15-17.
  - FPDIVL: bits 0-14.

- MOPUP: Result in 8 bytes on stack indexed by IX. All flags cleared.
  - MOPUPH: bits 15-17.
  - MOPUPL: bits 0-14.

ERRORS

- None

DATASHEET 2

- FPDIV: Result in 32-bit floating point number.
  - MOPUP: Result in 32-bit floating point number.

- MOPUPH: bits 31-32.
  - MOPUPL: bits 0-30.
### DataSheet 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>HARDWARE</th>
<th>RAM indexed by IX (Stack workspace within suite).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>SOFTWARE</td>
<td>None.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUT</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>C = rounding byte. D = byte above mantissa.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OUTPUT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>C = bit count for RESWRT.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| ADDM | + | Add mantissa of two floating point numbers. |
| Prev. | 2 | SUBM | Subtract mantissa of two floating point numbers. |

| NEMG | + | Negate mantissa of a floating point number. |
| Prev. | 2 | NEMG | Negate mantissa of a floating point number. |

**JOB**  
Set of three arithmetic utility routines acting on the 4-byte mantissas of floating point numbers.

**ACTION**  
Move numbers to stack workspace. Input mantissa set in BCDEHL.

**ERRORS**  
None.

**RES USE**  
A, B, C, D | stack workspace |

**STACK USE**  
None.

**LENTH**  

### Datasheet 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>HARDWARE</th>
<th>Memory containing the two numbers.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>SOFTWARE</td>
<td>None.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUT</th>
<th>IX, IY and indexed numbers unchanged. 2. A.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CY</td>
<td>Result in DECB, CY = 1 (Overflow).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ERRORS**  
None.

**RES USE**  
F, BD, DE, HL, IX, IY | stack workspace |

**STACK USE**  
22.

**LENTH**  
None.

**CYCLES**  
Not given.

### CLASS 2  2 | Discrete | Interruptable | xprovable |

### Memory Location Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory Location</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A, B, C, D</td>
<td>Floating point mantissa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX, IY</td>
<td>Floating point mantissa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NEMG**  2 | Complement negative mantissa stored in first number. |

### SUBM

Subtract mantissas of two floating point numbers.

### ADDM

Add mantissas of two floating point numbers.

### NEMG

Negate mantissa of a floating point number.

**JOB**  
To perform addition or subtraction on two floating point numbers, set input mantissa in BCDEHL, return a valid result in registers or error information in flags.

### ACTION

Move numbers to stack workspace. Input mantissa set in BCDEHL.

| IF | Neither number = B THEN: Return other number. |

### EQUAL

Evaluate mantissas, adjusting input, combine mantissas, set carry on overflow.

### ADD/MULT

Add or subtract mantissas with any necessary negation, equalise exponents, justify mantissa, store result in BCDEHL.

| Exit, result to registers, setting correct flags. |

**CPU**  
808 | HARDWARE | Memory containing the two numbers. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>SOFTWARE</td>
<td>None.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUT</th>
<th>IX, IY and indexed numbers unchanged. 2. A.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CY</td>
<td>Result in DECB, CY = 1 (Overflow).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ERRORS**  
None.

**RES USE**  
F, BD, DE, HL, IX | stack workspace |

**STACK USE**  
22.

**LENTH**  
None.

**CYCLES**  
Not given.
Our versatile Model 4 is a truly portable unit, and will run all Model 4 disk software and also Model III TRSDOS and LDOS disk programs (in Model III mode) without change - so a huge library is already available. Model 4P is compatible with the CP/M Plus* operating system which opens the door to literally thousands of applications! The TRSDOS 6 operating system lets you use extra memory as a superfast disk drive.

Unlike some transportables, it's big on features, such as a full 80-character by 24-line 9" green display that can be upgraded to provide optional 640 x 240 high resolution graphics. Its full-size keyboard features CONTROL, CAPS and three function keys. A 64K memory as standard and a 128K option means it is ideal for larger tasks.

The Model 4P is ready to go to work in any small business - you can prepare accurate balance sheets and income statements for a fast analysis of your company's profits, improve your cash flow by monitoring your receivables to speed up collections and identify bad debts, and optimize your payment schedule for maximum efficiency.

Thoroughly documented, the Model 4P comes with Microsoft** Disk BASIC and TRSDOS 6 operating system, owner and programming manuals, reference card, and an introduction to your computer that gets you started immediately. Housed in a hi-impact ABS case with built-in carry handle.

Specifications:
- Microprocessor: 4 MHz Z-80' A (2 MHz in Model III mode).
- Memory: 64K RAM, expandable to 128K. Provides for disk drive emulation in RAM, only 64K addressable from BASIC. Keyboard: 70-key typewriter-style with datapad, plus CONTROL, CAPS and 3 programmable function keys (F1, F2, F3). Video Display: 80 x 24 (Model 4 mode), 64 x 16 (Model III mode), or double-width 40 or 32 characters per line. Upper and lower case. Reverse video (Model 4 mode), 96 text, 64 graphics and 96 "special" characters. Language: Microsoft 5.0 BASIC. Sound: Obtainable from BASIC. Toggled "keyclick". Disk Drives: Two built-in double-density 184K 5¼" drives. External Connections: Parallel printer port, RS-232C serial port. Dimensions: 16⅞ x 13⅛ x 9¾". Power: 240 VAC, 50 Hz.

Send For Further Information to:
Computer Marketing, Tandy Corporation (Branch UK), Tameway Tower, Bridge Street, Walsall, West Midlands. WS1 1LA.

Name
Address
Post Code
Tel. No.

PCW13
Subscribe today, and take PCW for a 'Test Drive'. See how it handles, revel in the sleek design, the exclusive benchtests, the blinding editorial, the hot tips, the humour, the top writers—You won't be able to put it down!! If after three months you don't wish to continue your subscription we will refund your payment in full. So, get into gear and 'Test Drive' PCW today.
You have to buy, sell or swap equipment.

- **APPLE System ITT 2020,** 48k disk drive, dos 3.3, UCSD Pascal, 16k RAM card, printer interface, dos toolkit, assembler, Applewriter I, other software, E500. Tel: Coventry (0203) 418576.

- **COMMODORE CBM 3022** 80 col tractor feed printer with Pet graphics, E150. Tel: (0908) 583276.

- **CBM 4032/8032, 4032 9"** integral screen upgraded to CBM 4032/8032, 4032 9" with PET graphics, £150. Tel: COMMODORE CBM 3022 £395. Tel: Coventry (0203) 506285.

- **OSBORNE I. Excellent** manuals, Basicalc, Integral screen and cassette, E60. Tel: Brian on 0253-25679.


- **COMMODORE CBM 3022** 80 col tractor feed printer, with PET graphics, E150. Tel: (0908) 583276.

- **APPLE system ITT 2020,** 48k, disk drive DOS 3.3, UCSD Pascal +16k RAM card, printer interface. DOS toolkit, assembler, Applewriter I, other software, E66. Tel: Coventry (0203) 418576.

- **CBM4032/8032, 4032 9"** integral screen upgrade to 4032 switchable to 4032, runs all 80 column 8000 series software included, manuals, Basicalc, Pet printer and cassette, assembler. £650 Mr Brown.


- **COMMODORE 8096, 8050 disks, silicon office, JCL business ROM, Calcom Master, Whiper tip, Simpaly file, other sundries. Will split. Open to sensible offers.** Tel: 0926 34836 eves and weekends.

- **APPLE II plus, 48k,** with disk, monitor, joystick and software. Sensible offers only please. Possible swap for £300 CBM: Fareham (0329) 231873 after 6.

- **CBM128, with Digivismision resolution, 14inch colour monitor, RS232 and monitor leads unused (checked only) E255. Tel: 0729-22027 ever after 7.30pm.

- **IBM model three. Twin 100k mod, cassette and games software, over 30 disks, manuals, books, and paper, £185. Tel: 061-440 2318.

- **AMSTRAD CPC404, 16k switchable RAM, games £140. NEC dot-matrix printer, £595. Tel: 0758 86207 eve or 0908 402125 after 6.**

- **NEC PC8000, 64k RAM, 2 RS232, 1 parallel, 1 IEEE488 ports, expansion plus 2.5koin drives, CP/M, Basic, Z80 assembler, £50. Fontran compiler £150. Cambridge (0223) 312630 or 314225.

- **NEC monitors, green £60, colour £140. NEC dot-matrix printer, numerous fonts, E10. Cambridge (0223) 312630 or 314225.£595.**

- **Newcomer, green £60, colour £140. NEC dot-matrix printer, £270.**

- **COMPOZER One, two, three, four, software worth £50, and paper, £185. Tel: 061-440 2318. With all cables and paper, £325.**

- **BROTHER FP44 NLO** ergonomic typewriter with RS232 interface. Used very little. Complete, boxed with papers, £115. Tel: 01-640 0800 after 4pm.

- **SHARP MZ-80A, 48k** integral monitor and cassette, Sharp Basic and machine language books and tapes. Tel: Newcastle (0911) 255260.

- **COMPOZER 896Kk, 8200LP disk drive, Epson MX100, Wordstar, VisiCalc and lots software. Dual business. CP/M Softbox included to run Wordstar etc, E1,500 + VAT. Mr Somerville 021-706 9748. Home 056492 4129.£595.**

- **SIRIUS 1.2 256k** expansion card, Wordstar, Dr Base II, Rescue, graphics toolkit. New style, all cream finish and 15 colour printer. Keyboard. Boxed. Guaranteed. Sell to best offer around £1,400. Tel: Worthing 213174 (daytime).

- **TRON 200 Modular II Level II,** 48k, expansion interface, green screen monitor, lots of software, Forth, Pascal assembler, word processor, adventures, etc. Books and 80 micro maps. £150. Tel: Metheringham (Lincoln) 22109.
WRITING FOR PCW

Your chance to contribute to the magazine.

We’re offering readers a chance to get rich (well, at least richer) and to influence what’s published in the magazine — by writing for it. We welcome approaches from would-be writers, including those who have never appeared in print before. It’s often users with practical experience who have the most interesting things to say, so don’t worry if your prose is less than perfect, we can take care of the polishing.

If you have an idea for a feature write, with a brief synopsis, outlining the proposed structure and content. If your article is already written, then send it in for consideration. Remember to put your name and address on both the covering letter and the manuscript — along with a daytime phone number if possible. Manuscripts should be typed or printed out (dot matrix output is fine), in double-line spacing with ample margins top and bottom and on each side.

Any accompanying program listings should be supplied on disk or cassette, ideally with a printout as well.

We’ll try to return all submissions sent in with a suitable sae, but make sure you keep a copy of everything you submit as well.

Bear in mind that it’s worth taking a look at the Back Issues advertisement to see what sort of things we have already published — after all there’s no point in reinventing the wheel. And please be sure to tell us if you’ve contacted another magazine (perish the thought!); it would be very awkward if the same article appeared elsewhere. Frankly, we’re more likely to accept something which has been offered exclusively to us.

Finally, we do pay for published work — the rate is £65 per 1000 words, and payment usually follows about four-six weeks after publication.

DIARY DATA

Readers are strongly advised to check details with exhibition organisers before making arrangements, in order to avoid wasted journeys due to cancellations, printer’s errors, etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>London (Barbican)</td>
<td>Int Computer Graphics User Show &amp; Conference</td>
<td>Montbuild Ltd, (01)4861951</td>
<td>19-21 Feb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackpool</td>
<td>Northern Amusement Equipment &amp; Coin Operated Machines Exbn.</td>
<td>Jack Rose Exbsns Ltd, (01)8559201</td>
<td>19-21 Feb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London (Barbican)</td>
<td>PC Trade Show</td>
<td>EMAP Int Exbsns Ltd, (01)8373699</td>
<td>26-28 Feb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London (Olympia)</td>
<td>DEXPO Europe (Digital Equipment, Hardware &amp; Software Exbn.)</td>
<td>CGP Ltd, (01)5829256</td>
<td>6-8 March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glasgow (Anderston Centre)</td>
<td>Scottish Computer Show &amp; Conf</td>
<td>Cahners Exbsns Ltd, (01)8915051</td>
<td>12-14 March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA (Anaheim)</td>
<td>COMDEX/Winter (Computer Conf &amp; Exbn.)</td>
<td>Contact Interface Group Inc, 300 First Ave, Needham, MA 02194</td>
<td>21-24 March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London (Olympia)</td>
<td>INF0 85 (Information Technology &amp; Office Automation Exbn.)</td>
<td>BED Exbsns Ltd, (01)6471001</td>
<td>26-28 March</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LEISURE LINES

Quickie

This month’s quickie has an educational slant. In a mixed class of a certain school, each girl student can see as many girl students as she can boy students. But each boy student can see twice as many girl students as he can boy students.

How many boy and girl students are there in the class?

Prize Puzzle

I have a box full of equal sized ball bearings. The total number of ball bearings happens to be a perfect square greater than 4. It is possible to construct a triangular pyramid using every ball bearing.

What is the least number of ball bearings that I could have. Note — in a triangular pyramid, the layers contain 1, 3, 6, 10 ball bearings and so on.

Answers please, on postcards only (letters will be disqualified), to PCW Prize Puzzle, March 1985, Leisure Lines, 62 Oxford Street, London W1. Entries to arrive not later than 31 March 1985.

November Prize Puzzle

We had exactly 100 entries for this competition. Program running times to solve the problem ranged from five and a half days on a Spectrum to two minutes on an HP9816. But, since one HP9816 owner said it took 26 hours, I suppose the timings reflect the quality of the programming rather than of the hardware.

Some readers said it couldn’t be done, but, to show they are wrong, the required answer is 2199978, which divides with 8799912 exactly, giving a
Definitions A Prime number is a positive whole number which is exactly divisible by itself and unity only. Thus the sequence of primes begins 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, ... A truncatable prime number is a prime which yields a sequence of primes when successive digits are removed: always from the left (for a left-truncatable prime), always from the right (for a right-truncatable prime), or simultaneously from the left and right (for a shrinking prime). For example: 629137 is left truncatable since it is prime and so are 29137, 9137, 137, 37, & 7. 939133 is right-truncatable since it is prime and so are 939133, 933, 33, & 3.

The State of the Art Angell 10 and Godwin HJ 1977 Mathematics of Computation, vol 31 page 265, have tabulated, to base ten, the largest primes when successive digits removed: always from the left (for a right-truncatable prime), or simultaneously from the left and right (for a shrinking prime). For example: 629137 is left truncatable since it is prime and so are 29137, 9137, 137, 37, & 7. 939133 is right-truncatable since it is prime and so are 939133, 933, 33, & 3.

The winning entry comes from Mr. Clauses Malcolm from Sweden. Congratulations Clauses (or is it Malcolm?), your prize is on its way.

Prize winner

(Factorial n) + 1 is prime for the following n less than 231: 1,2,3,11, 27,37,41,73,77,116, & 154.

(A horrible decision to have to make, but against anything else Black simply removes the pawn on c6 and then builds up his central power-house.)

Kevin O’Connell bets on Chaos in the North American computer chess championship.

The game which follows was played in the last round of the 15th North American Computer chess championship, held in San Francisco last October. The game is proof of grandmother’s old saying that one should never bet on a proposition.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Move</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Black</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>d2-d4</td>
<td>c7-c5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>d4-d5</td>
<td>e7-e5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>e2-e4</td>
<td>d7-d6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>c2-c4</td>
<td>g7-g6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Nb1-c3</td>
<td>Bb8-g7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Bf1-d3</td>
<td>Ng8-e7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ng1-e2</td>
<td>O-O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 8    | Bc1-d2| A typical position out of the Old Benoni Defence, which shows the great progress made by programs in the last few years. It is very important here to retain freedom of movement for the f-pawns and both programs seem to understand this.)
| 9    | f2-f3 | Nb8-a6 |
| 10   | Bd2-g5| Na6-b4 |
| 11   | Bd3-b1| h7-h6 |
| 12   | Bb4-h4| g6-g5 |
| 13   | Bb4-f2| f5xe4 |
| 14   | Bb4xe4|       |

(Having e4 for his pieces promises White some advantage.)

14 | Bc1-f5 |
15 | O-O    | Qd8-d7 |
16 | a2-a3  | Na4-b4 |
17 | Qd1-b3 | Na6-c7 |
18 | Bc1xf5 |

(The start of an interesting but very risky plan. This makes the c6 square available to White’s queen. However, the net result of the whole manoeuvre is merely a very weak white pawn on c6.)

18 | Ne7xf5 |
19 | Qb3xb7 |
20 | Qb7-c6 |
21 | d5xc6 |
22 | Rb8xb2 |
23 | Ne2-g3 |
24 | Rf1xb1 |
25 | Nc3xb1 |
26 | Ng3-e4 |
27 | Ne4xb6 |

(A horrible decision to have to make, but against anything else Black simply removes the pawn on c6 and then builds up his central power-house.)

27 | Ne8xd6 |
28 | Bf2xc5 |
29 | Nb1-d2 |

Kg8-f7
DIGISOLVE offer you a way to increase your graphics speed and resolution. Using a high speed graphics processor, our cards draw lines and characters FAST. The graphics processor works in parallel to the host machine and gives you the power of using a co-processor specifically designed for graphics. With drawing rates of up to 1,500,000 pixels per second, lines appear instantly to speed up your plotting.

With the resolution, we offer new possibilities for software and systems, both in monochrome and colour on a large range of computers.

**COLOUR GRAPHICS CONTROLLER**

DIGISOLVE offer you high resolution colour graphics too. Designed to plug into any computer with a bus host adaptor. The VGP64 gives you 512 x 512 pixels in 64 colours. With its own vector processor and 384K bytes of memory, your computer can become a sophisticated graphics system. 64 COLOURS or 8 if you insist, not many dot 4096 COLOURS now you can really paint a picture. 384K BYTES OF RAM or 768K Bytes with 4096 displayed simultaneously. 2 PICTURE BUFFERS give you help with animation. GREY SCALE OUTPUT. EXT VIDEO SYNC LOCK available for making video tapes. APPLE, SAGE, PET, IBM, S100, VME BUS, RS232, centronics, all have interfaces available to make use of our fast hardware. New ones are coming along all the time so give us a ring if your requirement is not listed.

8 COLOURS £899, 64 COLOURS £999
4096 COLOURS £2000 + P&P + VAT

The above prices are box units including power supply but excluding computer interface.

SOFTWARE PACKAGES: Painting and Slide generation, Business graphics, Architectural 3D design.

**APPLE II**

DIGISOLVE's Apple II High Resolution Vector Graphics Processor card quadruples the screen resolution and saves using up your Apple's memory. The enhanced Applesoft support disc supplied with our card provides powerful graphic functions and simplifies the conversion of existing software. 512 x 512 pixels resolution. FAST 1,500,000 pixels per second. MEMORY an extra 64K on the card. TEXT to 85 characters by 57 lines. CURSOR drawing features. SOFTWARE 18 new functions are added to Applesoft and extra utilities too, all with source listing. OUTPUT to a dot matrix printer or save Images on a disc. PASCAL and TASC Compiles supported too. £399.00 + P&P + VAT


**VDU BOARD**

DIGISOLVE offer you the cheapest way to make a scrolling VDU with our intelligent 80 x 24 VDU card. With over 50 control functions, the card works up to 19.2K baud. 80 x 24 DISPLAY optional 40 x 24 or 40 x 12. TRUE DESCENDERS on properly formed characters in an 8 x 12 matrix. BLOCK GRAPHICS. FULLY SCROLLING display. UP TO 19.2K BAUD via RS232 communications port. KEYBOARD AND RS232 DATA INPUT. £180.00 (1 off) + P&P + VAT

**COLOUR GRAPHICS TERMINAL**

The new FRONTIER monochrome and colour high resolution graphics terminals are fully compatible with Tek 4014 terminals at an amazing price. The high line rate flicker free monitor and advanced electronics provide an exceptional graphic display terminal. 512 x 720 DISPLAY, 1K x 1K STORED PICTURE PAN, ZOOM & SCROLL to move the display about. LOCAL EDITING with macros and software definable character fonts. PALLETTE OF 4096 COLOURS. FLICKER FREE DISPLAY due to high line rate monitor and advanced electronics working non-interlaced. 19" SCREEN OPTION AVAILABLE. PRICES FROM £1495.00 + P&P + VAT

**CUSTOM DESIGNS**

DIGISOLVE have staff dedicated to design consultancy and are helping many industrial users with custom design packages. Our experience in designing display equipment, character or graphic based, and microprocessor controllers may help you with your special projects. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you require further details.
The Association of Computer Clubs (ACC), is the national representative and liaison body for computer clubs around the UK. It is a democratic, non-profit making association run by and for its members through a council consisting of representatives of the computer clubs that are paid up affiliates of the ACC.

The ACC runs a number of services for clubs and for computer enthusiasts interested in the computer club movement.

We offer a free, public liability, insurance scheme and a low cost, equipment insurance scheme for affiliated club meetings. A network of regional contact points is being set up (anybody interested in being a regional contact, please contact me), and we are active on the Prestel database with a network of public domain programs for the CP/M BIOS. Not to mention a variety of public domain programs for the expanded and unexpanded NewBrains, a version of Basicode and a large listing, controller module, the paged Basic and the paged operating system, disk controller module, the paged Basic and the CP/M BIOS. Not to mention a variety of public domain programs for the expanded and unexpanded New-Brains, a version of Basicode and a large number of languages. The club is affiliated to NewBrain user groups in Holland, Denmark and Italy; and is planning to hold meetings in Central London (possibly also Manchester and Scotland).

There has been a change of secretary at the Forth Interest Group (UK). The new man is Douglas Neale, 58 Woodland Way, Morden, Surrey. The group continues to meet on the first Thursday of the month in room 307 of the Polytechnic of the South Bank, London, at 7pm. The membership is now around 700 in total and it is proposed to organise local chapters of FIG outside London.

Serious business users might take note of the Sirius and Apricot User Club, Electron House, 27 Cardiff Road, Luton, LU1 1PP, or on 0582 4212214. Not exactly an amateur club, this outfit is run as a business — but if you are using Apricot or Sirius professionally you would do well to take a look. They run a telephone hotline, seminars, newsletters, disk count schemes, hardware and software exchange schemes, training schemes and much more.

BBC disk system users — have you joined the Format 4080 Club? It is run by Peter Hughes of 5 Marsh Street, Bristol BS1 4AA. The club operates by distributing a disk six times a year, containing both a newsletter and software for members to run. Both 5.25 and 3 inch disks are available. Other products are offered on special offers with each issue of the 'Club Disk'.

Memotech users may be interested in GENPAT, said to be the official user club for Memotech MTX and FDX systems. I understand that this club is recognised by the manufacturer. The annual subscription is £16, which covers 12 editions of the club magazine, 'Memo-pad', and 'all the usual benefits of membership of a user group'. Write to Mr K Hook, 3 Bulcock Street, Burnley, BB10 1UH, for details.

Orientally speaking, are you interested in the Sord-Pips Users Club? If so, contact Peter Kuhn, 134 Marlow Drive, North Cheam, Surrey SM3 9AS.

Texas Instrument TI 99/4A users may be interested in the TI 99/4A Exchange, which is the UK user group for this, now discontinued, machine. There is a quarterly newsletter called T1*MES featuring a wide variety of material included.

The annual subscription is £6, and the group (which is a non-profit organisation), is supported only by its members. For full details, contact T1994 Exchange, 40 Behall, Patcham, Brighton BN1 8UF.

REMEMBER: If you are interested in the ACC's services, or would like to find out about a computer club near you (or for your machine), or would like information for your club in this column, please write to me: Rupert Steele, 17 Lawrie Park Crescent, London, SE26 6HH, or call 01-370 0601.
BRITAIN'S BEST S/W PRICES?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discount</th>
<th>Discount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WordStar</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy Accounts</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotus 1-2-3</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperCalc II</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbo Pascal</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- WordStar professional — now only £275!
- We will endeavour to better any other advertised price in this issue, please call.
- Please call for anything not listed above.
- All goods will normally be delivered within two working days.
- Please state micro type, operating system and disc format when ordering.
- Please enclose cheque with order where possible including £1.50 VAT.
- We supply government, local authorities etc...
- We will endeavour to better any other advertised price in this issue.
- WordStar professional — now only £275!

The most common objection to the Commodore 64 is its abysmal Basic — anything remotely clever ends up as an encrypted tangle of POKEs. The program of the month turns the 64 into something usable, and gives a Basic programmer simple access to the sprites and music capabilities. In total 29 new commands are added to the Basic, all of which can be used in the normal way. As the program is in machine code, it can be POKEd in with the top of memory lower and the original Basic deleted. This way it occupies only a few hundred bytes, leaving plenty of room for a Basic program, and the commands operate faster than their equivalent POKEs.

Following the NewBrain assembler published last month, there's a machine code monitor of truly exceptional quality. Some of its more outstanding features that place it on a par with commercial products are: a program relocator that updates all the addresses so that the program still runs in its new location; a block move; intelligent search and replace; and a disassembler.

BBC owners can produce professional smooth scrolling of text and graphics with the smooth scroll routine published this month. Text on a graphics screen has always been a problem for Atari owners, but is elegantly solved with the Multi-Mode Text program. Although short it's very powerful when offering text in any graphics screen, and features numerous other niceties.

On the games side there's a Pengo-like arcade game for the Research Machines 380Z and 480Z, and multiplayer puzzle game for the Beeb with a clever computer opponent.

Finally, a few loose ends to tidy up. My apologies go to Jeff Aughton who wasn't credited in the intro to Simon Biggs' Golf program (November 1984). This was in fact a conversion of the original Pet Golf program written by Jeff and published over two years ago.

If N Thomas, author of the Commodore assembler program which was printed in the September 1984 issue would contact me, he may discover something to his advantage.

Although the first programs for the Amstrad, OL and MSX are drifting in, they are nothing compared with the demand for quality programs to be published. So, if you have written anything substantial or clever, then do send it to me.

---

GEMINI MULTINET

Galaxy IV
Central file server
Three workstations
A GM825 SUPER STATION
Five terminals. Software inc: CP/M, dBase II etc, with manuals. This system is almost new and in perfect order

£3,500

TWO RAIR BLACK BOXES

3/305 Hard disk
Insight 'Wordstar' terminals. Software inc: 'Wordstar', CP/M+ 2.3E, MP/M II etc, with manuals

£500-£1,200

Contact: DAVID NISSEN
01-521 7733

Other systems available — please ring for details. Apple systems in stock.

Program of the Month
Commmodore 64 Scroffs Basic
by David Gristwood

I like this program — not just because it's an excellent program that adds 29 new commands to Commodore Basic, but also because all the commands are fully described within the REM statements of the listing. Here's a brief description of the commands:

CLS — clears the screen.
PAPER X — changes the colour of the main screen(paper), X between 0 and 15.

EDGE X — changes the colour of the border, X between 0 and 15.

AT X,Y — is used in conjunction with PRINT to position text anywhere on the text screen.

JUMP X — calculated GOTO, jumps to the line number in X.

KEY — waits for any key to be pressed.

YNKEY — waits for either the Y or N keys to be pressed.

PAUSE X — pauses X seconds.
**PROGRAM FILE**

EXIT — switches off Scroffs Basic.
CFILL X — fills colour matrix and hence printed colour.
SFILL X — fills the screen with the ASCII character corresponding to X.
REPEAT UNTIL (cond) — normal REPEAT UNTIL loop.
FPOP — allows GOTO exit from a FOR loop without confusing the next FOR loop.
GPON — allows GOTO exit from a GOSUB without confusing the next GOSUB.
RVS — reverses everything on the screen.
VOL X — sets the volume and selects the envelope to apply to a subsequent sound command.
VX X — selects the voice (0 to 3) for subsequent sound commands.
PLAY X — POKEs the control register for current voice.
XSP X — is the x coordinate of the selected sprite.
YSP X — is the y coordinate of the selected sprite.
COLSP X — changes the colour of the selected sprite.
MOBCTRL X — turns on or off any combination of the three filters.
FILTFQ X — defines the cut-off frequency for a filter.
FILTER X — switches on any combinations of the three filters.
SPRITE X — selects the sprite for further sprite commands to act on, X between 0 and 7.

**MAKE YOUR OWN PROGRAMS**

After typing in and running the program, typing SYS 36864 will enable the extra to be used. After that it is possible to get rid of the program and use the commands for your own programs. LOADING and SAVEING programs will not effect Scroffs Basic—the only way to disable the commands is to switch off the machine or use the EXIT command.

---

**Data Buffers**

Don’t wait for printing to finish — no matter how fast your printer, your computer works faster.
Release that micro for more processing, seconds after giving the command to print out.
Save time by using a data buffer. And remember, computer time saved means operator time saved.

**Word-processing** and all print-oriented tasks can be speeded-up dramatically.

**Graphics and CAD output** — a data buffer is a must (or these applications).

**Cost-effective** time saving. From £37.50 for 16K of buffer memory (for use with Epson printers); 64K buffer memory with optional serial or parallel input or output £199. Full-featured (copy, output hold, etc) 256K buffer memory, £423. Prices exclude VAT. Trade, quantity, and corporate terms — please call.

**MICRO BUFFER DISTRIBUTORS**

1 Church Farm Lane, Willoughby Waterleys, Leicestershire, LE8 3UD.

**A'Line Computer Systems**

**A Micro for more processing** — a data buffer is the answer. With an extra to the BASIC you can get rid of the machine or use the EXIT command.

---

**MICRO MEDIA**

For equally incredible prices on: RIBBONS, LISTING PAPER, 8" DISKS, LABELS, and 3M 5" DISKS.

**DISKS**

**SAVE** £££££s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISK</th>
<th>SS/DD</th>
<th>DS/DD</th>
<th>SS/GD</th>
<th>Is/DD</th>
<th>MAX/DD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDC 5½&quot;</td>
<td>£10.90</td>
<td>£13.20</td>
<td>£18.95</td>
<td>£23.50</td>
<td>£28.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3M 5½&quot;</td>
<td>£13.90</td>
<td>£16.60</td>
<td>£23.50</td>
<td>£28.70</td>
<td>£33.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS/DD</td>
<td>£19.30</td>
<td>£22.75</td>
<td>£28.00</td>
<td>£33.00</td>
<td>£37.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM/SS/DD</td>
<td>£23.50</td>
<td>£27.70</td>
<td>£33.00</td>
<td>£38.20</td>
<td>£42.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX/SS/DD</td>
<td>£34.25</td>
<td>£40.10</td>
<td>£46.00</td>
<td>£51.90</td>
<td>£57.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Disk Storage**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISK</th>
<th>SS/DD</th>
<th>DS/DD</th>
<th>SS/GD</th>
<th>Is/DD</th>
<th>MAX/DD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 x 5½&quot; SEE 10</td>
<td>£1.95</td>
<td>£2.60</td>
<td>£3.25</td>
<td>£4.00</td>
<td>£4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 x 5½&quot; ABA Lock-ld</td>
<td>£13.50</td>
<td>£17.50</td>
<td>£21.50</td>
<td>£25.50</td>
<td>£30.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 x 5½&quot; ABA Lock-ld</td>
<td>£16.50</td>
<td>£21.30</td>
<td>£25.50</td>
<td>£30.50</td>
<td>£35.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 x 3½&quot; ABA Lock-ld</td>
<td>£17.00</td>
<td>£21.60</td>
<td>£25.50</td>
<td>£30.50</td>
<td>£35.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ring us for equally incredible prices on: RIBBONS, LISTING PAPER, DISKS, LABELS, ACOUSTIC HOODS, FIRE SAFES, ETC.

Cheques payable to MICRO MEDIA.

**MICRO MEDIA**

**MICRO BUFFER DISTRIBUTORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISK</th>
<th>SS/DD</th>
<th>DS/DD</th>
<th>SS/GD</th>
<th>Is/DD</th>
<th>MAX/DD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDC 5½&quot;</td>
<td>£10.90</td>
<td>£13.20</td>
<td>£18.95</td>
<td>£23.50</td>
<td>£28.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3M 5½&quot;</td>
<td>£13.90</td>
<td>£16.60</td>
<td>£23.50</td>
<td>£28.70</td>
<td>£33.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS/DD</td>
<td>£19.30</td>
<td>£22.75</td>
<td>£28.00</td>
<td>£33.00</td>
<td>£37.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM/SS/DD</td>
<td>£23.50</td>
<td>£27.70</td>
<td>£33.00</td>
<td>£38.20</td>
<td>£42.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX/SS/DD</td>
<td>£34.25</td>
<td>£40.10</td>
<td>£46.00</td>
<td>£51.90</td>
<td>£57.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Disk Storage**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISK</th>
<th>SS/DD</th>
<th>DS/DD</th>
<th>SS/GD</th>
<th>Is/DD</th>
<th>MAX/DD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 x 5½&quot; SEE 10</td>
<td>£1.95</td>
<td>£2.60</td>
<td>£3.25</td>
<td>£4.00</td>
<td>£4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 x 5½&quot; ABA Lock-ld</td>
<td>£13.50</td>
<td>£17.50</td>
<td>£21.50</td>
<td>£25.50</td>
<td>£30.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 x 5½&quot; ABA Lock-ld</td>
<td>£16.50</td>
<td>£21.30</td>
<td>£25.50</td>
<td>£30.50</td>
<td>£35.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 x 3½&quot; ABA Lock-ld</td>
<td>£17.00</td>
<td>£21.60</td>
<td>£25.50</td>
<td>£30.50</td>
<td>£35.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MICRO MEDIA**

**MICRO BUFFER DISTRIBUTORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISK</th>
<th>SS/DD</th>
<th>DS/DD</th>
<th>SS/GD</th>
<th>Is/DD</th>
<th>MAX/DD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDC 5½&quot;</td>
<td>£10.90</td>
<td>£13.20</td>
<td>£18.95</td>
<td>£23.50</td>
<td>£28.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3M 5½&quot;</td>
<td>£13.90</td>
<td>£16.60</td>
<td>£23.50</td>
<td>£28.70</td>
<td>£33.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS/DD</td>
<td>£19.30</td>
<td>£22.75</td>
<td>£28.00</td>
<td>£33.00</td>
<td>£37.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM/SS/DD</td>
<td>£23.50</td>
<td>£27.70</td>
<td>£33.00</td>
<td>£38.20</td>
<td>£42.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX/SS/DD</td>
<td>£34.25</td>
<td>£40.10</td>
<td>£46.00</td>
<td>£51.90</td>
<td>£57.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Disk Storage**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISK</th>
<th>SS/DD</th>
<th>DS/DD</th>
<th>SS/GD</th>
<th>Is/DD</th>
<th>MAX/DD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 x 5½&quot; SEE 10</td>
<td>£1.95</td>
<td>£2.60</td>
<td>£3.25</td>
<td>£4.00</td>
<td>£4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 x 5½&quot; ABA Lock-ld</td>
<td>£13.50</td>
<td>£17.50</td>
<td>£21.50</td>
<td>£25.50</td>
<td>£30.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 x 5½&quot; ABA Lock-ld</td>
<td>£16.50</td>
<td>£21.30</td>
<td>£25.50</td>
<td>£30.50</td>
<td>£35.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 x 3½&quot; ABA Lock-ld</td>
<td>£17.00</td>
<td>£21.60</td>
<td>£25.50</td>
<td>£30.50</td>
<td>£35.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ring us for equally incredible prices on: RIBBONS, LISTING PAPER, DISKS, LABELS, ACOUSTIC HOODS, FIRE SAFES, ETC.

Cheques payable to MICRO MEDIA.
**BEST UK SOFTWARE PRICES?**

Buy from TriSoft Ltd., the specialist software company formed by microcomputer consultants.

* Every 40 leading software packages (inc. Apple)
* Independent advice in making your choice
* Professional staff = network of consultants
* Most formats. All programs latest versions

**SAGE ACCOUNTS £259**

The new updated versions (1.5) featuring many enhancements: aim at only £259 (reduced from £375). Please telephone or write for our comprehensive price list.

We have Midlands and London based staff who are fully trained in the application and use of Pegasus software.

**OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES WELCOME**

**PROGRAM FILE**

- **2520 DDE=2:GOSUB 1400**
- **2540 IF A2="I2" THEN 2000:REM END OF ONE ROUTINE**
- **2580 PIKE ADDR,A21=ADDR+ADDR+1**
- **2600 GOTO 2500**
- **2980 REM**
- **3000 DATA 9000, WEDGE**
- **3020 REM # WEDGE**
- **3040 REM **
- **3060 REM**
- **3100 REM THIS IS NOT A NEW COMMAND FOR**
- **3110 REM BASIC. THIS IS THE MACHINE CODE**
- **3120 REM COMMANDS TO BASIC. IT IS CALLED**
- **3140 REM BY A 'SYS' CALL1**
- **3150 REM SYS 944099**
- **3160 REM OR**
- **3165 REM SYS 3824**
- **3180 REM THIS MUST BE USED BEFORE ANY**
- **3200 REM OF THE NEW COMMANDS WILL WORK.**
- **3240 REM**
- **3260 DATA A9,50,80,08,03,99,90,80**
- **3280 DATA 09,05,49,50,80,90,20,18**
- **3300 DATA A2,BD,00,9F,9D,ED,90,9F**
- **3320 DATA EE,81,02,E8,BD,00,9C,C9**
- **3340 DATA 00,50,8D,08,06,C5,AE,00**
- **3360 DATA 00,50,8D,08,06,80,9F,68**
- **3380 DATA 26,A0,00,4C,C3,90,A0,00**
- **3400 REM **
- **3430 REM **
- **3450 REM **
- **3480 REM **
- **3500 REM**
- **3520 REM THIS MUST BE USED BEFORE ANY**
- **3540 REM OF THE NEW COMMANDS WILL WORK.**
- **3560 REM**
- **3580 REM**
- **3600 REM**
- **3620 REM**
- **3640 REM**
- **3660 REM**
- **3680 REM**
- **3700 REM**
- **3720 REM**
- **3740 REM**
- **3760 REM**
- **3780 REM**
- **3800 REM**
- **3820 REM**
- **3840 REM**
- **3860 REM**
- **3880 REM**
- **3900 REM**
- **3920 REM**
- **3940 REM**
- **3960 REM**
- **3980 REM**
- **4000 REM**
- **4020 REM**
- **4040 REM**
- **4060 REM**
- **4080 REM**
- **4120 REM**
- **4140 REM**
- **4160 REM**
- **4180 REM**
- **4200 REM**
- **4220 REM**
- **4240 REM**
- **4260 REM**
- **4280 REM**
- **4300 REM**
- **4320 REM**
- **4340 REM**
- **4360 REM**
- **4380 REM**
- **4400 REM**
- **4420 REM**
- **4440 REM**
- **4460 REM**
- **4480 REM**
- **4500 REM**
- **4520 REM**
- **4540 REM**
- **4560 REM**
- **4580 REM**
- **4600 REM**
- **4620 REM**
- **4640 REM**
- **4660 REM**
- **4680 REM**
- **4700 REM**
- **4720 REM**
- **4740 REM**
- **4760 REM**
- **4780 REM**
- **4800 REM**
- **4820 REM**
- **4840 REM**
- **4860 REM**
- **4880 REM**
- **4900 REM**
- **4920 REM**
- **4940 REM**
- **4960 REM**
- **4980 REM**
- **5000 REM**

**MICROMART**

**Valewells Ltd**

5 laboratory Microcomputer Systems

15 CLARENCE PARADE

CHELTENHAM GL50 3PA

Telephone (0264) 373025

Is your micro in touch with the real world?

The VIS1 intelligent interface provides the connection, with:

- 8,12 & 16 bit DAc's and ADCs
- Isolated parallel input and output
- Timing, counting and frequency metering
- Programmable gain amplifiers
- Signal multiplexing and filtering
- Transducer conditioning

8,16 or 32K RAM, 16K ROM, 2MHz 6809
RS-232 or IEEE-488 versions

**WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL £399 **

All prices exclude VAT and carriage

If you see any of these products genuinely advertised at a lower price we will improve upon that offer in most cases.

Please phone or write for our comprehensive price list.

DEALER, CONSULTANT, GOVERNMENT AND OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES WELCOME

TriSoftLtd

Castle House, Lea, Matlock

Derbyshire DE4 5GL

Tel: 062984383/719

**Is your micro in touch with the real world?**

The VIS1 intelligent interface provides the connection, with:

- 8,12 & 16 bit DAc's and ADCs
- Isolated parallel input and output
- Timing, counting and frequency metering
- Programmable gain amplifiers
- Signal multiplexing and filtering
- Transducer conditioning

8,16 or 32K RAM, 16K ROM, 2MHz 6809
RS-232 or IEEE-488 versions

216PCW
**READ & PRINT**

**BAR-CODES USING ANY COMPUTER**

Bar-codes give a speedy and error-free means of data entry and provide a threatproof method of identification for any form or document. Typical uses include stock control, libraries, filing systems, security and checksum verification, print of sales terminals, spare parts identification, etc. Already many grocery products are bar-coded at source and many other areas of industry and commerce are following. Bar-codes will soon be commonplace. All encoding algorithms have been developed over a period of years and are recognised as being second to none. (Others use our software under licence, in their own products.) All bar codes may be scanned bifurcatedly, and our decoders really exceed the industry standard benchmark. (60% fast time read and one satisfactory error per million.)

All Altek decoders are housed in a smart instrument case (with "ink-in" for the scanning wand when not in use). In addition they all come with software to print bar codes on a standard dot matrix printer. (Epson or compatible), a complete bar code identification system at minimal cost.

**RS232 bar-code reader**

This microprocessor based unit decodes the bar-codes and converts it into ASCII for transmission to the host via a RS232 port. Complete with power supply and cables. Works with virtually any computer. Read rate, data format and optional checksum verification selectable with DIL switches.

**NEW system for BSC micro**

Raw input, incorrect input software. Switch on and read bar code rapidly. Nothing to load, no commands needed to start. Reads alphanumeric codes at power up and automatically inserts the data into the keyboard buffer so it is possible to control the computer entirely via bar coded data. Decodes ALL these formats: EAN13, EAN8, UPC-A, CODE-39 8 INTERLEAVE 2/5. As supplied is possible to control the computer entirely via bar-coded data. Decodes ALL these formats: EAN13, EAN8, UPC-A, CODE-39 8 INTERLEAVE 2/5. As supplied is possible to control the computer entirely via bar-coded data.

**Computer Books Ltd.**

Quick delivery, lots of new titles

**FREE send for our comprehensive list of computer books and software.**

Rickmansworth 777129 (24 hours)

**Or write:**

Computer Books Ltd.

Freepost

Rickmansworth

Herts. WD3 6FP

Telephone orders ring Eileen or Josie

Rickmansworth (0923) 777652

We aim to please so send off now
Now BASIC can do more... fast data handling, key record access, efficient file use.

It only has to...

**CALL MULTIKEY**

MULTIKEY works with Compiled and Interpreted Basic.

MULTIKEY accesses records by full, partial or combined keys.

MULTIKEY can handle multiple index files and joins data files.

MULTIKEY uses B-tree indexing for power with flexibility.

MULTIKEY can handle multiple index files and join data files.

MULTIKEY accesses records by full, partial or combined keys.

MULTIKEY is easily maintained, robust and adaptable.

MULTIKEY uses B-tree indexing for power with flexibility.

MULTIKEY can handle multiple index files and join data files.

MULTIKEY accesses records by full, partial or combined keys.

MULTIKEY is now available to give record access by key for programs written in 'C' and PASCAL.

Ready to use library routines £170 + VAT

Send for fact sheet NOW

---

**BEST SERVICE**

Micros, disk drives, printers, monitors

Printers

Smith Corona TPI £200

Daisy Step 2000 £239

Oki M82A £289

Canon PW 1080A £338

Epson FX 80 £235

Canon PW 1156A £425

All prices include VAT and carriage

**TSALES**

4 Falkland Drive

Kings Teignton

Newton Abbot

TQ12 3RH

Tel: Newton Abbot (0626) 64544

---

**STOP PRESS!**

MULTIKEY is now available to give record access by key for programs written in 'C' and PASCAL. 

Ready to use library routines £170 + VAT 

Send for fact sheet NOW

---

**BEST PRICES BEST SERVICE**

Micros, disk drives, printers, monitors

Printers

Smith Corona TPI £200

Daisy Step 2000 £239

Oki M82A £289

Canon PW 1080A £338

Epson FX 80 £235

Canon PW 1156A £425

All prices include VAT and carriage

---

**PROGRAM FILE**
Please add VAT to the above prices. Send large SAE for the full price list.

Software manual now available £39.25

CP/M manual including licence £39.50

Brain, superbly reliable £24.75

Specially chosen tape recorder for the New enhancement of the whole system. Brain, disk controller and expansion interfaces, Special matched housing unit holds New Eprom boxes £49.50

Large and small Power Supply Units

Disk Drives. Full range from £145

Expansion Interface 96k £229

Disk Controller £139

* Word Processing
* Financial spreadsheet

INCLUDING:

NEW BRAIN PROGRAMS,
CP/M AND CASSETTE - BASED
WE STOCK A LARGE RANGE OF

Just arrived and now in stock:–

New Brain

NEW BRAIN MODEL AD

Special Purchase

ONLY £149.95

FEATURES: 80 columns @ 4 character sets
2 cassette ports @ communications and RS 232 port @ display @ 32K @ expansion port etc.

Just arrived and now in stock:–

— Disk Controller £139
— Expansion Interface 96k £229
— Disk Drives. Full range from £145
— Large and small Power Supply Units
— Eprom boxes £49.50
— Special matched housing unit holds New Brain, disk controller and expansion interfaces, enhances the look of the whole system.
— Specially chosen tape recorder for the New Brain, superbly reliable £24.75
— CPM manual including licence £39.50
— Software manual new available £39.25

WE STOCK A LARGE RANGE OF

CP/M AND CASSETTE-BASED

NEW BRAIN PROGRAMS,

INCLUDING:–

— Financial spreadsheet
— Database
— Word Processing

AND MANY MORE

Send large SAE for the full price list.

Please add VAT to the above prices.
PROGRAM FILE

16100 REM CURRENT SPRITE UN
16040 REM *SPRITE
15620 REM !HE FILTER.
15500 REM FILTERS TO SWITCH ON OR OFF.
15460 REM ****************************
15400 DATA 9440, FILTER
15240 DATA 80, 15, 04, 4A, 4A, 4A, 85, 14
15180 REM
15080 REM
15020 REM ****** ****** *******************
14880 REM
14820 DATA 02, C8, C8, C8, C8, A5, 14, 99
14720 REM
14660 REM CAN BE USED FOR RING MOD ETC.
14600 REM NEW 'PLAY' COMMAND. 'PLAY' POKES
14520 REM ****************************
14460 REM ****************************
14560 REM
14320 DATA ZZ
14260 DATA 20, 8A, A0, 20, F7, B7, AC, B0
14220 REM (0 UR 4095
14160 REM ****** ******* ***** ***********
14000 REM
14020 REM FREQUENCY IS IN RANGE
14000 OHIO 9460, SPRITE
13920 REM (OF MUST RECENT 'VX' COMMAND)
13880 REM CUTOFF FREQUENCY
13840 REM ****************************
13800 REM *
13760 DATA 93F0, PLAY
13720 DATA C8, A5, 15, 99, 00, 04, 60
13680 DATA 02, A5, 14, 99, 00, D4
13640 REM WAVE.) E.G.
13600 REM OUTPUT, 2048 PRODUCES A SQUARE
13560 REM MUST BE IN RANGE
13520 REM SQUARE WAVE IS TO BE SELECTED
13480 REM WIDTH
13440 REM *
13400 DATA 93D0, PULSE
13360 DATA ZZ
13320 DATA 15, 99, 00, 04, 60
13280 DATA 02, CB, CB, A5, 14, 99, 00, D4
13240 DATA CB, A5, 15, 99, 00, D4, 60
13200 DATA ZZ
13160 DATA ZZ
13120 REM
13080 DATA 9460, SPRITE
13040 REM ************
13000 REM
12960 REM REQUIRES ONE PARAMETER - THE
12920 REM CUTOFF FREQUENCY OF THE 'VX'
12880 REM FILTER (SEE 'VOL' & 'FILTER')
12840 REM ****************************
12800 REM *
12760 DATA 9410, FILTFQ
12720 DATA ZZ
12680 DATA 00, 04, 60
12640 DATA 20, 8A, AD, 20, F7, B7, AC, B0
12600 REM
12560 REM 2048. E.G.
12520 REM CURRENT VOICE, SO OTHER VALUES
12480 REM SHOULD
12440 REM WAVE FORM OF THE CURRENT 'VX'
12400 REM *
12360 DATA 94F0, FILTFQ
12320 DATA ZZ
12280 DATA 00, 04, 60
12240 DATA 20, 8A, AD, 20, F7, B7, AC, B0
12200 REM
12160 REM REQUIRES ONE PARAMETER - THE
12120 REM WAVE FORM OF THE CURRENT 'VX'
12080 REM ****************************
12040 REM *
12000 DATA ZZ
12000 REM
11960 DATA ZZ
11920 DATA 20, 8A, AD, 20, F7, B7, AC, B0
11880 DATA 20, 8A, AD, 20, F7, B7, AC, B0
11840 REM
11800 REM 2048. E.G.
11760 REM CURRENT VOICE, SO OTHER VALUES
11720 REM SHOULD
11680 REM WAVE FORM OF THE CURRENT 'VX'
11640 REM *
11600 DATA ZZ
11560 DATA ZZ
11520 REM
11480 DATA ZZ
11440 DATA ZZ
11400 DATA ZZ
11360 DATA ZZ
11320 REM
11280 DATA ZZ
11240 DATA ZZ
11200 REM
11160 REM *SPRITE
11120 REM ************
11080 REM
11040 REM REQUIRES ONE PARAMETER - THE
11000 REM CURRENT SPRITE ON WHICH TO
10960 REM PRINT SPRITE CUPWAX ACT IE:
10920 REM "COLSP", "ISP" & "VSP", USE A
10880 REM XXX OR YSP TO DESIGNATE EACH SPRITE
10840 REM IN TURN. E.G.
10800 REM 10 FOR T=0 TO 7

MICROMART

PROLOG & LISP
We believe we have the widest range of high level declarative languages in Europe and will be happy to advise on your choice.

PROLOG INTERPRETERS
9-bit micro-PROLOG
PROLOG-1

16-bit PROLOG-86
micro-PROLOG-1

LISP INTERPRETERS
9-bit ToolsWise LISP/68
Lisp

16-bit ToolsWise LISP/86

VERY HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGES
9-bit muLisp/muLisp

16-bit muLisp/muLisp

EXPERT SYSTEM SHELLS
Micro Expert
APRS


grey matter
MICROMART

PROGRAM FILE
it_:_'.,

w

FORTH = TOTAL CONTROL
QL FORTH -AVAILABLE NOW
FORTH 83 from Laboratory Microsystems - the
professional FORTHs complete with full -screen
editor, macro -assembler, multi -tasking, turn -key
compiler, decompiler, binary overlays, file
maintenance and system utilities, example pro-

grams, and extensive documentation. These
FORTHs are available for Z80, 8086/88, and
68000 processors. State disc format with order.
A special integrated version is available for IBM
PCs and 100% compatibles. CPM-80 £95 + VAT,

CPM-86, MS/PCDOS £120+VAT, CPM-68K
£190 + VAT.

Cross -compilers - transport FORTH to different processors, generate ROMmable code, as
used to write QL Forth. The complete microprocessor development system - from £225.

Choose targets from - 6502, 6511Q, 8080,

8086/88, Z80, 6800, 6301/6801, 6809, 68000,
1802, Z8, 8070, 99xxx, Z8000, LSI-11 - from
£95 + VAT

QL FORTH -83 - screen

editor,

macro -

assembler, decompiler, turnkey compiler, binary
overlays, floating point, colour, graphics, sound,
'hash cache' fast compiler, and 70 page manual

- £29.95.

NEWBRAIN FORTH in PROM - includes
screen editor, full integration to NEWBRAIN i/o
handlers, complete Z80 macro -assembler, floating point, graphics, decompiler, utilities, and

manual - £51.75.
Dragon cartridge - split screen editor, sound
colour, decompiler, overlays, joystick and timer
support,

documentation,

full

and

complete

source code - £35, CoCo version £45.
Do-it-yourself FORTH kits Installation manual
- How to do it, model, definitions, editor £7.
Source code listings:- 6502, 6800, 6809, 8080,
Z80, 8086/8088, 9995, 1802, 68000, Z8000,
VAX, Apple, LSI-11 -£7 each.
Comprehensive range of FORTH books

includes -

'Starting FORTH' by Brodie - classic
£20.45
'Thinking FORTH' by Brodie - excellent £15.45
'Threaded Interpretive Languages'
£20.75
'Systems Guide to fig -FORTH' by Ting
'FORTH Programming' by Scanlon

ItlicroProe sssss Engi

J -Pe

£22

£13.50

- g Ltd

21 Hen* Road Shirley
Southampton S01 SAP
Tat: 0703 780084

-:0 SPRITE I:LULSP

R LM

.30 NEX1

18..40 REM

1

t

16260 REM SPRITES ARE NUMBERED 0 TU 7.
16280 REM
18.300 DATA 20,8A,AD,20,F7,87,A5,14
16320 DATA 29,07,8D,82,02,60
16340 DATA 22
16360 REM
16400 pArA 9480, MOBCIRL
16420 REM ************************ ****
*
1108CTRL
16440 REM *
16460 REM *****************************
16480 REM REQUIRES ONE PARAMETER - THE
16500 REM SPRITES THAT ARE TO BE TURNED
INDEPENDANT
16520 REM UN. 'MOBCIRL' IS
16540 HEM OF THE 'SPRITE' COMMAND. E.G.
ALL SPRITES OFF
u
16560 REM
ALL SPRITES UN
255
16580 REM
SPRITE u ON
1
16600 REM
SPRITE I UN
16620 REM
2
ETC.
SPRITE 2 UN
4
16640 HEM
16680 REM
16/00 [MIA 20,8A,AD,20,F7,87045,14
16/20 DATA 81415,00,60
16/40 DATA il.
REM

16800
16820
16840
16860
16880
16900
16920

16160

DATA 9490, COLSP
REM *****************************
*
COLSP
REM *
REM *****************************
REM REQUIRES ONE PARAMETER - THE
OF
THE
0 TO 15
REM COLOUR
REM CURRENT SPRITE. SEE 'SPRITE'
REM FOR AN EXAMPLE.
16960 REM
17000 DATA 20,8A,AD,20,F7,87,A5,14
17020 DATA AC,82,02,99,27,00,60
1704u DATA Li
17060 REM
17100 DATA 9480, XSP
17120 REM *****************************
XSP
*
REM *
17160 REM *****************************
17180 REM REQUIRES ONE PARAMETER - IHE
17200. REM X- COORDINATE OF 1HE
CURRENT
17220 REM SPRITE. II
MUST BE BETWEEN
1724u REM 0 AND 511.
ALTHOUGH NOT ALL
17260 REM WILL GE UN IHE SCREEN 1. SEE
17280 REM 'YSP' FOR AN EXAMPLE.
17300 REM
17320 DATA 20,8A,AD,20,F7,87,A9,00
17340 DATA AC,B2,02,F0,07,18,69,02
17360 DATA 88,4C,B8,94,A8,045,14,99
17380 DATA 00,00,A5,15,29,01,85,15
DATA AC,82,02,C8,89,F4,94,85
17420 DATA 14,AD,10,D0,25,14,8D,10
17440 DATA D0,A5,15,D0,01,60,89,FD
17460 DATA 94,85,14,AD,10,00,05,14
17480 DATA 8D,10,00,60,EA,FE,FD:::
17500 DATA FB,F7,EF,DF,BF,7F,EA,01
17520 DATA 02,04,08,10,20,40,80
17540 DATA Z2
REM
17600 DATA 9510, YSP
17620 REM *****************************
17640 REM *
YSP
*
17660 REM *****************************
17680 REM REQUIRES ONE PARAMETER - THE
17700 REM Y
COORDINATE OF IRE CURRENT
17720 REM SPRITE. IT MUST
BE
BETWEEN
REM 0 AND 255.
ALTHOUGH NUI ALL
17760 REM WILL BE ON THE SCREEN ).
ED
11/80 REM
10 SPRITE 0:COLSP 0
17800 REM
20 XSP 300:YSP 100
17820 REM
17840 DATA 20,8A,AD,20,F7,87,A9,01
17860 DATA AC,82,02,F0,07,18,69,02
1/880 DATA 88,4C,18,95,A8,A5,14,99
17900 DATA 00,00,60
17920 DATA Li
17940 REM
50000 DATA 2Z-22:REM END OF PROGRAM DATA MARKER
)

(

ACCELERATOR
* Increases CPU and tape speed by over

60%!
* Faster loading and saving of your

programs!
* Fitted in minutes! Simply plugs in!
* No soldering or track cutting involved!
* Speed selectable at the touch of a
switch!

16940

17140

(

(

SHARP MZ-80A

0

17400

17560

17740

READY.

* Comprehensive manual with easy to
follow installation instructions.

* Adds new skill levels to your games!
* Complete package includes utility to

convertyourt.apesfromlotohispeed

BBC/Electron Dizzy Dots

versions.

ONLY £22.95
Post and packing £1.50

by R N Arrowsmith

Cheques and POs payable to:

SharpSpeed Products
PO Box 62 STAFFORD
STAFFS ST20 ORL
SAE with all Enquiries please
222 PCW

Dizzy Dots

for

the BBC Models A and B

play at school.

and the Acorn Electron is a computer
Given a square of dots, each player
version of a game I, for one, used to takes turns to try and form squares by


joining adjacent dots. If a player forms a square he gets one point and another turn. The game will cope with up to five players and one computer opponent—

I've yet to beat the computer opponent!

```
10REM***********************
20REM*
30REM D I Z Z Y  D O T S *
40REM*
50REM R.N.Arrowsmith 1984*
60REM*
70REM FOR BBC Micro or *
80REM Acorn Electron*
90REM*
100REM***********************
110*KEY10"OLDIMRUNIM"
120*FX200,1.
130MODE1:PROCinstruct
140REPEAT
150PROCsetup
160PROCstartgame
170REPEATPROCmove
190UNTILboxesleft%=0
190PROCendgame:UNTILFALSE
200END
210:
220DEFPROCinstruct
230PROCtitle
240PRINT"Each player takes turns to join the""dots to form squares."
250PRINT"Whenever a player completes a square they get one point and another turn."
260PRINT"You can play against the computer, or""""just use the computer as a playing board."
270DIMdots%(maxx%,maxy%),boxs%(maxx%-1,maxy%-1),player$(maxplayer%),score%(maxplayer%)
280DIMcoll%(maxplayer%),col12%(maxplayer%)
290FORA%=0TOmaxplayer%-1:READcol12%(A%):NEXT
300DATA1,1,2,2,3,3,1,2,1,3,2,3
310VDU4
320ENVELOPE1,4,20,-15,-15,6,3,3,127,33,-4,-10,126,126
330ENVELOPE2,4,-10,-2,0,3,0,127,100,-1,-10,120,122
340ENVELOPE3,1,4,8,4,30,30,5,5,-10,-30,12,10
350COLOR2
360PRINT"DO YOU WANT THE NOISES? (Y/N)"
370REPEATA=GET OR32:UNTIL A=121 OR A=11
380IFA=10THEN#FX210,1
390IFA=11THEN#FX210,0
400COLOR1
410PRINTTAB(10,20)"PRESS THE SPACE BAR"REPEATUNTILSET=32
420ENDPROC
430:
440DEFPROCsetup
450FORX%=0TOmaxx%-1:FORY%=0TOmaxy%-1:dots%=(X%,Y%)=0:1FX%<maxx%ANDY%<maxy%boxes%(X%
```

**DISK COPYING SERVICE**

Moving data and program files from one machine to another is often made difficult because different manufacturers have adopted different disk format standards.

We can copy your files to and from over 350 disk formats including CP/M, CP/M-86, MS-DOS, PC-DOS, UNIX, APPLE, STRUD, TORCH, APRICOT, HP150, TRIBES, DEC RX-11, and IBM RPS.

Disks are normally despatched on the day they are received.

Our charge is £10.00 + disk + VAT. Special prices for quantities.

For more information call us.

**GREY MATTER**

**MICRO ARTS — THE ONLY ONE**

**Graphics & Music**

Micro Arts is a micro computer art forum that publishes a magazine and software. It is aimed at the average user rather than the professional and intends to promote interest in new areas within an increasingly predictable micro market. Topics covered include graphics, music, literature, interactive programs etc. Anything can happen in the world of Micro Arts!

Free magazine with all software

SOFTWARE: Spectrum 48K, MAI, "Stabbed Origins" (eight avalanche animations — for more control, open listing — £3.95)
MAI: Various Unusual Events, 0 Tufting Produve, - incl. Money-work System, Carry on Computing, Data — £3.95
MAX: TESTS PING GENERATOR — Produces test in user defined (Spectrum 48K or BBC Special) — £2.75


Send stamp for catalogue and details.

**MICRO ARTS (P), PO BOX 587 LONDON SW4 9PH. Tel: 01-720 4456**

**SMC VIDEO**

5 Hanson Street London W1P 7LJ. Tel: 01-637 3626

SOFTWARE DISCOUNTS SPECIAL OFFERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>List Price</th>
<th>Our Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUPERWRITER</td>
<td>£295</td>
<td>£199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFRSTAR</td>
<td>£295</td>
<td>£210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYMPHONY</td>
<td>£350</td>
<td>£420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNOWLEDGEMAN</td>
<td>£450</td>
<td>£299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULTIMATE</td>
<td>£350</td>
<td>£245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRC COMPILE</td>
<td>£275</td>
<td>£215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRAMEWORK</td>
<td>£495</td>
<td>£345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPERCALC II</td>
<td>£195</td>
<td>£145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPERCALC III</td>
<td>£285</td>
<td>£270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 BASE III</td>
<td>£185</td>
<td>£345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRIDAY</td>
<td>£195</td>
<td>£139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEN ACCESS</td>
<td>£495</td>
<td>£320</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All prices exclusive of VAT

Over 400 leading software packages available. Packages available for several computer makes. We are the cheapest in town, ask for our price list.

TRY US AND YOU WILL NEVER WANT TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE!
PROGRAM TUNING KIT

to achieve maximum performance!
The Program Tuning Kit produces a listing of the subroutines of your program by percentage CPU utilisation. You can spot the bottlenecks, deal with them and your system will go faster! Suitable for programs written in FORTRAN, C or ASSEMBLER under MS/DOS/PC/DOCS ±175 plus VAT

FigureFlow Ltd
9 Market Place, Hadleigh, Suffolk.
Tel: 0473 71100
PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME

CRASS-80 FOR Z-80
CRASS-65 FOR 6502
CROSS ASSEMBLERS ON THE ACT APRICOT

* Write Source Text with a professional Word Processor then assemble to MS DOS disk file or direct to target System
* Only £95 + VAT Delivered

From: STEVE BETTS SOFTWARE
42 WALLACE DRIVE
EATON BRAY
BEDS. LU6 2DF
Tel: EATON BRAY (0525) 822917

* OTHER HOST AND TARGET SYSTEMS UNDER DEVELOPMENT
ENQUIRE FOR DETAILS

CRASS -80
FOR Z-80
224 PCW
```
PROGRAM FILE

920 Y2% = FNvcoord(maxy%+1)
930 FOR XX = O TO maxx7.: MOVE FNxcoord(X%), Y1%
940 MOVE FNxcoord(X7), Y2%: VDUX%+65
950 NEXT: VDU4
960 boxesleft% = maxx% * maxy%
970 thisplayer% = 0
980 ENDPROC

1000 DEF PROC dot(X%, Y%)
1010 X% = FNxcoord(X%)  
1020 Y% = FNvcoord(Y%)  
1030 MOVE X%, Y%: DRAW X%, Y%+4: DRAW X%+8, Y%+4
1040 ENDPROC

1050:  
1060 DEFINPROC move
1070:  
1080 REPEAT  
1090 PROC cetmove
1100 PROC makemove
1110 UNTIL NOT scored% OR boxesleft% = 0
1120 thisplayer% = thisplayer% + 1: IF thisplayer% = max% thisplayer% = 0
1130 ENDPROC

1140 DEFPROC cetmove
1150 REPEAT  
1160 IF playerS(thisplayer%) = "Dizzy" PROC move ELSE PROC theirmove
1170 UNTIL FNmoveok
1180 ENDPROC

1190:  
1200 DEF PROC guessmove
1210 X1% = RND(maxx%+1) - 1: Y1% = RND(maxy%+1) - 1
1220 X2% = X1%: Y2% = Y1%
1230 IF RND > 0.1 THEN X2% = X2% + 1 ELSE Y2% = Y2% + 1
1240 ENDPROC

1250 DEF PROC makeMove
1260 dots%(X1%, Y1%) = dots%(X1%, Y1%) OR dir
```

---

**PASCAL COMPILERS**

We can advise which is the best Pascal for your needs. Our wide range includes the remarkable TURBO Pascal.

- 8-bit: Nevada Pascal (JMS4) £40  
- Turbo Pascal v2.0 £49  
- Pascal/MTR £99  
- Pro Pascal £199

- 16-bit: Utah Pascal (JMS) £40  
- Turbo Pascal v2.0 £49  
- MS Pascal £99  
- SBS Pascal £115  
- Practical Pascal £145  
- Pro Pascal £290  
- SBS Professional £335  
- Pascal/MT+ £380

Prices include delivery, but not VAT.

---

**FOR THE ACT SIRIUS**

The PC50 Library is a subset of the internationally renowned NAG library and offers a powerful set of programming tools for the Fortran user on the Sirius. Can you afford to be without THE NAG FORTRAN PC50 LIBRARY

For full details write to —

HARRISON-WARD associates Ltd.  
62 LYNTON ROAD, RAYNERS LANE, HARRROW, MIDDLESEX HA2 9NN

**IBM PC/APRICOET VERSIONS NOW AVAILABLE**

---

**smARTWORK**

Circuit Board Design Without The Tedium

smARTWORK let you create and revise Printed Circuit Board artwork on your IBM PC or compatible £95.00 + VAT.

Complete PCB design starter systems, including SAM computer, FX 100 printer, from £395.00 + VAT.

**SPECIAL OFFER**

10% introductory discount for limited period only.

---

**MY WORD**

Wordstar compatible editor for the IBM PC. Many additional features including a calculator for an incredible £49.95 + VAT.

---

**CONQUIN SOFTWARE**

14 GOODWOOD CLOSE, MOSSEND, SURREY SM2 8AW  
Tel: 0524 381423  
No callers please
MICRCAVIART
BRAIN SURGEONS
Anita Electronic Services (London) Ltd. are specialists in the repair and service of the Superbrain and associated peripherals.
We offer a fast on-site nationwide service or alternative repairs can be carried out at our workshops should you wish to bring your machine in to us.
Maintenance contracts are available at very competitive prices.
We also specialise in the repair of Commodore, Apple, IBM Apricot, Osborne and Sirius.
Trade enquiries welcome
For further information telephone or write to:
Mr. D. Wilkinson
Anita House,
15 Clerkenwell Close,
London EC1R OAD
Tel: 01-2532444

FLOPPY DISK DRIVE HEADS WORN OUT?
No longer do you need to throw them out and buy a new one. We can refurbish most types of disk drive heads (Tandon, BASF, Remex, Siemens, Calcomp and many more).
- All makes of floppy disk drives repaired and aligned (exchange service).
- IBM PCS upgraded from 180-360k disk drives £220 + VAT
- Sirius upgraded 1.2meg-2.4meg disk drives £230 + VAT

COMMONSIDE
64a HIGH STREET
WIMBLEDON VILLAGE, SW19 5EE
Tel: 01-879 3768 Telex: 89 54575 CTC

3½" or 5½" WINCHESTERS
FOR GEMINI/NASCOM, SUPERBRAIN, IBM, APRICOT, SIRIUS AND EPSON COMPUTERS
* * INTRODUCTORY OFFER * * 5½" 10 MB VERSION £99.99 + VAT
* OTHER CAPACITIES/SIZES AVAILABLE
* FACILITIES FOR MOST COMPUTERS ON REQUEST
* EAX PRINTER BUFFER WITH PARALLEL SERIAL INTERFACES.
RING FOR DETAILS
TEL (0245) 57575
For further details, Securicor delivery, backup support and HP terms available.

PROGRAM FILE

```
1% 1470dots%(X2%,Y2%)=dots%(X2%,Y2%) ORdir
2% 1480MOVFXncoord(X1%),FNycoord(Y1%):GCO
L1,2:DRAWFNxcoord(X2%),YNycoord(Y2%)
1490scored%=FALSE
1500IFdir1%=1:PROCcheckv(X1%,Y1%)
1510IFdir1%=2:PROCcheckh(X2%,Y2%)
1520IFdir1%=4:PROCcheckh(X1%,Y1%)
1530IFdir1%=8:PROCcheckh(X2%,Y2%)
1540ENDPROC
1550:
1560DEFPROCcheckv(XX,Y%),
1570IFXX<max%PROCcheckbox(XX,Y%),Y+=2)
1580IFXX>PROCcheckbox(XX,Y-%,1)
1590ENDPROC
1600:
1610DEFPROCcheckh(XX,Y%),
1620IFXX<max%PROCcheckbox(XX,Y%,4)
1630IFXX>PROCcheckbox(XX,Y%-1,1)
1640ENDPROC
1650:
1660DEFPROCcheckbox(XX,Y%,side%)
1670IFXX<0 OR XX>max% OR YY<0 OR YY>max
1680 THENENDPROC
1690IFbox%(XX,Y%)=box%(XX,Y%) ORside%
1700IFbox%(XX,Y%)<15THENENDPROC
1710score%(thisplayer%)=score%(thisplay
1720boxesleft%=boxesleft%-1
1730scored%=TRUE
1740ENDPROC
1750:
1760DEFPROCtheirmove
1770PRINTTAB(0,27);SPC(20):TAD(0,27);"I
1780t's your move ":player$(thisplayer%)
1790PRINTTAB(0,28);SPC(20):TAB(0,28);
1800REPEATX17=(GETOR32)-97:UNTILX17>=0
1810ANDX17<max%+1:VDUX1%+65
1820AND
1830Doctrine():player$(thisplayer%)
1840ENDPROC
1850:
1860DEFPROCmymove
1870X17=max%+1
1880FORX%=0TOmax%-1:FORY%=0TOmax%+1
1890IFbox%(XX,Y%)=box%(XX,Y%) ORside%
1900THENPROClastside
1910NEXTX.:NEXTYX.
1920IFX17>max%THENREPEATPROCquessermove:
1930UNTILFNmoveok
1940ENDPROC
1950:
1960DEFPROClastside
1970IFbox%(XX,Y%)=box%(XX,Y%) ORside%
1980THENX17=XX+:Y1%=YY+1
1990ELSEX17=X7.:Y27.=Y%+1
2000ENDPROC
```

CIRTRIK
29 Beeches Road, Chelmsford, Essex
CM1 2RX
VAT No. 407 0905 74
NewBrain Newmon
by Niels Larsen

This program is a machine code monitor for the NewBrain. The program is written in two parts, a loader and the data; this gives an enormous gain in speed when you load it at the expense of a little more complication when typing.

If you do things in the following order there shouldn't be any problems:

1. NEW the machine code and make sure TOP>30000.
2. Enter the loader program.
3. SAVE it at the start of a blank tape, leaving the tape where it is.
4. NEW the machine again.
5. Enter the data program. This is best done in several sessions, saving to a separate tape until finished.
6. RUN it and correct any errors displayed.
7. Repeat step 6 until the program reports 'Press NEWLINE when tape-recorder ready.'
8. Press the RECORD button on the tape recorder, and press NEWLINE.
9. NEWMON is now saved. When you want to use it, just load the loader program and RUN it.

Having done that, you're left with a very professional monitor capable of the following commands:

A Lists an area of memory in ASCII.
Example: A1000 2000 lists from 1000 to 2000 in ASCII.

B Returns to Basic with program and variables intact. NEWMON may be called again by entering 'CALL 27500'.

C Calls a machine code program. The program must end with a RET (C9) command. On return to NEWMON, the Z80 registers will be displayed. Example: C6000 calls a program at 6000.

D Disassembles an area of memory. Example: D5734 5926 disassembles from 5734 to 5926.

E Edits an area of memory. The current

---

MODULA-2 & ADA

We offer Europe's largest selection of Modula-2 and Ada subset compilers for microcomputers.

MODULA-2 COMPILERS

Module Corp (MS-DOS,Apple) £ 85
JMT (CP/M-86) £ 90
Volition (various) from £ 265
Logitech (MS-DOS,CP/M-86) £ 300

ADA (subset) COMPILERS

Augusta (CP/M-86) £ 80
Supersoft (CP/M-86) £ 155
Jenesys (CP/M-86,MS-DOS) from £ 265
Telecos (IBM PC-XT) £2500

Prices include delivery, but not VAT. For more information call us.

---

H.E.L.P!

H.E.L.P!, the Health & Excercise Lifestyle Program for the APPLE II,e is available now direct from the program authors. Assess your own health risk profile, measure your fat level using the Skinfold Calipers included with the package, and plan your own exercise lifestyle. Graphical displays and printouts are provided. The program includes a database for 10 users, so your family and friends can participate. Package consists of two disks, Skinfold Calipers, instruction manual and ring-binder.

SLIMGUIDE, the revolutionary weight-watching program for APPLE and BBC (model B) computers.

Follow the progress of your own diet/exercise regime by measuring your fat level using Skinfold Calipers provided with the program. Package consists of disk, instruction manual and Skinfold Calipers.

Send cheque or P.O. (payable to H.E.L.P.) and please allow 14 days for delivery.

---

PRINTERS NEW LOW PRICES

Large selection available.

We specialise in interfacing to SHARP computers.

Many other Interfaces for MZ80K and A Eprom Programmers ADC, relay output, etc.

Interface for MZ700 £39
UK orders add 15% VAT
Details on our complete range from

PETERSON ELECTRONICS LTD
ACADEMY STREET, FORFAR, TAYSIDE, DD8 2HA
Tel: 0307 62591
PCW 227
**MICROMART**

**228 PC W**

Microvitec CUB monitor

BBC, Amstrad, Dragon, Oric

Daisy Step 2000

Smith Corona TP-1

Shinwa CP80

Brother M1009

FREEPOST Tel: (0532) 706066

Cassette House, 329 Hunslet Road, Leeds LS10 3YY

**ADDRESS**

**NAME**

Cheque/PO Enclosed for £

Free delivery UK only.

Indicate quantity of each product required in boxes.

- **0 31/2 Double side** £4.75 each
- **El 31/2 Single side** £4.00 each

**Price per unit**

- **0 51/4 Single side/Double density** £19.95
- **0 C10** £3.40

**Prices include VAT, post and packing.**

- **cards and library case.**
- **Two or more programs on one cartridge - pay cartridge base.**
- **Eg. WO base price only (but OURs have been FORMATED AT LEAST six trines),**
- **Jersey Quest(base £4 - was £5!)
- **Sailingarading strategy game with graphic surprises.**
- **Tradewind(base £4 - was £5!)
- **of 100).**
- **Currah MicroSpeech if fitted. Also own message, random figures, letters or random sentences. decrease spacing to normal Write down what you hear.**

WD Morse Tutor

1001 useful OL references in an ARCHIVE file.

RefOL (1st ed)

Specification as for Spectrum, but no speech (hurry up. Currah!)

WD Morse Tutor

MICRODRIVES (add on your Spectrum ones)!

DELETEs a tile).

in

corruption by stretching of tape. TOOLkit to give dated, numbered modules of 100).

WD Utilities (3rd ed)

Full instructions in QUILL file.

**PROGRAM FILE**

**NEWMON LOADER**

10 IF TOPI 27300 RESERVE TOP-27300
20 CLEAR1 OPEN1:1
30 IF I=27300 TO 32560 STEP 16
40 NEXT I
50 END

**NEWMON DATA**

5 IF TOPI 27300 RESERVE TOP-27300
10 FOR I=27300 TO 32560 STEP 16
15 =0
20 FOR J TO I+1
30 REM
35 ON=I
40 NEXT J
45 REM C
50 IF C ) THEN 'ERROR IN LINE"+1100+(I-27300)+100END
55 NEXT I
60 LPRINT"(PLEASE READ THE DATA ENCODING)”
65
g-1210",1CHR$(13)+CHR$(28)+".Please wait

**INTERFACING**

**BARGAINS**

OL serial -> OL parallel...

BBC, Amstrad, Dragon, Orc...

Spectrum parallel...

**MICROCOMPUTER BARGAINS**

OL computer + Pinch key

Microvitec CUB monitor

Prism colour monitor

Philips micros...

**STRONG COMPUTER SYSTEMS**

Bryn Cottage, Peniel, Carmarthen, Dyfed

Telephone: 0267 212346 for assistance
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### PROGRAM FILE

#### THE ZENITH PC

**AN EXCEPTIONAL IBM clone**

Completely IBM-PC compatible, better engineered. (original text)

More reasonably priced.

129, 31, 36, 122, 54 £19.95

23, 36, 122, 54 £19.95

32, 36, 122, 54 £46.95

32, 36, 122, 54, 10.1M £69.95

For more information call us.

### GREY MATTER

#### FED UP WITH INCOMPATIBILITY?

**STANDARD 4:** SERIAL - 2-WAY CENTRONICS

**£84.95** (inc. VAT)

**STANDARD 3:** CENTRONICS - 2-WAY CENTRONICS

**£59.95**

For owners of computers with RS232 output who wish to talk to different devices without swapping leads. Needs NO POWER.

**STANDARD 2:** SERIAL - 4 WAY SERIAL

For owners of computers with RS232 output who wish to talk to four different devices without swapping leads. Needs NO POWER.

**STANDARD 1:** SERIAL - CENTRONICS CONVERTER £69.95

For owners of computers with RS232 output who wish to talk to four different devices without swapping leads. Needs NO POWER. Suitable for INTEL based, FM, NEWCROM, SCANNER PILOT INTERFACE,ecal, OIL, Apple etc., PLUS SPECIAL VERSION FOR CBM 80

Please enquire about our range of interfaces for the needs.

#### BUSINESS & LEISURE on the Commodore 64

**BUSICALC** is easy to learn, easy to use. It's the ideal spreadsheet program for the home or small businesses.

Price was **£17.95** Now only **£7.95**

Have fun with CRAZY KONG! Excitement for the whole family.

Price was **£5.95** Now only **£3.95**

There are many more great programs in the SUPERSOFT library.

**Top Software from SUPERSOFT**

To: SUPERSOFT, Winchester House, Canvey Island, Mersia 3M 5B

192 Commodore 64. Please rush me a free copy of our software catalogue, and send me the programs listed below.

Please choose a cheap postal order for it.

Please charge my ACCESS card no.

- **BUSICALC disk** £19.95
- **BURGER CHASE tape £6.95**
- **NEWCROM disk** STIX tape £8.95
- **CRAZY KONG tape** £5.95

Name:

Address:

PCW 229
COMMODORE
2001-3000
4000-8000

We have the world's largest selection of software for the PET/CBM range of computer systems, universities, large and small companies, government departments, and of course home users.

We also manufacture add-on boards and plug-in chips that can make your computer more powerful — the most popular add-ons are our high-resolution graphics boards which give your PET better resolution than an Apple!

If YOU OWN OR USE A PET/CBM COMPUTER WRITE OR PHONE FOR A FREE CATALOGUE. By the way, we also offer software for the Commodore 64.

SUPERSOFT
Winchester House, Canning Road, Wealdstone, Harrow, Middlesex, HA3 7SJ
Telephone: 01-861 1166

SUPERSOFT
Winchester House, Canning Road, Wealdstone, Harrow, Middlesex, HA3 7SJ
Telephone: 01-861 1166

NORTH-EAST APPLE SALES PROMOTION
FREE HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE GIFTS WHEN YOU BUY AN APPLE COMPUTER

Special Offers apply to the full range of Apple Computers

For example, if you're thinking of buying a MACINTOSH, you may choose from selected free hardware and software from Apple's catalogue of hardware accessories, printers and software products. Special offers are only available at Newcastle Computer Services, authorised UK Apple dealer. For further information phone: (0202) 276 1188 or 276 4322 without delay.

Offer closes on 30th April 1985.

NEWCASTLE COMPUTER SERVICES LTD
906-908 Shields Road, Walkergate
Newcastle-Upon-Tyne NE6 4JP
Full training, consultancy and after-sales support services available.
Jungle is a high-resolution graphics arcade game for the Research Machines 480Z of the push-the-blocks-and-trap-the-bad-guys kind. Although written on a 480Z, the program should run on a 380Z fitted with an HRG board. Level II graphics is also needed - the sign-on message will state what level is supported.

On running the program and selecting the instructions option, it's possible to configure the keyboard control. The cursor cluster is used as the default movement key on the 480Z; 380Z owners will have to use the redefine option. Also from the instructions option it's possible to select black and white or colour displays.

The object of the game is to survive. You are the running figure who is being pursued by a number of hungry beasts (two initially). The jungle clearing is strewn with boulders which you can slide along to manoeuvre the beasts. When all the beasts have been trapped and are unable to move, you continue to a higher level.

On the other hand, should the player continue to a higher level.
LOWEST PRICES IN UK?

MICROMART
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138 Edgeware Road

Brother EP44

Ouickshot II Joystick

ZX Interface 2 (tree ROM)

ZX Interlace 1 £47.95

OL 14" Monitor

Casio FX 750P

Casio PB 700

£123

£24.95

Acam24.95

£187 Edgware Road

Spectrum Plus (tree six pack software).

M ICROS

Pyle, Inc VAT

Address

Name

cheques payable to

To: JCS Software,

£8.95 Inc p&p and VAT.

In the age of computers isn't it time YOU learned to type!

* Comprehensive instruction manual included with every cassette.

* Learn at your own pace neither hurried nor restricted by other pupils

* Full feedback of performance - you know it is working - you are learning to

* Learning psychology built in to the program to keep you motivated and Interested

* Carefully designed lessons progress from key learning to speed practice at each

* Full touch typing (no eyes down to the keyboard) (torn the last lesson.

Learn to touch type on any OWEFITY keyboard using the Spectrum as the teaching

Complete range of Spectrum. Commodore add arts at discount prices.

Prices Goods subject to availability and change without notice.

TOUCH-TYPE TOUCH-TYPE TOUCH-TYPE

TOUCH TYPE

FOR THE 48K Sinclair Spectrum and

WANTED

PERSONAL COMPUTERS

IBM, TANDY, EPSON, etc

all models bought for cash

MORGAN CAMERA COMPANY

160 Tottenham Court Road,

London W1.

Tel: 01-388 2562

252PCW
Atari Multi-Mode Text
by Garry Whittaker

Much has been written about the problems of getting text onto a graphics screen with Atari home computers, but most of the solutions have relied on large amounts of data statements to define the character set in terms of plot positions, and virtually all have offered text in only one graphics mode. This short utility allows you to print text in any graphics mode.

The first listing is the actual machine code routine and should be saved before running. There is a checksum, so if upon running you receive the message 'You have a data error', correct the error in the data statements and re-run.

The second listing is a demonstration of how the program can be used to obtain the following effects:

1. Printing text at any pixel on the screen.
2. Smooth pixel scrolling of a single character (good for animation).
3. Different sizes and textures of text. Produced by varying the internal graphics registers.
4. Large text can be produced in graphics 0 by treating each character position as a pixel.
5. Multiple character sets can be displayed onscreen at the same time. After correctly typing in and running listing one, type in the necessary lines of listing two for the demo.

As well as printing text on a graphics screen, the second listing also shows how the program can be used to obtain the following effects:

1. Printing text at any pixel on the screen.
2. Smooth pixel scrolling of a single character (good for animation).
3. Different sizes and textures of text. Produced by varying the internal graphics registers.
4. Large text can be produced in graphics 0 by treating each character position as a pixel.
5. Multiple character sets can be displayed onscreen at the same time. After correctly typing in and running listing one, type in the necessary lines of listing two for the demo.

**180 REM NOTE THE REMARKS IN THIS PROGRAM. MAKE IT LOOK LONG & DIFFICULT, IT IS NOT! THE ACTUAL ROUTINE**

**110 REM IS SHORT AND EASY TO USE IN YOUR OWN PROGRAMS - WHILE AT THE SAME TIME BEING A VERY FLEXIBLE WAY OF DISPLAYING TEXT ON ANY ATARI GRAPHICS SCREEN - DO NOT BE AFRAID TO EXPERIMENT**

**200 REM BY GARRY J. WHITTAKER**

**210 REM ALE GRAPHIC MODES - TEXT DISPLAY - DEMONSTRATION**

**220 REM 230 GOSUB 520:REM INITIALISE MCS - MAGIC ROUTINE**

**240 CHSET=PEEK(7563)*256:REM **

**250 REM GRAPHICS SET POSITION DOES NOT ***
**DEMO SALE**

We like to turn our demonstration equipment regularly. Most equipment is only a few months old and has only had a few hours use as demonstration equipment. To give you an even better deal, we are offering you a 25% discount on the same value of new and unused equipment or software as you buy at the sale price. All equipment is subject to full warranty.

**CALL**

**THE COMPUTER CENTRE**

Bingley Road, GAYTON
NORTHAMPTON NN7 3EU

TEL: (0604) 850811

---

**OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY**

**WORLD'S FOREMOST COMPUTER INFORMATION COMPANY**

**TECHNICAL EDITORS**

MAIDENHEAD

Datapro Research Corporation is a key part of McGraw-Hill's multi-billion dollar operation with businesses and career opportunities world-wide. Datapro is the business computer industry's leading publisher of looseleaf reference materials, supplying over 60,000 professional computer users in 72 countries. Its 19 main information services cover computers, software, telecommunications, data communications, office automation and similar sectors.

We now wish to expand our editorial department by appointing several junior to senior level technical editors, with a knowledge of at least one of the above areas and, preferably, with some experience of the emerging trends and techniques elsewhere in Europe, especially France, West Germany and Italy. There is considerable scope for job development and some European travel may be necessary. For this reason, a working knowledge of French and/or German would be an advantage.

Apart from outstanding career prospects within McGraw-Hill, there is an excellent commencing salary (dependent on experience) and an attractive benefits package.

Please write in confidence to:

Paul Jenkins, UK and European Personnel Director
McGraw-Hill House, Sheppenhangers Road, Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6 2OL
Tel: Maidenhead (0828) 23431

---

**PROGRAM FILE**

**NEED TO START ON EVEN BOUNDARY**

**250 CHWIDTH=8:REM CHARACTER WIDTH IN BITS**

**260 X=0:Y=0:REM X Y POSITION ONLY**

**270 GRMODE=7:REM GRAPHICS MODE**

- **NOTE TEXT IS ONLY INCLUDED AS A REMINDER THAT GR. MODE NEEDS TO BE SET**

**280 INK=0:REM FOREGROUND COLOUR USE THE SAME PARAMETER AS**

**COLOR IN BASIC**

**290 PAPER=9:REM BACKGROUND COLOUR**

**300 TEXTS="Hello readers of "REM**

**NOTE THAT AS THE FIRST CALL IS TO THE WHOLE ROUTINE TEXTS DOES NOT END IN a**

**310 REM**

**320 REM ALL GRAPHIC MODE****

**330 REM THE FOLLOWING ROUTINE DISPLAYS THE MAGIC TITLE PAGE. NOTE USE**

**OF INK,PAPER,TEXTS,X,Y,CHWIDTH**

**340 REM ALSO NOTE THE USE OF POKE 87,9 TO FOOL THE OPERATING SYSTEM**

**350 REM THE PATTERNED EFFECT IS DUE TO GR. 9 ACCEPTING DATA FOR**

**EACH POINT RATHER THAN JUST A**

**360 REM COLOUR FROM INK AND PAPER TRY**

**CHANGING THESE PARAMETERS.....**

**370 GOSUB 690:X=A:INK=2:TEXTS="PCW":G**

**OSUB 710:X=A:TEXTS="This is a":GOSUB 7 10**

**380 X=A:INK=2:PAPER=3:TEXTS="20":GOSUB**

**8 710:X=A:INK=2:PAPER=1:TEXTS="Char/L ine":GOSUB 710**

**390 Y=8:FOR X=25 TO 80 STEP 1:Y=Y+1:PA**

**PER-X-19:INK=PAPER-2:TEXTS="Magic":GOSUB**

**710:NEXT X**

**400 FOR Y=64 TO 58 STEP -1:PAPER=255**

**INK=PAPER-2:X=X+1:GOSUB 710:NEXT Y**

**410 Y=8:FOR X=80 TO 25 STEP -1:Y=Y+1:P**

**APER-X-19:INK=PAPER-2:TEXTS="Magic":GOSUB**

**710:NEXT X**

**420 X=171:Y=35:POKE 87,9:GOSUB 710:REM**

**YOU CAN STILL FOOL THE OPERATING SYSTEM**

**M WITH POKE 87, GRAPHC MODE**

**430 ? "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE"**

**440 POKE 764,255**

**450 IF PEEK(764)=255 THEN 450**

**460 GRAPHICS 8:X=8:Y=8:INK=255:PAPER=3**

**2:TEXTS="Multimode Atari Graphics Independent"**

**470 FOR CHWIDTH=3 TO 8:GOSUB 710:NEXT**

**CHWIDTH=REM YOU CAN VARY THE WIDTH IN**

**BITS OF THE CHARACTERS**

**480 CHWIDTH=7:TEXTS="Characters":X=8:**

**Y=Y+10:GOSUB 710:POKE 87,7:X=4:GOSUB 7 10**

**490 END**

**500 REM THE FOLLOWING CODE IS WHAT**

**ACTUALLY DOES THE WORK I WOULD**

**SUGGEST YOU LIST IT TO CASSTTE**

**510 REM OR DISK FOR INCLUSION IN YOUR**

**OWN PROGRAMS**

**520 REM ALL GRAPHIC MODE****

**530 REM**

**540 DIM MCS(210),TEXTS(256)**

**550 MCS="h,uh,thb,th,thb,th,thb,thb,**

---
You may have seen, in some of the commercial software available for the BBC Model B, text scrolling across the screen. One way to do this is to use the commands MIDS and LEFTS, but the text scrolls at a jerky eight pixels or one character at a time. This short utility moves text or graphics across the screen in mode two at a much smoother rate. One way to do this is to use the commands MID$ and LEFTS, but the technicalities, lines 180 to 270 do the actual scrolling. It works by getting an address in &78,&79, adding on eight and then storing in &84,&85. The character block in &84,&85 is then shifted left into &70,&71, and the two addresses are incremented by eight until the end of the line is reached.

If you have OS 0.10 you will have to remove line 300. This is the equivalent of the Basic command *FX 19, which waits until the start of the sync to produce smoother graphics and scrolling.

Bbc Smooth Scroller
by Andrew Thomas
MICROMART

WREN EXECUTIVE SYSTEM

WREN'S PORTABLE COMPUTER

The complete business portable, brimming with superb facilities

Excellent software accompanies the Wren including Perfect Writer (word processor)
○ Perfect Calc (spreadsheet)
○ Perfect File (database)
○ Plus an executive desk top planning aid.

What the reviewers say

• "... with a built in B.T. approved modem there were no problems connecting up to Prestel and Micronet 800."
• "... with BBC Basic and CP/M3 and the supplied software Wren represents an impressive package."
• "... Final verdict, good value for money, good looking and impressive machine."

* JUST ARRIVED two programmes Pas - call.

PROGRAM FILE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>REM **** Model B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>REM **** 1.00 O.S. or above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>REM **** Smooth Scrolling text, in Mode 2 ****</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>REM **** (C) Copyright A.J. Thomas 1984 ****</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>MODE2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>VDU23;10,32,0;0;0;23,224,66,36,255,153,189,231,90,195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>DIM TEXT 255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>TEXT=&quot;This is an example of smooth scrolling in mode 2. It could be used for titles in games, or for scrolling little characters &quot;+CHR$224+CHR$224+CHR$224+&quot; What ever you wish! &quot;+CHR$224+&quot; &quot;+CHR$224+&quot; 160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>PROC ASS:COLOUR2:PRINTTAB(0,4);</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 180 | "You may use the 'scroll' routine in your programs."
| 190 | COLOUR1 |
| 200 | CALL main |
| 210 | END |
| 220 | DEFPROCASS |
| 230 | DIM CODE 200 |
| 240 | FOR i=0 TO 2STEP2 |
| 250 | P%=CODE |
| 260 | OPTI1% |
| 270 | scroll LDA i:STA &78:STA &7C:STA &70:STA &7D: |
| 280 | STA &71:STA &7C:CLC:ADC &8:STA &74:STA &7D: |
| 290 | ADC &0:STA &75:LDY &0 |
| 300 | scroll LDA &0 :STA &78 :STA &7C :STA &70 :LDA &7D : |
| 310 | STA &71 :LDA &7C :CLC :ADC &8 :STA &74 :LDA &7D : |
| 320 | ADC &0 :STA &75 :LDY &0 |

YOU CAN TEACH BASIC

The PROTOS System contains all the information you need: Organisers manual, Tutors manual, full lecture notes, handouts, visual aid guide, how to advertise . . . . . and a FREE back-up service by phone.

The PROTOS System costs are covered by just 3 students at home . . . but is designed for up to 40.

NOW full RS232 for the Amstrad RX, TX, RTS, CTS/DTT. Switchable baud rates . . . . . £49.95 including driver software

For more details and application form write to:
DEPT PCW2, THE COMPUTER GROUP
OAKLEA, GOLDHANGER ROAD
MALDON, ESSEX CM9 7DQ
OR RING 0621 58091 NOW

BBC Anti-List Utility

by Daniel Greenspan

This is a short but powerful utility for the BBC Micro; it will protect any Basic

236 PCW
Instructions
1 Type in and run the program with a blank tape or disk installed.
2 Load the program to be protected.
3 If using tape rewind and press PLAY.
4 SAVE your program in the normal program.
5 List your program.

PCW is interested in programs written in any of the major programming languages for all home and small business micros. When submitting programs please include a cassette or disk version of your program, brief but comprehensive documentation, and a listing on plain white paper — typed if you have no printer.

Please ensure that the software itself, the documentation and the listing are all marked with your name, address, program title, machine (along with any minimum requirements) and — if possible — a daytime phone number.

All programs should be fully debugged and your own original, unpublished work.

We prefer to receive programs with a maximum 80-column width printed in emphasised typeface. Please keep a copy of everything.

Programs are paid for at the rate of £50 per page of published listing, plus a £50 bonus for the Program of the Month. Send your contributions to Nick Walker, PCW Programs, 62 Oxford St, London W1A 2HG.
FULL-TIME TRAINING COURSES

(FULL TIME COURSES APPROVED BY THE BUSINESS & TECHNICIAN EDUCATION COUNCIL)

2 YEAR
BTEC National Diploma (OND)

ELECTRONIC & COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING
(Electronics, Computing, Television, Video, Testing & Fault Diagnosis)

15 MONTHS
BTEC National Certificate (ONC)

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SERVICING
(Electronics, Televisions, VHS Cassette Recorders, CCTV, Testing & Fault Diagnosis)

15 MONTHS
BTEC National Certificate (ONC)

COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY
(Electronics, Computing Software/Network, Microelectronic Testing Methods)

9 MONTHS
BTEC Higher National Certificate (HNC)

COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY & ROBOTICS
(Microcomputer Based Systems, Fault Diagnosis, ATE, Robotics)

GEST'S DESIGN SOFTWARE
*The Byrne*, Ecclesbourne Lane, Idrigdehay, Derbyshire DE4 4AB
Tel: 0773 380 658

FIRST CLASS Learning Programmes for Education and Training

FRENCH REVISION
For 16+, ‘0’ Level and CSE

- First of a new series of computer assisted learning programs for the BBC model B and Electron.

Grade A
- Agreement of the past participle, sentence formation of conditional clauses.

Grade B
- Comparative/superlative of adjectives/adverbs formation of use of perfect tense.

Grade C
- Passive voice, personal/relative pronouns, formation of future and pluperfect tenses, emphatic/conjunctive pronouns.

Grade D
- Basic concepts of gender, number and agreement, formation of the present tense.

A Keyboard introduction is included with each grade.

Books supplied to cover virtually all educational needs that learners require structurally for the BSA examinations. Each grade has a question bank paper. Available on 400 PB in divisible or complete.

Prices, including VAT, postage and packing:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Single grade</th>
<th>Any 2 grades</th>
<th>All 4 grades</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>£39.95</td>
<td>£49.95</td>
<td>£74.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>£29.95</td>
<td>£39.95</td>
<td>£59.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>£24.95</td>
<td>£34.95</td>
<td>£54.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>£19.95</td>
<td>£29.95</td>
<td>£49.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prices on PO should be made payable to Dean Associates.

FRENCH REVISION

COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING

BTEC Higher National Certificate (HNC)

(Microprocessor Based Systems, Fault Diagnosis, ATE, Robotics)

BTEC National Certificate (ONC)

MICROTEACH

Glasgow’s first independent Micro training centre. Computer Programming Course.

The course is designed for people who want to keep abreast of the computer age, for anyone who realises that understanding computers is a key to future success, at BUSINESS, at SCHOOL, and as a PARENT.

The course provides an understanding of micro computer hardware, software and peripherals. Whether your interest lies in graphics, education or business, the course teaches you the use of BASIC language programming to produce your own programmes on your micro computer.

Enrol now for the Microteach BASIC course and teach your micro how to be useful.

Parent/child learn together special rate.

CONTACT:

MICROTEACH

205 Buchanan Street, Glasgow
Telephone: 041-332 0666

DEAN ASSOCIATES

COMPUTERS & TRAINING

OPEN HOUSE TUITION FOR NOVICES AND OTHERS

Choose your time — day or evening. Learn at your own pace.

BASIC programming

BUSINESS Packages

Word-Processing introduction

One week introduction for small businesses

Subject to MEC training grants

Brochure from:

MICROCOMPUTER ADVISORY CENTRE

Polytechnic of the South Bank

Borough Road

London SE1 0AA

Tel: 01-928 8989 ext. 2468

O’LEVELS

not just revision but also tuition

LOGO, FORTH PASCAL & C

each subject only £7.95 inc.p/p

DEAN ASSOCIATES

COMPUTERS & TRAINING

Expert tuition for micro users

Dissatisfied with your original training? New people need teaching!

Need a refresher course?

Our London based education centre provides the ideal training facility from the most basic through to the most advanced needs. We have providers on site training in no discrimination, Government departments and private companies from basic level through to more advanced courses. To find more information on our service, contact your local phone number:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>Telex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microtech</td>
<td>01-928 8989</td>
<td>296253 STAMCO G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COMPUTING BASIC & COBOL

Full time, part time or evenings

NEW COURSES from April, July or September 1985

C & G "953" or "747"; IDPM; Word Processing (Wordstar); and other courses. Fees from £190

We also run: Secretarial, GCE ‘O’ & ‘A’ Levels, Business Studies and English Language courses

Tel: 01-584 9097/7580

DAVID GAME

Tutorial College

86 Old Brompton Road

London SW7

Telex: 296253 STAMCO G
OPEN MON-FRI 9.00 - 5.30
SAT 9.30 - 5.00

BUSINESS COMPUTERS -
ALL PRICES OF BUSINESS
MICROS ARE SUBJECT TO VAT @ 15%

IBM AUTHORISED DEALER — IBM PC

IBM PC PORTABLE £ please call
IBM PC £ please call
IBM XT £ please call
PC NETWORKING £ please call

ACT APRICOT AUTHORISED DEALER
*NEW* PC Paint Colour Card 25k RAM From 795.00
*NEW* Portable Computer Flat Screen 172k Cordless KB From 1695
Apricot PC Computer Type B 512k/386 1195
Apricot PC Computer Twin B/S Display 1795
Apricot 5m High Resolution Disk Drive 2795
*NEW* Apricot Point 7 as X 10Mb and networks 6 additional Apricots 3795
*NEW* Apricot Point 32 10Mb File Server Networking up to 32 users £1295
*NEW* Apricot point 32 as above but with 20Mb Hard Disk £ 4395
Apricot F High Res Monitor 230
*NEW* Apricot 10 Colour Monitor 310
*NEW* Apricot HP Colour Monitor 395
*NEW* Colour card for your Apricot PC or Xl £ 295

ACT SIRIUS AUTHORISED DEALER
Sirius 1.2 128k £ 2195
Sirius 2.4 256k £ 2895
Sirius SX10mb 256k £ 3995
Sirius Network Please Call

COMMODORE
CBM 8296 SK £ 795
CBM 8050 £ 895
CBM 8250 £ 895

COMMODORE
CBM 64 £ 389.00
CBM Model B £ 469.00
CBM Model B + DFS £ 130.00
Disk Drives from £ 25.00
Acorn Electron £ 179.99

COMMODORE AUTHORISED DEALER
CBM 64 £ 179.00
1541 Disk Drive £ 199.00
CBM SX64 Portable (+ free software) £ please call
CBM Cassette £ 49.95
CBM 801 Printer £ please call
CBM Colour Monitor £ 199.00
CBM UPS £ please call

HOME COMPUTERS

ATARI
Atari 600XL £ 99.99
Atari 800XL £ 199.99
1050 Disk Drive £ 199.99
1010 Cassette £ 48.99

BBC
BBC Model B £ 389.00
BBC Model B + DFS £ 469.00
Disk Drives from £ 130.00
Acorn Electron £ 179.99

COMMODORE AUTHORISED DEALER
CBM 64 £ 179.00
1541 Disk Drive £ 199.00
CBM SX64 Portable (+ free software) £ please call
CBM Cassette £ 49.95
CBM 801 Printer £ please call
CBM Colour Monitor £ 199.00
CBM UPS £ please call


EASY PARKING AT REAR CAR PARK
NEAREST TUBE: HENDON CENTRAL (NORTHERN LINE)

SOFTWARE
Pegasus Full Accounts Suite (per module) £ 295
Sales Ledger Payroll Purchase Ledger £ 425
Stock Control Nominal Ledger Job Costing £ 795
Invoicing & Sales Order Processing £ 1245
Superwritter £ 195
Wordstar £ 395
Mailmerge £ 25.00
Worlswrite (Inc. Mailmerge & Dictionary) £ 425
Lotus 123 Please call
Symphony Please call
Open Access Please call
Supercalc £ 195
Multiplication £ 495
DBase II £ 395
DMS Delta £ 495
CIS Incomplete Records (Auditan) £ 1600
IBIS Incomplete Records (Accounts Prep) £ 1600
IBIS Time Recording £ 800
IBIS Bureau Payroll £ 600
Micromat (Telecom Gold) £ 95
Special Applications Software Please call

ACCESSORIES
Floppy Disks £ please call
Continuous £ please call
Stationery £ please call
Daisy Wheels £ please call
Disk Covers £ please call
Disk Storage £ please call
Boxed £ please call
Disk Cleaning Kits £ please call
Battery Backup £ please call
Units £ please call
Tractor Feeds £ please call
Auto Sheet £ please call
Feeders £ please call
Acoustic Hoods £ please call
Computer & Printer Stands £ please call
Cables £ please call

SERVICES
Interfaces Winchester Hard Disks £ please call
Modems £ please call
Monitors £ please call
Ram Cards £ please call
Other £ please call

COMPUTERS

SINCLAIR
Spectrum 16k £ 99.95
Spectrum 48k £ 119.95
Alphacam 32 Printer £ 69.95

Also, full range of accessories:
Joysticks £ please call
Over 1000 Games £ please call
Educational Software £ please call
Programs £ please call
Cables £ please call
Speech £ please call
Disk Drives £ please call
Synthesizers £ please call
Cassette £ please call
Word Processing £ please call
Epson RX80FT £ please call
Data Base £ please call
Tronic R1300 £ please call
Feeding £ please call
Superwriter £ please call
Invoicing & Sales Order Processing £ please call
Stock Control £ please call

Over 500 Books £ please call

Also, full range of accessories:
Joysticks £ please call
Computer Desks £ please call
Over 1000 Games £ please call
Educational Software £ please call
Programs £ please call
Cables £ please call
Speech £ please call
Disk Drives £ please call
Synthesizers £ please call
Cassette £ please call
Word Processing £ please call
Epson RX80FT £ please call
Data Base £ please call
Tronic R1300 £ please call
Feeding £ please call
Superwriter £ please call
Invoicing & Sales Order Processing £ please call
Stock Control £ please call

We are now Torch/Unicorn Dealers for North London
Torch Zip Drive Pack £ please call

DATAVIEW

WORDCRAFT

OFFICIAL TENDERS
EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS
MAIL ORDER
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK

Please call for latest second-hand and ex-demon computers and printers

DAVIS WHEEL PRINTERS
*NEW* Daisy Step 2000 18cps, Qume Compatible £ 285
Brother CE50 typewriter/Printer 13cps £ 195
Brother HR15 15cps £ 445
Brother RR25 25cps £ 795
*NEW* Ricom 1200 22 cps £ 325
Ricoh Flowriter R1300 37cps £ 1245
Ricoh Flowriter R1600 60cps £ 1635

PRINTERS

EPSON
Epson FX80FT £ 199.00
Epson FX100FT £ 475
Epson LX1500 £ 1100
Printer Buffers from £ 129

DAVIS WHEEL PRINTERS
*NEW* Daisy Step 2000 18cps, Qume Compatible £ 285
Brother CE50 typewriter/Printer 13cps £ 195
Brother HR15 15cps £ 445
Brother RR25 25cps £ 795
*NEW* Ricom 1200 22 cps £ 325
Ricoh Flowriter R1300 37cps £ 1245
Ricoh Flowriter R1600 60cps £ 1635

SOFTWARE
Pegasus Full Accounts Suite (per module) £ 295
Sales Ledger Payroll Purchase Ledger £ 425
Stock Control Nominal Ledger Job Costing £ 795
Invoicing & Sales Order Processing £ 1245
Superwritter £ 195
Wordstar £ 395
Mailmerge £ 25.00
Worlswrite (Inc. Mailmerge & Dictionary) £ 425
Lotus 123 £ please call
Symphony £ please call
Open Access £ please call
Supercalc £ 195
Multiplication £ 495
DBase II £ 395
DMS Delta £ 495
CIS Incomplete Records (Auditan) £ 1600
IBIS Incomplete Records (Accounts Prep) £ 1600
IBIS Time Recording £ 800
IBIS Bureau Payroll £ 600
Micromat (Telecom Gold) £ 95
Special Applications Software £ please call

ACCESSORIES
Floppy Disks £ please call
Continuous £ please call
Stationery £ please call
Daisy Wheels £ please call
Disk Covers £ please call
Disk Storage £ please call
Boxed £ please call
Disk Cleaning Kits £ please call
Battery Backup £ please call
Units £ please call
Tractor Feeds £ please call
Auto Sheet £ please call
Feeders £ please call
Acoustic Hoods £ please call
Computer & Printer Stands £ please call
Cables £ please call

SERVICES
Interfaces Winchester Hard Disks £ please call
Modems £ please call
Monitors £ please call
Ram Cards £ please call
Other £ please call

COMPUTERS

SINCLAIR
Spectrum 16k £ 99.95
Spectrum 48k £ 119.95
Alphacam 32 Printer £ 69.95

Also, full range of accessories:
Joysticks £ please call
Over 1000 Games £ please call
Educational Software £ please call
Programs £ please call
Cables £ please call
Speech £ please call
Disk Drives £ please call
Synthesizers £ please call
Cassette £ please call
Word Processing £ please call
Epson RX80FT £ please call
Data Base £ please call
Tronic R1300 £ please call
Feeding £ please call
Superwriter £ please call
Invoicing & Sales Order Processing £ please call
Stock Control £ please call

We are now Torch/Unicorn Dealers for North London
Torch Zip Drive Pack £ please call

DATAVIEW

WORDCRAFT

OFFICIAL TENDERS
EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS
MAIL ORDER
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK

Please call for latest second-hand and ex-demon computers and printers

COMPUTERS

SINCLAIR
Spectrum 16k £ 99.95
Spectrum 48k £ 119.95
Alphacam 32 Printer £ 69.95

Also, full range of accessories:
Joysticks £ please call
Over 1000 Games £ please call
Educational Software £ please call
Programs £ please call
Cables £ please call
Speech £ please call
Disk Drives £ please call
Synthesizers £ please call
Cassette £ please call
Word Processing £ please call
Epson RX80FT £ please call
Data Base £ please call
Tronic R1300 £ please call
Feeding £ please call
Superwriter £ please call
Invoicing & Sales Order Processing £ please call
Stock Control £ please call

We are now Torch/Unicorn Dealers for North London
Torch Zip Drive Pack £ please call

DATAVIEW

WORDCRAFT
We’ll teach you to realise the full power of the personal computer.

The Executive Computer Centre is a place of learning. Here are experts, who have prepared a range of executive courses designed to increase your knowledge in all aspects of personal computing.

They will show you how to get the most out of today’s personal computers. They will inform you, instruct you, and motivate you. You will be given hands-on experience — one IBM PC for each delegate. You will be presented with carefully researched and considered advice, in a businesslike atmosphere.

The Executive Computer Centre runs courses in these software packages, using IBM PCs: Lotus, Symphony, Framework, Multiplan, Wordstar, Sycero, Visicalc, Volkswriter, XChange, Smart, DBase II, DBase III, Cardbox and Delta.

There are also courses using Apple, Apricot, Sperry, Olivetti and other hardware. The Executive Computer Centre is the best equipped, fully independent microcomputer training centre in London.

Choose from our selected courses or send for more details of our very special software prices.

- Please send me your full course list
- Please telephone me to discuss my training needs
- Please reserve me places on the course(s) indicated
- Lotus 1-2-3 £350: March 11 - March 13
- Smart Database £250: March 19 - March 20
- Smart Advanced £150: March 26
- Lotus 1-2-3 Advanced £150: March 27
- Introduction to Micros £130: March 29
- DBase II £250: April 9 - April 10
- Psion XChange Archive £130: April 11
- Please send me your software price list and details of your free training offer worth up to £350

Name:
Position:
Company:
Address:

Telephone No:
The Executive Computer Centre, MAM House, 24-25 New Bond Street, London W1Y 9HD.

The Executive Computer Centre
24-25 New Bond Street, London W1Y 9HD
Telephone: 01-629 9255
How to get superb quality printing for your IBM PC without paying over the top.

Qume's SPRINT 11 PLUS is the smartest choice in a letter-quality printer for your IBM PC. It's made by one of the world's largest suppliers of daisy-wheel printers, it offers the highest reliability in the industry, and its print quality is second to none. All this, for SUBSTANTIALLY LESS COST than any printer in its class. The SPRINT 11 PLUS plugs right into your PC, prints at 40, 60 or 90 cps — equivalent to a minimum of 360 words per minute — and works beautifully with your IBM PC business software, including sophisticated word processing packages. So don't take chances on a low-performance printer. And don't spend more than you need to. Choose the dependable, premium-quality SPRINT 11 PLUS. It's the best printer you can buy for your IBM PC. And the best buy in printers. For full details on the SPRINT 11 PLUS, contact ISG on the Hot Line now!

Prices are exclusive of VAT.
Our Captain™ or other multifunction boards can add up to 384 K bytes of memory to your IBM® PC. They'll give you additional serial and parallel ports as well as a built-in clock/calendar. With each board, you'll get our Treasure Chest of Software™ (24 programmes in all) at no extra cost.

Tecmar's Lab Master™ is ideal for process control and the tracking of laboratory experiments in industrial and scientific applications. It converts analog data to digital data, and back again. Sophisticated timing is accomplished throughout this process by Lab Master's timer/counter circuitry (AMD 9513). The Lab Master has 24 digital input/output (I/O) lines. 12-bit resolution is standard while 14- or 16-bit resolution is optional. Additional A/D and D/A channels are also available.

For your graphics needs, Tecmar offers the Graphics Master™. With it, your PC gets graphics support for most popular software packages like 1-2-3™ from Lotus,™ Open Access,™ AutoCAD,™ and all IBM colour software. Graphics Master works in high resolution: colour (640 x 400) or monochrome (720 x 700).

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines. 1-2-3™ and Lotus™ are trademarks of Lotus Development. Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
For the BBC MICRO

Any BBC user will be aware that entering numeric data on the BBC keyboard, whether for business, educational or scientific purposes, is a slow and inefficient process. The Softlife Numeric Keypad changes all that. Speedy entry of numeric data is now possible—as on many more expensive computers.

**Features**

* N-Key rollover
* Only connection to user port
* High quality keys
* Hand held, or free standing
* Software provided on eprom
* Simple selection command
* Standard mode uses no user RAM — optional fully programmable mode also available
* Maximum software compatibility

Also available:

- Softlife much acclaimed EPROM PROGRAMMER CIA buy one — Acorn User) with software on Eprom and documentation — £29.95 + VAT. £31.25
- £29.95 + VAT. £31.25
- £29.95 + VAT. £31.25
- £29.95 + VAT. £31.25
- £29.95 + VAT. £31.25
- £29.95 + VAT. £31.25

All products and data available from:

SOFTLIFE LTD
7 Rose Crescent, Cambridge CB2 3LL
Tel: (0223) 62117

---

**Friendly Face**

**MICRODRIVE/CARTRIDGE UTILITIES**

A complete suite of new routines

LOAD, CATALOG, ERASE cartridge files, by menu choices from master, autorun routine. Intelligent FORMAT routine formats batches of cartridges for optimum storage space. Print Filespace or CATALOG of Duplicate Master Routine on batches of cartridges. Also — Expert Microdrive Troubleshooter!

**THE ONLY UTILITY OF ITS KIND**

Now with fully updated Microdrive routines to MERGE with Masterfile and Tasword Two, and give optimum professional performance.

MEMO and ACTION (scheduler) formats for MASTERFILE are free with cartridge version

INCREIBLE VALUE from MONITOR Ltd.
Cartridge £12.95, Cassette £6.95, incl. VAT and P&P within U.K. or P&P within Europe.

P. O. Box 442, London NW7 2JF. 01-959-1787.

---

**ADVANCED INPUT DEVICES (UK) LTD**

**BUSINESS SERVICES DIVISION**

**DISCOUNT SOFTWARE...**

**SAVE UP TO 40% ON RRP**

phone for quote or write for price list- most popular business packages available.

Appointed Dealers for:

**EASY Junior ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE. FULLY INTEGRATED ACCOUNTS PACKAGE FEATURING SALES, PURCHASE & NOMINAL LEDGERS. STOCK CONTROL. SALES INVOICING, WORD PROCESSOR, LABEL PRINTING.**

SINGLE ENTRY - ALL MODULES LINKED. RRP £995 plus VAT. Call for special package deal including installation!!!

**UNICOM RAP FROM UIS. THE HOST SOFTWARE USED BY TELECOM GOLD, NOW AVAILABLE FOR A VARIETY OF MICROs. OFFERS ERROR FREE COMMUNICATIONS, MICRO TO MICRO, MICRO TO HOST, ETC. MAKE FULL USE OF ALL THE VALUE ADDED FEATURES OF TELECOM GOLD. RRP £145 plus VAT. Special package deal for RAP, Modem and Telecom Gold MAILBOX. CALL FOR DETAILS and literature!!!

**MAINS SUPPLY PROBLEMS?**

Distributors for RAYMAN ELECTRONICS

UPS A COMPLETE RANGE OF UNINTERRUPTABLE POWER SUPPLIES UP TO 2KW. ALL UK MANUFACTURED - UNIQUE EXCHANGE WARRANTY - A MUST FOR ALL BUSINESS COMPUTERS. RME100S (suitable for basic IBM PC) RRP £375 + VAT. RME250 (for IT) RRP £680 + VAT. RME500 (for larger Hard Disc systems) RRP £742 + VAT. Full details on request.

CLAMP & POWER BLOC for individual equipment-protect against surges and spikes from the mains supply.

CLAMP (full 10A rating) RRP £16.95+VAT replaces 13A plug.

FULL 10A RATING RRP £16.95+VAT replaces 13A plug.

POWER BLOC takes 4 13A plugs to enable all equipment to be supplied from 1 13A socket. RRP £29.99 + VAT.

For further information, call:

01 429 2675 (24 hours) or write (no stamp required) to:

ADVANCED INPUT DEVICES(UK)Ltd. FREEPOST, Pinner, Middx. HA5 2BR.
Imagine a head that can print 500 million characters—1/4 million A4 pages—without falling over. Imagine an OKI 2410.

500 million characters of needle sharp quality—the OKI 2410 is the No. 1 professional standard for heavy duty applications.

It's the clearest proof of the superiority of OKI performance. Performance based on high quality and reliability, so that while other printers are falling down, OKI printers continue to give you print perfection. Perfection built in by OKI's robotic production assembly line. The robots themselves are OKI designers and characterise the futuristic thinking of the company. All OKI printers, including the best selling MICROLINE range, are designed and built the same way, ensuring that from the least expensive to the top of the range, OKI quality and reliability is constant throughout.

Don't forget, no-one's head has ever rolled for buying OKI printers.

So now that you'd like to know more about the OKI printer range, contact us at the address below and we'll send you the information you need. Better still, why not see an OKI printer in the flesh. Call in and see your local approved dealer now—otherwise heads will roll.
THE ASSEMBLER

The ADDER 68K Assembler is a professional, fully integrated editor/MACRO assembler development package for the QL. Providing a quick turn-around on the editing, assembling, debugging cycle, it assembles Motorola format source files to produce multi-tasking programs, additional Super BASIC facilities plus much more. Features include:

- FULL 68000 MACRO Assembler
- Integrated full screen editor
- Conditional assembly
- External library file inclusion
- Complete error checking diagnostics
- Comprehensive manual

MACRO ASSEMBLER only £29.95*

SANYO 550 Series

Memory Upgrades 64K (128-192K) 49 Graphic Specials 85
128K (128-256K) 90 (Graffiti Freeze Frame: Joystick) 118
Disk Upgrades 2x256k Internal 315 (Picasso Freeze Frame: Joystick) 106
(All inc. Software) 2x800k Internal 355 BASIC manual (Inc. Post & Pack) 27
(All inc. Software) 2x800k External 429 ADS Joystick (2 Button) 75
10mb Internal Hard Disk 1995 Logitech Screen Handler (Ans. 3.64) 15
2x10mb Int Hard Disk & Pow Supply 1595 Screen Damp (Freeze Frame) 32
SMART Int/Ext Pack (WP'Sheet: DBase) 635 Games/business 32
AutoCAD (Draft/Design Package) 880 Select — Datascan Report/Label Pgm 25
smarTI/WORK (PCB Design Package) 895 Coming Soon — IBM (Lozdo) Board — Clock/Calendar Card

Coming Soon — AT Compatible Drives (ex 1.2 mb)

IBM PC

10mb Internal Hard Disk 995 Memory Upgrades 64k RAM 55
Hard Disk Power Supply (Optional) 145 128k RAM 99
2x10mb Int Hard Disk & Pow Supply 1595 AST Six Pack Plus Multifunction Card 275
SMART Int/Ext Pack (WP'Sheet: DBase) 635 AST with 16mb RAM 495
AutoCAD (Draft/Design Package) 880 AST with 384mb RAM (Huge Saving) 495
smarTI/WORK (PCB Design Package) 895

Turbo Pascal 49 Turbo讨厌 (loan: Quicksoft etc) 99
Turbo Tutor 29 Turbo Tutor All 3 — Save £28
Sidekick (IBM & Full Comp: Only) 49 Turbo Pascal (With 8087 Support) 89

DESMET ‘C’ COMPILER

Compiler & Full 8086 Assembler 135 Symbolic Debugger 50

51/4” FLOPPY DISKS — BASF or 3M

Single Sided: Double Density (per 10) 16 Double Sided: Double Density (per 10) 16
Single Sided: Double Density (per 50) 60 Double Sided: Double Density (per 50) 99

All prices plus VAT at 15%

Manufacturers Guarantees

Send cheque with order to NORTH WEST COMPUTER SUPPLIES
19 Green Pastures, Stockport, Cheshire SK4 3RB
Tel: (061) 432 2952 or (0606) 781164

Callers by appointment ONLY

Postage & Packing Included

THE BOOK

The QL Advanced User Guide (£12.95) has been written by Adrian Dickens in collaboration with Tony Tebby (QDOS System designer). It is the complete guide to QDOS and the Sinclair QL, covering multi-tasking, transient programs, resident procedures, heaps and stacks, traps and utilities, 68008 assembler programming plus much more. All of these features are illustrated by practical examples, and the powerful QDOS experimenter program allows many facilities to be tried out from BASIC. All of the programs from the book are available on a microdrive cartridge which can be purchased with the book (£9.95).
LOOKING FOR SOFTWARE?

DID YOU KNOW THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY WASTED £700M LAST YEAR BUYING THE WRONG SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE?

This year could be different . . . with a little imagination.

- You will need a library full of information on software with full details on commercial and professional software for mainframes, minis and micros.
- It would help to have your own personal assistant who has the time to research and knows where to look. Then you simply instruct them to produce a shortlist of the best available software and arrange demonstrations for you to preview them.
- Wouldn’t it be nice if this service was completely free and available to you as often as you need it?
- Someone used their imagination last year and produced such a service. It’s called:

SOFTWARE INFORMATION LIMITED

All you need to do is phone with your requirement and your personal assistant does the rest. They can be contacted on:

831 0071
The Companion Expansion is a rugged aluminium case that bolts firmly onto the back of the Electron. It contains a six slot mother board with three connectors installed that can be used to expand your Electron to a more complete system.

APPLE MACINTOSH

"If you can point, you can use a Macintosh."
- 68000 Processor
- 128K RAM
- Built-in 400K Disk
- Macwrite
- Macpaint
- Built-in high resolution screen

MAC £1590 + VAT
MAC & Imagewriter £1890 + VAT

ACT APRICOT

APRICOT PC
FROM £1199
+ VAT

APRICOT Xi
FROM £2199
+ VAT

All Apricots come with MS-DOS, Basic, Supercalc, Superplaner, Superwriter.

APPLE 2c

• 128K RAM
• Built-in Disk Drive
• 80 Column Display

Apple 2c £799 + VAT
2c Monitor £129 + VAT
Additional Drive £199 + VAT
Monitor Stand £27 + VAT
Epson RX80FT £259 + VAT

PACKAGE DEAL £1299 + VAT

SANYO STOCK CLEARANCE

500 £649 + VAT
555 £849 + VAT

ACORN BBC

SPECIAL OFFER
- BBC B + 8 Program Tapes £347 + VAT
- BBC + Disk Interface + Disk Drive £499 + VAT

- BBC + Disk Interface + Disk Drive
- Juki 6100 Printer
- Leads
- High Res Monitor
- Workwise W.P.

£949 + VAT
**THOUGHTS & CROSSES**
37 MARKET STREET, HECKMONDWIKE, WEST YORKS
Telephone: 0924 402337

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPUTERS</th>
<th><strong>£</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BCC B</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC B DFS</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum 48K (free software worth £57)</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Plus (free software worth £60)</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memotech 512</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commodore 64</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple IIe with Disk Drives 2 &amp; Controller</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commodore 64</td>
<td>659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memotech 512</td>
<td>449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brother HR5</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brother EP44</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brother HR5</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma 512</td>
<td>562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple IIe &amp; IIc with Disk Drives</td>
<td>329</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISKS</th>
<th><strong>£</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wadati S/S S/D 40 Track</td>
<td>10 for £17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/S S/D 40 Track</td>
<td>10 for £20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D/S D/D 40 Track</td>
<td>10 for £22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D/S D/D 80 Track</td>
<td>10 for £28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynatek Disk 160/15 S/D 40/T</td>
<td>10 for £20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>204/20 S/D D/D 80/T</td>
<td>10 for £35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 Maxx/Single</td>
<td>£4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3&quot;/1/4&quot; Head/32 Track</td>
<td>£4.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRINTERS</th>
<th><strong>£</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daisy Wheel 2000</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shinwa CP80 (Centronics)</td>
<td>370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shinwa CPA80 RS232</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shinwa CPA80 (Centronics)</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCP 40</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCP 40 &amp; 40</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epson M92A/300</td>
<td>495</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONITORS</th>
<th><strong>£</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microvitec 1431 M5 (SMB)</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microvitec 1451 M5 (Med)</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microvitec 1431 M2 (SMB)</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microvitec 1451 QL</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips 7502 green anti-glare (20MHz)</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commodore 1701</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fidelity TV Monitor</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fidelity CM14 Monitor</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPUTERS</th>
<th><strong>£</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opus with Apple IIe &amp; IIc</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumana with Apple IIe &amp; IIc</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ober & Cumana Disk Drives available. Phone for latest price.

For Access & Visa orders ring 0924 409753
All prices include VAT and delivery.
We start carrying your workload the very first day.

EasyWriter II™ System

EasyWriter II System is word processing that's easy to learn and easy to use. Memos, reports, correspondence, even statistical documents are letter perfect from day one. If you can type, you can use it to lighten your workload.

EasyWriter II System gives you everything you need. It has an 88,000 word spell checker and convenient mail-merge for reports and form letters. They're built right in, not sold separately. And unlike some other programs you may see, what you look at on the screen is exactly what is printed.

So no matter what your office word processing needs, EasyWriter II System can make the days more productive, by carrying the load right from the start.

EVERYTHING YOU WANT FROM A HOME COMPUTER

1. **ATARI 64K 800XL - £129**: The Atari 800XL has many facilities and includes such advanced specifications that you will be amazed by its performance. At the new reduced price of only £129 inc VAT for a full specification 64K computer with a proper full stroke keyboard, we believe that the 800XL cannot be bettered. Compare Atari with the competition, just look at these specifications.

   - **COLOUR CAPABILITIES**: 16 colours and 16 intensities giving 256 different colours (all of the 256 colours can be displayed at the same time).
   - **GRAPHICS**: 8K graphic display, 2K pixel display, 1K pixel display, 256 pixel display.
   - **KEYBOARD**: Full stroke design with 62 keys including help key and 4 special function keys, international character set and 29 graphics keys.

2. **ATARI 400 16K GAMES MACHINE - £29**: We have several Atari 400 games consoles/computers with 16K RAM. The price is £29 (for a reconditioned model) or £39 for a new machine. Both come with 12 months guarantee. The Atari 400 can play all 800XL ROM cartridges games and is expandable up to 48K RAM. Computer upgrade with Basic Programming Kit (£30) optional extra.


4. **ATARI 1050 DUAL DENSITY DISK DRIVE - £199**: 5½" disks holding 127K randomly accessible bytes provide both expansion and flexibility for your 400/800 or XL system with new 'helpful' DOS 3. All customers who purchase a Disk Drive from Silica Shop will be automatically given a FREE set of 100 programs on 3 Disks recorded on both sides.

5. **ATARI 2010 Colour Printer - £99**: Printer and Plotter with colour graphic print capability, 40 column width printing at 10 characters per second. Can print 16 x 20 characters per inch. 64 character printer. Printa best in 4 directions. Choice of line types.

6. **ATARI 2027 LETTER QUALITY PRINTER - £248**: For word processing letters in professional type. Print speed of 2 characters per second.

7. **ATARI TOUCH TABLET - £49**: Enables you to draw and paint pictures on your TV screen, with the touch of a stylus.

8. **ATARI TRAK BALL CONTROLLER - £19.95**: Enables cursor movement in any direction and adds arcade realism to your games.

9. **ATARI SUPER CONTROLLER - £9.95**: The ultimate joy stick with double fire button to give you a greater competitive edge in your games.

**SILICA SHOP ARE THE No1 ATARI SPECIALIST**

Silica Shop are now firmly established as the No 1 Atari reseller and wholesaler specialized in the UK. We already offer our service to over 120,000 customers, 10,000 of whom have purchased Atari Home Computers. Because we specialise (and with a turnover of £1.5 million), we are able to keep prices low by bulk purchases. Ring one of our 45 staff and we will be glad to be of service to you. Complete the coupon below and we will send you our Atari pack with our 16 page price list and XL colour catalogue.

**LITERATURE REQUEST**

Please send me the FREE colour brochures and 16 page price list on Atari Computers.

I own a [ ] VideoGAME [ ] I own a [ ] Computer

To: SILICA SHOP LTD, Dept PCW 0385, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

ORDER NOW - OR SEND FOR A FREE COLOUR BROCHURE

ORDER REQUEST:

[ ] 800XL 64K Computer £129
[ ] 16K GAMES MACHINE £29
[ ] 1010 Program Recorder £34
[ ] 1050 127K Disk Drive £199

ALL PRICES QUOTED ARE INCLUSIVE OF VAT - POSTAGE & PACKING IS FREE OF CHARGE
NEW HORIZONS

8 ASHBURNHAM ROAD
BEDFORD
MK40 1DS
TEL: 0234 53816
TELEX: A2392 ROBINSa6
HARD DISCS PLUS CONTROLLER 10,20,40 MEGABYTE
FOR OLIVETTI M24 PLUS IBM COMPATIBLE
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME

AGENT BUYERS

Currently under contract to supply 3 million pounds worth of business for 1985. We like to be contact from worldwide parallel importers of personal computers. We can offer the best price from UK distributors. Assistance on hardware if required. Technical support if required. Maximum reservation to all customers.

IMPORT and EXPORT COMPUTERS
EasySales Pro™ picks your best prospects instantly.

EasySales Pro™

The more accurately you pick your best sales prospects, the more time you save. Your sales force spends more time selling, less time figuring out who to sell to.

EasySales Pro is a personal computer program that can dramatically increase the efficiency of your sales efforts. In one easy-to-learn program, EasySales Pro sets up sales call priorities by ranking the importance of your prospects. It shows you how much time should be spent with them, and how often to call.

Just tell EasySales Pro about your customers and prospects. The program guides you to better sales decisions.

EasySales Pro is designed to be adaptable to a wide variety of sales management systems, so you can easily customize it to your product line. And EasySales Pro can generate timely reports on territory activity, as well as in-depth records of prospects. This makes it a snap to update your sales and prospect information.

Pick your best prospects before your competitors do. Pick up EasySales Pro at any Sorcim/IUS dealer.
### The Pegasus Systems

**SYSTEM 1**
- APRICOT with 2x720k PLUS 12" MONITOR
- PLUS SUPERWRITER WORDPROCESSING PROGRAM
- PLUS SUPERCALC FINANCIAL FORECASTING PROGRAM
- PLUS SUPERPLANNER ELECTRONIC DIARY AND CARDBOX SYSTEM
- PLUS PEGASUS SALES ORDER PROCESSING/INVOICING
- PLUS PEGASUS SALES LEDGER
- PLUS PEGASUS PURCHASE LEDGER
- PLUS PEGASUS NOMINAL LEDGER
- PLUS DATA CABLE TO LINK PRINTER TO COMPUTER
- PLUS 2/3 3.5" DISKS
- PLUS BROTHER HR15 DAISY WHEEL QUALITY PRINTER

**SYSTEM PRICE £2796.00**

**WE CAN RECONFIGURE ANY PACKAGE TO SUIT YOUR INDIVIDUAL NEEDS. WE PROVIDE HOT-LINE SUPPORT, SERVICE, DATA INSURANCE & ON-SITE MAINTENANCE**

### The Apricot Systems

**SYSTEM 2**
- APRICOT WITH 10 MEGABYTE HARD DISK DRIVE AND 12" MONITOR
- WITH SUPERWRITER FOR WORD PROCESSING
- WITH SUPERCALC FINANCIAL FORECASTING SPREADSHEET
- WITH SUPERPLANNER ELECTRONIC DIARY SYSTEM
- PLUS EPSON FX80 PRINTER
- PLUS DATA CABLE TO LINK PRINTER TO COMPUTER
- PLUS 10 3.5" DISKS
- PLUS 1 BOX OF FANFOLD PAPER
- PLUS ANY 4 MODULES OF PEGASUS ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE

**SYSTEM PRICE £3596.00**

**SOFTWARE – UP TO 30% DISCOUNTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WORDSTAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRIDAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBASE II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEN ACCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYMPHONY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOUCH &amp; GO TYPING TUTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPERCALC III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARDBOX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBASE III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUTOCODE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOTUS 1-2-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPERCALC II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULTIPLAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRAMEWORK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OUR FULL SOFTWARE RANGE IS FAR TOO LARGE TO INCLUDE HERE PLEASE CALL US FOR CURRENT PRICES ON ANY SOFTWARE PRODUCT.**

**ALL ITEMS ARE FULLY SUPPORTED AND GUARANTEED. CALL NOW FOR FREE ADVICE FROM OUR APPLICATIONS EXPERT. TRAINING IS ALSO AVAILABLE ON ANY PROGRAM OR COMPUTER.**

**WE OFFER FREE TRAINING WITH ANY TOTAL SYSTEM BOUGHT TO US. OUR SYSTEMS ARE SOLD ON A INSTALLED AND WORKING BASIS. WE CAN DELIVER TO ANY PART OF THE U.K. OR COURIER TO ANY TRADING COUNTRY IN THE WORLD.**

**BUY RENT OR LEASE FROM THE PROFESSIONALS**

**TEL: 01-800 8182**

**78-82 KIRKTON ROAD**

**LONDON N15**

**MCS**
The chip, of course, is the 8088 as used in the IBM PC. The operating system is customised to MS-DOS compatibility. The user memory is 256K RAM, that's four times as much as big brother. The floppy disc storage is 720 Kbytes, that's more than double the basic PC. We've only got two expansion slots, but there again we use them for expansion and don't need to tie them up with basics such as colour graphics or printer ports.

We are disc compatible to Lotus 1-2-3 and most other popular business software. And hardware compatible, accepting autodial/auto-answer internally housed modems, networking and memory expansion cards, plotters and just about any board level product developed for the IBM PC.

And at £1,087, including VAT and a suite of PSION...
XCHANGE business software to get you started, we’re less than half the price.
Isn’t it a shame we’re only available to BBC Model B Micro owners.

Torch Computers, dedicated to the BBC Micro in more ways than one.

Technical Specification • 8088 16-bit CPU (5Mhz) • 256K RAM • MS-DOS operating system customised to IBM PC compatibility • Twin double sided, 5 1/4" floppy disc drives (each 360K formatted)
• 2 IBM PC compatible expansion slots
• Free PSION XCHANGE software (Abacus, Easel, Archive, Quill) • Software compatibility allows Lotus 1-2-3 and all popular IBM PC business programs to run without modification, subject to constraints of BBC keyboard and display • Acorn Disc interface is not required • Keyboard, text and graphics by BBC Model B Micro.

For the name of your local Torch Graduate dealer complete the reader enquiry card or ring (0223) 841000.
Torch Computers Ltd., Abberley House, Great Shelford, Cambridge CB2 5LQ.

under licence from Data Technologies Ltd.
NEW 4-COLOUR PRINTER/PLOTTER

$179.00 EXC VAT & P&P
FOR DELIVERY SEND A CHEQUE FOR £211.60 TO: CHOTA GRAPHICS LTD, 6 WALTON LANE, WEYBRIDGE, SURREY KT13 8NF
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR DEMONSTRATION OR SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY CALL WEYBRIDGE (0932) 54268 (DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME)

All purpose ADDRESS LABELS help you to make full use of your microcomputer, word processor or even typewriter. Owing to their special low slip backing paper, these labels are ideally suited to both friction and traction feeders.

EACH BOX CONTAINS 1000 FAN FOLDED SELF-ADHESIVE LABELS

ORDER FORM
SEND TO SARLEE LTD, FELSTEAD STREET, HACKNEY, LONDON E9 3DP
No. of boxes @ £5.95 per box (Inclusive of Postage & Packing and VAT)
I enclose cheque for £
NAME: ______________________ COMPANY: ______________________
ADDRESS: __________________ POST CODE: __________________ SIGNATURE: __________________
SuperCalc® 3, Release 2

SuperCalc 3 with FastMath™ is faster than any other competitive spreadsheet. A lot faster. This means while you're waiting for others to calculate, you could be off and running with SuperCalc 3, Release 2. And on top of its astonishing speed, it's all on one disc to simplify usage. We've simplified the price, too. It's about £80 lower than its best known rival.

SuperCalc 3, Release 2 provides the broadest range of functional capabilities. You get a better data manager, and the most sophisticated graphics of any integrated program. Your spreadsheets will be more meaningful, more understandable.

Yet it's surprisingly easy to learn and use. From easy startup, to extensive tutorials, to deeper, more efficient modeling, the more you get into SuperCalc 3, Release 2, the better it treats you.

Speed, flexibility, depth... no wonder it takes you further, faster.

Sorcim/IUS / MICRO SOFTWARE

Easy Software working harder.

Special offer:
Free demo diskette

☐ Please send me a Free Demo Diskette® so I can preview the features and effectiveness of SuperCalc® 3, Release 2

Name
Address
Tel:

Post this coupon to:
Sorcim/IUS, 16-20 High St, Maidenhead, Berks, SL6 10H. Tel: 0628 70911

Diskette is designed for use with IBM-PC® or fully compatible hardware systems.
IBM-PC® is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.

S/H COMPUTER SALE !!!!!!!!

Sanyo 555 & software £600
H.P. 87 Computer £495
H.P. 83 Computer £295
TMK 320P £350
Apricot pc 256K £1200
Vis 20 NEW!!! £35
Epson PX 8 NEW!!! £695
Microvitec Cub £140
Atari 600xl £60
Casio PB700 & int £90
3 Easy Pieces software for Apple 111 £90
Acorn Electron £90
Uncased Olivetti 200k £60

Apple 2 Europlus £750
Apple 3 £750
Apple Disk Drive (Boxed) £125
Apple Compatible Disk Drive from £75
Apple Easywriter £15
Apple 3 Profile £500
GENUINE Apple Cards £40
Language Cards £40
Pal Card £40
Serial I/F £40
Centronics I/F £40
Non Apple Videx Card £40
Eprom Card £40
Z80 Card inc sof t £55
U. P. F. Modulator £25

SOFTWARE

P.F. S Report £15
APPLE 3 £15
P.F. S File, c/w P.F. S Rep. £30
Pascal £50
Mail List Manager £35
Business Basic £27
SYSTEMATICS SOFTWARE

For Apple II6III (Bundled)

R.A.T. &

Stock Control
(each) £5

Apple 111 £90
Memotech MTX 500 £95
Multiplan Apple II £60
Philips NEW 12"Green Screen Monitor £85

MORGAN CAMERA COMPANY

160, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W.1. TEL:01-388-2562
Prices guaranteed until 28th March 1985

The original and still the leader in value.

The XLtron MEGABOX

£29

£50

Measures 6 1/4" x 8 3/4" x 6 1/4"

Prices

guaranteed

Floppy Disk Prices

All disks are 5 1/4", 48tpi, featuring write protect notch, centre hubs, double and single density, Tyvex sleeves and full set of labels.

- 25 SS/DD disks in MEGABOX £29 plus VAT £4.35 and £2 p&p = £35.35
- 25 DS/DD disks in MEGABOX £39 plus VAT £5.85 and £2 p&p = £46.85
- 50 SS/DD disks in MEGABOX £50 plus VAT £7.50 and £2 p&p = £59.50
- 50 DS/DD disks in MEGABOX £70 plus VAT £10.50 and £2 p&p = £82.50+
- 10 SS/DD disks in miniObox £13 plus VAT £1.95 and £2 p&p = £16.95
- 10 DS/DD disks in miniObox £18 plus VAT £2.70 and £2 p&p = £22.70

*5% price reduction

The MEGA BOX is a top quality rigid plastic storage box with see-through lid and four dividers. Holds up to 60 diskettes.

THE midiObox

15 DS/DD disks in our midiObox at a bargain price. Our new midiObox has some great features. It's made of high impact plastic and holds up to 30 5 1/4" disks, but is one of the neatest on the market. Measuring only 6" x 6" x 3", the rigid lid conveniently holds the disks you are working on ready to hand. And with 15 DS/DD disks it's a bargain at only £20 plus £3 VAT and £2 p&p = £25.

Atari owners ring for 'flippees' prices

SUPERDISK

Suitable for any user, any computer, any format. Single sided, double sided, 48 or 96 tpi. Individually tested.

10 in a miniObox £19 plus VAT £2.85 and £2 p&p = £23.85
15 in a midiObox £25 plus VAT £3.75 and £2 p&p = £30.75
25 in a MEGABOX £42 plus VAT £6.30 and £2 p&p = £50.30
50 in a MEGABOX £80 plus VAT £12 and £2 p&p = £94.00

Disco Tech (U.K.) Ltd.

Lex House, 3-6 Alfred Place, London WC1, England.

Disco Tech (U.K.) LTD. are the sole distributors of XLTRON.

To: Disco Tech Ltd., Lex House, 3-6 Alfred Place, London WC1, England

Just fill in the coupon or send your order on a postcard or letter. Or phone your order on 01.631 3600

Please send me the following, (tick the appropriate boxes):

(QTY) □ SS/DD □ DS/DD □ SUPERDISK disks in a

□ MEGABOX □ midiObox □ miniObox

I enclose a cheque/p.o. for £ or debit my Access/Diners/Amex card

card no.

Name: __________________________ Signature: __________________________

Address: __________________________ Postcode: __________

(Block Capitals Please)

© XLTRON is a registered name of Disco Technology Limited.

© TYVEX is a registered name of Du Pont.

© RHINOKOTE is a registered name of Disco Technology Ltd.

© Disco Tech Ltd. are a registered user of Disco Technologies Ltd.

Help Lines

Technical: 01.631 0255
Sales: 01.631 3600

If you want help or information to place an order just ring our 'help' lines.

Official Orders

We accept orders from all government bodies, schools, universities, libraries, armed forces etc. We despatch on receipt of an official purchase order. If you can't raise a cheque without an invoice, just post or telephone your order and we'll send you a pro-forma by return.

Personal Callers Very Welcome

We're now established in our new showroom in Alfred Place. You can save our £2 delivery charge by calling in - you'll be welcome weekdays from 10.00am till 5.00pm Saturday 10.00am-4.00pm.

Suitable For Popular Micros

XLTRON disks are recommended for BBC, Atari and Commodore computers. If you need advice on other micros just ring 01.631 0255

Our Quality Promise

You can order with confidence. We buy disks from international manufacturers to our specifications, then test, retest and grade them in our London laboratories.

Fully Guaranteed

The XLTRON quality control is so stringent that we can give our famous 'two for one' guarantee. If you find a faulty disk, return it to us, and we'll send you two in exchange immediately. All part of our five year guarantee.

© XLTRON is a registered name of Disco Technologies Ltd.

© DISCOMOTIE is a registered name of Disco Technologies Ltd.
After 83 years we’ve reached the end of the tape.

It's almost unbelievable that we still use punched paper tape to transmit important and imperative messages around the world. But it doesn't take a great leap of the imagination to realise that by hooking up a normal microcomputer to the British Telecom telex jack, we can have all the advantages of today's microchip technology.

No longer will you have to wait to receive or transmit while you're typing out another telex message.

You can alter the words directly on the VDU, and send the same telex to ten different destinations by pressing just one button.

Automatic dialling, redialling and storage of numbers, enable your operator to get on with other jobs, and the noise level is just a whisper.

Storage on a floppy disc can be optionally selected, but if the disc is full (and it can take up to 20 telexes), all telexes are printed, thus reliability is assured.

When it's 9 o'clock in the morning in Dallas, your telex can go out when they're in the office and you can store incoming messages till you get in.

An inbuilt clock tells you how long each transmission has taken, and can then be attributed to any department.

The KAI Telex Processor is British Telecom approved, and with an Apple II or IIe you immediately have a quality microcomputer and a telex at your disposal.

The KAI Telex Processor is fast, and has a prodigious memory, with extended form capability for variable information that can be added to customised forms such as invoices.
With software prices like this, Microware’s hardware must be hard to pass up!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOFTWARE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MULTI-USER PEGASUS</td>
<td>£295.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROJECT MANAGEMENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hornet</td>
<td>£275.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard</td>
<td>£395.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW LOTUS SYMPHONY</td>
<td>£495.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW LOTUS 123 Upgrade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spreadsheet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Processing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOTUS 123</td>
<td>£375.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRAMEWORK</td>
<td>£475.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VARIOUS SELECTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC Tutor 2.0</td>
<td>£41.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBasic</td>
<td>£140.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pascal MT</td>
<td>£420.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft C</td>
<td>£384.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chess</td>
<td>£51.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norton Utilities</td>
<td>£59.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back@nmon</td>
<td>£35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Disk</td>
<td>£50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy II pc</td>
<td>£29.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HARDWARE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BASIC SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Personal Computer 64K RAM, Single sided Disk Drive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Personal Computer 128K RAM, Twin 360K Drives Keyboard, Screen</td>
<td>£1567.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Personal Computer 256K RAM, Twin 360K Drives, Keyboard, Screen</td>
<td>£2299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSINESS SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Personal Computer 128K RAM, IBM Integrated Hard Disk, Single 360K Floppy Drive Keyboard, Screen</td>
<td>£2087.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Cost only</td>
<td>£215.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLOUR SYSTEMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Cost only</td>
<td>£405.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Call for our full price list.

DATABASE PACKAGES
- dBASE III | £175.00
- DMS | £195.00
- Delta | £495.00
- Everyman | £475.00
- Knowledge Man | £550.00

WORD PROCESSORS
- WordStar | £245.00
- Microsoft Word/Window | £340.00
- Multimate | £340.00
- Wordcraft | £340.00
- Word Perfect | £425.00

TELEX LINK
- Send telexes from IBM PC | £1350.00

ARABIC IBM PC
- Conversion to Arabic | £590.00
- Arab Word Processor | £595.00

PRINTERS FROM £250.00
- Epson FX-80/FX-100/FX-1050
- Brother HR15/HR25
- NEC Spinwriter

ACOUSTIC HOODS FROM £295.00

THE PROFESSIONALS
- Full training provided
- Free warranty Available
- Leasing deals arranged
- Highly competitive quotations
- Long and short term rentals

Call for our full price list.
### Apple Compatible Peripherals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F25-3000A 320ppx</td>
<td>£119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPC-6100 100ppx</td>
<td>£94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPC-6300 150ppx</td>
<td>£90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPC-6310 200ppx</td>
<td>£90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPC-5000A 250ppx</td>
<td>£89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPC-5100A 300ppx</td>
<td>£89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPC-5200A 400ppx</td>
<td>£89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPC-5300A 500ppx</td>
<td>£89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPC-5400A 600ppx</td>
<td>£89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPC-5500A 700ppx</td>
<td>£89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Printers – Daisy Wheel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HP-800 150ppx</td>
<td>£145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP-850 200ppx</td>
<td>£155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP-900 250ppx</td>
<td>£165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP-1000 300ppx</td>
<td>£175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP-1100 350ppx</td>
<td>£185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP-1200 400ppx</td>
<td>£195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP-1300 450ppx</td>
<td>£205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP-1400 500ppx</td>
<td>£215</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Printers – Dot Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMATEK 1024x1024</td>
<td>£115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAM 2560x2560</td>
<td>£125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANZEX 1000x1000</td>
<td>£135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON C4400</td>
<td>£145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON LQ-2000</td>
<td>£155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Computer Accessories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADAM 2560x2560</td>
<td>£125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANZEX 1000x1000</td>
<td>£135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON C4400</td>
<td>£145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON LQ-2000</td>
<td>£155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Computers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADECO A 1000</td>
<td>£165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADECO A 1600</td>
<td>£175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADECO A 2000</td>
<td>£185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADECO A 2500</td>
<td>£195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADECO A 3000</td>
<td>£205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADECO A 3500</td>
<td>£215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADECO A 4000</td>
<td>£225</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Software

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADAM 2560x2560</td>
<td>£125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANZEX 1000x1000</td>
<td>£135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON C4400</td>
<td>£145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON LQ-2000</td>
<td>£155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Printers – Dot Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADAM 2560x2560</td>
<td>£125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANZEX 1000x1000</td>
<td>£135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON C4400</td>
<td>£145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON LQ-2000</td>
<td>£155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Computer Accessories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADAM 2560x2560</td>
<td>£125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANZEX 1000x1000</td>
<td>£135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON C4400</td>
<td>£145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON LQ-2000</td>
<td>£155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Computers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADECO A 1000</td>
<td>£165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADECO A 1600</td>
<td>£175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADECO A 2000</td>
<td>£185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADECO A 2500</td>
<td>£195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADECO A 3000</td>
<td>£205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADECO A 3500</td>
<td>£215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADECO A 4000</td>
<td>£225</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Software

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADAM 2560x2560</td>
<td>£125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANZEX 1000x1000</td>
<td>£135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON C4400</td>
<td>£145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON LQ-2000</td>
<td>£155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

REMEMBER! Even if you don’t see it advertised here we can probably supply it AND FOR LESS. Problems with limited space means that we are only able to advertise a limited range of products. Additional prices on application. Consumables, paper, ribbons etc. supplied at exceptional prices. 24-OUR DELIVERY on items ex stock.

**CARRIAGE WITHIN UK:**

Depending on the items we will dispatch by POST (eg, peripheral cards etc.) add £3.00 per order for any order under £50.00. ORDERS EXCEEDING £50.00 CARRIAGE FREE.

**Terms:** Items must which move by CARRIER (such as printers, monitors etc.) will be delivered within 24 hours for a charge of £10.00 OR ALTERNATIVELY within 48 hours at a charge of £7.50.

Add 15% VAT to all prices given. Remember, VAT is also applicable on carriage at 15%. Terms CWO. DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME.

For possible by cheque please contact. SEND £1 FOR OUR LATEST CATALOGUE OF OVER 3000 ITEMS.
Don't miss out.
Now is the time to book your stand at the eighth Personal Computer World Show in September.
Last year's show, in its new Olympia setting, was a resounding success. It confirmed the status of Personal Computer World Show as the nation's principal microcomputer marketing event and the greatest launch-point for new products.
The 1985 show, bigger than any of its seven predecessors, will be the essential venue for all serious business users. More for them to see, more to assess and more to buy.
The first two days are exclusively devoted to meeting the business users and the trade. The biggest ever array of business, home, hobby and education microcomputing hardware and software. Plus conferences and seminars.

From 4-8 September 1985, Personal Computer World means business. It's an exciting prospect. So be there. Fill in the coupon below to be sure of your stand at the eighth and the greatest Personal Computer World Show.

To: Roger De'Ath, PCW 85, 11 Manchester Square, London W1M 5AB
Phone 01-4861951
I don't want to miss out on PCW 85. Send me details and the costs of exhibiting at the show.
Name
Position
Address
Tel. No.
Date

Sponsored by: Personal Computer

4-8 September 1985 Olympia London
### COMPUTERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D BASE III</td>
<td>£360.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORDSTAR</td>
<td>£195.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEN ACCESS</td>
<td>£250.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOTUS 123</td>
<td>£255.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYMPHONY</td>
<td>£245.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULTIMATE</td>
<td>£240.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D RACER</td>
<td>£230.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMS DELTA</td>
<td>£365.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCDISK</td>
<td>£350.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRAMEWORK</td>
<td>£345.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MATRIX PRINTERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANADEX 7000/5000</td>
<td>£1961.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANON FAX 8000</td>
<td>£1295.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON M100 50ppm</td>
<td>£1925.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OKI 9200 50ppm</td>
<td>£1950.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICOH 1200 50ppm</td>
<td>£1915.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STARWRITER 5000</td>
<td>£1295.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BROTHER HR8</td>
<td>POA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROTHER HR12</td>
<td>POA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROTHER HR5</td>
<td>POA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADESS DRAFT 200</td>
<td>£285.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIABLO D100</td>
<td>£1295.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLIGHTS F5000</td>
<td>£785.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUKI 1010 40cps</td>
<td>£325.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC 2010 40cps</td>
<td>£254.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC 2030 40cps</td>
<td>£544.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC 3030 40cps</td>
<td>£1049.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC 7710 50cps</td>
<td>£1440.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PRINTERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APRICOT F1</td>
<td>£775.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APRICOT F100</td>
<td>£1245.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APRICOT F1000</td>
<td>£1545.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APRICOT F10000</td>
<td>£1545.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APRICOT F300</td>
<td>£2195.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bbc 8664</td>
<td>£735.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANON 1010</td>
<td>£395.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON R 600</td>
<td>£995.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON R 700</td>
<td>£1155.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON R 800</td>
<td>£1175.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON R 900</td>
<td>£1249.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON R 1000</td>
<td>£1299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON R 1100</td>
<td>£1440.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON R 1200</td>
<td>£1490.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON R 1300</td>
<td>£1540.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 7500</td>
<td>£1795.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 8500</td>
<td>£1895.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 9500</td>
<td>£2225.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SOFTWARE

**ALL MAJOR SOFTWARE PROGRAMS SUPPLIED AT LOW COST**

**UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D BASE III</td>
<td>£360.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORDSTAR</td>
<td>£195.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEN ACCESS</td>
<td>£250.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOTUS 123</td>
<td>£255.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYMPHONY</td>
<td>£245.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULTIMATE</td>
<td>£240.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D RACER</td>
<td>£230.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMS DELTA</td>
<td>£365.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCDISK</td>
<td>£350.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRAMEWORK</td>
<td>£345.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not only do we offer top quality products at low prices. We also support and develop software with the assistance of our long established software dept. NEW RELEASE - UNIX MULTI USER ACCOUNTS SOFTWARE.

**MAYFAIR MICRO**

BLENHEIM HOUSE, PODMORE ROAD, LONDON SW18 1AJ

TEL: 01-871 2355 / 871 2555

**users magazine**

**OVER 140 PROGRAMS**

**4 BOOKS**

**SPECIAL OFFER**

SEND FOR OUR COLOUR CATALOGUE NOW

**SOLO SOFTWARE**

958 BLACKPOOL TRADING ESTATE

WORCESTER WR3 8TX

TELEPHONE (0905) 58351

**AS T, HERCULES, QUADRAM, SIMONS ALL AT BIG SAVINGS**
At a TABS Business Centre you'll get free advice, the best hardware and software, expert training and a professional installation service — all in one place.

Head Office: TABS Ltd., Dolphin House, New Street, Salisbury, Wiltshire.
Meet the Victor 9000, a 16 Bit personal computer.

It’s not designed to be especially simple to use, because learning to use it will not be a problem.

Instead, it’s designed to work smoothly with you and your colleagues, in your office, every day.

So why not treat the Victor and its competitors as if they were a group of candidates for a job, and ask exactly the same sort of questions.

These are the answers you’ll get from us.

"Can you do the job?"
The work a computer can do is principally defined by the software available for it.

And Victor computers have one of the widest software choices in the world.

Some software packages transform the Victor into a versatile assistant who can handle wordprocessing, financial planning and day-to-day book-keeping with incredible speed.

Others turn a Victor into a skilled specialist for any business in the Yellow Pages.

"What experience do you have?"
The Victor was one of the first 16 Bit computers on the market and the design has proved its effectiveness in over 28,000 installations in the UK.

Somebody in your line of business is probably working with a Victor computer right now.

"Can you grow with the job?"
You can expand a Victor system in three main ways. You can increase the memory of your machine by plugging in extra memory boards, to give a maximum storage capacity of 896Kb. (That’s 100 more than the IBM PC.) You can run a multi-user programme which enables two or three people to work with one machine.

Or, you can start building a network, where one Victor acts as a file server for up to five others.

"What sort of money are you looking for?"
A Victor 9000 system costs from around £3,000, which includes a printer, a software package and a Victor 9000 computer with a capacity of 128K RAM and 1.2Mb of disk storage. The prices of our larger machines are just as competitive.

Now, Before you meet the Victor, meet the dealer.
At Victor Technologies, we’ve just taken over the distribution of these versatile computers - so we’ve taken the opportunity to build a new network of dealers.

Weeding out the bandits. And concentrating on the kind of professional dealerships who’ll help you get the right system and software to start with, train you and your colleagues to work with it - and help you expand your system as you grow.

Send off the coupon, and we’ll make the introductions.

Victor Technologies (UK) Ltd., Dept. PCW1, 5 Albert Road, Crowthorne, Berks. RG11 7LT. Tel: 0344 761683.
Dance with ICL at ARGUS PC VITESSE, ALMARC, FERRANTI XTRA, WORDPLEX, LOGICA OLIVETTI M24, ORION, STC IBM PC, XT, AT. COMART, HP150, FUTURE COMPUTERS, APRICOT, SIRIUS, COMPAQ, with Apricot L Sinus personal Computers

Phone or send orders or requests for free catalogue (200 programs) to:

Immediate dispatch Micro Maths, Micro English and Master Maths.

**OUR CUSTOMERS** 024 hrs. Orders

Tel:0784 58771

26 Avondale Ave.
Staines, Middx.

Officially recognized by ACT for use with computers.

This software package has been officially recognized by ACT for use with Apricot & Times personal Computers.

**EASY TO USE BUT TOTALLY PROFESSIONAL IN RESULT**

**Professional Software Services Limited**

Dept. PCW 2/4 Eton Place, MARLOW, Bucks
SL7 2QA Tel: 06284 75411, 75244
or Dept. PCW 480 Groveley Lane, Rednal,
BIRMINGHAM Tel: 021 445 1039

**YEAR ROUND SALE CONTINUES**

**DOT MATRIX**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Printer</th>
<th>EPSON</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FX80 (3in.)</td>
<td>£221</td>
<td>INC VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FX80 F/T</td>
<td>£232</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX80</td>
<td>£249</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX80 F/T</td>
<td>£250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISL18 Professional</td>
<td>£99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISL20 Swivel 80 col</td>
<td>£120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISL20 Swivel 80 col (BBC/APPLE/IBM)</td>
<td>£149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COLOUR MONITORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitor</th>
<th>MICROVITEC 1451 DL Medium Res.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1451 DL 15in. (pal)</td>
<td>£265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1451 DL 15in. (tall)</td>
<td>£265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1451 E24</td>
<td>£279</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MONOPRINTER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Printer</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daisystep 2000</td>
<td>£230.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 6100</td>
<td>£249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX80</td>
<td>£249</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MONITORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitor</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sanyo 0618112CX (18MHz)</td>
<td>£60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanyo 0618112CX (18MHz) mono</td>
<td>£86.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanyo 0618112CX (18MHz)</td>
<td>£149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanyo 0618112CX (18MHz) mono</td>
<td>£179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanyo 0618112CX (18MHz)</td>
<td>£249</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PROCESSORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processor</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEC Micro</td>
<td>£300.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC ISC with 4MB</td>
<td>£319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC ISC with 8MB</td>
<td>£329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC ISC with 16MB</td>
<td>£339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC ISC with 32MB</td>
<td>£349</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ACCESSORIES**

- **Dr. Dr.**
- **Dr. Dr.**
- **Dr. Dr.**
- **Dr. Dr.**
- **Dr. Dr.**
- **Dr. Dr.**
- **Dr. Dr.**
- **Dr. Dr.**

**The Experts**

57 Hoxton Square London N1 01-729 1778

Prices are correct at time of going to press.

Access and Visa welcome. Open Mon - Sat 9am to 6pm.

Phone for Mail Order carriage details.

The Eyes

The Eyes

The Eyes

The Eyes

The Eyes

The Eyes

The Eyes
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The software game is up!

Why should you pay thousands of Pounds for many of your business programmes when you can write them yourself in a short time?

PROGEN PLUS is a revolutionary new software to enable you to do just that! It is not another old fashioned “Database Manager” or a “Program Writer”.

PROGEN PLUS is simple to use and totally flexible.

To write a computer programme using PROGEN PLUS, all you do is to answer a number of simple questions about your application and simply wait for a few minutes for the computer to automatically “create” all necessary programmes, data files, screen layouts etc.

You do not have to be a computer programmer, or indeed know any programming languages, “control codes” etc. PROGEN PLUS uses commands in plain English to put you in full control of your data. You can organise months of data in minutes, or your entire business with little more effort.

PROGEN PLUS is a true Multi-file, Multi-record and Multi-key “Database” and includes a very powerful report writer. You design your own “forms” on the VDU screen as you go along effortlessly.

You can automatically pass data between various applications. For example, you can arrange the invoice to upgrade all your ledgers automatically.

PROGEN PLUS report-writer includes a “mail-merge” facility, to produce “mail-shot” letters, address labels or, indeed almost anything you like using any kind of printer.

PROGEN PLUS is available now for a number of CP/M and MS-DOS computers including Apricot, Sirius, IBM-PC, Microplus, and many others.

If you have been wasting too much time and money in software for microcomputers, isn’t it now time you examined PROGEN PLUS?

PROGEN
Now on IBM PC with 3-D Graphics

LIMROSE SOFTWARE
Aerial Road, Llay Industrial Estate,
WREXHAM, Clwyd, LL12 0TU, U.K.
Tel. 097 883 5555/6 Cable: LIMROSE

Looking for the best offer available

Includes, ABSOLUTELY FREE, the SYBEX BOOK “Understanding dBASE II” £279

OTHER SOFTWARE AVAILABLE

dBII £69 Friday £175 Rescue III £375
Expressbase II £119 Compushell DMS+ £195 dBase III IBM-PC £399
dGraph £179 Autocode £199 Retrieve II £399
Quickcode £179 Infostar £259 Delta II £495

Please add VAT to the above prices which include carriage stating Computer type and Format required.

BOOKS

Advanced dBase II Users Guide £31.30
Advanced Techniques in dBase II £17.95
Delta, Data & You £9.95
The Illustrated dBase II Book £17.95

Advanced dBase II for Every Business £13.50
Mastering dBase II Easy Way £16.45

Advanced dBase II for First Time User £13.25
Understanding dBase II £17.95

Advanced dBase II Guide for Small Business £16.50
Understanding dBase II £19.95

Please add £1.90 for single books towards packing & post (plus 0.60 for each additional book)

MAIL ORDER ONLY

Send for latest Price List stating type of Computer & specific interests.

PARKINS ASSOCIATES
20 RIDGEWAY, RAYLEIGH
ESSEX SS6 7BJ

Cash/cheque with order

PARKINS ASSOCIATES (PBCW) Tel: 0358 - 713928

Cash/Cheque with order or Access

Please add to 20 - 1 - 05
OUR LOW, LOW PRICES

COMPUTERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silver Reed EXP770/P</td>
<td>£640.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Corona TP1</td>
<td>£895.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tec F1040</td>
<td>£869.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tec F1055</td>
<td>£1,150.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricoh 1600 Flowriter</td>
<td>£1,260.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricoh 1300 Flowriter</td>
<td>£849.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricoh RP1600S</td>
<td>£449.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricoh RP1300S</td>
<td>£349.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricoh RP1200</td>
<td>£1,259.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qume 11/40</td>
<td>£499.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qume 12/20</td>
<td>£499.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nec 7730/7710/715</td>
<td>£1,150.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nec 3530/3510</td>
<td>£499.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nec 2000</td>
<td>£499.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diablo 630 AP1</td>
<td>£1,259.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diablo 620</td>
<td>£799.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanyo MBC550 (with free word processing and database software)</td>
<td>£599.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanyo MBC555 (with free word processing and database software)</td>
<td>£799.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanyo CR750 (with free word processing and database software)</td>
<td>£729.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanyo CR700 (with free word processing and database software)</td>
<td>£799.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options for above</td>
<td>£45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanyo 64K in Memory</td>
<td>£85.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MONITORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dyneer 12&quot; (IBM PC)</td>
<td>£179.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips 12&quot; FP200 Green</td>
<td>£79.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanyo DM8112 Green</td>
<td>£399.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanyo CD3125 14&quot; RGB</td>
<td>£159.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanyo CD3117 14&quot; RGB</td>
<td>£279.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanyo CD3115 14&quot; RGB</td>
<td>£299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanyo DMX7500 (IBM-PC)/Aparicot-Colour)</td>
<td>£399.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zenith ZM122 (Amber or Green 12&quot;)</td>
<td>£89.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zenith 13&quot; High Res (IBM-PC)</td>
<td>£340.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brother HR1</td>
<td>£249.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brother HR15</td>
<td>£350.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diablo 620</td>
<td>£649.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diablo 630 AP1</td>
<td>£1,259.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nec 2000</td>
<td>£499.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nec 3530/3510</td>
<td>£1,159.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nec 7730/7710/715</td>
<td>£1,499.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qume 12/20</td>
<td>£499.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qume 11/40</td>
<td>£1,259.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricoh RP1200</td>
<td>£520.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricoh RP1300S</td>
<td>£849.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricoh RP1500S</td>
<td>£1,260.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricoh 1300 Flowriter</td>
<td>£995.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricoh 1600 Flowriter</td>
<td>£1,290.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Reed EXP400/P</td>
<td>£199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Reed EXP500/P</td>
<td>£249.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Reed EXP550/P</td>
<td>£399.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MODEMS (Multi-Standard)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brother TC600 Typewriter or Printer)</td>
<td>£349.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISK DRIVES (All half height)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single sided, 40 Track</td>
<td>£99.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double sided, 80 Track</td>
<td>£131.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double sided, 4080 Track</td>
<td>£153.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WINCHESTER 5.25 HARD DISK DRIVES (SUPPLIED WITH CABLE, HOST ADAPTOR BOARD, MANUAL AND SUPPORT DISKETTE), COMPATIBLE WITH IBM-PC AND COMPATIBLES, SANYO 550/555 AND ACT APRICOT (UNFORMATTED MEMORY).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 MByte Hard Disk Drive</td>
<td>£995.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 MByte Hard Disk Drive</td>
<td>£1,195.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44 MByte Hard Disk Drive</td>
<td>£1,595.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WINCHESTER DISK DRIVE PLUS TAPE STREAMER, COMPLETE WITH CABLES, HOST ADAPTOR, MANUALS AND SOFTWARE SUPPORT DISKETTE, COMPATIBLE WITH IBM-PC, SANYO 550/555 AND ACT APRICOT (UNFORMATTED MEMORY).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 MByte Drive Plus Tape Streamer</td>
<td>£1,650.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 MByte Drive Plus Tape Streamer</td>
<td>£1,870.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 MByte Drive Plus Tape Streamer</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44 MByte Drive Plus Tape Streamer</td>
<td>£2,420.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CARTRIDGE TAPE STREAMING BACK-UP, FOR IBM-PC XT, BACK-UP TO 10 MBYTES IN UNDER 10 MINUTES. QUARTER INCH CARTRIDGE TAPE (NOT SUPPLIED).

Cipher Cartridge Tape Streaming Back-up | £720.00

LISTING PAPER (Boxed 2000 Sheets)

Plain or Music Ruled | £10.90
Plain or Music Ruled | £14.90

Prices per box of 10 Diskettes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRACKS/TP1</th>
<th>NASHUA</th>
<th>MAXELL</th>
<th>FUJI</th>
<th>BABASH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SS/DD 40/48</td>
<td>12.70</td>
<td>15.45</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>14.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS/DD 40/48</td>
<td>13.70</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS/DD 40/48</td>
<td>16.20</td>
<td>22.80</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td>19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS/DD 80/96</td>
<td>17.00</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS/DD 80/96</td>
<td>18.70</td>
<td>32.25</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>25.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Call for prices on 8" Diskettes

Urgent orders — Telephone to arrange despatch 9.30am–5.30pm Monday to Saturday
All prices, plus VAT and carriage

Pearl computer systems

62 Greenway Gardens, Greenford, Middlesex UB6 9TX, England, UK.
Tel: 01-578 7247

Pearl computer systems
COOLING FANS

Keep your hot parts COOL and RELIABLE above but with additional RS232 serial interface. ‘GANG OF EIGHT PLUS’ same spec. as gang programmer "SOFTY 2. The "Complete Tool - word. no parity

DATA MODEMS

Join the communications revolution with our super range of DATA MODEMS with unique features to suit all applications and budgets. Modems are available in a choice of TELECOM and are made to the highest standards for continuous use and reliability. RS232, V.24, or V.22 and all data modes, so connected to any micro etc. with any 24 and 25 serial interface.

DATEL 28 52 SPECIAL OFFER centre of brand.

MODEM 13A, 300 baud. Compact unit only 2" high and same size as telephone base. Standard CCITT Calls. MODEM 20-1, 1200 baud. Compact unit for use as subroutine or to PRI via G.703. Please see your local IBM GOLD. Tested with data. £49.95

FREQUENCY 57.7 KHz. £37.95 30A, 300 bauds optional. "DAM" brand. New addition to RS232 interface. £29.95

DATACOM DS1213 Multi standard Modems. Adapts for all standard CCITT Calls, with direct connection and uses CCITT Calls. £49.95

UNIT: 2 out of 8 new letter, boxed complete with unit. £29.95

HUNDREDS OF PRINTERS

EX STOCK FROM £49.00. Call Sales Office for Details. 1 large only CALCOMP 1036 AO 3 pen drum plotter and offline 915 magistrate controller. Good working order, £1500.00.

HARD DISK DRIVES

SHUGART SA400 5.5" 35 track single sided, Ex equipment tested, guaranteed working. Complete with dual drive £185.00

SHUGART SA900, SA950 6" drives plus spares EX Stock call for prices. £95.00

DISK DRIVE SPECIALS

SIEMENS-FD0-100-5.5" 40Track single sided. Ex new equipment tested, guaranteed working. Complete with dual drive £185.00

SHUGART SA400 5.5" 35 track single sided. Ex equipment tested, guaranteed working at £185.00

DRIVE DISKJockey. £95.00

DIAGRAM 44/46/4000, A, B, 8.5+5 MB cartridge drive as new condition. £1150.00

PERTEX DR142 9.5+9.5 cartridge drive. £1250.00

Large quantities of spares and controllers available for $100, DEC, HONEYWELL. DATA GENERAL. Call Steve for details on IN HOUSE disk drive refurbishing service - call for competitive quotations!

ADD VAT AT ALL PRICES

All prices quoted are for UK Mainland, paid cash with order in Pounds Sterling PLUS VAT. Minimum order value £2.00. Minimum Credit Card order £10.00. Minimum BAF/BIDE account orders from Government Departments. Schools, Universities and established companies £10.00. When ordering please include full VAT details with order to open Mon-Fri 9:30-5:30. Sat 10:30-5:30. We reserve the right to change the prices and specifications without notice. Trade Bulk whole IN DISPLAY ELECTRONICS

- 32 Biggin Way, Upper Norwood, London SE19 3XG
- Telephone 01-679 4414 Telex 27924
# MONITOR/PRINTER PACKAGES FOR SINCLAIR QL

★ NO INTERFACING PROBLEMS. JUST PLUG-IN AND GO! ★ ALL SYSTEMS FACTORY-TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH TO YOU!

## PACKAGE DEALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONITOR</th>
<th>PRINTER</th>
<th>Package Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microvitec 14&quot; colour</td>
<td>Epson RX80 F/T</td>
<td>£585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1451DQ3</td>
<td>Epson FX80</td>
<td>£725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Epson FX100</td>
<td>£869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Epson DX100</td>
<td>£745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brother HR15</td>
<td>£715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Canon PW1080A NLQ</td>
<td>£649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Epson JX80 colour</td>
<td>£895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Canon PJ1080A colour</td>
<td>£835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Brother HR5 plus mains adaptor</strong></td>
<td>£425</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Epson parallel printers supplied with RS232C I/F fitted

Canon printers supplied with Miracle Systems I/F. All monitor and printer leads included. PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF VAT. Add £12 for delivery.

## 'Z' GUARD £19.95 INCLUDING VAT DELLIVERY £2.00

MAINS FILTER FOR COMPUTER AND SOFTWARE PROTECTION

(Illustrated: QL with Microvitec 1451DQ3 and Epson RX80F/T)

---

### PRINTERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dot matrix</th>
<th>Tractor feeders</th>
<th>Monochrome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epson RS80</td>
<td>£290 FX80</td>
<td>£250 £1431 Std. res. £199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX80F/T</td>
<td>£270 Q1500</td>
<td>£250 1431 MZ Spectrum £235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FX80</td>
<td>£620 HR1</td>
<td>£250 1451 Med. res. £299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FX100</td>
<td>£1125 HR15</td>
<td>£95 1451 DQ. QL £275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LQ1500</td>
<td>£625 HR25/35</td>
<td>£90 1441 High res. £506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JX80 colour</td>
<td>£375 DX100</td>
<td>£99 1431 PAL/Audio £259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canon PW1080A NLQ</td>
<td>£529 DX100</td>
<td>£1451 PAL/Audio £375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PJ1080A colour</td>
<td></td>
<td>£250 Monochrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daisy Wheel</td>
<td>£495 HR25/35</td>
<td>£250 Philips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epson DX100</td>
<td>£675 Keyboards:</td>
<td>£250 BM7502 green £92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brother HR1</td>
<td>£450 DX100</td>
<td>BM 7522 amber £92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR15</td>
<td>£795 HR15</td>
<td>£170 Sanyo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR25</td>
<td>£995 RS23C I/F</td>
<td>£170 DM2112 £90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR35</td>
<td>RS23C 2K buffer</td>
<td>£30 DM8112 £125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£65 Novex 12/800 £120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FOR PRINTERS/MONITORS—ADD £10 FOR DELIVERY

FOR ACCESSORIES—ADD £5 FOR DELIVERY

---

# ZEAL MARKETING LIMITED

VANGUARD TRADING ESTATE, STURFORTH LANE, CHESTERFIELD S40 2TZ.

Tel: 0246-208555 Tlx: 547697
THE ASSOCIATION OF LONDON COMPUTER CLUBS PRESENTS

THE LONDON COMPUTER FAIR

CENTRAL HALL WESTMINSTER
18th-20th APRIL 1985

RESERVE THE DATES NOW!
FOR THE CULMINATING EVENT OF THE

The Personal Computer show for EVERYONE

Further information from
PATRICIA SPILSBURY
01-303 8849

LONDON FESTIVAL OF COMPUTING 1985
APRIL 9th-20th
SUPPORTED BY THE GLC

COMPUTING FOR LONDON.
INTRODUCING THE CPS 'ATP' RANGE OF DATA SECURITY PRODUCTS

ATP 20 TAPE STREAMER
FOR USE WITH THE IBM PC, XT AND AT.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES

■ DISK IMAGE OR FILE IMAGE BACK-UP.
■ NON-MIRROR IMAGE BACK-UP AUTOMATICALLY AVOIDS DEFECTIVE AREAS ON MEDIA.
■ AUTOMATIC DISK REORGANIZATION ON DISK IMAGE BACK-UP.
■ RESTORABLE TO ANY SUITABLY SIZED DISK EG. 8MB DATA FROM 20MB 'AT' TO 10MB 'XT'.
■ SELECTIVE RESTORE ON DISK IMAGE AND FILE IMAGE BACK-UP.
■ TRANSPARENT TRANSFER OF DATA BETWEEN IBM DOS 1.1, 2.0, 2.1, 3.0.
■ DIRECTORY AVAILABLE FROM TAPE (DISK OR FILE IMAGE).
■ TAPE INTERFACE AVAILABLE FROM A RANGE OF MULTI FUNCTION CARDS.
■ INDUSTRY STANDARD DATA CARTRIDGE MEDIA.
■ MANUFACTURED IN THE UK BY CPS DATA SYSTEMS LTD.

CPS Data Systems Ltd.
ARDEN HOUSE, 1102 WARWICK ROAD, ACOCKS GREEN, BIRMINGHAM B27 6BH ENGLAND
Quest's FIREFLY subsystems offer from 10 to 115 Mbytes of Winchester disk benefits with optional tape back-up.

- FIREFLY runs on IBM PC, XT, AT and compatibles, VICTOR/SIRIUS, ACT APRICOT and F1, DEC RAINBOW, NEC APC, SINCLAIR QL and BBC.
- Supports MS-DOS (2.0), CP/M 86, Concurrent CP/M 86 and CP/M 68K
- Up to 28 Logical Disks per unit.

Integral High Capacity Cartridge Tape Back-up

Transparent to Applications Software

Quickly and easily installed

Complete with software, cables etc.

NOW WITH ONE YEAR'S ON-SITE MAINTENANCE

Quest International Computer Technology Ltd.
23 Wilton Road, Camberley, Surrey, GU15 2QW
For further details, demonstrations etc call (0276) 681337
Dealer enquiries welcomed
With software prices like this, Microware's hardware must be hard to pass up!

MULTI-USER PEGASUS £295.00
- Sales Ledger
- Purchase Ledger
- Nominal Ledger
- Invoicing
- Order Processing
- Stock Control
- Payroll
- Job Costing

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
- Horsetail - £2750.00
- Harvard - £95.00

NEW LOTUS SYMPHONY £495.00
- New Lotus 123 Upgrade
- Spreadsheet
- Graphics
- Database
- Communications
- Word Processing

LOTUS 123 - £375.00
FRAMWORK £475.00

VARIIOUS SELECTION
- PC Tutor 2.0 - £41.00
- CBasic - £140.00
- Pascal/IT - £220.00
- Microsoft C - £384.00
- Chess - £61.00
- Norton Utilities - £39.00
- Backgammon - £35.00
- Electronic Disk - £50.00
- Copy II print - £29.00

BASIC SYSTEM
- IBM Personal Computer
  64K RAM, Single sided Disk Drive
  Keyboard, Screen - £157.00
- IBM Personal Computer
  128K RAM, Twin 360K Disk Drives
  Keyboard, Screen - £297.00

HARD DISK SYSTEM
- IBM Personal Computer
  128K RAM, 10Mbyte Hard Disk, Single 360K Floppy Drive
  Keyboard, Screen - £3395.00

BUSINESS SYSTEM
- IBM Personal Computer
  256K RAM, Twin 360K Drives, Keyboard, Screen - £2299.00

Call for our full price list.

Call for our full price list.

HARD DISK SYSTEM
- IBM Personal Computer
  128K RAM, 10Mbyte Hard Disk, Single 360K Floppy Drive
  Keyboard, Screen - £3395.00

HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD
- Additional Cost only £215.00

COLOUR SYSTEMS
- Additional Cost only £405.00

DATABASE PACKAGES
- dBASE III £475.00
- DMS - £195.00
- Delta - £495.00
- Everyman - £475.00
- Knowledgew - £350.00

WORD PROCESSORS
- WordStar - £425.00
- Microsoft Word/Mouse - £340.00
- Multitake - £340.00
- Wordcraft - £340.00
- Word Perfect - £425.00
- Display Writer II £425.00

TELEX LINK
- Send telexes from IBM PC - £1350.00

ARABIC IBM PC
- Conversion to Arabic - £590.00
- Arab Word Processor - £595.00

PRINTERS FROM £250.00
- Epson FX-80 FX-100 LQ1500
- Brother HR15 HR25
- NEC Spinwriter
- Sheet Feeders Available
- Typeface Catalogue Available
- Acoustic Hoods from £295.00

THE PROFESSIONALS
- Full training provided
- Free warranty Available
- Leasing deals arranged
- Highly competitive quotations
- Long and short term rentals

Apricot
- 637, Holloway Road
  London N19 5SS 01-281 2431

Compaq
- 67, Westow St. · Upper Norwood
  London SE19 · 01-771 6373

Rainbow
- 2/4 Paul Street · London EC2
  01-247 8577

Not IBM Authorized
At long last, the end of the queue is in sight.

MultiNet—the Gemini low cost network system, provides up to 31 workstations supported by a single file server.

With a track record of proven reliability the Gemini MultiNet CP/M system is ideally suited for wide ranging industrial, commercial, educational and professional applications.

For as little as £750 per workstation—why queue?

Gemini Microcomputers Ltd., 18 Woodside Road, Amersham, Bucks, England HP6 0BH. Tel: (02403) 28321. Telex: 837788
**Best UK Software Prices?**

- Over 400 leading software packages (inc. Apple)
- Independent advice in making your choice
- Most formats. All programs latest versions
- We offer a mail order service plus on-site demonstrations of many software packages in the Manchester/Sheffield/Nottingham/Derby area. For other locations please enquire.
- Hardware selection/installation service.

**Special Offers**

**DBASE II £239**

**WordStar Professional £275**

Now also available at our new lower price for **SIRIUS and APRICOT**

**A.C.T., COMPaq, North Star Computers**

**SAGE Accounts £259**

We specialise in accounting software and can therefore advise you on the best package to suit your business. One of the systems we support is **Pegasus**

All prices exclude VAT. Postal orders over £15.00 dealer and consultant enquiries welcome. Please phone or write for our comprehensive price list.

**TriSoft Ltd**

Independent Mail Order Distributors of Quality Software

Castle House, Lea, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 3GL. Telephone: 06298 4383/719

---

**Energize Your Graphics**

**ENERGRAPHICS**

**2D & 3D CAD**

Plus Interactive state-of-the-art, Computer-Aided Design in 2 and 3D! Adaptable CAD support includes symbol library, text handling, rotate, zoom, overlays, hidden-line removal, slide show... the lot! Input via keyboard, digitizer, or mouse. Output options include printers, plotters, 35mm slides.

**Just £350.00 + VAT**

Order now from

**Atlanta Data Systems**

350/356 Old Street, London EC1V 9DT

Telephone 01-729 1411

---

**What the press says —**

"Impressive... Versatile... Remarkably easy to use A bargain"

EnerGraphics requires an IBM PC, XT, AT, 3270 or any compatible, 192K RAM and colour graphics board.

---
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It all began with the ZX80 ...the first personal computer retailing for under £100. Next, Sinclair Research announced the ZX81, offering memory expansion to 16K. Completing the ZX series of micros came the Spectrum and its big brother, the Spectrum+.

Although the hardware has been modified extensively, not much thought has been given to ZX Basic ... and, compared to Basics on many other home computers, ZX Basic is sadly lacking!

Until now, that is! Your Spectrum is proud to offer your Spectrum the opportunity to transform itself into a MegaSpectrum. All it needs is YS MegaBasic — the inexpensive miracle on cassette.

Professional Computing Power — On A Spectrum

Incorporating many of the best features of Basics found on some of the Spectrum’s major rivals (such as the BBC Micro, CBM 64 and Amstrad computers), YS MegaBasic gives you the opportunity to unleash power normally associated with machine code!

The program itself uses 19K of RAM, leaving you with 22K to write your own YS MegaBasic programs. It may seem as though you’ve lost a lot of memory, but you’ll find you don’t need so much code to create on-screen effects with YS MegaBasic. Anyway, when was the last time you wrote a program larger than 22K?

Your Spectrum Presents . . .

It’s no fluke that a mere computing magazine gets to make such a real contribution to the Spectrum home micro. Here at Your Spectrum, we pride ourselves on accurate reporting, powerful "no punches pulled" reviews and a list of contributors that would bring a tear to the eye of any Spectrum user.

If you’d like to subscribe to Your Spectrum (the only magazine that’ll bring you programs and utilities in YS MegaBasic) then tick the appropriate box in the coupon opposite, and send us a cheque for £12 (UK and Eire). If you’d like to see a sample issue, simply send a cheque/Postal Order for 95p and we’ll send you the latest issue of Your Spectrum post free!
Sprite Designer — Free With Each Copy Of YS MegaBasic!

Included in the YS MegaBasic package, you'll find a special utility program called Sprite Designer. Written by Mike Leaman in YS MegaBasic, this 11K program is designed to help you create sprites on the Spectrum.

You can have up to ten sprites on-screen at any one time, but if you're careful with memory you can get more!

Here, YS MegaBasic is showing off its multifarious character sizes and fonts. Each window contains text in three different sizes: double height, normal height and that used for 64-columns; double height and standard text can be output in three different fonts.

The screen format for the input/output of YS MegaBasic. Three windows are provided for input, LISTing and RUNning programs; under software control, each window's size and purpose can be changed to suit individual requirements.

YS MegaBasic
Available only by mail order and only from Your Spectrum

Your Spectrum, YS MegaBasic Offer, Sportscene Specialist Press, 14 Rathbone Place, London W1P 1DE.

YS MEGABASIC
PRIORITY ORDER FORM

How To Order YS MegaBasic
Just fill in the order form below (or a photocopy of same) and send it off to:

Your Spectrum,
YS MegaBasic Offer,
Sportscene Specialist Press,
14 Rathbone Place,
London W1P 1DE.

For each copy of YS MegaBasic, you'll need to enclose a cheque/Postal Order for £9.95, made payable to Sportscene Specialist Press.

And while you're tuning up your MegaSpectrum, why not take a peek at the magazine that started it all — Your Spectrum. You can buy yourself a year's subscription for just £12 (UK and Eire) £15 (Europe) and £25 (Worldwide) . . . or, if you just send us a cheque/Postal Order for 95p, we'll make sure you get a pristine copy of the latest issue — post free!

There's Nothing As Good As YS MegaBasic!
YS MegaBasic is probably the best way to upgrade your Spectrum — give your Spectrum real computing power . . . for just £9.95.

Be one of the first to transform your Spectrum into a MegaSpectrum with the inexpensive miracle on cassette — YS MegaBasic.

QTY ITEM PRICE SUB-TOTAL

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>YS MEGABASIC</td>
<td>£9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>YS SUBSCRIPTION (UK &amp; EIRE)</td>
<td>£12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>YS SUBSCRIPTION (EUROPE)</td>
<td>£15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>YS SUBSCRIPTION (WORLDWIDE)</td>
<td>£25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>YS — SAMPLE COPY</td>
<td>95p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL £

Name
Address

Postcode

Phone Age

Please allow 28 days for delivery.

MAGAZINE HEALTH WARNING
Using scissors to cut this coupon may prove hazardous to this issue's health. Why not use a photocopy instead?
**COMMERCE PLUS 4 + 1541 DISC DRIVE + IMPEX COMPANY PAC 1:2:3**

The first business package combination ever assembled for the small business. Based on the new Commodore Plus 4 it combines the Plus 4's versatile integral word processing, spreadsheet, file manager and business graphics facility with Impex's complete business accounting and stock control system, containing sales ledger, purchase ledger, invoicing, stock control and nominal ledger — all for just £575.00.

**MEDIA SPECIAL**

**DISKETTES, CASETTEs, LIFETIME GUARANTEE AGAINST MANUFACTURERS DEFECTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-Inch Floppy Disk</td>
<td>1.44 MB</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5-Inch Floppy Disk</td>
<td>720 KB</td>
<td>£1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5-Inch Zip Disk</td>
<td>100 MB</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.25-Inch Zip Disk</td>
<td>100 MB</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Commodore 1541 Disc Drive + IMP Ex Company PAC 1:2:3**

- Price: £575.00
- VAT: £105.00
- Total: £680.00

**SOFTWARE ADVISORY SERVICES LTD**

**ARE YOU BUYING A BUSINESS COMPUTER? ARE YOU BEWILDERED BY THE CHOICE? SOFTWARE ADVISORY SERVICES CAN HELP!**

We are qualified accountants specialising in the installation of business computers. We offer a unique package which includes:

* Appraisal of your present accounting system.
* Independent advice on which hardware and software will be best suited for your requirements.
* Supervision of the installation.
* Transfer of data from the manual system to the computer.

Please send me:

- Name
- Address

We will initially visit you free of charge.

**ARE YOU BUYING A BUSINESS COMPUTER? ARE YOU BEWILDERED BY THE CHOICE? SOFTWARE ADVISORY SERVICES LTD**

**21 Napier Place, London W14 8LG**

**Introducing micro couple**

The low cost link to your equipment or gadgetry

**Micro Coupler Interface**

- Price: £95.00
- VAT: £19.00
- Total: £114.00

**Micro Coupler Units**

- Price: £55.00
- VAT: £11.00
- Total: £66.00

**Use MCI with:**

- Apple
- Commodore 64
- BBC

**Coupler Units currently available include:**

- DC voltage control (for motors etc.)
- Mains controller (for lighting etc.)
- Frequency Generator
- Temperature measurement
- Strain gauge measurement
- Physiology measurement

**4 King Street, London W6 OQA, Telephone: 01-741 8398/01-464 9724**
### SOFTWARE FROM METASCYBE

#### COMPLETE RANGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMMUNICATIONS</th>
<th>130.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AOSC</td>
<td>130.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSTAM</td>
<td>130.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSTMS</td>
<td>216.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREDEEMALK</td>
<td>200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICL/IBM PROTOCOL EMULATION</td>
<td>POA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METATEX – Telex</td>
<td>POA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATABASE MANAGEMENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODIC</td>
<td>200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARDAX</td>
<td>140.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARDAX PLUS</td>
<td>290.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPX/DMS</td>
<td>176.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATASAT</td>
<td>158.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIBASE III</td>
<td>320.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIBASE II</td>
<td>450.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRAMEWORK</td>
<td>450.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMD DELTA</td>
<td>445.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EASYFILER</td>
<td>241.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVERYMAN</td>
<td>428.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMS-80</td>
<td>445.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRIDAY</td>
<td>175.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM PC PERSONAL DATABASE</td>
<td>76.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFOSTAR</td>
<td>265.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFOSTAR PLUS (STARBURST)</td>
<td>338.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNOWLEDGEMAN</td>
<td>315.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERFECT FILER/PERFECT CALC</td>
<td>413.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERSONAL PEARL</td>
<td>171.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUICKCODE</td>
<td>189.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPORTSTAR</td>
<td>265.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESCUE</td>
<td>265.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPERFILE</td>
<td>131.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPERFILE (COMPLETE SYSTEM)</td>
<td>450.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPERFORMS</td>
<td>131.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPERSTAB</td>
<td>131.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURFAX</td>
<td>185.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUTIL</td>
<td>65.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAPHPLAN (IBM PC)</td>
<td>248.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATHEMAGIC</td>
<td>70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICROSTAT</td>
<td>248.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILESTONE</td>
<td>185.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPTIMIZER</td>
<td>110.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERTMASTER</td>
<td>585.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNAP</td>
<td>585.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STACK</td>
<td>311.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATSGRAPH</td>
<td>117.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### BUSINESS GRAPHICS

| DATAPLOT PLUS         | 195.00 |
| FINANCIAL SPREADSHEET |        |
| CALSTAR               | 104.00 |
| EASYPLANNER           | 151.00 |
| FASTPLAN              | 473.00 |
| MICROEMODeller (6 BIT) | 236.00 |
| MICROEMODeller (16 BIT) | 536.00 |
| MICROPLN              | 311.00 |
| MULTIPLAN             | 143.00 |
| OZ MANAGEMENT CONTROL | 315.00 |
| PEACHCALC             | 86.00  |
| PERFECTCALC           | 167.00 |
| PLANFICALC            | 77.00  |
| PERSANT               | 446.00 |
| SUPERCALC             | 121.00 |
| SUPERCALC 2           | 180.00 |
| SUPERCALC 3           | 265.00 |

#### TRAINING HELP

All the AT trainers for popular packages POA

#### UTILITIES

| ACCESS MANAGER (CPM-80) | 193.00 |
| ACCESS MANAGER (16 BIT) | 257.00 |
| C-PAC                   | 90.00  |
| CIS-ANIMATOR            | 203.00 |
| CLIP (8 & 8 BIT)        | 86.00  |
| GE-POOL (CPM-80)        | 36.00  |
| DISK DOCTOR (8 & 16 BIT) | 67.00 |
| DISK-EDIT               | 65.00  |
| DISPLAY MANAGER (16 BIT) | 325.00 |
| DR-ASSEMBLER TOOLS PLUS | POA   |
| EDIT-TEXT EDITOR        | 79.00  |
| FILESHARE              | 225.00 |
| FORMS-2                 | 99.00  |
| KOPY                    | 68.00  |
| LEVEL II-ANIMATOR       | 428.00 |
| M/SORT                  | 129.00 |
| M/SORT (MS-DOS)         | 129.00 |
| BUSINESS ACCOUNTING     |        |
| Entire ranges of Peachtree | POA |
| Financial Director & Image | POA |
| UTILITIES              |        |
| MENU MASTER            | 120.00 |
| PROGRAMMER'S UTILITIES  | 128.00 |
| QUICKSCREEN = for CBASIC | 90.00 |

#### ALL FORMATS

| QUICKSCREEN = for FMS-80 | 95.00 |
| QUICKSCREEN = for MBASIC | 95.00 |
| SIO/ZIOID-80             | 64.00 |
| SIO/ZIOID-85             | 56.00 |
| SORT FACILITIES (MSORT)  | 134.00 |
| SOURCEWRITER            | POA   |
| SPP (CPM-80)            | 129.00 |
| SPP (CPM-80)            | 129.00 |
| STARBURST               | 113.00 |
| SUPERSORT I             | 131.00 |
| SUPERSORT II            | 113.00 |
| SUPERYZ                 | 94.00  |
| ZIP FOR CBASIC & MBASIC | 144.00 |
| ZIP FOR CBASIC OR MBASIC| 104.00 |

#### BEST PRICES

| C-D-COMBO              | 375.00 |
| CORAL 64               | 745.00 |
| DR-C-COMPILER (16 BIT) | 226.00 |
| FORTRAN IV & RATFOR    | 324.00 |
| LEVEL II COBOL         | 775.00 |
| MACRO-ASSEMBLER        | 143.00 |
| MICROSOFT BASIC COMP   | 265.00 |
| MICROSOFT BASIC INT    | 251.00 |
| MICROSOFT COP (MS-DOS) | 359.00 |
| MICROSOFT COBOL COMP   | 494.00 |
| MSOFORT FORTRAN COMP (MS-DOS) | 251.00 |

Please Ring or Write to: Tom Hooke or Roger Harvey

**TEL (01) 606 6865**

**METASCYBE SYSTEMS LTD,**

78 LONG LANE, LONDON EC1A 9ET.

Post & Packing charge at cost. Prices do not include VAT. Prices are subject to change.

**ALL PURCHASES SUBJECT TO OUR TERMS & CONDITIONS OF SALE.**

**Some of the systems we support (plus all 8 inch SS/SD IBM 3740 compatible formats):**

- ACT Apricot
- ACT Sirius 1
- Almarc series 8
- Altos 5.25
- Apple CP/M-80 16 sector
- Basic/4
- British Micro Mimi 802
- Comart Communicator
- Compaq
- Cromemco
- DEC Rainbow
- DEC VT-100
- Decision 1
- Eagle/AVL
- Epson QX-10
- Future Computers
- Future Computers FX-10
- Future Computers FX-30
- Hms Minstr
- Hewlett Packard
- Hyperion
- IBM PC
- ICL PC (DRS-20)
- ICL PC (Rair Black Box compatible)
- JC CP/M
- JC Turbodos
- KAY-Pro
- Logica Vitesse
- Micro Decision
- Nano
- NEC PC 8000
- NEC AFC
- North Star Advantage
- North Star Horizon
- Osborne 1
- Ottera
- Rair Black Box/Nano
- Research Machines 380Z
- Samurai
- Sanyo
- Sanyo 1250/4050
- Sanyo 2000
- Seiko
- Shelton Signet SS
- Shelton Signet DS
- Superbrain SD
- Superbrain QD
- Superbrain Jnr
- Televideo TS802/603/1600
- Torch
- Victor 9000
- Xerox
- Zenith Z100
**ORIC JOYSTICK**
Top fire button and side fire button for use with Commodore 64, Vic 20 and Atari
- £9.95
Oric UK Joystick interface for use with Oric/Atmos
- £11.50
Joystick interface for use with Spectrum/ZX81
- £7.95

**TRACKBALL**
Improve your scores and skills with the Computek Trackball suitable for use with Commodore 64, Vic 20 and Atari
- £17.95
Trackball interface for Oric/Atmos
- £11.50
Trackball interface for Spectrum/ZX81
- £7.95

**COMPUTEK JOYSTICKS**
For use with the BBC Computer. Metal shaft, 2 fire buttons
- £12.95

**PM C16 CASSETTE DATA UNIT**
Designed for use with Commodore +4, Commodore 64 and Vic 20. This cassette unit is a device for storing and recalling computer programs on ordinary cassette tapes. It can be used for saving programs you have written and want to recall for later use. It can also be used to read pre-recorded programs that you have purchased.
- £24.95

**DUST COVER**
Clips onto the back of the Commodore 64. Pivots up to allow use of keyboard, fully moulded, clear plastic dust cover.
- £7.95
Simply the lowest price printer suppliers anywhere in the UK

Gemini-10X £215.00 Delta-10X £343.00 Radix-10X £448.00
Gemini-15X £310.00 Delta 15X £437.00 Radix-15X £549.00
(136 Column) (136 Column)
IBM versions of Gemini and Delta in stock — please phone

Star Printers are Epson Compatible

Epson Price Breakthrough
RX80 £210.00 FX80 £360.00 DX100 (Daisy) £410.00
RX80FT £245.00 FX100 £465.00 LQ1500 £920.00
RX100 £375.00 JX80 £483.00 HI80 Plotter £350.00
(New 4-Colour)

We also stock all printer peripherals — call us for the best prices in the UK

Beautiful Brother Printers
HR5 £148.35 HR35 £793.50 New 2024 £900.00
HR15 £378.35 New M1009 £178.25 NLQ Printer
HR25 £631.35 EP44 £212.75

We can now offer the fabulous TEC Disk Drives, suitable for the BBC Micro (including leads + format + manual) 100K £125.00

All prices include VAT. P&P Next day: £10.00 or £5.00 for normal service. Educational orders welcome

All products carry a FULL 1 YEAR WARRANTY. Shop hours: 9.00-5.30 Mon-Sat
Video Interface

Apricot – Sirius – Victor users

Now you can drive composite video monitors and projection systems from your micro, whilst retaining use of the original monitor. Industry standard BNC output. No internal fitting to the micro required. Ideal for: Training, demonstrations and seminars or any application requiring extra remote displays.

Standard model £89.00 excl. VAT.

FURTHER DETAILS ON REQUEST SPECIFY SIRIUS, VICTOR OR APRICOT

Sirius B

A bi-monthly disk based magazine for Sirius - Victor micros containing useful software, news, technical topics, assembler routines and basic routines. In fact something for every Sirius - Victor owner and user in every issue.

1985 Subscription £120.00 excl. VAT.

FURTHER DETAILS AND SUBSCRIPTION FORM ON REQUEST

Micro Visual Research

5B Beachcroft Road, Wall Heath
Kingswinford, West Midlands
DY6 0HX
Tel: Kingswinford (0384) 273047

Appointed Dealers for
ITT XTRA, PEGASUS, LOTUS

We offer a complete service including comprehensive demonstrations, installation and training. On site maintenance contracts can be arranged.

BUSINESS COMPUTERS

Apricot F1e prices start from 895
Apricot Portable prices start from 1695
Apricot PC prices start from 1395
ITT XTRA120 128K 2x0/D/S diskettes 1737
ITT XTRA120 256K 1x0/D/s diskette 1x10MB fixed 3063

PRINTERS

Brother M-1009 174 Epson RX100 420
Epson RX80 225 Epson FX100 520
Epson RX80F/T 260 Juki 2200 260
Epson FX80 399 Juki 6100 373

All prices exclude VAT

Business software available including Pegasus, Lotus, Multplan, Volkswriter, and many others.

We accept official orders from UK Government and Educational Establishments.

Export enquiries welcome.

Leasing available. Ask for written details.

Showroom opening hours: MON-SAT. 9.00am-5.30pm

MIRAGE MICROCOMPUTERS LTD
24 Bank Street Braintree Essex CM7 7UL
Telephone Braintree (0376) 48321

THE INSTITUTION OF ANALYSTS & PROGRAMMERS

An association which is widely recognised and respected, endorses the status of its members, protects and promotes their interests, assists their careers and encourages their ethical standards is the foundation of every profession.

The Institution of Analysts & Programmers is the leading association for those who use, develop and organise systems analysis and computer programming for Commerce, Industry or Public Service as a principal or supplementary part of their professional life. Awareness of the Institution and the high regard accorded to its members has brought inquiries and applications from over forty independent countries and states.

The essential qualification for election is practical experience but grading allowances are made for degrees, diplomas and course certificates of recognised universities and training organisations and for memberships of other professional associations and learned bodies. A guide to membership requirements and gradings may be requested by telephone or letter addressed to the Applications Department.

01-898 2385

The Institution Of Analysts & Programmers
GIBSON HOUSE, FOURTH CROSS ROAD, TWICKENHAM
MIDDLESEX, TW2 5EL, ENGLAND

INCREASE YOUR SYSTEM’S SPEED WITH ONE SIMPLE PLUG IN UNIT

INTERFACES

IEEE TO PARALLEL EXCLUDING P.S.U. IF1200
$65.95
IEEE TO PARALLEL IF1210
$69.95
IEEE TO RS232 IF1310
$79.95
PARALLEL TO RS232 IF2310
$79.95
RS232 TO PARALLEL IF3210
$69.95
CBM 64 TO PARALLEL IF3210
$59.95

PRINTER BUFFERS

EXTERNAL SPOOLERS (MAINS POWERED)

PARALLEL 8K SPOOLER BIF2210
$59.95
PARALLEL 16K SPOOLER BIF2212
$69.95
PARALLEL 32K SPOOLER BIF2213
$129.95

PARALLEL 8K SPOOLER BIF2310
$59.95
PARALLEL 16K SPOOLER BIF2312
$109.95
PARALLEL 32K SPOOLER BIF2313
$149.95

INTERNAL SPOOLERS FOR EPSON PRINTERS

PARALLEL 8K SPOOLER BIF2220
$59.95
PARALLEL 16K SPOOLER BIF2221
$69.95
PARALLEL 32K SPOOLER BIF2222
$79.95
PARALLEL 64K SPOOLER BIF2223
$109.95

All prices exclusive of VAT

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

IBEK SYSTEMS
437 STONEY STANTON ROAD,
COVENTRY, WEST MIDLANDS
TEL: 0203 661162

BE THE INSTITUTE OF ANALYSTS & PROGRAMMERS

A bi-monthly disk based magazine for Sirius - Victor micros containing useful software, news, technical topics, assembler routines and basic routines. In fact something for every Sirius - Victor owner and user in every issue.

1985 Subscription £120.00 excl. VAT.

FURTHER DETAILS AND SUBSCRIPTION FORM ON REQUEST
There are no better, faster, cleaner PASCAL or FORTRAN compilers available for computers than Pro Pascal and Pro Fortran.

Fact
Every comparative review undertaken by a computer publication endorses and establishes this as a...

Fact
Pro Pascal and Pro Fortran are available for Z80 based machines running CP/M and 8086/8088 based machines running MS-DOS (PC-DOS) or CP/M-86.
Expand Your PC To A Multi-User System
With Advanced Digital's PC-Slave

Up To 32 Users
Expanding your PC to a multi-user system is easy. Simply plug in a PC SLAVE processor board and ASCII terminal for each user. With ADC's unique Master/Slave concept, each user runs independent of other users without speed degradation.

RTNX executive software turns your PC into a master processor and shares disks, peripherals and data with the slaves. ADC's PC-File Server provides you with additional expansion slots, hard disk drive and a high-speed streaming tape back-up for your IBM PC System.

PC SLAVE FEATURES:
- 8 MHz, 8088 CPU
- 256 kB of RAM, expandable to 768 kB
- Two Serial I/O Ports

Advanced Digital Corporation, USA
5432 Production Drive, Huntington Beach, CA 92649
Tel. (714) 891-4004 • Telex 183210 ADVANCED HTBH

Advanced Digital U.K. Limited
27 Princes St., Hanover Square
London W1RNQ • United Kingdom
(01) 409-0077 • (01) 409-3351 • Telex 265840 FINEST

Advanced Digital Corporation

"RTNX II is a trademark of LOGICRAFT
"PC-DOS is a trademark of International Business Machines
"HRS-DOS 8 is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation
"LOTUS 1-2-3 is a trademark of Lotus Development Corporation
"MultiPlan is a trademark of MicroPro Corporation
"WordStar is a trademark of MicroPro Corporation"
It's a man's life in micro manufacturing: Chris Curry's birthday celebrations are likely to be quieter this year than last when guests at the Curry mansion had an eventful time. Their meal was eaten to the accompaniment of various ghost noises, slime seeping through the floorboards and collapsing curtains. Those who made it through to the last course were relieved to find that the 'ghosts' had in fact been hired for the evening. All this was mild stuff compared to the Acorn boss's original idea - he wanted a squad of SAS-style troopers to come bursting in through the windows.

Many happy returns: Clive Sinclair got into the spirit of Christmas by pursuing Chris Curry round various Cambridge pubs. Tempers, newspapers - and in some reports even fists - were raised in anger as the two disagreed about their respective machines' reliability. An irate Sir Clive is the last person we want to meet in our local - but we have to point out that the blurb on one game we received recently says, 'to achieve reliable microdrive operation, please format each new microdrive cartridge at least 20 times before use.'

Trigger happy: not to be outdone, Commodore made its own contribution to capturing the true spirit of Christmas. It sent out a card depicting the three wise men and the Star of David. To add a touch of spice, one of the wise men was shown zapping the Star.

Frosty: Atari's gesture of goodwill was similarly in tune with the spirit of the times. The company reportedly laid off more than 200 people at its Irish video games factory before Christmas. Jack the knife in action. Still on the subject of Jack Tramiel, the new Atari machine previewed in this issue is seen as a rival to Apple's Macintosh - and has already been dubbed the 'Jacintosh'.

Three wheels on my wagon: the best aside we've heard about Sinclair's new car runs as follows: 'Guaranteed to get you there in less than 28 days'.

No hairs on them: Electronic Data Systems likes to get the important details right - such as insisting that its staff be clean-shaven. No details are available of what happens to staff who prefer to stick to their beards, although if you see any male faces covered with cotton wool sympathy might be in order.

It never rains, but it pours: a consoling thought for those who suffered through the cold January. The story goes that the plumbing in Clive Sinclair's London house burst, resulting in inappropriate waterfalls in all the wrong places. At least Sir Clive kept his sense of humour. He blamed the problem on low technology.

Acronym-happy: others with a sense of humour include software houses Quicksilva and Bug-Byte, who joined forces to announce their awards for the computer industry. The award for the 'Biggest United Liaison of Leading Suppliers of Hardware Innovative Technology' went to the MSX manufacturers.

Black marks: Amstrad's move into micros hasn't all been plain sailing. In fact the company keeps a black book with the names of all the people who haven't been helpful along the way, Micropro included. And Amstrad says that it has got WordStar running on its drives - with a little bit of tweaking of the software.

Enterprise: being privatised has obviously gone to British Telecom's head. It's selling its own version of ICL's OPD - called Tonto. If BT really thinks that Red Indians are the market of the future or that all businessmen see themselves as Lone Rangers in search of an assistant, now might be a wise time to sell those shares.

Time's up: the questionnaire in our January issue didn't impress one of our readers. He wrote to the market research company concerned to point out that if he answered all the questions he wouldn't have time to use his micro, make money, or read magazines - let alone breathe. As money was going to charity for all the questionnaires returned he decided to send in 10p instead.

Maureen the elephant's days as a TV star are over. Commodore came up with the bright idea of using Maureen to represent the 64's giant memory, but animal-lovers weren't impressed. Commodore insists that the RSPCA knew about the ad and let it go through - and that the campaign had run its course anyway. Either way it's back to the big top for Maureen.

End
Affordable and reliable printers from Micro P

give you more CPS for your money

Even in today's high tech world, for most of us, the written word is still the least expensive means of sending and receiving information. If you own a microcomputer the chances are that sooner or later you are probably going to need a printer.

**Micro P - CPP40**
A low cost 4 colour 40/80 column printer/plotter capable of printing text or graphics on plain paper. The CCP40 is an ideal companion for small and portable micro's, as it is fitted with re-chargeable batteries - perfect for beginners.

**Micro P - SHINWA CPA80**
With 100 cps quality printing, the CPA80 probably gives more cps/£ than any other printer available today. The CPA80 is packed with features you would normally find on a more expensive printer. With an optional RS232 version available (even for the QL) this Epson compatible printer will hook up to almost any micro. See them at your local dealer today!

**Micro P - MP165**
Looking for a matrix printer as well as a daisywheel? Well, the MP165 combines all the attributes of these two technologies to give a matrix printer capable of printing at up to 165 cps, as well as providing crisp Near Letter Quality, (NLQ) print at 75 cps. Features include a 2k buffer as well as both friction and tractor feed, as standard. Ideally suited to most popular micro's, the MP165 is now available in a new RS232 QL compatible version.

*Full 12 months warranty - RRP ex. VAT. QL is a registered Trade Mark of Sinclair Research.*
Personal Computers Ltd, the U.K.'s first personal computer dealer has done it again! First in the U.K. with Apple Computers — first in the U.K. with Lotus 1-2-3 software — and now another first, the brand-new Macintosh Centre open in the heart of the City of London.

Macintosh is the new computer sensation from Apple, designed on the simple premise that a computer is a lot more use if it's easy to use. Computers have little value if they require thirty manuals to figure out and a doctorate in mathematics to operate. Ideally, working with a computer should be like talking to a very bright friend who is eager to help get your work accomplished — and that's Macintosh.

With Macintosh you can write, analyse, organise, create and illustrate, often at the touch of a finger, by moving a 'mouse' on your desk to move a pointer on the screen. It can also help you prepare letters, reports, produce charts and presentation slides, store and retrieve information. And much more.

This doesn't just mean your work will be faster and more accurate — it will also be better. And remember the less time you spend shuffling papers — the more time you have available to exercise your creativity.

Macintosh takes over your deskwork, but not your desk. In fact it takes up an area as small as a standard sheet of paper.

Macintosh has a wide range of software available, and new packages are being added all the time. In addition to Mac's own software which includes MacPaint, MacWrite, MacDraw and MacProject, there's world-famous packages from Microsoft — like Multiplan, Chart, Word and File, and the best-selling Filevision — you'll find them all at the new Macintosh Centre.

Macintosh — recently voted best value personal computer by 'Which Computer' magazine, source: 'Which Computer' survey August 1984 who called it "an unbeatable buy".

Let us put a mouse in your hand, and show you the capabilities of this exciting new computer. Call in at the new Macintosh Centre, 218 Bishopsgate, London EC2M 4JS or for further information call the Mac Hotlines on 01-377 1200 today!